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PUERTO RICO

TUESDAY, JULY 14, 1998

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, -at 9:37 a.m., in room

SH-216, Hart Senate Office Building, Hon. Frank H. Murkowski,
chairman, presiding.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK H. MURKOWSKI,
U.S. SENATOR FROM ALASKA

The CHAIRMAN. Good morning. I would ask that the assembly be
seated.

Well, that did not take long.
Let me wish you a good morning. We will call the meeting of the

Energy and Natural Resources Committee to order.
This marks the beginning of the legislative deliberation in the

Senate on the future of political status of Puerto Rico. As I have
stated before, I am committed to establishing a process that will
enable our fellow citizens in Puerto Rico to express their desires on
the future political relationship between Puerto Rico and our Fed-
eral Government. The workshops and oversight hearings have pro-
vided important information to the committee so that we can now
begin consideration of the legislation before the committee.

The measures before us are H.R. 856, introduced by Congress-
man Young and others, that passed the House on March 4 of this
year, and S. 472, introduced by Senator Craig, who is with us this
morning, and others on March 19, 1997. The committee has gone
to Puerto Rico for extensive meetings and briefings. We have also
held a workshop to hear the Governor and the three political par-
ties on the need for certainty in the self-determination process. We
have conducted two intensive oversight hearings to lay groundwork
for consideration of these measures.

The first oversight hearing consisted of a discussion and exam-
ination on the fiscal and economic implications of any change in
status. These proceedings shed considerable light on some of the
difficulties involved in any transition to prepare Puerto Rico for ei-
ther consideration of an admissions act or for the withdrawal of
U.S. sovereignty.

The second oversight hearing focused on the individual issues in-
volved in separate sovereignty either as full independence or in
some form of free association. In addition to a consideration of the
issues, the hearing also served to focus on the issue of sovereignty
as a test for consideration of those individual issues.

(1)
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Well, this is certainly an auspicious day for those who are look-
ing for change. For those seeking separate sovereignty, today is
Bastille Day. I see some of you are still awake.

[Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Now, if you are successful in convincing a major-

ity of the voters to ask for a withdrawal of U.S. sovereignty, I hope
the preparations will be somewhat smoother than the French expe-
rienced. For those advocating statehood, this is also an important
day, although perhaps not quite as enjoyable. July 14, 1798-this
marks the 200th anniversary of the first direct tax on States. The
only comfort I can offer is that we are willing to make the IRS
somewhat more friendly today. Well, so much for our historian.

Putting historic events aside, I want everyone to understand that
I believe this subject is one of the most important constitutional re-
sponsibilities of the Congress and one that I am committed to see-
ing concluded in a responsible manner. Former Governor Hernan-
dez Colon made an important observation in the August issue of
Foreign Affairs when he stated-and I quote-'The status debate
has raged in Puerto Rico for half a century, dividing the people and
breeding unending conflict-at worst bloody, at best bitter and de-
structive. At least 75 percent of Puerto Rican voters align them-
selves with status options rather than candidates, programs, or so-
lutions to pressing problems. This orientation distorts governance.
It is as if choosing to break up the United States into 50 pieces or
redefine the states to cut their numbers in half were the only issue
in every presidential election."

The accuracy of that statement can be measured by the reporting
of last week's strike in Puerto Rico over the proposed sale of the
phone company. The Washington Post reported critics of the Gov-
ernor as stating that the reason for the sale was a pro-statehood
Governor trying to impress those in Washington who favor privat-
ization. The Post failed to note that the previous Commonwealth
Governor, Hernandez Colon, proposed the sale of the phone com-
pany to Bell South back in 1990.

The debilitating nature of prolonged status debate can be seen
elsewhere as well. Guam is struggling with its status proposal and
has almost become a prisoner of details and language drafted a
decade ago.

This committee cannot end the debate. That can only be done by
the residents in Puerto Rico who will have to live with their choice.
What we can do is provide some clarity to the choices and an as-
surance that there will be a serious response.

No one should assume that the road to a status change, if that
is what the voters want, will either be short or smooth. Our over-
sight hearings demonstrated that matter. How long the prepara-
tions for either separate sovereignty or statehood would take is not
something that we can resolve here, and I will admit that I am not
comfortable with the artificial time limits. I have too much experi-
ence with economic programs to assume that midterm corrections
will not be necessary. That is why I want to emphasize that the
response to any request from Puerto Rico should be a very serious
one.

In that same vein, after whatever transition or preparation is
necessary, the final implementation, either the withdrawal of the
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U.S. sovereignty or the admission of a new State, will be-and I
want to emphasize this-will be a political decision. People can
make and will make all the speeches they want, but that is one
issue I can speak to from experience. The Admission Act for Alaska
was a political event, as were the acts for the other 36 States that
entered the Union. The Tydings-McDuffie Act that provided for the
independence of the Philippines was also a political decision. If the
road for preparation is uncertain, the road for final implementation
is even more unknown. These choices lie in the future, however.
Today we simply begin the legislative consideration of how to begin
that journey.

I want to make it clear at the outset that I am not wedded to
any particular proposal and intend to carefully consider all the tes-
timony the committee receives, including the material submitted
for the record from persons and organizations who are not appear-
ing today. I intend to see that the voters in Puerto Rico are pre-
sented with honest and accurate alternatives and that we avoid, to
the extent possible, becoming involved in the internal politics of
Puerto Rico between or within the individual political parties.

I think you are aware. this is an ambitious undertaking, but to
that end I would like each witness to be prepared to state what
provisions in each of the bills are absolutely essential, what provi-
sions. are important but not critical, and what provisions are mere-
ly useful.

For example, the initial findings in the House. measure go on for
several pages. In some respects, they remind me of the opening of
James Michener's -book, Hawaii. Before you begin the story, you
first need to go through several thousand years of geological his-
tory. The House bill does not begin with the papal decision to di-
vide the world between Spain and Portugal, but it comes close. The
Senate version is considerably more condensed.

With the cooperation of the witnesses, I hope that this hearing
will serve to refine the measures before us and provide the clarity
and choices that the voters in Puerto Rico deserve.

Because of the extended number of witnesses that wanted to tes-
tify, there are a couple of rules. We indicated by letter to limit your
testimony to 4 minutes. I will limit it to 5 minutes.

Secondly, we have had to divert in the normal procedure where
we would have members of Congress and other officials speak first.
The reason we changed the procedure was to ensure that those in-
dividuals coming from Puerto Rico who wanted to testify did not
have to change their travel plans. So, as the agenda of witnesses
began to expand, we had. to make a cut. So, tomorrow we will hear
from the elected representatives and.the various honorables.

So, I will keep close time.
I do want to call on my two colleagues for any brief comments

they would care to make. Senator Craig.

STATEMENT OF HON. LARRY E. CRAIG, U.S. SENATOR-_
FROM IDAHO

Senator CRAIG. Mr. Chairman, thank- you.very much.
I am looking forward to working with you and other committee

members and-members of Congress as a whole, as well as-the elect-
ed leaders and others from Puerto Rico, to craft final legislation
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that we can take to the floor of the Senate to address the self-de-
termination of the political status of Puerto Rico. And I thank you
very much for scheduling this hearing today on S. 472, my legisla-
tion, and the House legislation, H.R. 856.

There are several issues that must be addressed if we are to
produce a bill that will resolve the status of Puerto Rico in a way
that best serves the national interests. In order not to repeat the
mistakes of the past, any bill we approve must satisfy what I be-
lieve are the following requirements. Until the people of Puerto
Rico are able to meaningfully consent to the form of government
under which they live, as they would under statehood or separate
sovereign nationhood, there must be a process through which they
are empowered to freely express to Congress their wishes regarding
political status.

This means that the authorization to conduct votes on status
should continue as long as Puerto Rico's status is defined by Fed-
eral laws, laws that are enacted by a Congress in which the U.S.
citizen residents of Puerto Rico are not represented and that are
subject to the power of Congress to amend or repeal. If specified
intervals for such votes are objectionable, we should be flexible, but
authorization of such votes must be expressly preserved by Federal
law until the ultimate status of Puerto Rico is resolved and dis-
enfranchisement ends.

Puerto Rican voters must be informed that the current political
status of Puerto Rico, including the commonwealth constitutional
system and the current U.S. nationality of citizens of persons born
in Puerto Rico, is granted by Federal law, passed by Congress
under the Territorial Clause and is subject to Congress' authority
to amend or repeal such laws to serve legitimate Federal purposes.
This is a simple statement of fact.

Congress was induced to be somewhat ambiguous about this in
1950 and relied on the legislative record to state what was thought
to be the obvious. The self-determination process has suffered as a
result. This was a mistake we should not, and I would hope we will
not repeat again.

It also must be made clear that if Puerto Rico elects separate
sovereignty, Congress will end U.S. nationality and citizenship for
people born in Puerto Rico in the future. Persons born there prior
to termination of U.S. nationality and citizenship will, at a mini-
mum, make an either/or election between Puerto Rican and U.S.
nationality and citizenship. Congress has the authority to stipulate
and must do so to ensure that effective transfer of sovereignty oc-
curs. The notion of universal dual citizenship with guarantees, not
even available under current status, must be dispelled before in-
formed self-determination will be possible.

Well, Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement.
Mr. Chairman, let me recognize Attorney General Fuentes, espe-

cially because of the work he has done in the drug area in stopping
the trafficking through Puerto Rico. We are heavily involved in
that here, and I am pleased he is before us this morning. Thank
you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Craig.
Senator Graham.
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STATEMENT OF HON. BOB GRAHAM,. U.S. SENATOR
FROM FLORIDA

Senator GRAHAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Given the nature of my remarks, they will be brief.
Harvey Cox, the great theologian, has stated the truth, that not

to decide is to decide. I am very concerned that with the elongation
of this decision as to whether to give the people of Puerto Rico an
opportunity in 1998 to express their feelings as to their political fu-
ture, that we are about to make a decision by indecision.

This is a process which has many steps. In less than 40 legisla-
tive days, we must complete the markup of this legislation in this
committee, have Senate debate on the committee recommendation,
reconcile sure differences between the Senate bill and the House
bill, vote a conference bill, and have the President sign it into law,
a very significant set of responsibilities in an increasingly short-
ened period of time.

After we have completed our action, then the people of Puerto
Rico will have the responsibility to make a decision as to their pref-
erence of political future, and after that, an implementation period
which could run up to a decade to carry out that will, involving sev-
eral subsequent votes by the -people of Puerto Rico and this Con-
gress.

My concern is that we have spent the better part of 2 years on
this issue. The time has come for us to move forward with action,
Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the fact that we are having this hear-
ing today. I hope that before the August recess that we will have
an opportunity to take several of the other steps that are necessary
in order to convert this hearing into meaningful congressional ac-
tion. To me that is the most fundamental challenge that we have,
more so than the necessary refinements that each of us would like
to have incorporated in this final legislation. So, I urge that we not
become the victims of decision by indecision, and that we move
with the expedition that the importance of this issue warrants.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Graham.
Senator Landrieu, good morning.

STATEMENT OF HON. MARY L. LANDRIEU, U.S. SENATOR
FROM LOUISIANA

Senator LANDRIEU. Good morning. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I
have a prepared statement, but in light of the time, I will just try
to summarize my remarks.

First, I want to thank you again for your leadership on this issue
and for holding these hearings so that we-can, in fact,.make a deci- -
sion on this important matter. I have spoken many times in sup-
port of the efforts to have the people of Puerto Rico vote.

I am here today to point out a couple of issues that have been
brought to my attention and will continue to meet with people and
groups and associations in trying to work through this.

First, I want to associate myself with the comments from my dis-
tinguished colleague from Florida. An indecision is a decision, and
part of this is with the short time trying to move this bill forward.

Several people have expressed their concerns to me about the
language issue, and I want to say, coming from a State that had
the French flag flown over it for many years, as well as the Span-
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ish flag over Louisiana, we have the large contingency of people
who think it is a good thing to speak more than one anguage. I
do not think that that is a problem that we should throw up in face
of what we are attempting. There are two States I want to point
out, Hawaii and New Mexico, that already have two official lan-
guages. So, for the critics of this bill, I wanted just to mention that
issue, and I am sure that we could work it out. English plus is
something a lot of people are talking about in the 48 lower States
and we can have the discussion, but I hope that that is not going
to be a barrier.

The other is I believe the vast majority of people in Puerto Rico
want a relationship with the United States that is mutually bene-
ficial, and to compare what is going on in Canada and Quebec with
what is going on in Puerto Rico I think is a weak argument that
some have used in opposition to this. It is very different, and there
is a completely different feeling in Puerto Rico on the subject.

Finally, though, I want to mention for our consideration, there is
a legal interesting question my staff has brought to me about some
people-I do not know how many-in Puerto Rico relinquishing
their American citizenship by going to Venezuela, but keeping their
Puerto Rican citizenship which was recognized in the Foraker Act.
What are the effects of such renunciation? Different jurisdictions in
the United States have ruled differently on the question. This is
very important for us to clarify as we move forward with this law,
and letting the people of Puerto Rico determine their status would
help us to draw the appropriate legislative conclusions.

So, I will simply close by urging the committee to address these
and other concerns, and thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for trying
to move this important legislation forward. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Senator Landrieu follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HoN. MARY L. LANDRIEU, U.S. SENATOR FROM LOUISIANA

Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for holding this hearing today to
receive testimony on an issue of great significance to Congress, to the people of the
United States, and specifically to the people of Puerto Rico. We are here today to
formally consider legislation providing for ways for the residents of the Common-
wealth to exercise their right to self-determination. I applaud this Committee for its
resolve to deal with such an important, longstanding, and meaningful concern.

As I have looked at this issue here in Congress and listened to the concerns of
people, received their correspondence, and met with various groups, a number of
things have come to my attention. I will go through each of them briefly and I rec-
ommend that each be addressed in some way as we consider these bills.

First, I have been approached by members of the democratic party of Puerto Rico
regarding their concerns about the requirement that additional referenda be held
if the people choose continued commonwealth status, as opposed to the lack of a
similar requirement if statehood or independence options are settled upon. On its
face, this is problematic, and I ue the Committee to look into this issue.

Second, I would like to respond to a concern that hundreds of people have raised
in this Congress, and that is the language question. Should Puerto Rico choose the
statehood option, and should the United States Congress determine to accept Puerto
Rico into the Union, the question of language will require attention. Coming, as I
do, from Louisiana, a state that has flown both the French and the Spanish flags
over the course of its history, I fail to see the issue of language as the obstacle that
some would have us believe it to be.

In 1776, Bernardo de Galvez was named Governor of Louisiana under the Span-
ish, who had held jurisdiction over all of Louisiana since 1766. At the time, lands
east of the Mississippi were held by the British, and lands west, by Spain. In 1779,
word came down of a Spanish plan to declare war against the British, against whom
Americans were fighting for independence. Spain had sympathized with and aided
Americans in this battle up to that point. Governor Bernardo de Galvez led an at-
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tack on Fort Bute de Manchac, and victories ensued in Mobile, Pensacola, Natchez,
Baton Rouge, and in the Caribbean. Thanks to his efforts, the British were pre-
vented from invading New Spain, and were handed a loss in the campaign for
America. As Governor Rossello noted in his moving statement before this Committee
in April, Puerto Rican soldiers fought with Galvez during his leadership in the Rev-
olutionary War. Galvez lived in New Orleans, Louisiana during his lifetime, and
married a French Creole woman. This is but one story in the history of Louisiana
and the Nation that has made this country what it is today.

The effects of French rule in Louisiana have an equally distinctive and honored
place. French was an official language of the state legislature in Louisiana for
many, many years. Today, we have an official agency whose mission is to assure
the existence: of French in the State for years in-the future. It is a part of our cul-
tural identity and to ignore that fact is to ignore what makes us unique. I would
not espouse changing that reality. Nor, I suspect, would most-Americans. New Mex-
ico currently has two official languages, as does Hawaii. There is ample precedent
for dual languages in States. English is currently one of two official languages in
Puerto Rico. Strides are being made every day to increase English proficiency in the
Commonwealth.

I would also mention that to compare Puerto Rico's Spanish predominance to the -
French separatist movements -of the province of Quebec is an injustice. The fun-
damental difference between the two is that the vast majority of the people of Puer-
to Rico are seeking a continued, beneficial relationship to the United States, and
do not entertain the kind of separation that Canada experiences on a recurrent
basis. Indeed, the current trend is the exact opposite.

Finally, I want to bring the attention of my colleagues to the issue of increasing
concern. I feel it is important to recognize some recent developments as we move
forward on this legislation. An interesting legal question is brewing in Puerto Rico,
where some individuals are relinquishing their American citizenship by going to
Venezuela and other countries, and keeping their Puerto Rican citizenship, which
was recognized in the Foraker Act. What are the effects of such a renunciation. Dif-
ferent jurisdictions have ruled differently on the question. There is a need to clarify
what U.S. laws apply to these individuals, as these cases increase. This could be
done by letting the people of Puerto Rico determine their status and drawing the
appropriate legislative conclusions.

Mr. Chairman, I will close by simply urging this Committee to address these con-
cerns and others raised by my colleagues, and move to report this legislation. Thank
you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Landrieu.
Senator Kyl.
Senator KYL. I ha-!e no statement, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen and ladies, we certainly appreciate

the opening statements.
To respond to Senator Graham, it has been said that you have

to crawl before you walk before you run. I was just looking at the
number of years that the various States took to come into the
Union: Wyoming, 2 years, and New Mexico, 62 years. So, I guess
the good news is that we are moving.

Senator GRAHAM. Mr. Chairman, I would observe that I do not
know the history of all the other territories that have come into the
Union. In the case of Florida, it took 24 years to come into the
Union, but I do not believe there are very many areas with which
the United States has had a political association analogous to Puer-
to Rico, that have waited for 100 years in order to get a final deter-
mination of their status. So, we have crawled for a long time. Now
I think it is at least time to begin walking, if not jogging, to try
to come to the resolution of. the simple issue: Should the people of
Puerto Rico, at the 100th anniversary year of their special associa-
tion with the United States, have a respectful opportunity to ex-
press their opinion as to their political future? That is the issue be-
fore us, and I hope the answer is a strong and expedited "yes."
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The CHAHRMAN. Let me recognize former Governor Luis Ferre.
Governor Ferre has been in that seat for each of our workshops or
hearings, and we are most appreciative of your attentive presence.
Of course, your recommendation and counsel are deeply appre-
ciated.

We are going to move into our panels now, and the first gen-
tleman represents the Government of Puerto Rico, Mr. Jose
Fuentes, Attorney General. Please proceed and then we will call
the balance of the panel to the stand.

STATEMENT OF JOSE A. FUENTES-AGOSTINI, ATTORNEY
GENERAL, GOVERNMENT OF PUERTO RICO

Mr. FUENTES-AGOSTINI. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and mem-
bers of the committee. I thank you all for the opportunity to appear
before you today. As you have stated, my name is Jose A. Fuentes-
Agostini. I am the attorney general of Puerto Rico.

On behalf of the Government of Puerto Rico, I commend you, Mr.
Chairman, for your leadership in moving the process forward to the
legislative phase that begins today, and I further congratulate Sen-
ator Craig and Congressman Young. Both of the bills presented es-
tablish the framework for this Congress to make good on its obliga-
tion and this Nation's democratic traditions, an obligation of this
Congress, because (in the whole universe), only this body has the
authority and the power to do the right thing, which is to give the
people of Puerto Rico a say in the fundamental issues that control
their daily lives.

One hundred years of shared history have elapsed between us,
starting with the signing of the Treaty of Paris on December 10,
1898. The treaty, which made clear that only the U.S. Congress
has the supremacy to determine the future of 4 million U.S. citi-
zens living in Puerto Rico, states that the civil rights and political
status of the territories hereby ceded to the United States shall be
determined by the Congress.

This remains true today. The Territorial Clause of the U.S. Con-
stitution has been interpreted by the U.S. Supreme Court consist-
ently during the last 100 years to mean that Puerto Rico's constitu-
tional status as a territory has not changed in any way since 1898.
Congress continues to be the ultimate source of power pursuant to
the Territorial Clause.

It is also a fundamental tenet of American democracy to consult
the people regarding their political aspirations. The Declaration of
Independence, the foundation for what has become the greatest Na-
tion in history, is based on the proposition that governments are
instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent
of the governed. This is also the policy principle upon which the
1950 act that created internal self-government for Puerto Rico was
based.

But why are we here today? Because in keeping with the best
traditions of American democracy, the U.S. citizens of Puerto Rico
have twice in the last 4 years-and actually three times in the last
4 years-formally petitioned Congress for resolution of their politi-
cal status. First, in 1993, and then in 1994, when our legislature
asked Congress either to implement the results of the popular ref-
erendum, which.was held in 1993 at the urging of the U.S. Senate,
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or to provide us with clear guidance as to what status options are
available for a permanent resolution of our status, and again in
1997, when our legislature-requested. Congress once more-to define
our options.

We face a constitutional crisis today -in Puerto Rico. While 95
percent of the governed people of Puerto -Rico in 1993 voted in favor
of permanent union between- Puerto Rico and the United States
and irrevocable U.S. citizenship, 51 percent, a majority, voted for
a relationship other than the current one. Therefore, our present
form of government is not founded on the consent of the governed.
Apart from the legal, moral, democratic, and profound constitu-
tional issues this raises, you must consider the effect that this un-
certainty has with respect to our ability to reach our full potential
in economic, social, and political terms.

After six commissions have discussed the status alternatives of
Puerto Rico, after 103 failed bills in Congress, after 60 hearings
and 17 different definitions of commonwealth, we do not even have
a proper definition upon which to base a popular referendum.

Congress has produced enough studies, research, and paper on
Puerto Rico to fill up this whole room. The Congress has never con-
sulted the people of Puerto Rico on what they want.

It is entirely appropriate and in keeping with precedent relative
to self-determination in the case of other U.S. territories that Con-
gress provide us with clear definitions of our options and authorize
a referendum based on those definitions upon which we can ex-
press our preference. We are asking for two things: one, that you
authorize a non-binding referendum process based on options
which Congress is willing to consider as a basis for resolving the
ultimate status of Puerto Rico; and two, that you define the avail-
able options so that the American citizens of Puerto Rico know pre-
cisely what it is they are voting for.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Fuentes-Agostini follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOsE A. FUENTES-AGOSTINI, ATrORNEY GENERAL,
GOVERNMENT OF PUERTO RIco

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I thank you for the opportunity to
appear before you today to discuss legislation endi bore the Senate to provide
self-determination to the American citizens of Puerto Rico.

I will confine my remarks to an analysis of the legislation from a historical and
legal perspective, and, in that regard, let me say at the outset that the government
I represent fully supports the self-determination process which is set forth in H.R.
856 and S. 472. In our view, both bills represent an appropriate and necessary re-
sponse by Congress to the petition of our Legislature for guidance regarding our sta-
tus options.

On behalf of the Government of Puerto Rico, I commend you, Mr. Chairman, for
your leadership in moving the process forward to the legislative phase that begins
today, and for developing a full and complete legislative record on which the Senate
can base its consideration of this legislation.'

Just ten days ago, our country celebrated the two hundred and twenty-second an-
niversary of the Declaration of Independence and the termination of our colonial
status with Great Britain. In that document, our founding fathers set forth the
foundations for what has become the greatest democracy in history, including what
they considered the "self-evident" proposition that "governments are instituted
among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed."

'This, in addition to the extensive record that has been developed over the past 100 years.
See Attachment 1.

Note: All attachments have been retained in committee files.
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That fundamental principle of American democracy was the policy underlying the
establishment of the present commonwealth arrangement for internal government
in Puerto Rico which was established in 1950. In fact, P.L. 81-600, the statute that
authorized the current system of internal government for Puerto Rico under a local
constitution, specifically stated that it was being implemented "[rlecognizing fully
the principle of government by consent."

However, as Governor Pedro Rossello observed in his discussion with this commit-
tee at its opening workshop on Puerto Rico self-determination on April 2, Puerto
Rico today faces a serious constitutional crisis. In effect, after one hundred years
of unfailing allegiance, devotion and service to the United States, we question, on
a daily basis, whether our own relationship with our Federal government, reflects
this criteria: namely whether that relationship enjoys the consent of the governed.

In fact, the evidence to the contrary is compelling. In 1952, local polls indicated
that roughly seventy-five percent of the American citizens of Puerto Rico supported
the "commonwealth" arrangement. In 1967, support had fallen to sixty percent, and
by 1993, the year of our last local status referendum, less than half supported "com-
monwealth." Moreover, it can be argued that those who voted for "commonwealth"
in that referendum were supporting a definition of that status that does not, and
cannot, exist in American law.

Most disturbing is the fact that fifty-one percent of the voters in 1993 supported
a different relationship than the one currently in place. In other words, a majority
of the governed U.S. citizens in Puerto Rico do not want our present relationship.
Therefore, our present form of government is not founded on the consent of the gov-
erned.

As Puerto Rico's chief legal officer, I cannot emphasize sufficiently the serious na-
ture of these developments both for Puerto Rico and for the Nation at large, and
the need for Congress to act this year to re-establish a political consensus among
the 3.8 million United States citizens in Puerto Rico.

Decision-making within the fifty states, the District of Columbia, and other Amer-
ican territories on issues relating to the Federal government must begin with a
basic understanding of the legal relationship between local and Federal authority.
In effect, in most cases, clear lines of demarcation have been drawn, and there is
an unmistakable legal basis for that relationship. That is not the case in Puerto
Rico today.

The political and legal debate in Puerto Rico does not assume a clear understand-
ing of, and support for, our current relationship with the Federal government. We
are instead divided by the uncertainty regarding our status, and this uncertainty,
as has been discussed in this committee's various prior hearings, renders it far more
difficult to set policies, to grow at our full potential, and to fully understand how
we fit into the American Federal system.

I. THE LEGISLATION IS AN APPROPRIATE RESPONSE TI PUERTO RICO'S PETITION FOR
CONGRESSIONAL ACTION

I am aware that some members of this committee, as well as some of their col-
leagues not represented here, question whether it is appropriate for Congress to act
at this time on the issue of self-determination for Puerto Rico. At various times, the
question has been asked as to whether Puerto Rico itself should take the first step
and then ask for Congress' assistance in reaching a final settlement of the status
question. A brief review of the historical context which brings this issue before the
Congress today is necessary to respond fully to the question. In effect, Puerto Rico
has already taken the first step and more, and it is now the responsibility of Con-
gress, and specifically the Senate, to take the next step.

Despite extensive deliberations on status legislation for Puerto Rico in 1990 and
1991, the Senate failed to take final action, and instead, urged the Government of
Puerto Rico to conduct a referendum under local law and then petition Congress to
implement the results. That referendum was held in 1993, and resulted in a plural-
ity vote for "commonwealth," defined by its supporters as a "permanent union" with
the United States that included "irrevocable" U.S. citizenship under a "bilateral pact
which cannot be altered except by mutual consent." In effect, "commonwealth" sup-
porters made the specious claim that the "mutual consent" concept granted Puerto
Rico a veto over Federal laws that might change or modify the "commonwealth" sta-
tus. There is serious doubt that any of these features exists under our current gov-
erning arrangement, or could be granted under the United States Constitution.

Consistent with the best traditions of representative democracy in America, our
Legislature, in Concurrent Resolution 62 on December 14, 1994, requested Congress
to either accede to the results, or "state the specific status alternatives it is willing
to consider, and the measures it recommends that the people of Puerto Rico should
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take as part of the process to solve the problem of their political status." In effect,
our Legislature was petitioning Congress to respond to the 1993 referendum, a re-
quest it renewed in 1997 when it asked in Concurrent Resolution 2 for Congress
"to respond to the democratic aspirations of the American citizens of Puerto Rico"
by approving legislation authorizing a referendum to take place no later than De-
cember 31, 1998.

In response to that petition, the House of Representatives held a series of hear-
ings in Washington and in Puerto Rico which resulted in H.R. 856, the status legis-
lation that was approved in the House on March 4, 1998. Viewed in the context of
American Constitutional Law and historical precedents relative to self-determina-
tion in the territories, that legislation represents a rejection of the terms of the sta-
tus option that received a plurality vote on the grounds that the definition of that
option presents terms that are not available under American law. The legislation
also responds by providing for a non-binding referendum with ballot options prop-
erly defined to give the voters a clear understanding of what is available. S. 472,
the Senate status bill, in effect does the same thing, and it is now up to the Senate
to move the self-determination process along. Puerto Rico has taken the first step;
the House of Representatives responded, and now the process cannot continue un-
less the Senate works its will in a timely manner.

We support the approach in both bills, because it is consistent with the best tradi-
tions of American democracy, and because it represents an appropriate manner to
determine the popular will of the American citizens of Puerto Rico.

II. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS PROVIDED MIXED SIGNALS REGARDING
PUERTO RICO'S STATUS

The need for Congress to provide clear guidance regarding the status options
available to the voters of Puerto Rico is supported further by the history of mixed
signals that have been issued by the Federal Government. Mixed signals regarding
key aspects of the current governing arrangement, and especially with respect to
Congress' ultimate intention and moral obligation to reach a permanent resolution
of the status question.

A brief review of the history of the legal development of our relationship with the
United States, and a comparison between the path chosen for Puerto Rico and that
given to the Philippines-another territory that came under U.S. control as a result
of the Spanish-American War-will help to explain the nature of this confusion.

On August 29, 1916, Congress approved S. 381, a bill which established in the
territory of the Philippines a civil government generally autonomous from Federal
authority, and which denied U.S. citizenship to people born with U.S. nationality
in the Philippines. Further, on March 24, 1934, Congress approved H.R. 8573, a bil
authorizing constitutional government for the Commonwealth of the Philippines as
a step towards complete political independence, which was ultimately achieved in
1946. Congress' intent with respect to the Philippines was clear from the start; both
the 1916 and 1934 acts expressly declared the intention of Congress that the ulti-
mate status of the Philippines would be independence.

By contrast, on March 2, 1917, just 157 days after the Philippines law was adopt-
ed, Congress approved H.R. 9533, a bill which established civil government in the
territory of Puerto Rico under Federal. authority with less autonomy than the Phil-
ippines, and which extended U.S. citizenship to individuals with U.S. nationality
due to birth in the territory of Puerto Rico. From the very beginning, this suggested
a path consistent with that traditionally provided by Congress to incorporated terri-
tories that were given the option to advance to statehood. On July 30, 1950, Con-
gress approved P.L. 81-600, authorizing constitutional government for the Common-
wealth of Puerto Rico, based on consent, but without clarifying whether it was a
step to statehood, and certainly not cast as a step to independence.

While commonwealth is legally based on consent, the people of Puerto Rico did
not approve by popular vote the final version of our Constitution after it was modi-
fied by Congress, further demonstrating that Congress can, and will, unilaterally ex-
ercise its ultimate power-to make decisions over Puerto Rico. So the principle and
practice of government by consent have been at odds from the very beginning:- -

Nevertheless, a status based on consent. implies -that the loss of consent would
place the legitimacy of the governing arrangement in question. In fact, our Legisla-
ture petitioned Congress to act because the legitimacy of that arrangement has been
called into serious question.

Simply put, Congress has sent mixed and often confusing signals, suggesting at
times that Puerto Rico has a status similar in some respects to that of incorporated
territories, and in other respects, that Congress appears to have granted Puerto Rico
certain forms of incomplete and revocable autonomy that are inconsistent with that
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status. These "mixed signals" form the basis for what former Attorney General Rich-
ard Thornburgh characterized before this committee as a "clouded" current relation-
ship. What is sorely lacking is a clear signal from Congress confirming its intentions
with respect to the 3.8 million United States citizens of Puerto Rico.

Given the current context, as a matter of American Constitutional law, Congress
should consider the request of Puerto Rico's legislature as a formal petition of the
American citizens of Puerto Rico for it to define the Federal policy requirements for
the resolution of our political status debate. In effect, the American citizens of Puer-
to Rico have requested Congress to either: (1) implement the definition of "common-
wealth" which was approved by the 48% plurality in the 1993 status referendum,
a result that is impossible under U.S. law; or (2) define the status options that Con-
gress is willing to consider and authorize a non-binding but Congressionally recog-
nized referendum on those options. Both bills now before the committee appro-
priately meet these requirements.

III. THERE IS NO QUESTION THAT PUERTO RICO IS A TERRITORY
UNDER THE CONSTITUTION

Despite assertions to the contrary by some of the witnesses that have appeared
before this committee, Puerto Rico is--and for the past one hundred years has
been-a territory of the United States, regulated by Congress under Article IV, Sec-
tion 3, clause 2 of the Constitution. This has been the case since the very start of
Puerto Rico's relationship with the United States. The Treaty of Paris, which was
ratified in the Senate by a one-vote margin, made clear that only the United States
Congress has the supremacy to determine the future of the United States citizens
living in Puerto Rico. Specifically, Section 9 of the Treaty states as follows: "The
civil rights and political status of the .territories hereby ceded to the United States
shall be determined by the Congress."

As the clear weight of authority in the Federal Courts demonstrates, nothing
since has ". . . changed in any way Puerto Rico's constitutional status as a terri-
tory, or the source of power over Puerto Rico. Congress continues to be the ultimate
source of power pursuant to the Territory Clause of the Constitution."2

Instead of addressing the disenfranchisement and less than equal citizenship sta-
tus of the people of Puerto Rico due to the supremacy of Federal law in our land
made applicable without democratic consent, the Commonwealth Party wants to dis-
tract the public and Congress by leading us into an absurd debate about whether
or not the Territorial Clause and the Federal laws Congress makes applicable to
Puerto Rico are actually the supreme law of the land.

Their theory is that by approving the local constitution in 1952 the people of
Puerto Rico became fully sovereign with a separate Puerto Rican citizenship that
Congress can not regulate. They tell the people of Puerto Rico that the Territorial
cause no longer applies and that Puerto Rico is fully self-governing, so that the U.S.
retains only such sovereignty as Puerto Rico delegates to Congress. Yet, they also
claim permanent union and irrevocable U.S. citizenship, but that any Federal law
inconsistent with an alleged, but actually non-existent "bilateral pact" supposedly
creating this fictional version of commonwealth, is null and void unless approved
with "mutual consent" by Puerto Rico.

If you think I am exaggerating, ask them. See if they will say to you what they
tell the people of Puerto Rico. However, it is the debate over that discredited and
legally implausible theory of commonwealth that is impeding our ability to fight for
full and equal citizenship rights for our people. Those who do not want to deal with
the question of equal rights for Puerto Rico are the ones who insist that fairness
requires us here today to once again spend a gat deal of time and energy debating
the "have it both ways" theory of commonwealth.

The Commonwealth Party's argument that Puerto Rico is no longer a territory
subject to the Territorial Clause power of Congress fails not only as a matter of con-
stitutional and legal logic, but because the U.S. Supreme Court in the 1980 case of
Harris v. Rosario (446 U.S. 651) confirmed without any suggestion of doubt that
Puerto Rico's current status is that of a U.S. territory subject to the plenary author-
ity of Congress under Article IV, Section 3, Clause 2 of the U.S. Constitution, known
as the Territorial Clause. There can be, and there is, disagreement in the judicial,
legislative and executive branches of government at both the Federal and local level
about how Congress should exercise that Territorial Clause authority, but there is
no serious disagreement about the fact that Puerto Rico is a less than fully self-

2 United States v. Lopez Andino, 831 F.2d 1164, 1174 (1st Cir. 1987) (Judge Torruella concur-
ring); cited in United States v. Sanchez, 992 F. 2d 1143 (11th Cir. 1993).
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governing unincorporated territory, and that the commonwealth constitution in 1952
exists under the authority of Congress and the Territorial Clause.

Thus, adoption of the commonwealth constitution gave us internal self-govern-
ment but did not alter the status of Puerto Rico. Nor did approval of the local con-
stitution place commonwealth as it is today beyond the power of Congress to amend
and repeal all Federal laws applicable to Puerto Rico without the democratic partici-
pation of our people in the federal political process.

Not surprisingly, the commonwealth proponents argue that the Harris case does
not mean that Puerto Rico is a territory under the Territorial Clause. Thus, I must
remind the committee that the record before you includes the letter of April 12,
1991, from the U.S. Department of Justice, confirming that Harris is the controlling
authority on this question, and that Harris has been affirmed by several Federal
courts since 1980.

Those who wish to confuse the issue cite the 1985 case of U.S. v. Quinones, 785
F.2d 40 (1st Circuit 1985). The 1991 U.S. Justice Department letter notes that lan-
guage in Quinones suggesting Puerto Rico has become something other than a terri-
tory is "dictum", and that the actual ruling in the case "confirms that the Territorial
Clause continues to apply to the underlying relationship because it holds that Con-
gress could render the wiretap provisions of the Omnibus Crimes Control Act of
1968 applicable to Puerto Rico and thereby overcome the prohibition against wire-
taps contained in the constitution of Puerto Rico." The Justice Department letter
also noted that even if Quinones had held that Puerto Rico was not a territory and
still under the Territorial Clause, which was not the case, it would have been over-
ruled by the later First Circuit cases of Torres and De La Cruz as cited by the As-
sistant U.S. Attorney General in his letter.

The 1993 case of U.S. v. Sanchez, 992 F.2d 1143, confirms not only that Puerto
Rico is still a territory under the Territorial Clause, but concludes that Congress
could unilaterally repeal the commonwealth constitution and provide for some other
form of territorial administration if it chose to do so. In addition, a legal memoran-
dum from the U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Legal Counsel, dated July 28,
1994, specifically states in Note 2, page 2, that in the case of Puerto Rico ". . . there
could not be an enforceable vested right in a political status, hence the mutual con-
sent clauses were ineffective because they would not bind a subsequent Congress."

Finally, it should be kept in mind that regulation by Congress under the Terri-
torial Clause on the Constitution is by its nature a temporary relationship and was
never intended to create a permanent relationship.3

I ask that relevant supporting materials discussed in my statement including
these documents be entered in the record as attachments to my testimony.

As a territory, Puerto Rico lacks the authority to change its status without Con-
gressional approval. That is why we have begun the self-determination process that
is before the Senate today, using an approach that is consistent with American law
and tradition.

Since the founding of this Republic, thirty-four territories became states, one be-
came a separate nation, and Puerto Rico is the only large and populous territory
still seeking to establish a permanent status. A variety of approaches were taken,
generally combining some form of local action with Congressional involvement. The
principle that generally runs through these cases, however, is that it is the policy
of the United States to encourage the right of self-determination until such time as
Congress, assisted by the results of those self-determination efforts, has settled on
a clear intention with respect to a territory's final status.4

In a small number of cases the territorial legislature on its own, after holding a
popular referendum, petitioned Congress for a change in status. In most cases, how-
ever, the territorial legislature, without a popular referendum, petitioned Congress
directly for a change in status. Finally, a number of territories followed the so-called
"Tennessee plan" and elected, prior to admission, a Congressional delegation that
in turn, advocated the admission of the territory to the Union.

Both pieces of legislation before this committee recognize that Puerto Rico is in
a unique situation. While most territories were faced with the simple choice of
whether to elect statehood, Puerto Rico is subject to a governing arrangement cre-
ated by Congress that some urge, should represent a ballot option in and of itself.
As a result, both H.R. 856 and S. 472 provide a set of procedures that attempt to
harmonize our situation with the approaches taken in the past.

sReid v. Covert, 354 U.S. 1 (1957).
'See An Act To Provide for the Division of South Dakota Into Two States, and to Enable the

People of North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana and Washington to form constitutions, sec. 7,
Feb. 22, 1889, at 25 stat. 676 (1889).
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In effect, after taking the first step in an effort to settle our status question, our
legislature, instead of petitioning for a specific change in status, has asked Congress
to help define the current relationship so that a consensus can be reached by means
of a popular referendum based on acceptable definitions. We have already held a
referendum in which the result was a plurality for a status option that does not
exist. What we require is for Congress to tell us what is actually available.

IV. IT IS VITAL THAT CONGRESS DEFINE PUERTO RICO'S CURRENT STATUS

Quite frankly, as a matter of law, the "statehood" and "independence" options are
generally settled concepts. The former involves the recognition of local sovereignty
on an equal footing with all other states, while the latter, the withdrawal of United
States sovereignty altogether.

Far less settled are the parameters of our current relationship, and this uncer-
tainty has opened the door for "commonwealth" advocates to mislead and confuse
the voters. As this committee has seen first-hand in its various hearings on self-
determination, "commonwealth" supporters are divided in their own understanding
of what that relationship actually provides, and have from time to time, published
new definitions and interpretation. (In the appendix to this testimony I have listed
seventeen different formulations that have been issued of what "commonwealth"
provides.)

In the 1993 referendum, "commonwealth" advocates defined the relationship to in-
clude: (1) that the relationship is permanent and in the nature of a "compact," and
subject to change only by mutual consent, despite the fact that Congress at will has
altered it over the years on various occasions without our consent; (2) that any
changes to that relationship may be implemented only with the consent of the
American citizens of Puerto Rico, in effect creating a veto power over Federal law
that Congress and the United States Department of Justice expressly reject; (3) that
Congress is committed to a permanent fiscal program for Puerto Rico's economic de-
velopment, despite the fact that in 1997 Congress eliminated section 936 of the In-
ternal Revenue Code, the foundation for that program; and (4) that the American
citizens of Puerto Rico will forever be exempt from Federal tax, despite the fact that
this exemption is statutory and subject to repeal at the pleasure of Congress.5

Unfortunately, as this committee has learned in previous testimony, both the Ex-
ecutive Branch of the Federal Government, and at times the Judicial, have created
additional doubt as to the precise nature of the current relationship. A perfect exam-
ple is the 1953 District Court decision in Mora v. Torres,6 which became the basis
for statements made by the Executive Branch before the United Nations to the ef-
fect that a mutual "compact" relationship exists between Puerto Rico and the Fed-
eral Government, despite the fact that the Court of Appeals in affirming the result
in Mora, did not agree with its reasoning on the issue of the "compact."

Indeed, virtually every doubt and ambiguity that-has been expressed by the Exec-
utive Branch, by the courts at any level, or by public officials both here and in Puer-
to Rico--often in the context of mere speculation regarding the current relation-
ship-have been, and will continue to be exploited by advocates of one form of rela-
tionship or another to support their views.

As Chairman Murkowski stated in his remarks during this committee's most re-
cent hearing, it is important that the American citizens of Puerto Rico understand
what is available to them. If Congress sets the parameters, as it has the clear au-
thority and responsibility to do under the Constitution, we can have a truly useful
referendum that will allow us to settle our divisive status question.

Unfortunately, by contrast, any referendum that does not contain Congressionally
defined status options will be subject to the same interpretation and manipulation
that have made these measures of public opinion unreliable in the past.

In fact, one could argue that the current relationship received no support in the
1993 referendum because it did not appear on the ballot. What was submitted in
that election as the definition of "commonwealth" has aptly been characterized by
Attorney General Thornburgh as a. "have it both ways" approach. that is not, and
cannot be available, under Americanlaw.

In closing, let me state that.we support H.R. 856 and S. 472 because.they provide
the best approach to resolving Puerto Rico's serious status dilemma; a Congression-
ally authorized referendum containing legally acceptable definitions of the status.op- -
tions that are available, in response to our. Legislature petition following our. 1993
referendum.

5Attached to my statement are the ballot definitions used in the 1993 referendum..
6113 F.Supp. 309 (D.P.R. 1953), affd sub nom. Mora v. Mejias, 206 F.2d 377 (1st Cir. 1953).
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Mr. Chairman, we salute you for your efforts to date to move self-determination
legislation for Puerto Rico forward, and stand ready to work with you to make self-
determination a reality for the American citizens of Puerto Rico this year.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Attorney General. We
appreciate you staying within the time limit.

Senator Craig, do you have a question?
Senator CRAIG. I do not. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Graham.
Senator GRAHAM. Mr. Attorney General, you talked about the

constitutional crisis that is the result of the current status which
does not have the support of the majority of the people of Puerto
Rico. What are some of the implications of that constitutional cri-
sis? How is it affecting the lives of the people of Puerto Rico, the
ability of its government to respond to their desires, or in other
ways?

Mr. FUENTEs-AGOSTINI. Well, first of all, I refer you again to the
Declaration of Independence: government by the consent of the gov-
erned. In 1952, Congress enacted a law to allow local self-govern-
ment for Puerto Rico. That established the present relationship
that Puerto Rico has with the United States, whatever that may
be. There are 17 definitions of that relationship, none of which has
been endorsed by Congress.

The problem is that the definition that was put forth in the 1993
plebiscite, a plebiscite that was held because in 1991 the Senate
told the then Governor, "why do you not go back to Puerto Rico and
hold your own referendum and then come to us and tell us what
happened at that referendum." But at that referendum, a definition
for commonwealth was put forward for the people to vote, and it
seems that that definition is not acceptable to the Congress.

So, first of all, we have the people voting for something that is
not going to be considered by this Congress, which is not legal, and
which established the proposition that under commonwealth there
could be a permanent relationship with the United States which
could not be terminated unless the people of Puerto Rico wanted
it, which is not the case. Secondly, that citizenship would be also
permanent, which is not the position either. So, when the people
of Puerto Rico voted, they voted for something that they felt was
commonwealth, they believed was commonwealth, when, in fact, it
was a lot closer to statehood. So, 95 percent of the people wanted
some kind of permanent relationship with the United States, but
what happened, which was unexpected, was that if you add the
votes of the people that voted for statehood and the votes of the
people that voted for independence, you have 51 percent of the peo-
ple voting for something else. So, now we do not have government
by the governed. This is not what the people of Puerto Rico want.

This latest process started in 1989. It took 3 years of hearings.
In 1991, the Senate finally said, "go home, run a plebiscite, come
back with the results." Well, we did that. In 1993, we went, we had
a plebiscite.

In 1993, actually a month after that plebiscite, the legislature pe-
titioned Congress to implement the definition that won for com-
monwealth with 48 percent. The House acted on it and now the
only thing missing from this equation is for the Senate to act. That
is the only thing missing in this whole equation. This is the closest
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the people of Puerto Rico have been in 100 years to having their
options defined by Congress.

So, that is why we have a constitutional crisis--because the con-
stitution that we approved, the establishment of a form of govern-
ment in Puerto Rico, is not the one that the majority of the people
now support.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Attorney General.
Let me just make one comment. You stated that the definitions

of statehood and independence are relatively straightforward. One
involves admission on an equal footing with other States. One in-
volves withdrawal of U.S. sovereignty. We would appreciate it if
you would care to propose specific language,- because as we look at
the formation of the process on our side, we are looking for the ab-
solute, necessary increments, as opposed to some of the more ex-
tended definitions that lead you down a trail that oftentimes
branches off on another trail. And that is what we attempted to do
as we compared the language before the Senate and that which the
House has proposed. So, if you would care to submit language to
the committee, relative to the straightforward, equal footing issue
we would be most appreciative.

Mr. FUENTES-AGoSTINI. Based on legal parameters exclusively, I
would be more than willing to do that.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. You are excused. We wish
you a good day.

We will proceed now. I might add, as I call the various witnesses
up, that we anticipate a vote that was to begin at 10 o'clock. So,
we remain in anticipation, but there is reason to believe there will
be a vote very soon. I would propose to encourage some members
to go as soon as the vote is announced so they can come back and
we can keep the hearing going with the continuity of a member
being here to conduct the proceedings until I can go vote.

The first from the Popular Democratic Party, Anibal Acevedo
Vila, president of the Popular Democratic Party. He will be joined
by Jorge de Castro Font, representative of the Popular Democratic
Party. Then we will have the Puerto Rican Independence Party,
Fernando Martin-Garcia, vice president; the Speaker of the House
of Puerto Rico, Edison Misla Aldarondo; and the mayor of Caguas,
Puerto Rico, William Miranda Marin. Pardon my Spanish inflection
here. I am a little rusty.

[Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, you may draw lots or proceed as you

wish. I will limit your statements to the time, and since the vote
just started, Senator Craig, will you be back or will someone?

Senator KYL. I will.
The CHAIRMAN. Okay, you will be back. Okay, fine.
Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF ANIBAL ACEVEDO VILA, PRESIDENT,
POPULAR DEMOCRATIC PARTY

Mr. ACEVEDO VILA. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members
of the committee. It is a pleasure to be here again.

In 11 days, 100 years will have passed since the United States
invaded Puerto Rico and took away the political rights and auton-
omy that after decades of struggle our people had just obtained
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from Spain. But also in 11 days, we will commemorate 46 years of
a status formula assembled by visionaries which restored some of
the political rights lost in 1898. In 1952, Puerto Ricans exercised
their right to self-government and self-determination without ex-
hausting it. As a result, the United States recognized the existence
of a unique relationship, a unique Nation in union in a compact
with the United States. Commonwealth was the answer to Puerto
Rico's craving and need to divest itself from the colonial influence
to which it was subjugated.

Now, almost 46 years later, it is impossible for me to understand
why there is an effort by some to dispossess Puerto Ricans of the
democratic rights obtained in 1952 and force us back 100 years. It
happened 100 years ago against our will, and today we say never
again.

The United Nations, the U.S. Supreme Court, and lower courts
have done the same, recognizing the existence of commonwealth.
Congressional and executive actions, after the enactment of com-
monwealth, have been consistent with this principle, that we have
a unique relationship. Congress lacks the authority to make a new
interpretation of what occurred in 1952. That is precisely what
H.R. 856 and S. 472 pretend to do. It is a clear constitutional prin-
ciple that the power to interpret the law resides in the judicial
branch.

H.R. 856 and S. 472, together known as the Young and Craig
bill, are statehood bills disguised under a self-determination label.
Both are desperate measures taken by a minority group in order
to tilt the balance towards a path rejected by Puerto Ricans in
every plebescite and poll: statehood. In the last plebiscite in 1993,
53 percent of the people voted against statehood. In these bills,
commonwealth is defined as a traditional colony unworthy of con-
sideration and our American citizenship is used as a playing card.

Under the provision of these bills, we will be forced to choose be-
tween the equally unacceptable extremes of an ill-defined common-
wealth which can never aspire to be more than an unincorporated
territory subordinated to the plenary powers of Congress, and an
off-hand free association offer that is nothing more than a mere ap-
pendix to independence which will force us to give away our U.S.
citizenship. The unfairness and undemocratic nature of these bills
are so evident that the two definitions included in the bills of com-
monwealth and of free association have no support from any politi-
cal party or association in Puerto Rico. It will be a monumental
hoax for the thousands who fought and are willing to fight for the
causes of the United States and to the families of those who gave
their lives in war to tell them that the American citizenship they
so cherish may be now revoked.

These bills clearly violate our right to vote for commonwealth, as
it was established by law, and to advocate for its enhancement and
full development. Under the terms and premises of these bills, we
cannot participate in a plebiscite and will be forced into a court ac-
tion to protect the voting rights of half of the people of Puerto Rico.
Frankly, the bills before you, as they stand right now, are unconsti-
tutional, illegal, unfair, and undemocratic. We will continue to ad-
vocate a real inclusive process, and we will not stop until it is
achieved.
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Only such a process will really solve the status dilemma. The
Popular Democratic Party is committed to self-determination. I re-
spectfully suggest that any process to enact legislation for self-de-
termination would guarantee the following conditions.

One, the process should be based on a minimum procedural con-
sensus among Puerto Ricans.

Two, all the status alternatives must recognize the sovereignty
of the people of Puerto Rico to decide its future.

Three, the commonwealth alternative must be defined to allow
the legitimate autonomic aspirations of the island and its economic
development as a non-colonial, non-territorial status in union with
the United States in a bilateral compact based on the sovereignty
of the people of Puerto Rico with U.S. citizenship that can only be
altered by mutual consent. The -development of -commonwealth
must provide Puerto Rico with the necessary, tools and powers for
our economic development in the global economy of the new cen-
tury.

We need to integrate historical and legal precedents with states-
manship and political will in order for Puerto Rico and the United
States to take their relationship to a higher ground in harmony
with the new world trends of interdependency in the new century.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Our next witness will be Jorge de Castro -Font, Popular Demo-

cratic Party. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF JORGE ADOLFO DE CASTRO FONT,
REPRESENTATIVE, POPULAR DEMOCRATIC PARTY

Mr. DE CASTRO FONT. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee,,
for the record I am Jorge Adolfo de Castro Font,.a representative-
at-large of the Popular Democratic Party, which favors common-
wealth status.

Last week Puerto Rico was faced with the first general strike
since 1934. What started as a protest by 6,400 telephone company
employees against the sale of the company soon turned into a mas-
sive popular uprising against Governor Rossello's policies. Anyone
who had a chance of seeing the demonstration of so many Puerto
Ricans could easily appreciate the spontaneous surge of national-
ism among peoples from all walks of life. What you saw on tele-
vision last week is but a sample of what will surely happen on a
much larger scale should statehood be thrust upon our people
against their wishes.

S. 472 purports to do just that. The way the definition of com-
monwealth is drafted leaves others who believe in commonwealth
with no real option to vote for. By defining citizenship under com-
monwealth as statutory, and therefore subject to the will of Con-
gress, it forces commonwealth advocates to vote for statehood as
the only formula that can guarantee American citizenship. This
tendency will be augmented by the fact that S. 472 describes com-
monwealth status as still being under the full brunt of the Terri-
torial Clause of the U.S. Constitution. The end result is that you
may very well end up with a very spurious and hallow majority in
favor of statehood.
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Let us illustrate what we are saying. Puerto Ricans were collec-
tively naturalized in 1917 by an Act of Congress. This was statu-
tory citizenship. Congress later amended the Immigration and Nat-
uralization Act to declare that Puerto Rico would be considered as
part of the United States for purposes of that legislation, thereby
conferring upon Puerto Ricans the status of natural born citizens.
Citizenship cannot be constitutionally withdrawn and, by virtue of
these amendments, is fully protected by the U.S. Constitution.

Supporters of statehood in Puerto Rico contend that should the
people of Puerto Rico once again vote for commonwealth, Congress
could revoke their U.S. citizenship. Furthermore, they argue that
we are second-class citizens. This is false. There is only one U.S.
citizenship, and it is the same one you and I bear. There is abso-
lutely no difference between your citizenship and ours in Puerto
Rico. I must respectfully believe you have a moral responsibility to
clear the record on this matter once and for all. If there is some-
thing to which we all agree, irrespective of political ideology, it is
support for the retention of our American citizenship. We all know
that Congress cannot constitutionally legislate different criteria for
different kinds of citizenship. To put it bluntly, under the U.S. Con-
stitution, there cannot be classifications of citizenship. In this re-
gard, Mr. Chairman, be sure to know that I am just as proud as
you are of the American citizenship we share.

Let us now take the nature of commonwealth as it appears in
this bill. While we may not always agree as to the full scope of
what happened in 1952 when commonwealth was created, all agree
that something did in fact happen. With authority emanating
under the Territorial Clause, Congress did make a contract with
the Puerto Rican people granting a measure of self-government.

If Congress can constitutionally under the Territorial Clause
fully dispose of territories, as it did with the Philippines, it can cer-
tainly partially dispose of them in the case of Puerto Rico with the
advent of the commonwealth status.

We respectfully insist that the United States stand by its record
and support what they defended before the United Nations in 1952:
commonwealth status. This is not only a legal responsibility, but a
moral responsibility on your part.

The Popular Democratic Party has no fear of a plebiscite. The
people of Puerto Rico have favored commonwealth status over
statehood in two different plebiscites. However, we must respect-
fully insist on fair play through a process of true self-determination
for the people of Puerto Rico. For this reason, please allow us to
insist on a definition of commonwealth that confirms its non-terri-
torial nature clearly and unequivocally ratifying its permanence, a
definition that leaves no doubt as to the permanent and irrevocable
nature of the American citizenship of the Puerto Rican people
under Estado Libre Asociado.

On the other hand, the definition of statehood .should also be fur-
ther clarified so that the people of Puerto Rico fully comprehend
that once granted, there is no turning back. Statehood closes all
doors again forever. The people should also be cognizant of the fact
that the language of statehood is English, not Spanish, and that as
a State, Puerto Rico will naturally lose its separate participation in
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Olympic events and beauty pageants. After all, once in as a State,
we become one with the Nation, the United States of America.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
I am going to have to vote at this time. So, the committee will

recess until either I return or one of the majority members returns,
at which time we will again take up the testimony of the witnesses.

Our next witness will be Mr. Fernando Martin-Garcia, vice presi-
dent, Puerto Rican Independence Party. Thank you.

[Recess.]
Senator KYL [presiding]. The hearing will come to order please.
The next witness on the panel is Fernando Martin-Garcia, vice

president, Puerto Rican Independence Party. Welcome.

STATEMENT OF FERNANDO MARTIN-GARCIA, VICE
PRESIDENT, PUERTO RICO INDEPENDENCE PARTY

Mr. MARTIN-GARCIA. Thank you. Good morning, Senator.
With only 11 days remaining for American colonialism in Puerto

Rico to turn a century old, these hearings take on a special sym-
bolic as well as historical significance. If legislation is enacted that
incorporates the three principal elements that have emerged in the
discussion concerning the two bills under your consideration, a po-
litical process will be set in motion that can lead to the
decolonization of Puerto Rico.

The first element, clearly stated in both the Craig and the Young
bills, is the recognition of the colonial and territorial nature of
Puerto Rico's present status.

The second element is the growing awareness of the contradic-
tion between the artificial and fragile nature of the Puerto Rican
statehood movement, on the one hand, and the political and histori-
cal realities of American nationhood on the other. The full under-
standing of the implications of this contradiction will eventually re-
sult further ahead in the political process in the elimination of
statehood as an option for decolonization.

The third element is the rehabilitation of independence after al-
most a century of being a virtually criminalized alternative and its
emergence as a new point of convergence for the interests of both
our nations, Puerto Rico and the United States, as we move into-
the next century.

The usefulness of the legislation that the Senate enacts will be.
in direct proportion to the degree in which the three elements I
have outlined are incorporated in it; that is, the colonial and there-
fore anachronistic nature of the present status, the anticipation of
the formidable obstacles to be faced should a different nation, Puer-
to Rico, petition for admission as a State of the Union, and the will-
ingness to approach the question of independence not based on the
mean-spirited policies of the past, but instead on the recognition of
an historical responsibility to make a good faith offer of independ-
ence that is not designed to be rejected.

If, on the contrary, the legislation were to obscure these three
central elements by refusing to address the territorial subordina-
tion of the present status or should it choose to be disingenuous by
stating, for example, that statehood could be obtained by a simple
majority of 50 percent plus 1, or should it shy away from a fair and
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equitable attitude towards Puerto Rican sovereignty either in inde-
pendence or free association, then the legislation would become in-
stead a contributing factor to the confusion and disinformation that
have helped sustain 100 years of colonialism.

The Puerto Rican Independence Party looks forward to working
with the committee and its staff in order to help determine the spe-
cific legislative language that will best promote the effectiveness of
this legislation.

I am convinced that we are past the point of no return as con-
cerns the road towards the decolonization of Puerto Rico and the
achievement of full national Puerto Rican sovereignty. This com-
mittee can give impetus to this process, but in the end it cannot
thwart it. I urge you to act promptly and decisively.

Thank you.
Senator KYL. Thank you, Mr. Martin.
Angel Cintron is next representing Edison Misla Aldarondo,

Speaker of the House of Puerto Rico. Welcome.

STATEMENT OF ANGEL M. CINTRON, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE
ON FEDERAL AND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS, HOUSE OF REP-
RESENTATIVES OF PUERTO RICO
Mr. CINTRON. Thank you, Chairman. My name is Angel Cintron.

I have been a state representative for the pro-statehood New Pro-
gressive Party for the last 10 years and chairman of the Federal
and Financial Affairs Committee of the House. Today, I am rep-
resenting the Speaker Edison Misla-Aldarondo, who deeply regrets
not being able to testify here today.

Back on March 4, the U.S. House of Representatives approved
H.R. 856. In response to this, on March 12, the State House of Rep-
resentatives in Puerto Rico passed resolution 2827, whereby we ex-
hort the U.S. Senate to consider and approve H.R. 856.

But some of you might ask yourselves, "why do we need congres-
sional legislation?" Yes, we may have had two referenda in the past
100 years, one in 1967 and the other in 1993. Both were done ex-
clusively as provided by local legislation. Still both were inconclu-
sive. The basic flaw in both cases was largely due to the democratic
nature of both measures. In each case, the parties representing the
three traditional status formulas were allowed to submit to voters
whatever version of their own status formula they desired. On both
occasions, this led to the inclusion of wishful, yet clearly unconsti-
tutional elements in each of the definitions.

The main problem, though, has always been with the definition
of commonwealth. There always seems to be so much confusion
within the pro-commonwealth Popular Democratic Party about
their status formula, that it would be appropriate to ask them,
what they understand by commonwealth?

At one time or another within the last 5 years, commonwealth
has included the following elements within its 17 definitions: full
parity in Federal funds as any State of the Union without the ap-
plicability of the Federal income tax on income generated in Puerto
Rico, power to veto the applicability of Federal laws in Puerto Rico,
power to enter into treaties with foreign countries, power to control
immigration and customs, exchange of embassies with the U.S.,
permanent union with the United States, and permanent U.S. citi-
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zenship for future generations of Puerto Ricans. What is surprising
is that such a pie-in-the-sky definition did not garner a majority of
the votes in the 1993 referendum.

Still, such inconclusive results presented another problem. For
the very first time, a commonwealth definition did not garner ma-
jority support in Puerto Rico. That is quite significant and worri-
some as it put us in a state of constitutional crisis because any sort
of mandate for the current commonwealth territorial arrangement
does not exist anymore.

That is why we in the Legislative Assembly of Puerto Rico have
requested that Congress respond to the results. To that end, we
have adopted three separate concurrent resolutions in the last 5
years. Both H.R. 856 and S. 472 are appropriate responses to our
request.

Sadly, it has not been surprising that the PDP has cried foul
throughout this process. Remember, they are the status quo. They
would rather leave the issue untouched. That is why it would be
interesting to see what they would answer if asked why they never
came before Congress in a full-fledged manner to petition for the
implementation of their winning status formula from the 1993 ref-
erendum.

If they are true believers in the self-determination of the 4 mil-
lion U.S. citizens who reside in Puerto Rico, why have they never
come before you or the House to work out an acceptable amended
version of either H.R. 856 or S. 472? Or even more so, why have
they not proposed an alternate measure if their intentions match
their words? After all, is that not the way the system is supposed
to work?

The only solution to this quagmire is for Congress to define what
is constitutional, what is legal, what is viable, and obviously what
is available under each status definition. That would be the only
way to end the misinformation and the demagoguery that is the
rule of the day whenever this issue is debated and discussed in
Puerto Rico.

Still, you may rightfully ask, why now? Let us face it. The most
compelling reason for you to act now, rather than later, is the year-
ly cost of maintaining the current commonwealth territorial ar-
rangement. Are you aware how much the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico costs the Treasury every year? Do you believe that cost will
ever come down, or stabilize at the very least?

Throughout the last 5 years, we have managed to expand the
economy by leaps and bounds creating over 200,000 new jobs, pri-
marily in the private sector. That is why the pro-statehood party
achieved the largest political landslide in Puerto Rico since 1964.
Still, unless Puerto Rico is given the tools to better address its
socio-economic needs, we would continue to suffer from the nega-
tive side effects of territorial welfare.

Let me be clear. Most Puerto Ricans would rather. have sound
economic development leading to the creation of stable and perma-
nent jobs using the model that has been good for the 50 States. The
alternative that most people do not seem to want would be to de-
pend on the obsolete economic model long advocated by the PDP.
Not only is this model quite worrisome for Puerto Ricans, but even
more so to the taxpayers in the 50 States. Why should they tolerate
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corporate and territorial welfare when, as individuals, they could
find better use for that money? Why should a resident of Minnesota
or Arizona continue to shoulder the cost of maintaining the Com-
monwealth of Puerto Rico when the people of Puerto Rico do not
contribute a penny to the U.S. Treasury? That is commonwealth.

On the other hand, studies have shown that statehood for Puerto
Rico would result in net savings for the Federal Treasury, because
of the amount of revenues that would begin to pour in from the is-
land.

In just 11 days, we will commemorate 100 years since arrival of
the first contingent of U.S. troops in our island. We may respect
the wisdom and good intentions that may have characterized U.S.
policy toward Puerto Rico. Yet, as an American, it is inconceivable
not to decide participation in the greatest democracy the world has
ever seen. For example, how would the citizens of Idaho or Ken-
tucky feel if-they were denied representation in Congress, the abil-
ity to vote for the President of the United States, and many other
rights and privileges long considered inherent of our U.S. citizen-
ship under the pretense of allowing them more autonomy over their
internal affairs? Such is life under our current commonwealth ter-
ritorial arrangement. It is not and could never be a better alter-
native for the more perfect union devised by the Founding Fathers
of our Nation.

Obviously, commonwealth is no substitute for any of the status
options that guarantee the exercise of sovereignty or full self-gov-
ernment by its citizens. What we see now is an historic opportunity
that might not repeat itself as easily in the near future. There will
always be a few concerns regarding some important issues. Still,
there will be ample time to address these and other concerns later
on. If we wait for the elusive consensus in Puerto Rico regarding
this issue, we would see our grandchildren coming before Congress
to request action regarding Puerto Rico's self-determination. This
issue is due. Your fellow citizens in Puerto Rico are more than
ready.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we fully support the measures that
are under consideration by this committee. Nonetheless, time is
precious, and these measures might be a bit too complex for the
Senate to act on them before the end of this Congress. Therefore,
in order to continue with a self-determination process that is abso-
lutely necessary, we propose that as an alternative you consider a
simpler version of either of these two bills. Such a measure should
at the very least provide for an initial referendum with congres-
sionally approved status option definitions.

May you be guided by the Almighty in deciding the fate of 4 mil-
lion U.S. citizens of Puerto Rico. After all, this is the moral and the
right thing to do. God bless America and God bless Puerto Rico.

Senator Km. Thank you. Your invocation of the deity may be
very wise for all of us.

[Laughter.]
Senator Km. Finally, Mayor William Miranda Marin.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM MIRANDA MARIN, MAYOR, CAGUAS,
PUERTO RICO

Mr. Miranda MARiN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good morning.
I am William Miranda Marin, mayor of Caguas, Puerto Rico's

fifth largest city, chair of the Democratic Party of the Common-
wealth of Puerto Rico, and retired Major General of the U.S. Army.

I am testifying with regard to H.R. 856 as approved by the House
and S. 472. Both deal with a proposed plebiscite on Puerto Rico's
political status. Both are clearly disguised as statehood bills.

I thank the committee for allowing me to deliver these remarks,
and I congratulate the chairman and members for the fair, thor-
ough, and thoughtful manner in which these bills are being consid-
ered. I only wish that the proposals, under consideration were fair,
thorough, and thoughtful of the Puerto Rican people. Alas, they are
not.

The two measures before the committee, S. 472 even more so
than H.R. 856, strip Puerto Rico of its autonomy essence and at-
tempt to put in jeopardy our American citizenship, in open defiance
of the democratic mandate of the people of Puerto Rico, who cre-
ated the Estado Libre Asociado between 1950 and 1952 as a com-
pact between the United States and Puerto Rico, and ratified it in
the 1967 and 1993 plebiscites.

The findings about commonwealth- status in both .measures are
contrary to historical fact, contrary to the position held by the U.S.
Government about Puerto Rico for more than 40 years, and con-
trary to important judicial decisions by the Federal courts on the
nature of the Estado Libre Asociado. Based on these erroneous
findings, the proposed definition of commonwealth status in both
bills, the contention that it is territorial and colonial, is totally un-
acceptable to estadolibristas.

These undemocratic bills offer Puerto Rico every conceivable sta-
tus option except the option that the majority of the people of Puer-
to Rico has consistently favored. The Estado Libre Asociado is nei-
ther a territory nor a colony. The Estado Libre Asociado is a unique
autonomous and sovereign status of permanent association with
the United States and guaranteed American citizenship. It is a sta-
tus equal in dignity to any other political status resulting from a
bilateral compact between the Puerto Rican and American nations.

The Estado Libre Asociado is also the cornerstone of the extraor-
dinary economic growth registered in Puerto Rico over the past 46
years, mainly because of the productive creativity and fiscal auton-
omy which will vanish under statehood.

Should Puerto Rico be deprived of this vital instrument for
growth, and should we be burdened with the payment of full Fed-
eral taxes, hundreds of thousands of Puerto Ricans will be con-
demned to live in poverty and unemployment. Many will be forced
to migrate to the United States in search of new opportunities.

Many Puerto Ricans who are major components of the productive
sector of our economy, fully one-third of the population, will also
leave because of the added tax burden to be paid in Puerto Rico
with no significant improvement in the quality of life.

We estadolibristas are ready to take part in a fair plebiscite au-
thorized by the Congress, and resulting from a broad political con-
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sensus, in a plebiscite where Congress commits itself beforehand
and in all good faith to move forward to implement its results.

Recognize the Estado Libre Asociado for what it has represented
historically and we will tell you how we want it to evolve. Acknowl-
edge what we are and we will tell you what we want to become.
Why the rush to approve fatally flawed plebiscite legislation, Mr.
Chairman and committee members? Why not scrap these two pat-
ently unfair proposals and draft legislation acceptable to Congress
and to all of the status options?

A plebiscite where the custodians of the autonomist tradition are
driven from the polls would be a sham, utterly devoid of meaning
and effect. Under fair and reasonable conditions, we estadolibristas
would never opt for an electoral boycott. But should unfair, abu-
sive, and disrespectful legislation be approved, you will not find us
at the polls. We will stay away not because we want to stay away,
but because you will have left us with no other choice. In effect,
you will have disenfranchised us.

As a proud Puerto Rican and a good American citizen, I hope and
pray it shall never come to this. As a proud Puerto Rican and a
good American citizen, I urge you, Mr. Chairman and committee
members, to show respect and act fairly toward Puerto Rico and its
people and to turn down any efforts to force statehood upon us. Do
not make us lose our faith in American democracy.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I thank you all.
The CHAIRMAN [presiding]. Thank you for your statement.
I have a question for each of you, first of all, for Mr. Acevedo

Vila. You state that all status alternatives must recognize the sov-
ereignty of the people of Puerto Rico. Given the differences in sov-
ereignty between the statehood and independence, this is almost an
impossible condition you are setting. How do you propose what
we-

Mr. ACEVEDO VILA. Basically the process has to recognize that
the power to maintain the relationship, to enter into statehood, to
move for independence resides in the people of Puerto Rico, and
that is sovereignty. The ultimate source of power has to be the peo-
ple of Puerto Rico. The people of Puerto Rico then will decide
whether they want statehood, give up commonwealth, or independ-
ence, but if not, we are not basically on a self-determination proc-
ess.

The CHAImRMAN. A question for Mr. de Castro Font. Your sugges-
tion that the legislation must have a definition of commonwealth
unequivocally ratifying its permanence and the fact that it can be
altered only by mutual consent-as a practical matter Congress is
rather unlikely to alter the current political status without a mu-
tual consent. On the other hand, the Constitution does not limit
the Congress or its powers to admit States nor to dispose of a terri-
tory.

How do you propose to formulate a definition that would basi-
cally harmonize the practical with the constitutional? In other
words, how do you propose a definition that coincides with the Con-
stitution and still is a practical objective?

Mr. DE CASTRO FONT. As I said before, in the case of the Phil-
ippines, you disposed of a territory to independence and you dis-
posed of Puerto Rico to get into a new special relationship in 1952
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for commonwealth status. You can do that. There is precedent in
the Constitution of the United States.

What we are asking for, Mr. Chairman, is fair play. We have a
definition that was filed by the president of the party in the House
of Representatives, and that definition was the same definition that
was approved by the whole House in 1990. I think that is constitu-
tional and that is the definition that we are going forward with.. -

The CHAIRMAN. For Fernando Martin-Garcia, -in your listing of
points, your third, point deals with rehabilitation of independence.
My question is, do you think that the provision for independence
included in this committee's legislation in 1989 was adequate
or-

Mr. MARTIN-GARCIA. Well, I think, Mr. Chairman, that the 1989
legislation began this process of rehabilitation, and I think it was
a dramatic step forward in terms of the traditional view of inde-
pendence. We were, at the moment, quite satisfied with that defini-
tion.

At this moment the elements that define independence in both
the Craig and the Young bill are, in general terms, quite satisfac-
tory. I think that we have to do some work on the technical lan-
guage, but we are fundamentally satisfied and I think that we are,
in fact, moving towards that rehabilitation of the independence. op-
tion.

The CHAIRMAN. A question for Mr. Cintron relative to your meas-
ures that you indicate contemplate an allocation of funds .to each
of the three parties. This is not a new subject for Puerto Rico. What
would you consider to be an adequate amount of funding for the
recommendation on political education?

Mr. CINTRON. Well, that depends on the standards we already
have in the local electoral commission. We already have some expe-
rience in other referenda years ago, so we can- share with the com-
mittee those models we already have in Puerto Rico to adopt the
best one in terms of the amount of money for education.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we would appreciate anything you would
care to submit for the record.

Mr. CINTRON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. William Miranda Marin, your statement sug-

gests that unless Congress includes your definition- of common-
wealth, you are going to boycott the referendum.

Mr. Miranda MARIN. It is not that, Mr. Chairman, that we will
boycott the referendum. It is that we are being left out, so we do
not have any-

The CHAIRMAN. How can we meet your demand then, as well as
others who may have different definitions?

Mr. Miranda MARIN. Say that again, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How do we meet your demand and others who

have different definitions?
Mr. Miranda MARIN. For me it is simple. I think that we should

get together and try to reach a consensus from the three presidents
representing the three options that we have historically. But the
problem with these two bills is that commonwealth is not there.
Even the commonwealth that we have been told for more than 40
years that we have, that was set up in 1950 to 1952 is not there
in those two bills. There has been a lack of consensus because we
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have tried along the whole process to get a fair participation in it
so that we can have our aspirations in those two bills, and we have
been left out. So, it is not a matter of boycotting the process. We
are being left out.

The CHAIRMAN. So, if we accept your definition, then we are
okay. Otherwise, you are left out.

Mr. Miranda MARIN. Not my definition, sir. Not my definition.
Maybe you are interpreting me wrong. What I am saying is that
we have been not allowed to participate and develop a definition.
A definition for a State, you have 50 more. A definition for inde-
pendence, you have that very well defined. But commonwealth is
a unique status. So, we were made to believe that in 1950, and we
have been working under those parameters all the time. Now you,
Congress, tried to change the rules under which we have been liv-
ing. So, I think we are the majority in Puerto Rico. We should have
the opportunity to come here and discuss and get together and see
what are the aspirations of our people.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think the record should note that this is
one of the significant stumbling blocks as we proceed is the agree-
ment on definitions, because each party and each group has a dif-
ferent view of what the intention should be. Obviously we are going
to have to have some finality in this process as we proceed.

I am going to excuse the panel unless my colleagues have other
questions and proceed to the next panel.

Senator KYL. Mr. Chairman, may I ask one question of the
panel?

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, I am sorry, Senator Kyl. I did not see you
over in the corner. Go ahead. Please proceed.

Senator KYL. No. I indicated I could stay and I can at least for
a little while longer. I am anxious to hear the second panel too.

But I would be interested in a very short response from each of
the panelists here, if they could. We all have many things which
characterize us which are our identity. We are many things. I am
an Arizonan. I am a Presbyterian. I am a Republican. I am an
American. I am a resident of Phoenix, Arizona. Each of you identify
yourselves politically.

Which of these two political statements closest represents your
view? No. 1, I am a Puerto Rican with American citizenship. No.
2, I am an American living in Puerto Rico.

Mr. ACEVEDO VILA. Clearly number one. I can assure you the
overwhelming majority in Puerto Rico will say that.

Mr. DE CASTRO FONT. Same. Puerto Rican American citizen. That
is the way it is. If someone comes to Puerto Rico as an American
citizen and resides in Puerto Rico, they will still be an American
citizen, but because they are in Puerto Rico, they could not vote for
the President of the United States. It is the same thing.

Mr. MARTIN-GARCIA. I am a Puerto Rican and an American citi-
zen because I do not have the alternative of being a Puerto Rican
citizen.

Mr. CINTRON. Well, sir, I could be a Puerto Rican today and I
could be an Arizonan tomorrow if I leave and I move to Arizona,
but I will still be an American citizen all the time and all the way
throughout the Nation.

[Applause.]
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Senator Km. Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, I do not think that
applause is for the suggestion that he could become an Arizonan
soon.

[Applause.]
Senator Km. But I would certainly welcome you.
Mr. Mayor?
Mr. Miranda MARIN. Senator, I am a proud Puerto Rican with

American citizenship.
Senator Km. Thank you very much.
[Applause.]
Senator Km. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. That was an interesting

series of questions you asked and response.
Senator GRAHAM. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator GRAHAM. Could I ask one question?
I guess, Mr. Cintron, in your statement you raised the same

issue that the attorney general did, and that is constitutional cri-
sis. Could you tell me what are some of the manifestations of that
constitutional crisis in the lives of individual Puerto Ricans or in
the collective life of the society of the island?

Mr. CINTRON. Well, sir, you could have a lot of examples. First
of all, in my major theme at the House, economic development, you
need safety and soundness to create a solid economic model in .the
United States, in Puerto Rico, wherever. If you don't have a certain
political model that gives you the safety and soundness in the daily
movement of the economic model and the investment, you could
have very high interest, as an example, in everything, in laws, et
cetera.

Why? Because of the uncertain political atmosphere that you
have had in Puerto Rico for a long period of time. That is why the
cost of living in Puerto Rico is very high as compared to the rest
of the Nation. That is why you don't have the ability to ask for
money in the capital markets with the lowest rates and you don't
have the ability to buy money on a long-run basis for better eco-
nomic development in Puerto Rico. These are some of the mani-
festations you have in Puerto Rico with the people on a daily basis.

Also, you have manifestations in social and psychological arenas.
You are not sure if you are or you are not a citizen. You are an
American citizen, but you don't have the right to vote for the man
who governs you daily. You are an American citizen, but you have
not the right to have people that are on your behalf at the House
or at the Senate deciding the daily situations that you need to con-
front. So, you don't have the ability to know where.you are or who
you are, and that is a very, very important psychological effect of
this uncertain political status that we already have had for. 100
years, maybe for 500 years, because we have been a colony since
1493.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Let me excuse the panel
and thank you very much, gentlemen. I would advise you that the
record will remain open for 10 days, 2 weeks approximately, so you
may submit further material. We will undoubtedly be in contact
with you.
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We have panel 2 and panel 3 left. Panel 2 was initially struc-
tured to represent residents of Puerto Rico as opposed to panel 3.
In order to simplify the process, we are going to have panels 2 and
3 together because we have got enough seats for everyone. That
will take care of the hearing for today. Then we will come back to-
morrow at 9 o'clock-9 o'clock, not 9:30-and proceed with the bal-
ance of the hearing with various witnesses, members of Congress,
and so forth.

So, panel 2, if they would come. We have Arturo J. Guzman,
chairman of the I.D.E.A. of Puerto Rico. We have Miriam J. Rami-
rez de Ferrer, medical doctor, president of Puerto Ricans in Civic
Action, and Dr. Ortiz Quifiones, Acci6n Democritica
Puertorriquefla. Then we are going to bring up panel 3, and we will
start over where the water is not spilled with Joaquin A. Marquez,
president of the Puerto Rican American Foundation; Jos6 Rivera,
chair of the Republican National Hispanic Assembly; Mr. Charles
Cooper, Esquire, Cooper, Carvin & Rosenthal. We can all assume
that that is a law firm. Marco Antonio Rigau, attorney at law.
David Matta, director of legislative division, National Puerto Rican
Bar Association; and Diego Hernandez, former Admiral of the
Puerto Rican Navy.

Mr. MARQUEz. Puerto Rican Navy? No, sir. We do not have a
navy.

The CHAIRMAN. No. It says the Navy. The U.S. Navy. All right,
that is better. Well, I just gave you a navy.

[Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. We will proceed with the lady first. How is that?

Are you ready to go?
Dr. RAMIREZ DE FERRER. Yes, sir. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Please proceed. Again, I want to remind you that

light does work, and it is going to be on green.

STATEMENT OF DR. MIRIAM J. RAMIREZ DE FERRER, M.D.,
PRESIDENT, PUERTO RICANS IN CIVIC ACTION

Dr. RAMIREZ DE FERRER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I represent
Puerto Ricans in Civic Action.

Our organization delivered 350,000 individually signed petitions
to Congress seeking equal rights through the admission of Puerto
Rico as the 51st State of the Union.

This year marks the 100-year anniversary of Puerto Rico as part
of the United States. It is an appropriate time for Congress to take
action on the status of Puerto Rico. For us, these 100 years rep-
resent a period of great accomplishments, satisfaction, as well as
deep disappointment.

Our journey to full equality under the U.S. Constitution is incom-
plete. Our citizenship does not carry with it voting representation
in this body or in the House or entitle us to vote for the President.

However, you can change that. The bills you. are considering pro-
vide the mechanisms for us to finally attain political and economic
parity with free peoples everywhere. Both contain two elements
critical to accomplish the results: a congressionally sanctioned ref-
erendum and clear definitions of the available status options based
on the fact that, one, Puerto Rico is a territory of the United
States; two, U.S. citizenship conferred by statute on Puerto Ricans

51-935 98-2
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is not constitutionally protected; and three, the process to full self-
determination and full self-government must continue until such
time as we choose a permanent status, which is either independ-
ence or statehood. There is an urgent need for Congress to provide
a clear and precise definition of the status options to present to vot-
ers.

Time and again the commonwealth proponents lead our voters to
believe that the United States will create a relationship with us in
which we will reap all the benefits of being part of this great Na-
tion with none of the obligations and responsibilities. In past ref-
erendums, they have told the voters that commonwealth will pro-
vide guaranteed permanent union with the United States, perma-
nent U.S. citizenship, permanent freedom from Federal taxes, the
right to veto Federal laws, guaranteed full Federal welfare bene-
fits, economic and fiscal development programs, a separate sov-
ereign national identity, power to make treaties with foreign coun-
tries, all this under a compact which cannot be modified with Puer-
to Rico's consent.

Congress has an obligation to define these options correctly. This
determines our future and those of our children and grandchildren.

Passage to independence or statehood will initiate an immediate
reduction in the $13 billion annual U.S. taxpayer subsidy that goes
to maintain the status quo. No one can any longer afford, politi-
cally or economically, to maintain a territory that disenfranchises
its citizens, deprives them of economic opportunity, and has al-
ready cost the U.S. Treasury over $150 billion since the common-
wealth's founding in 1952.

Finally, plebiscites must be continuously held until a permanent
political status is attained. This process has been very frustrating.
Despite the support by every Republican President since Eisen-
hower, despite the support of the Republican platforms in 1940,
and despite numerous efforts to move this issue forward in pre-
vious Congresses, Puerto Rico has always come away without final
action.

Some question why Congress should be involved in this process.
Some ask why Puerto Ricans do not take the first step and then
come to Congress. The answer is simple.

First, Congress has the jurisdiction and responsibility to solve
the status issue.

Second, we have taken the first step. We began by exercising the
constitutional right of redressing our grievances by delivering
350,000 petitions to Congress. Later in 1997, a petition was sent
by our State legislature requesting Congress to assist us by provid-
ing a self-determination process. What more can we do? We are
only asking for the most basic democratic right, the right to vote.

Many of the arguments against this process that we hear today
are similar to those that were raised against other territories. Dur-
ing the late 1940's, Congress would not move forward on legislation
for Alaska. The arguments were that Alaska would not survive eco-
nomically, that it was too distant from the rest of the Nation, and
that a large percentage of its population did not share in America's
culture and social life. Some said California was too barren and
empty to survive as a State. Others complained that Ohio should
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not join the Union because a significant percentage of its citizens
spoke German rather than English.

The U.S. citizens of Puerto Rico have been denied for too long the
rights and opportunities all other Americans take for granted. I
trust that in the end, when the sound and fury have died down,
you will cast your votes -for equality and opportunity, enlightened
as you are, the bearers of the Founding Fathers' principles and the
safe keepers of our Constitution.

Thank you very much, sir.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Ramirez de Ferrer follows:]

PREPARED.STATEMENT OF DR. MIRIAM J. RAMIREZ DE FERRER, M.D., PRESIDENT,
PUERTO RICANS IN CIvic ACTION

Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, my name is Miriam J. Ramirez
de Ferrer and I appear before you today as a representative. of Puerto Ricans in
Civic Action, a grassroots organization that delivered 350,000 individually signed
petitions to Congress, seeking equal rights for the United States citizens of Puerto
Rico through the admission of Puerto Rico as the 51st State of the Union.

'We meet on this historic occasion, merely 11 days from the 100th Anniversary of
the United States acquisition of Puerto Rico, July 25, 1898. It is, therefore, alto-
gether fitting that the work of this committee, the full Senate and the U.S. House
of Representatives is focused on raising the final act of the United States' political
and economic development of the territory of Puerto Rico.

This year marks the one hundred years' anniversary of Puerto Rico as a part of
the United States. It is a very appropriate. time for Congress to finally take action.
For Puerto Rico, these hundred years represent both a period of great accomplish-
ments and satisfaction as well as deep disappointment. .

We are proud and honored to be a part of the world's greatest democracy and
pleased with the role that we have played during almost half of America's history
in the Nation's Armed Forces, and in our nation's political, social, and cultural life.
We are at the same time frustrated, that to date, our own government has yet to
ask whether we might choose to participate as equals in America's political life.

The United States embraced Puerto Rico almost a century ago, delivering its Con-
stitution and precious citizenship to an economically and politically disadvantaged
island. Since then, our people, the 3.8 million U.S. citizens of Puerto Rico, have
prospered as never before and have returned their thanks many times over by de-
fending our common flag against foreign tyrannies.

But our journey to full equality under the U.S. constitution is incomplete. Our
citizenship, unlike our stateside counterparts, does not carry with it voting rep-
resentation is this body or in the House, nor does it entitle us to participate equally
in the election of the President.

These inequities, tied to Puerto .Rico's impermanent political status, have simi-
larly prevented us from participating fully in the American dream. Incomplete
American citizenship has carried with it incomplete economic opportunity and
achievement. How else to explain that after 100 years in the American fold our per
capita income is one-third the National average?

Without full rights of American citizenship we can neither be fully self-governing,
nor full participants in the American economic miracle.

You can change all this. The Legislation you are considering today, H.R. 856 and
S. 472, is critically important both in Puerto Rico and the United States at large.
For Puerto Rico, it represents the first real opportunity to settle the divisive status
debate that dominates our political life. For the Nation, it represents an appropriate
approach, consistent with American law and traditions, to begin a process that will
result in the end of American colonialism.

Both S. 472 and H.R. 856 provide the mechanisms for Puerto Rico to finally attain
political and economic parity with free peoples everywhere. They contain elements
that are critical to accomplishing these results. First, both provide for a Congres-
sionally sanctioned referendum, and second both clearly define the available status
options. Under both bills, we can achieve these treasured ends, as either the fifty-
first state of the Union or as an independent Nation.

In setting forth these objectives, both bills recognize the bedrock importance of
providing starting points for this journey. A journey that once undertaken cannot
be aborted.

These starting points are three in number:
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1. Puerto Rico has continuously since 1898 remained a territory of the United
States under the constitution's territorial clause,

2. U.S. citizenship conferred by statute on Puerto Ricans in 1917 is not constitu-
tionally protected, and

3. The process to full self-government must continue until such time as the people
of Puerto Rico choose a permanent Status: independence or statehood.

Some of the members of this committee, as well as other Senators not here today,
have questioned why Congress should be involved in this process; they also ask why
doesn't Puerto Rico take the first step and then come for our help afterwards? The
answer is quite simple-Puerto Rico has already taken the first step.

The process that is now underway in Washington commenced as a result of the
petition our legislature made in 1997 requesting Congress to assist the American
citizens of Puerto Rico to hold a self-determination referendum, In effect, Puerto
Rico has had a free and open democratic debate on whether to ask Congress to move
the process forward.

And . . . the fact that these hearings are being held in this chamber is proof posi-
tive that the territorial clause is applicable to Puerto Rico, as is Congress' plenary
power over the island. Whatever others may say or allege, our presence here and
the Congress' legislative initiatives regarding the island's future political status in-
controvertibly are a responsibility of Congress and define our current political sta-
tus: a U.S. territory.

Despite assertions to the contrary, on the part of so-called "commonwealth" sup-
porters; Puerto Rico is a territory, subject to regulation by the Congress. As a result,
we can go no further on our own. It is now appropriate, with our legislature having
taken the first step, for Congress to participate in the self-determination process.

Secondly, the United States' citizenship that 95 percent of our islanders hold dear
is by definition and origin revocable by statute as to current residents who might
become part of a sovereign Puerto Rico and the future generations of offspring born
in such a new nation.

Although a large number of territories petitioned for a change in status without
holding referenda, this approach seems aptly suited for Puerto Rico. In fact, over
the past one hundred years, the citizens of Puerto Rico have established a rich tra-
dition of resolving issues in this manner, and we are highly civic-minded. It is com-
mon for seventy-five percent or more of our Puerto Rican-American citizens to par-
ticipate in elections.

In this case, however, we are in need of Congress' assistance to provide a clear
understanding of what is available, and what is not, to the voters. Time and again,
the proponents of "commonwealth" have misled our voters into believing the United
States has or will create an ideal relationship with us, in which we would reap all
of the benefits of being a part of this great nation, with none of the obligations and
responsibilities.

As others have testified before this committee and during the House consideration
of the "Young" Bill, in 1993 the "commonwealth" supporters told the voters, that re-
tention of the current status would provide the American citizens of Puerto Rico
with U.S. permanent and unalterable union with the Nation, permanent citizenship
rights, permanent freedoms from federal taxation, the right to veto federal laws as
they a pply to Puerto Rico and separate sovereign national identity and guarantees
federal welfare benefits and economic and fiscal development programs.

Moreover, as a result of an interpretation of the relationship that is not supported
by Federal Law, "commonwealth" supporters have also told the American citizens
of Puerto Rico that our relationship with the United States is a "compact" which
cannot be modified without our consent.

Mr. Chairman, Congress has an obligation to set the record straight and provide
clear and honest guidance to the four million Americans in Puerto Rico regarding
our current status. In the long run, no interests are served by the confusion that
exists today.

These non-negotiable tenets of our present status must be the starting points
under which the ultimate decision regarding our political future can be decided.
Their legislative declaration provides the clarity, precision and legitimacy for the
residents of Puerto Rico to choose a future that is legal, constitutional and perma-
nent.

Territorial status, statutory citizenship, permanent status: making the choices
clear for Puerto Rico. Statehood or separate sovereignty. Your legislation has crys-
tallized our choices and dictated the impossibility of any legitimate middle ground
that would maintain the status quo outside the constitution while, conversely, pro-
viding constitutionally guaranteed statutory citizenship.

Over the years, my grassroots organization has delivered hundreds of thousands
of petitions to Congress from individual citizens in Puerto Rico asking for a process
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that would lead to a resolution of our status debate. To us there is no more impor-
tant issue than this; it governs how we live today, and more importantly, it deter-
mines our future and those of our children and grandchildren.

In the forthcoming plebiscite that these bills call for we will know exactly where
we are today and where we can go tomorrow, to finally achieve full self-government.
No longer will empty promises and unattainable objectives poison the democratic as-
pirations of Puerto Rico's voters.

Just as these bills will provide the framework for our status deliberations and de-
cisions, the7 will also offer the stateside American people the first real opportunity
to "resolve' the Puerto Rican dilemma; if not a colony, then a benign protectorate
that does little to burnish America's self-determination agenda overseas, Puerto
Rico's ascension to independence or statehood will fulfill the Founding Fathers'
dream of an empire-less nation, a beacon to the world's peoples striving for political
autonomy.

Passage to independence or statehood will also initiate an immediate reduction in
the $13 billion annual U.S. taxpayer subsidy that goes to maintain the status quo,
eventually creating a self-sufficient Puerto Rico. Puerto Rico, rightfully, will pay its
own way or go its own way: an informed choice you will have given us.

It is my view, and that of my supporters, that both bills before this committee
provide acceptable definitions of the status options. Moreover, both bills provide a
role for Congress in the process that is consistent with the role Congress has taken
in self-determination efforts of other territories.

We are very pleased, Mr. Chairman, that you have held four hearings in such a
short period of time. With today's legislative hearing, the record developed in the
House debate and the countless studies and analysis that have been prepared by
the General Accounting Office, the Congressional Research Service, and a variety
of private organizations, the Senate has before it more information about Puerto
Rico than it would likely had about most other territories when they contemplated
the issue of self-determination.

This process has, quite frankly, been frustrating in the past. Despite the endorse-
ment of every Republican President since Eisenhower, for self-determination, de-
spite the support in the Republican Party Platform since 1940, and despite numer-
ous efforts to move this issue forward in previous Congress, Puerto Rico has always
come away without final action. As you well know, often one House begins the proc-
ess only to find that the other chooses not to act.

You have heard much and you will hear even more from those who oppose Puerto
Rico self-determination, in general, or these bills, in particular, either from the is-
land or from the mainland. But this opposition is either political, arising from a de-
sire for political self-preservation, or motivated by fear and ignorance.

I know from history, that Alaskans felt the same sense of frustration. During the
late 1940's and early 1950's, it appeared that Congress could not come together on
legislation moving Alaska's bid for permanent status forward. Moreover, arguments
were advanced by some opponents of Alaska similar to those that have been raised
against Puerto Rico in this Congress. Specifically, it was said that Alaska would not
survive economically, that it was too distant from the rest of the Nation, and that
a large percentage of its population did not share in America's cultural and social
life.

We take some comfort in our frustration in realizing that many of the criticism
that are made about our self-determination efforts were leveled at other territories
and Alaska in not alone in that regard. Some said that California was too barren
and empty to survive as a state; others complained that Ohio should not join the
Union because a significant percentage of its citizens spoke German, rather than
English, America's common language. Had these concerns prevailed, there never
would have been an American Century, nor would the world be entering the 21st
Century with a dedication to democracy and freedom.

Finally, repeated referenda at appropriate intervals must be continuously held
until a permanent political status is attained. The people of Puerto Rico and Amer-
ican taxpayers can no longer afford, politically or economically, to maintain a terri-
tory that disenfranchises its' citizens, deprives them of economic opportunity, and
has already cost the U.S. treasury over $150 billion since commonwealth's founding
in 1952. The U.S. citizens of Puerto Rico have too long been denied the rights and
opportunities all other Americans take for granted to further be denied by this Con-
gress, exercising its constitutional powers over their daily lives, the power to achieve
full self-government through the free exercise of self-determination.

The U.S. citizens of Puerto Rico have too long embraced the principles of the U.S.
Constitution, daily putting them into practice for 100 years, to have our loyalty and
fitness as Americans challenged just as their dreams of self-determination are with-
in reach.
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I trust that in the end, when the sound and fury has died down, you will cast
your votes for equality and opportunity, enlighten as you are, the bearers of the
Founding Father's principles and the safe keepers of our Constitution.

Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. I appreciate your state-
ment and the manner in which you have delivered it within the
time frame. Miriam, we are most appreciative.

Our next witness would be Arturo Guzman, chairman of I.D.E.A.

STATEMENT OF ARTURO J. GUZMAN, CHAIRMAN, I.D.E.A. OF
PUERTO RICO, INC.

Mr. GUZMAN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee. Mr. Chairman, I request your consent in allowing me
the opportunity to submit any additional written testimony that
may be required as a result of today's proceedings.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
Mr. GUZMAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Chairman, committee members, the solution to Puerto Rico's

colonial status condition can only be achieved by an act of mutual
self-determination on the part of the Congress of the United States
and we, the people. The Congress must represent the national U.S.
interest by providing the governed with a sanctioned democratic
process that is based upon accurate definitions for the options it is
willing to consider, and the governed must express their self-deter-
mination through an electoral process.

The Senate must also recognize and reaffirm in its legislation
that the essential precondition to mutual self-determination resides
in the truthful and accurate definition of the present condition in
political, territorial, and individual terms. It is imperative that all
legislative initiatives include in clear terms the exact nature of the
current status of Puerto Rico as well as the exact nature of the cur-
rent status of Puerto Ricans, in essence, the nature of our relation-
ship and the nature of our U.S. citizenship.

S. 472 meets these criteria and has our full endorsement arid
support.

Nonetheless, this process has created perplexing and contradic-
tory perceptions, only part of which I bring to your attention due
to time constrictions.

The people of Puerto Rico must not be blamed or made respon-
sible for the results and consequences of the failed political and
economic experiment in colonialism that was created and imposed
upon us by the Congress, nor should they be faulted for the partial
absence of language skills that resulted from direct political actions
that were fully funded by the U.S. Federal Government and en-
dorsed by the silence of the Congress.

Senators Craig, Graham, and other cosponsors of S. 472 must not
be blamed, but admired and praised for telling the truth about our
relationship to all Americans, truths that have been mislabeled as
partial to an option, their critics paradoxically admitting that truth
is partial to one option.

But, Mr. Chairman, if truth proves unbearable to the forces of
bigotry and prejudice under the subterfuge of language, economics,
or whatever, and our people are blamed for the actions of others,
then I must ask you to withdraw the option of statehood. But if you
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accede, then I ask you to also repeal our statutory U.S. citizenship
because if you do not, we will come back and back again until we
secure for our children the same rights and obligations that you
and your constituents possess, those rights and obligations that can
be acquired after 5 years of residence by any immigrant and which
have been denied to the people of Puerto Rico for a century. Do as
you will, but whatever the outcome, do not substitute truth by yet
another 46 years of colonial deceit.

If the forces of the evil empire of injustice and prejudice were to
prevail and derail this process by commission, omission, or attri-
tion, make sure to ponder the consequences both domestic and
international. What standing would be left to our Nation when con-
fronting tyrants like Hussein or Castro? What moral force would
remain to ask the rest of the world to embark on a path towards
democracy and to allow their peoples their right to self-determina-
tion if the U.S. Senate were to deny the same basic rights to fellow
Americans in Puerto Rico?

Mr. Chairman, this shameful system of colonial apartheid must
be ended. It is the wall of colonialism that divides the Nation and
constitutes our own Quebec. This wall separates some Americans
from others: on one side, first-class citizens; on the other, those of
us who are deprived of our full rights and obligations; on one side,
those Americans that at one time were forced to ride on the back
of the bus and who have since won their full rights; and on the
other side, those of us who even at this later stage have not even
been allowed to get on the bus.

In concluding, I say to you, members of the U.S. Senate, bring
down this wall. Tear down this wall.

Mr. Chairman, in concluding, in answer to your question and for
the record addressing a question you asked earlier, whether or not
the members of the Popular Democratic Party were threatening to
boycott the process if their definition was not included, I submit for
the record today's paper with an ad paid by them in which indeed
they ascertain that they will boycott. This is yet more proof, an-
other deceit coming here and saying one thing, going back there
and saying something else, and 2 days later possibly denying hav-
ing ever said anything.

Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Guzman follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ARTURO J. GuzMAN, CHAIRMAN, I.D.E.A. OF
PUERTO RIco, INC.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: For many years, testifying before
different Congressional Committees, we have repeatedly stated that a solution to
Puerto Rico's status condition, and an end to our legacy of colonialism, can only be
achieved by an act of mutual self-determination on the part of the Congress of the
United States and We The People of Puerto Rico:

The Congress must. represent the national U.S. interest by providing the governed
in the territory with a sanctioned democratic process leading to self-determination,
that is based upon accurate definitions for all the status options it is willing to con-
sider. The governed must express their self-determination in an electoral process by
selecting their preferred option and informing the results to the Congress.

The Senate must recognize and re-affirm in its legislation that the essential pre-
condition to mutual self-determination, resides in the truthful and accurate defini-
tion of the present condition in political, territorial, and individual terms. It is im-
perative that all legislative initiatives include in clear terms the exact nature of the
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current status of Puerto Rico as well as the exact nature of the current status of
Puerto Ricans. In essence, the nature of our relationship and the nature of our U.S.
citizenship.

S. 472 meets these basic parameters and it has our full endorsement and support.

II. SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As an integral part of this legislative process of hearings, we would like to call
to your attention the following areas that may warrant further consideration, as
well as some specific recommendations:
A. Commonwealth (Estado Libre Asociado)

1. Federal Taxation: The bill requires that if none of the other proposed status
options receives a majority vote, the current condition will remain in force until fur-
ther periodic consultations are held in order to attain a final and permanent politi-
cal status for Puerto Rico. Under these circumstances, the question of exemption
from the payment of individual and corporate income taxes must be further clari-
fied. Proponents of Commonwealth have consistently assured the people of Puerto
Rico that this option includes a permanent exemption from such obligations.

If it is the intention of the Senate to state that such exemption actually exists
and will remain on a permanent and guaranteed basis, it should be included as an
integral part of the definition of "Commonwealth" that appears on the ballot. How-
ever, if the Senate is unwilling or unable to provide such prospective tax guaran-
tees, a clarification should be made in order to prevent some voters from being mis-
led into favoring this option as a means to avoid federal tax obligations.

2. Costs to the Federal Treasury: The General Accounting Office has not provided
an updated and accurate report on the costs currently incurred by the Federal
Treasury under the current status. A historic economic comparison is needed to as-
sist in determining if such costs have been incremental throughout the relationship
and in particular during the last two decades. This information should also include
projections on the prospective fiscal obligations that would ensue if the current terri-
torial arrangement is to be prolonged.

Consideration should be given under an economic perspective, to determine if the
current relationship remains in the best interest of the American taxpayer; if it fits
within the concept of "shared burden" and within the scope of realities brought forth
by national budgetary considerations; and if so, for what prospective length of time
can it reasonably remain unaltered.

3. Effects of Renewed Regional Competition: Due to political and economic consid-
erations, Puerto Rico's economic growth since 1960 can be largely attributed to
Cuba's absence as a competitive factor in the region. To the best of our knowledge,
no in-depth analysis has been made to ascertain and quantify the effects that would
be caused on Puerto Rico's current economic model when Cuba re-enters the demo-
cratic family of nations and thus re-assumes its traditional competitive role.

Due to the obsolescence and vulnerability of the current political-economic model,
renewed competition from Cuba would be stronger on the traditional and remaining
economic foundations of the territorial relationship (i.e., lower wages, trained labor,
tourism, manufacture and services).

A thorough economic analysis should include a projection of additional federal
transfers that would be required under the current relationship in order to avoid
a possible severe economic dislocation that could cause, as a secondary effect, the
displacement of large segments of the population to mainland U.S.A.
B. Independence (full or in free association with the United States)

1. Political-Economic Models: The bill should incorporate a specific definition of
the political and economic models that would be implemented under these options
in order to fully inform the voters about the specific independence model they would
be selecting.

As an example, it is likely that many more voters would be attracted to vote for
these options if their definition include the adoption of a republican political system
with a capitalist economic model than, for example, a model of independence that
would include a Marxist political system and a socialist economy.

2. Investor Guarantees: Because of the historic relationship that has existed be-
tween the United States and Puerto Rico, its economy has largely been tied to main-
land institutions, regulated, and guaranteed by federal law.

While we are confident that investor guarantees can be successfully negotiated
during a transition period and could be addressed at a later stage, we recommend
that at least a basic determination be made at this time in order to ascertain if the
new independent body-politic is to be expected to provide such guarantees or if the
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U.S. federal government would retain the present responsibility, and if such, for
how long a period.

3. Property Values: At present, close to one hundred percent of residential and
commercial mortgages contracted in Puerto Rico are re-sold on secondary mainland
U.S. markets. At present, we estimate the value of these outstanding mortgages to
be in excess of U.S. $20 billion.

Most economists agree that independence will result in property devaluation. If
property were to devalue to a level below the outstanding mortgages due, possible
massive default could occur. Estimates should be made on the possible effects of
such probability on the U.S. banking system, and should be included as part of the
guarantees that the U.S. federal government or the new independent Puerto Rico
government would provide at least through the period of transition.

4. Continued U.S. Military Presence: At the present time, the U.S. occupies a
number of military bases and installations in the territory. A determination must
be made to establish if continued U.S. military presence in the new independent na-
tion would serve the national interest.

Most leaders of the independence movement, including those that would be the
most likely to govern, coincide in stating that they would be willing to negotiate con-
tinued U.S. military presence in Puerto Rico in exchange for lease or rent equal to
the total amount of federal transfers to Puerto Rico at the time sovereignty is ac-
quired.

Absent from their proposed equation are the costs borne by the U.S. federal gov-
ernment incurred in providing for the defense and security of Puerto Rico. Is the
new nation going to provide for its own defense? Is the United States going to be
requested to continue providing it, and if so, will this cost be in lieu of (or in addi-
tion to) the rent or lease expected for its continued use of its own military bases
and installations?

5. Extended Statutory U.S. Citizenship: The language of the bill under current
consideration makes a provision that would allow the current Puerto Rican statu-
tory citizens to choose to retain their U.S. citizenship while residing in the new
independent body-politic of Puerto Rico.

It appears that it is the intention of the Senate to determine that "birth in Puerto
Rico or relationship to a person with statutory United States citizenship by virtue
of birth in Puerto Rico is not a basis for United States nationality or citizenship".

However, the current language of the bill appears to be vague enough to have
given rise to the speculation that it leaves ample "loopholes" which may defeat its
intended purposes. For example, it is presumed that the right to travel stateside
would be unrestricted, so women about to give birth could conceivably travel to any
state of the Union and the born child would automatically acquire U.S. nationality
and citizenship by virtue of birth in the United States.

If language on the continued statutory U.S. citizenship is not made more specific,
we recommend that the Senate evaluates whether or not the United States is will-
ing to accept the responsibilities and liabilities that would ensue. If not, language
should be developed that would perhaps restrict travel or include a minimum resi-
dency requirement in the U.S.

U.S. citizenship is of such paramount importance to the overwhelming majority
of the people of Puerto Rico, that any disposition regarding its nature and/or con-
tinuity should be clearly expressed in order to avoid misinformation and speculation
that could be utilized to confuse voters into totally false premises and choices.

In addition, we recommend that the issue of Puerto Rican statutory citizens that
reside in any state of the Union be addressed separately so that those wishing to
continue residing in the United States are allowed to retain their U.S. citizenship.
Perhaps, the Senate may want to consider developing a provision by which these
statutory citizens (having proven a pre-determined minimum- period of continued
residency in the United States) can apply for a process of "naturalization" by which
they could make a transition from their current statutory U.S. citizenship to a per-
manent "14th Amendment-guaranteed" citizenship.

C. STATEHOOD

1. General Accounting Office Report: The General Accounting Office produced a
partial economic report estimating the potential costs of the statehood option to the
Federal Treasury based upon individual contributions not taking into consideration
other sources of potential revenue such as business and corporate taxes.

The U.S. Treasury Department. determines the income derived from each state
of the union by estimating all potential sources of revenue, not just individual (per-
sonal) income taxes. These same standards should be applicable to any tax revenue
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projections that are made to determine the economic impact of Puerto Rican state-
hood.

In addition the GAO report failed to offset the additional costs of statehood with
other sources of revenue that have already begun to accrue as a result of the phase-
out of Section 1936 of the Internal Revenue Code. It is our recommendation that
the GAO be requested to revise this report taking the aforementioned facts into con-
sideration as well as any others that may have been omitted.

2. Property values: Precedents in Hawaii, Alaska, and every territory that has be-
come a state, lead economists to conclude that statehood will bring to Puerto Rico
an immediate and dramatic increase in the value of property and other physical as-
sets. These increased values will result in proportionate additional sources of tax
revenue, and have not been included or projected in the economic studies submitted
by the GAO, or (to the best of our knowledge) fully quantified by any other govern-
mental or non-governmental sources of information.

D. GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. Periodic Consultation: S. 472 (Sec. 3) states: "(2) to ensure that the principle
of self-determination is respected and that the residents of Puerto Rico are afforded
the opportunity freely to express their wishes with respect to resolution of the sta-
tus of Puerto Rico based on the options for permanent self-government described in
section 2, a referendum on the future political status of Puerto Rico shall be held
in accordance with this Act every 4 years thereafter, but not on or within 180 cal-
endar days before or after the date of a general election."

It is of extreme importance that any legislation that is considered in the Senate
leading to self-determination an eventual and permanent self-government retains
this section. However, the Congress may consider avoiding the given impression
that it is prospectively bound and committed to permanently await a unilateral ma-
jority decision on the part of the people of Puerto Rico. In order to avoid this impres-
sion, we strongly recommend that this section be amended to read as follows:

"(2) to ensure that the principle of self-determination is respected and that the
residents of Puerto Rico are afforded the opportunity freely to express their wishes
with respect to resolution of the status of Puerto Rico based on the options for per-
manent self-government described in section 2, a referendum on the future political
status of Puerto Rico shall be held in accordance with this Act every 4 years there-
after, but not on or within 180 calendar days before or after the date of a general
election. The Congress of the United States does not subordinate its sovereign power
by this Act, and under the "territory clause" retains the option to act unilaterally
at any time in the national interest of the United States".

2. Voter Education: It is our continued recommendation that in addition to the
voter education provisions already included in S. 472, the Senate consider the ap-
pointment of a national bi-partisan panel of experts that would assist in voter edu-
cation and also serve as arbiters in any disputes in the interpretation of the defini-
tions and provisions of this Act.

INDEX OF CONGRESSIONAL TESTIMONY

A U.S. House of Representatives
1. Native American and Insular Affairs and Western Hemisphere Subcommittees,

Joint Hearings, Washington, D.C., October 17, 1995.
2. House Interior and Insular Affairs and Insular and International Affairs Sub-

committees, Washington, D.C. or San Juan, Puerto Rico, May 22, 1986; July 17,
1986; March 9, 1990; July 13, 1993; and May 24, 1994.

3. House Natural Resources Committee, Mayaguez, Puerto Rico, April 21, 1997.
B. U.S. Senate

1. Energy and Natural Resources Committee, San Juan, Puerto Rico, June 17,
1989.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We appreciate your state-
ment.

The next witness will be Dr. Ortiz Quifliones, Acci6n Democritica
Puertorriquefia. Please proceed.
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STATEMENT OF DR. HERMENEGILDO ORTIZ QUINONES, VICE
PRESIDENT, ACCION DEMOCRATICA PUERTORRIQUENA

Dr. QuIfRoNES. Thank. you, Mr. Chairman, and good morning,
members of the committee.

My name is Hermenegildo Ortiz Quifiones. I am a graduate of
the University of Puerto Rico, also from Harvard and Cornell Uni-
versities where I obtained masters and doctorate degrees. I was. a
professor, director of the School of Planning, dean of the students
at the Rio Piedras Campus of the University of Puerto Rico. I have
also served as member of the Planning Board and Secretary of
Transportation and Public Works of the Government of the Com-
monwealth of Puerto Rico. At present, I am vice president of Acci6n
Democritica Puertorriquefia.

Acci6n Democratica Puertorriquefia is a nongovernmental, non-
partisan, civil organization interested in promoting political edu-
cation concerning the right to free determination and the sovereign
option of free association of the Puerto Rican Nation through a bi-
lateral pact or treaty with the United States of America.

Acci6n Democratica Puertorriquefia proposes the simplification of
the House and Senate bills under your consideration on the future
political status of Puerto Rico. To that end, we have suggested a
series of recommendations in our written paper. Because of time
limitations today, I will concentrate on four of these.

First, the findings contained in the House bill are divisive, and
are an obstacle to obtaining consensus. They are totally unneces-
sary. We propose to reduce them to a single one, limited to present-
ing in detail the legislative intent of the Senate legislation.

Second, the definition of a new sovereign free association should
substitute the option of territorial commonwealth included in both
the House and the Senate bills. Let us say that half of the people
of Puerto Rico believes Puerto Rico is not a territory. On the other
hand, the other half. thinks that Puerto Rico is a territory of the
United States. Yet, nobody-I repeat, nobody-thinks that Puerto
Rico should be a territory. We urge you not to offer the people of
Puerto Rico territorial commonwealth status as an option.

The House and Senate bills unduly favors statehood supporters.
To present the territorial commonwealth alternative incorporating
Puerto Rico as a territory, together with the statehood option, actu-
ally produces a no-win situation for the majority of the Puerto
Rican voters who have never backed statehood, as shown in the
1993 plebiscite and the latest polls that does not support a terri-
torial or colonial incorporation either. As such, these bills do not re-
spond to the internationally recognized right of free determination.
We suggest the elaboration of a substitute bill, including our pro-
posed definition of free association as an alternative to be pre-
sented to the people of Puerto Rico.

Third, integration to the United States should not be offered if
Congress is unwilling to commit itself to the admission of a distinct
Nation within another nation. If Congress will not agree to admis-
sion of Puerto Rico as a State of the Union, given our condition as
a distinct Latin American and Caribbean nation, this should make
it clear right now. Otherwise, Congress will be maintaining illusory
expectations impeding a national consensus in Puerto Rico for solv-
ing the status problem.
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Alternatively, Congress can make clear that the consideration of
a request for admission will be undertaken if the people of Puerto
Rico vote-and I quote-"by substantial numbers and with a pas-
sion," in the correct phrase of President Ronald Reagan, namely a
two-thirds majority.

Fourth, the Senate should include in the legislation the design
for the ballot for the proposed plebiscite. Said design should not be
left to the political tugs of war in Puerto Rico. We hereby suggest
a ballot with two quadrants, one for American sovereignty and an-
other for Puerto Rican sovereignty. Under American sovereignty,
with the insignia of the American flag, statehood should appear
alone, since territorial commonwealth is not acceptable to anyone
in Puerto Rico. Under Puerto Rican sovereignty, with the insignia
of the flag of Puerto Rico, in parallel columns, would appear the
sovereign free association option and independence, separately po-
sitioned and separately described.

The voters will vote under either statehood, free association or
independence, and the vote of the latter two would be added to
produce the total in favor of Puerto Rican sovereignty. In this man-
ner, one of the two options of sovereignty, American or Puerto
Rican, will obtain a majority of the votes.

These, Mr. Chairman, are our recommendations. Thank you very
much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Ortiz Quifiones follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HERMENEGILDO ORTIZ QUIFTONES, VICE PRESIDENT,
Accl6N DEMOCRkTICA PUERTORRIQUENA

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
For purposes of the record, my name is Hermenegildo Ortiz Quifiones. I testified

today on half of Acci6n Democrditica Puertorriquefia, a non-governmental, non-
partisan civil organization, interested in promoting political education concerning
the right to free determination and the sovereign option of free association of the
Puerto Rican nation with the United States of America.

I am accompanied by our Counsel, Mr. Marco Rigau, a former Senator of the Com-
monwealth of Puerto Rico's Lepslative Assembly, who is very knowledgeable, with
both the House and Senate bills on Puerto Rico political status legislation. He will
be available to answer any technical questions with regard to these bills.

Acci6n Democratica Puertorriquefia proposes the simplification of the House and
Senate bills on the future political status of Puerto Rico, presently under your con-
sideration. To that end, we suggest the following modifications:

First, the findings contained in the House bill are divisive, an obstacle to obtain
the consensus of the diverse political forces on Puerto Rico and totally unnecessary.
We proposed that the findings should be limited to detail the legislative intent of
the Senate legislation.

Second, the procedure of multiple voting stages should also be simplified to solely
include a fast procedure for Congress to tell us if it had accepted the winning option
resulting from the plebiscite.

Third, and most important, the alternative of Free Association should be included
in the Senate bill. This alternative option was submitted by Acci6n Democraitica
Puertorriquefia's President, Mr. Emilio Soler Mari and fully detailed in the letter
of April 13, 1998 to Hon. Frank H. Murkowski, the Chairman of this Committee
and expressly asked to be filed by Counsel Juan Manuel Garcia Passalacqua in the
hearings held last June 23, 1998.

The new definition of a sovereign free associated state should substitute the op-
tion of the territorial Commonwealth included in both the House and the Craig-
Graham bills. Territorial Commonwealth as an option should be deleted from the
legislation and not offered to the people of Puerto Rico.

The United Nations recognizes three decolonization alternatives, independence,
integration and free association. The United States Senate should not act in con-
tradiction to the norms of international law and the principle of comity, especially
in view of the fact that the Decolonization Committee of the United Nations will
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be meeting next month (August 10, 1998) to evaluate the status of Puerto Rico. In
its resolution of 1978, that Committee and the U.N. General Assembly recognized
free association as a legitimate form of sovereignty for Puerto Rico under the
Decolonization Resolution 1514 of 1960, and we suggest Congress to accept and fol-
low up that recommendation as a guarantee to the right to free determination of
the Puerto Rican nation.

The Young Bill, approved 209 to 208 in the House, unduly favors statehood's sup-
porters. The territorial Commonwealth alternative incorporating Puerto Rico as a
territory with the Statehood option provides a no-win situation to the majority of
the Puerto Rican people who do not and never has backed statehood as shown by
the recent plebiscite held in Puerto Rico and the latest poils. The House and Senate
bills do not respond to the internationally recognized right of free determination. We
suggest the elaboration of a substitute bill that includes our proposed definition of
free association as the third alternative to be presented to the people of Puerto Rico.

Fourth, integration to the United States should not be offered if Congress is un-
willing to commit itself to the admission of a distinct nation within another nation.
If Congress will not agree to admission, it should be made clear, now.

A key issue that needs to be very clearly specified on statehood is the situation
of the Spanish language as the language of instruction in all Puerto Rican's schools,
as is the case now, where more than 70% of our people do not speak English. Do
not forget that Spanish is the everyday language in our lives including business and
government. In Puerto Rico, all official procedures: legislative, judicial and adminis-
trative are conducted in Spanish. Our culture and nationality must be protected.

In the alternative, Congress can clearly say that in considering a request for ad-
mission, it would be undertaken, if the people of Puerto Rico vote "by substantial
numbers and with a passion"-in the correct phrase by former President Ronald
Reagan-namely two-third majority.

Otherwise, Puerto Rico's sovereignty should be recognized, considered and offered
by Congress to the people of Puerto Rico.

Fifth, a substantial number of Puerto Ricans reside outside Puerto Rico, mainly
in the United States. A large number of them live part of the time in the states
and part of the time in Puerto Rico in any one year. Since the legislation to be con-
sidered led to a final disposition of the political status of Puerto Rico as a nation,
it is of the utmost importance that Puerto Ricans residing in the United States be
allowed to vote in the authorized plebiscite to be held in 1998 or 1999.

Sixth, and the final recommendation of Acci6n Democratica Puertorriquefia, is
that the Senate include in the legislation the design of the ballot for the proposed
plebiscite to be held in 1998 or 1999. Said design should not be left to the political
tugs of war in the Legislative Assembly of Puerto Rico since the options to be of-
fered are established by Congress and their positioning and explanations should not
be left to chance.

We hereby suggest a ballot with two quadrants, one for American sovereignty and
another for Puerto Rican sovereignty.

Under American sovereignty-with the insignia of the American flag-statehood
should appear alone, since territorial Commonwealth is not acceptable to anyone in
Puerto Rico.

Under Puerto Rican sovereignty-with the insignia of the flag of Puerto Rico-
in parallel columns, would appear a sovereign Free Associated State and Independ-
ence, separately positioned and separately described.

The voters would vote under statehood, free association or independence, and the
votes of the latter would be added to produce the total in favor of Puerto Rican sov-
ereignty. In this manner, one of the two options of sovereignty-American or Puerto
Rican-will obtain a majority of the votes.

These, Mr. Chairman, are our recommendations. Mr. Rigau and I are willing to
answer the Committee's questions and elaborate. Thank you very much.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We appreciate your state-
ment.

We will move into those that are with panel 3. Joaquin Mirquez,
president of the Puerto Rican American Foundation. We look for-
ward to your statement. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF JOAQUIN A. MARQUEZ, PRESIDENT, PUERTO
RICAN AMERICAN FOUNDATION

Mr. MARQUEz. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. My name is Joaquin
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A. Mirquez, and I appear before you as President of the Puerto
Rican American Foundation. In the interest of time, I will summa-
rize my statement. However, I ask that my full statement be in-
cluded in the record of this proceeding.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
Mr. MARQUEz. Mr. Chairman, I come to Congress today with a

simple request: Let my people vote. 100 years ago, General Nelson
Miles came to Puerto Rico bearing the banner of freedom and
promised to bestow on us the immunities and blessings of the lib-
eral institutions of our government. 100 years later, Puerto Ricans
are still waiting to be given the opportunity to exercise that most
sacred blessing of our liberal institutions, the right of self-deter-
mination.

Eighty-one years ago, Congress extended statutory citizenship to
all residents of the island, albeit a truncated, second-class citizen-
ship that still condemns our people today to political inequality,
and yet, an overwhelming number of Puerto Ricans cherish their
U.S. citizenship because of its implied promise of equality, which
they hope will be attained some day soon. How long must they con-
tinue to wait before Congress grants them the opportunity to real-
ize the full rights and obligations of their citizenship through the
exercise of their self-determination?

How many more times must we come before you to plead our
right of self-determination? Must we wait another century? Can
Congress not see the ugly stain of colonialism that soils the collec-
tive soul of our gallant republic? Our new yearning for the sweet
breath of equality cannot be long contained by a policy of indiffer-
ence or of benign neglect. No, Mr. Chairman. The question before
this body is one of awful moment to our Nation. What is the real
meaning of self-determination to this Congress? Is it merely a self-
righteous slogan? Is self-determination available to all our citizens
except those that are poor, weak, and disenfranchised? What man-
ner of Congress is this that would deny the U.S. citizens of Puerto
Rico the right of self-determination out of a fear that they may opt
to seek equality of rights and obligations under statehood? For my
own part, I consider this question as nothing less than a question
of equality or colonialism. All Americans cannot be equal, Mr.
Chairman, as long as one American remains unequal. Let my peo-
ple vote.

We cannot vote for the President or Vice President. We cannot
elect voting representation to Congress. We cannot enact laws that
may be judged to be incompatible with the laws of the metropolitan
power. We cannot vote on the fundamental question of our future
political relationship with a Nation whose citizenship we proudly
bear and whose noble principles we defend with our lives in distant
fields of battle. Our people have purchased the right to self-deter-
mination with the blood of thousands who gave their last full meas-
ure defending those very rights which we seek here today and
which are being denied to their survivors.

What type of self-determination do we seek? I submit that we
seek informed self-determination. Because of Puerto Rico's colonial
status, any Federal legislation providing for self-determination
must unambiguously set forth only those alternatives which are
compatible with the Constitution and which are acceptable to the
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Congress. In simple English, the United States is the colonial
power. Congress must tell us what is acceptable to it. They need
not be extensive definitions, but they must be sufficiently clear that
they cannot be misconstrued by self-serving politicians during the
referendum that will soon follow. Please bear in mind that in order
to have a valid exercise of self-determination, Congress must first
clearly set forth definitions that fit within the rubric of the Con-
stitution that will be acceptable to the Congress. And then Con-
gress must let my people vote.

In this new era of communications that has truly turned our
world into a global village, the nations of the world will be watch-
ing with interest what Congress does here. 30 million Hispanics
who are already an integral part and productive part of our Nation
will also be watching with interest. What message will Congress
convey to them? Will its message be that equality and self-deter-
mination in America is not available to those of Hispanic heritage?
That at the American table of plenty, Puerto Ricans need not
apply? The only way to disprove such a message, Mr. Chairman,
is to let my people vote.

I support H.R. 856 and S. 472 because they represent an appro-
priate congressional response to the legitimate petitions of the
Puerto Rican people. Neither of these bills will create a State or
independent nation, nor should they do so. Instead, they begin a
process to determine what is the popular will of our people and
what steps would need to be take if that popular will is to be im-
plemented. The most important role that Congress should play in
this process is to provide clear and unambiguous definitions for
each of the alternatives to be presented to the people.

Self-determination for Puerto Rico must be a bipartisan effort. It
is altogether fitting that a Republican Congress and a Democratic
President should bring this shameful 100-year colonial period to a
close for Puerto Rico and our Nation by letting my people vote.

I wish to conclude by thanking Chairman Murkowski, Senator
Craig, and Senator Graham for their leadership in moving this leg-
islation promptly through Congress and for their courage and com-
mitment to grant U.S. citizens of Puerto Rico an opportunity to ex-
ercise their right of self-determination. The time for legislative ac-
tion in the last session of the 105th Congress runs perilously short.
Indeed, Mr. Chairman, the time for action is now. Let my people
vote. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Marquez follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOAQUIN A. MARQUEZ, PRESIDENT, PUERTO RICAN
AMERICAN FOUNDATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources,
my name is Joaquin A. Mdirquez, and I appear before you as President of the Puerto
Rican American Foundation. The Foundation is a non-profit, non-partisan, grass-
roots public policy organization dedicated to promoting limited government, lower
taxes, balanced budgets, pro-growth and pro-family poicies.and other. conservativez
and traditional values in Puerto Rico and the U.S. mainland: In the interest of time,
I will summarize my statement; however, Iask that my full statement be included
in the record of this proceeding.

Mr. Chairman, I come to you today with a simple request-let my people vote.
One hundred years ago, General Nelson Miles came to Puerto Rico "bearing the
banner of freedom" and promised to "bestow on us the immunities and blessings of
the liberal institutions of our Government". Resting on his representation, Puerto
Ricans largely welcomed his troops with open arms. One hundred years later, Puer-
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to Ricans are still waiting to be given the opportunity to exercise that most sacred
blessing of our liberal institutions-the right of self-determination.

Eighty-one years ago, Congress extended statutory U.S. citizenship to all resi-
dents of the island; albeit, a truncated second-class citizenship that condemns our
people to political ineuality to this day. And yet, an overwhelming number of Puer-
to Ricans cherish their U.S. citizenship because of its implied promise of equality,
which they hope will be attained some day soon. How long must they continue to
wait before Congress grants them the opportunity to realize the full rights and obli-
gations of their citizenship through the exercise of their self-determination? If this

Congess intends to willfully condemn U.S. citizens on Puerto Rico to a status of
political inferiority by imposing a second class citizenship, then it should speak un-
equivocally. Otherwise, let my people vote.

Over these one hundred years, the great wave of colonialism that swept the world
during the past cen y and the beginning of the current one has receded into the
dark pages of history. en te formerly-disenfranchised people of atavistic empires
have exercised their right of self-determination in accordance with international law
and the most cherished principles of the League of Nations and its successor, the
United Nations. And yet, the United States government, that beacon of freedom,
that "shining city on a hill", continues to deny my people the right to exercise their
self-determination. Mr. Chairman, let my people vote so that the concept of self-de-
termination can again truly become the keystone of our democracy and does not be-
come just a hollow and expeditiously meamngless expression of our diplomacy.

How many more times must we come before you to plead our right of self-deter-
mination? Must we wait another century? As the first rays of the dawn of the new
millennium begin to break over our America the Beautiful, can you not see the ugly
stain of colonialism that soils the collective soul of our gallant republic? These same
rays are warming in the breasts of Puerto Ricans a new yearning for the sweet
breath of equality that cannot be long contained by a policy of indifference or of "be-
nign neglect". No, Mr. Chairman, the question before this body is one of awful mo-
ment to our nation-what is the real meaning of self determination to this Con-
gress? Is it merely a convenient self-righteous slogan with which to flagellate our
adversaries in China, Cuba and other "undemocratic societies'? Why do we advocate
its exercise in Northern Ireland while denying its benefits to our own citizens in
Puerto Rico? Is self-determination available to all our citizens, except those that are
poor, weak and disenfranchised?

What manner of Congress is this that would deny the U.S. citizens of Puerto Rico
the right of self-determination out of a fear that they may opt to seek equality of
rights and obligations under statehood? Now is the time for this Congress to end
the double standard and decide whether those great democratic principles that have
formed the bedrock of our government shall be denied to some citizens because they
are perceived to be different. For my own part, I consider this question as nothing
less than a question of equality or colonialism. All Americans cannot be equal as
long as one American remains unequal. Let my people vote, Mr. Chairman.

You will say "you have the power to vote". And I will respond yes, we can vote,
but only regarding those issues which you, the Congress, have specifically delegated
to us. We cannot vote for the President or Vice President, we cannot elect voting
representation to Congress. We cannot enact laws that you may judge to be incom-
patible with the laws of the metropolitan power. We cannot vote on the fundamental
question of our future political relationship with the nation whose citizenship we
proudly bear and whose noble principles we defend with our lives in distant fields
of battle. We can exercise the right to vote but only on a long colonial leash. Let
my people vote, Mr. Chairman. Our people have purchased the right to self-deter-
mination with the blood of thousands who gave their last full measure defending
those very rights which we seek here today and which are being denied to their sur-
vivors.

What type of self-determination do we seek? I submit that we seek informed self-
determination. Because of Puerto Rico's current colonial status, any federal legisla-
tion providing for self-determination must unambiguously set forth only those alter-
natives which are compatible with the Constitution and which are acceptable to
Congress. In simple English, you are the colonial power, you must tell us what is
acceptable to you. They need not be extensive definitions, but they must be suffi-
ciently clear that they cannot be misconstrued by self-serving politicians during the
referendum that would soon follow. If the price of statehood is the payment of fed-
eral taxes and the enhancement of the teaching of English co-equally with Spanish,
say so. If the price of independence is the end of U.S. citizenship for those electing
Puerto Rican citizenship and the maintenance of a Guantanamo-like military facil-
ity at Roosevelt Roads, say so. If the price of Commonwealth is the continuation of
its politically inferior status as a colony subject to the sovereign will of Congress
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under the Territorial Clause of the Constitution and its lack of true permanent
union with the U.S., say so. Please bear in mind that in order to have a valid exer-
cise of self determination, you must clearly set forth definitions that fit within the
rubric of the Constitution and that will be acceptable to Congress. And then, let my
people vote.

We seek these rights not by force of arms or through violence; as loyal U.S. citi-
zens we seek redress by Congress through the pursuit of reason and in reliance on
the moral imperative of our position. Because we wish to be equal with our fellow
citizens of the fifty states, because we wish to secure those blessings for which we
have so long struggled, we shall continue to press on until we are successful. In this
new era of instant communications that has truly turned our world into a global
village, the nations of the world will be watching with interest what you do here.
Thirty million Hispanics who are already an integral and productive part of our na-
tion will also be watching with interest. What message will you convey to them?
Will your message be that equality and self-determination in America is not avail-
able to those of Hispanic heritage? That at the American table of plenty, Puerto
Ricans need not apply? The only way to disprove such a message, Mr. Chairman,
is to let my people vote.

I support H.R. 856 and S. 472 because they represent an appropriate Congres-
sional response to the legitimate petitions of the Puerto Rican people. Only Congress
has the requisite authority under the Territorial Clause of the Constitution to set
forth the parameters under which a process of informed self-determination may be
properly held. Neither of these bills will create a state or an independent nation,
nor should they do so. Instead, they begin a process to determine what is the popu-
lar will of our people, and, what steps would need to be taken if that popular will
is to be democratically implemented. While I have always been an advocate of state-
hood, I must emphasize that the most important role that Congress should play in
this process is to provide clear and unambiguous definitions for each of the alter-
natives to be presented to the people.

The United States is not a finished product; it is a work in progress. The work
that you undertake here today is another link in that great chain of events that
links our glorious past to an even more illustrious future. The United States is far
better off today because federal legislators like you had the vision and the courage
to continue assembling our great republic through a process of self-determination.
The choice that Puerto Rico will make is yet to be decided. However, you need not
be fearful. If, in the exercise of their self-determination, the people of Puerto Rico
elect to join our national union of states, future generations shall praise your vision
and courage for making possible the many benefits that will flow to the Union from
Puerto Rico's accession as our 51st state.

I wish to conclude by thanking Chairman Murkowski for his leadership in moving
self-determination legislation for Puerto Rico promptly through this Committee, and
for his understanding of the need for the Senate to thoroughly consider all aspects
of this important issue, as it has done in the three hearings that have taken place
so far. I would also like to thank Senators Craig, Graham and other major support-
ers of the legislation for their courage and commitment to granting U.S. citizens of
Puerto Rico an opportunity to exercise their self-determination. The sands of time
flow swiftly. The time remaining for legislative action in this final session of the
105th Congress runs perilously short; indeed, Mr. Chairman, the time for action is
now!

Self-determination for Puerto Rico must be a bi-partisan issue. The Democratic
Party has always had self-determination for Puerto Rico on its platform. The Repub-
lican Party has gone further by adding statehood for Puerto Rico to its platform for
many years and, most recently, Presidents Ford, Reagan and Bush have expressly
called for making Puerto Rico our fifty-first state. It is altogether fitting that a Re-
publican Congress and a Democratic President should bring this shameful one hun-
dred-year colonial period to an end for Puerto Rico and the U.S. by letting my people
vote.

Let this be the Congress that finally fulfills the implied promise of equality given
to Puerto Rico when citizenship was granted to all. Let this be the Congress that
redeems the national honor and redresses a grievous wrong by granting to the U.S.
citizens of Puerto Rico the opportunity to exercise their informed self-determination.
Let my people vote!

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Mirquez.
I am going to depart to accommodate Senator Kyl who has one

question.
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Senator KYL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I had intended to ques-
tion the second panel and then I was going to have to leave, which
I will have to do, but I could not leave without, first of all, express-
ing my appreciation to many people who have come to visit me,
and especially the hospitality that people like Miriam Ramirez de
Ferrer have shown me in Puerto Rico. We first got together in an-
other land, in El Salvador, when people there were having a very
difficult time coming to grips with their electoral problems, and we
provided some modest, I think, assistance in that situation. I very
much appreciate that.

If I could, I would like to ask one question that plays directly off
of the comment that Mr. Mirquez just made, and it is a question
for Dr. Ramirez de Ferrer. Do you agree that an effective plebiscite
would only be effective with the U.S. Government providing the
wording and the definitions, or is it possible that the vast majority
of Puerto Ricans could come together on an agreement on the word-
ing and themselves conduct a fair plebiscite? Or is that just not
possible in your view? -

Dr. RAMIREZ DE FERRER. Well, sir, we have tried that before. We
have had plebiscites in Puerto Rico. The sad part is that each party
pulls its own way because of the electoral process. They all want
to win. So, they place, under each one of their options, those ele-
ments that they think that the people of Puerto Rico want. So, citi-
zenship is up there up front. You asked the question a little while
ago, asking them if they wanted to be Puerto Ricans or U.S. citi-
zens. I wished you would have asked them if they would you relin-
quish their U.S. citizenship. No one is willing to do that.

So, we could do a process back there and say how we want it to
be self-determinated, but if we are going to require from the United
States things like citizenship, permanent union, Federal funding,
we have to ask you if you are willing to do that, and how much,
for each one of the options, because we cannot decide for you how
far you are going to go with these different definitions. That will
allow us to kind of decide what we want and come back and start
a process to see whether that is feasible or not.

But we cannot even get through stage one. I brought the peti-
tions up here. We had a plebiscite in 1993. The results were
brought up here. It was marked down in the House committee. You
have heard. here, more or less, what the aspirations of those who
support a commonwealth are. Would we be able to get that through
a vote in the Senate if that was the result of the plebiscite in Puer-
to Rico?

So, the best thing that you could do for us is just tell us what
we can aspire to, and then we will make a decision and we will go
from there. But do not cut us short. We are really at your mercy
and at your hands, and this is a very sad thing to say.

Thank you so much.-
Senator KYL. Well, I appreciate that and, Mr. Chairman, I appre-

ciate the passion of all of the witnesses. They have all complied
with your requests to keep comments within bounds. I am sure it
is not easy for any of them. I am sure all of us can appreciate the
passion which animates. all the different points of view. And I ap-
preciate that answer very much.. Thank you.

The CHAMMAN. Thank you very much, Senator. Kyl.
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I think that kind of goes to the crux of the dilemma as we ad-
dress our obligation and try and have the sensitivity to recognize
the will of the people of Puerto Rico, because if we dictate terms
and conditions, why, then you accept or reject, and we are criticized
then for not being more responsive to their individual concerns. So,
we run into this catch 22. So, we can be as much exposed, if you
will, to charges that we have simply dictated a solution as you
reach your inability to come up with a consensus of what the defi-
nitions are. So, I think it just is a self-evident reality of what this
process is all about. You probably will never have a consensus on
definitions. We can dictate terms and conditions. You can accept or
reject them, and maybe that is as simple and direct as it has to
be.

But maybe we will learn a little bit more from some of the other
witnesses. The next witness is Jose Rivera, chairman of the Repub-
lican National Hispanic Assembly. Please proceed, Jos6.

STATEMENT OF JOSE RIVERA, NATIONAL CHAIRMAN,
REPUBLICAN NATIONAL HISPANIC ASSEMBLY

Mr. RIVERA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Jos6

Rivera, and I am the national chairman of the Republican National
Hispanic Assembly, an allied organization of the Republican Na-
tional Committee created in 1974 by then RNC Chairman George
Bush to ensure that the needs of the Hispanic community are prop-
erly addressed by the Republican Party and in the legislative proc-
ess. I also have the honor of being the only island resident Puerto
Rican serving in the U.S. Senate Task Force on Hispanic Issues.

I thank the committee for the opportunity to testify on behalf of
the Republican Hispanics across this Nation of ours on the issue
of self-determination for Puerto Rico. Let me emphasize from the
outset that, while I am a Puerto Rican, my organization represents
all Hispanic Republicans and in my remarks I will reflect the views
and concerns of all Hispanic Americans, not just of Puerto Ricans.

As you may already know, Hispanics, who are rapidly becoming
the largest minority voting block in the United States, are dedi-
cated in their daily lives to reaching a level of full integration into
American society. As we work towards that goal, there are many
issues that concern us, including finding a means to providing bet-
ter and more equitable educational opportunities to our children,
ensuring fair standards for immigrants who are legally allowed to
remain and contribute to the economic growth of our Nation, re-
taining and promoting solid ethical standards and values in soci-
ety, and yes, allowing an important and considerable group of fel-
low Hispanic Americans, who just happen to reside in Puerto Rico,
the opportunity to exercise their right to self-determination.

Indeed, it is because Republican Hispanics support giving these
American citizens the right to choose their political future that the
Republican National Hispanic Assembly, or the RNHA, in a man-
ner consistent with the position of the National Republican Party
as expressed in our platform since the 1940's, issued a resolution
of support last year, and since then has promoted the enactment
of legislation to allow for a self-determination vote on the island.
With that in mind, we want to commend you, Mr. Chairman, for
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your leadership in ensuring that this matter is carefully reviewed
by the Senate through a series of hearings, for developing a thor-
ough and complete hearing record, and for moving the legislative
process to a point where your committee is ready to act on self-de-
termination legislation to the full Senate for-enactment this year.

Some have argued and will continue to argue that non-Puerto
Rican Hispanics do not care about self-determination for Puerto
Rico, and therefore, there is no compelling political reason for Con-
gress to act this year. To those voices, I say that through my trav-
els around the Nation, I have found nothing but support from all
Latino groups, especially from my Mexican-American brothers and
sisters. The fact that during the House vote on H.R. 856 a vast ma-
jority of the Hispanic House Representatives, including all Mexi-
can-Americans, across party lines voted in favor of final passage
shows how important this issue is to them.

Nevertheless, some of you may be wondering why, for example,
a Mexican-American in Texas or a Cuban-American in Florida
would care about what happens to the U.S. citizens of Puerto Rico..
The answer, as evidenced by the growing number of national His-
panic organizations that have endorsed self-determination for Puer-
to Rico, is that this issue has come to symbolize a concept that all
Hispanics deeply cherish, the right to a free and open expression
of our desire to fully enjoy the rights and obligations of being part
of the world's greatest democracy.

The legislation now before this committee, for the first time in
100 years of shared history between Puerto Rico and the United
States, would create a congressionally authorized referendum on
the island's political future. For Hispanics, congressional involve-
ment is essential to the process of self-determination. There is a
great difference between asking Puerto Rico to just do it alone, as
the Senate did in 1991, which is why we are here today again, and
Congress demonstrating a genuine interest in participating in the
self-determination efforts of 4 million American Hispanics.

It is essential that the legislation contain meaningful and clear
definitions of the status options available to the voters of Puerto
Rico. Congress, after all, was responsible for creating the current
governing arrangement between Puerto Rico and the United
States. Only Congress can provide accurate guidance for the voters
of Puerto Rico who choose their political future in a manner that
is consistent with American law. The people of Puerto Rico deserve
to have an educated vote. The legislation before this committee ac-
complishes these purposes in full.

More importantly, adoption of self-determination legislation will
send an unequivocal message to all Hispanics in America that Con-
gress is sensitive to and recognizes the fundamental right of all
U.S. citizens to define their political future.

As a Republican Hispanic, I cannot sufficiently emphasize the
importance of this legislation. Our party has supported self-deter-
mination for Puerto Rico in its platform for many years, and every
Republican President since and including Eisenhower has advo-
cated it. Theodore Roosevelt, shortly after Puerto Rico became a
part of the United States, advocated the extension of U.S. citizen-
ship to the people of Puerto Rico. Failure to act on this matter this
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year will translate into a denial of affording Hispanic Americans a
voice in the national political agenda.

Ignoring the political voice of Hispanics in this country would be
ill-advised. Statistics and demographics show increased voter par-
ticipation in the Latino community, with the Republican party in-
creasing its voter registration among Hispanics at a really fast
pace. It is expected that by the year 2020, Hispanics will be the
largest non-white group in our Nation and that one out of every
four voters will have a Hispanic surname. This is due to the fact
that the Hispanic community has a very strong tradition of partici-
pating in the political processes that affect them.

This is a defining moment for us, and Hispanics are watching na-
tionwide. If we work together to make our promise of self-deter-
mination a reality, not only would America benefit, but Repub-
licans will be able to proudly let all Hispanics know that we believe
in what we stand for and that we are truly the party of inclusion.

Again, Mr. Chairman, we commend you for your leadership for
moving this process along, and we look forward to working with
you to see that the legislation reaches full Senate consideration be-
fore the session ends.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rivera follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Josi RIVERA, NATIONAL CHAIRMAN, REPUBLICAN
NATIONAL HISPANIC ASSEMBLY

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is Jose Rivera, and I
am the National Chairman of the Republican National Hispanic Assembly, an allied
organization of the Republican National Committee, created in 1974 by then RNC
Chairman George Bush, to ensure that the needs of the Hispanic community are
properly addressed by the Republican Party and in the legislative process. I thank
the Committee for the opportunity to testify on behalf of Republican Hispanics
across this Nation of ours on the issue of self-determination for Puerto Rico. Let me
emphasize from the outset, that while I am a Puerto Rican, my organization rep-
resents all Hispanic Republicans, and in my remarks, I will reflect the views and
concerns of all Hispanic Americans, not just of Puerto Ricans.

As you may already know, Hispanics-who are rapidly becoming the largest mi-
nority voting bloc in the United States-are dedicated in their daily lives to reach
a level of full integration into American society. As we work towards that goal, there
are many issues of concern to us, including finding a means to provide better and
more equitable educational opportunities to our children; ensuring fair standards for
immigrants who are legally allowed to remain and contribute to the economic
growth of our Nation; retaining and promoting solid ethical standards and values
in society; and, yes, allowing an important and considerable group of fellow Hispanic
Americans, who just happen to reside in Puerto Rico, the opportunity to exercise
their right of self-determination.

Indeed, it is because Republican Hispanics support giving these American citizens
the right to choose their political future that the Republican National Hispanic As-
sembly (RNHA), in. a manner consistent with the position of the National Repub-
lican Party as expressed in our platform since the 1940's, issued a resolution of sup-
port last year, and since then, has promoted the enactment of legislation to allow
or a self-determination vote on the Island. With that in mind, we want to commend
you, Mr. Chairman, for your leadership in ensuring that this matter is carefully re-
viewed by the Senate through a series of hearings, for developing a thorough and
complete hearing record, and for moving the legislative process to a point where
your Committee is ready to act on self-determination legislation to the full Senate
for enactment this year.

Some have argued, and will continue to argue, that non-Puerto Rican Hispanics
do not care about self-determination for Puerto Rico, and therefore, there is no com-
pelling political reason for Congress to act this year. To those voices, I say that
through my travels around the Nation, I have found nothing but support from all
Latino groups, and especially among my Mexican-American brothers and sisters.
The fact that during the House vote on H.R. 856, a vast majority of the Hispanic
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House Representatives, including all Mexican-Americans, across party lines voted in
favor of final passage show how important this issue is to them.

Nevertheless, some of you may be wondering why, for example, a Mexican-Amer-
ican in Texas, or a Cuban-American in Florida, would care about what happens to
the U.S. citizens of Puerto Rico. The answer, as evidenced by the growing number
of National Hispanic organizations that have endorsed self-determination for Puerto
Rico, is that this issue has come. to symbolize a concept that all Hispanics deeply
cherish-the right to a free and open expression of our desire to fully enjoy the
rights and obligations of being part of the world's greatest democracy. [At this time,
I am respectfully submitting a statement of support by the Hispanic Coalition for
Puerto Rican Self-Determination-which comprises major national Hispanic organi-
zations-be entered into the record.] As Hispanics contemplating our future in
America at the dawn of a new century, we look to the path that other immigrants
took before us in reaching this land and in becoming full members of the American
family.

The Hispanic Republicans that my organization represents recognize that the true
meaning of American democracy is the opportunity to succeed in a free and open
society and to make the most of our skills and abilities. And, while we do not seek
to make it in America on a government subsidy, we know that we cannot succeed
unless we are accepted by this country and given the chance to make the most of
our lives on the same basis as all other Americans.

The legislation now before this Committee for the first time in the one hundred
years of shared history between Puerto Rico and the United States would create a
Congressionally authorized referendum on the island's political future. For His-
panics, Congressional involvement is essential to the process of self-determination.
There is a great difference between asking Puerto Rico to just "do it alone," as the
Senate did in 1991-which is why we are here again today-and Congress dem-
onstrating a genuine interest in participating in the self-determination efforts of
four million American Hispanics.

Moreover, it is essential as well, that the legislation contain meaningful and clear
definitions of the status options available to the voters of Puerto Rico. Congress,
after all, was responsible for creating the current governing arrangement between
Puerto Rico and the United States. Only Congress can provide accurate guidance
for the voters of Puerto Rico to choose their political future in a manner that is con-
sistent with American law. The people of Puerto Rico deserve to have an educated
vote. The legislation before this Committee accomplishes these purposes in full.

More importantly, adoption of self-determination legislation will send an un-
equivocal message to all Hispanics in America that Congress is sensitive to, and rec-
ognizes the fundamental right, of all U.S. citizens to define their political future.

As a Republican Hispanic, I cannot sufficiently emphasize the importance of this
legislation. Our party has supported self-determination for Puerto Rico in its plat-
form for many years, and every Republican President since, and including Eisen-
hower, has advocated it, and Theodore Roosevelt, shortly after Puerto Rico became
a part of the United States advocated the extension of U.S. citizenship to the people
of Puerto Rico. Failure to act on this matter this year will translate into a denial
of affording Hispanic Americans a voice in the National political agenda.

Ignoring the political voice of Hispanics in this country would be ill-advised. Sta-
tistics and demographics show increased voter participation in the Latino commu-
nity, with the Republican Party increasing its voter registration among Hispanics
at a really fast pace. It is expected that by the year 2020, Hispanics will be the larg-
est non-White group in our Nation, and that one out of every four votes cast will
have a Hispanic surname. This is due to the fact that the Hispanic community has
a very strong tradition of participating in the political processes that affect them.
[Please see attachments for data on Hispanic demographics. and voter participa-
tion.]*

For this particular election year, Hispanic Republicans have one of the largest
number of candidates for office at all levels, including Congressional seats, in a very
long time, and this is due to the Republican Party's outreach effort, which includes
the RNHA and the Aew Majorities Council, which I have the honor to Vice-chair.
[Please see attachments for partial list of Republican Hispanic candidates]

This is a defining moment for us, and Hispanics are watching nationwide. If we
work together to make our promise of self-determination a reality, not only will
America benefit, but Republicans will be able to proudly let all Hispanics know that
we believe in what we stand for, and we are truly the Party of Inclusion.

* Attachments have been retained in committee files.
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Again, Mr. Chairman, we commend you on your leadership for moving this proc-
ess along, and we look forward to working with you to see legislation reach full Sen-
ate consideration before the session ends.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Rivera.
Our next witness will be Mr. Charles Cooper, Cooper, Carvin &

Rosenthal. Please proceed, Mr. Cooper.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES J. COOPER, ESQ., LAW FIRM OF
COOPER, CARVIN & ROSENTHAL, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. COOPER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appear on
behalf of the Popular Democratic Party.

It is agreed among both the proponents and opponents of S. 472
that Congress has a duty to accurately inform the voters about the
structure of each status option. I regret to submit to the committee,
however, that I believe that the bill before the committee fails to
fulfill this duty, because the proposed referendum ballot presents
the people of Puerto Rico with a false choice as to their future polit-
ical status. The ballot language included in S. 472 contains several
fundamental inaccuracies about the attributes of Puerto Rico's cur-
rent commonwealth status, inaccuracies that will virtually ensure
that the statehood option prevails in any referendum because even
those most ardent supporters of continuing commonwealth status
will not likely subscribe to the version contained in the bill.

The chairman has mentioned previously that defining common-
wealth status is perhaps the most vexing problem the committee
faces, and I had planned to speak to that very briefly here, and I
do hope that my more complete statement will be included in the
record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
Mr. COOPER. I believe there are three principal inaccuracies in

the proposed measure.
First, the ballot language of the bill denigrates Puerto Rico's cur-

rent political status by describing it as an unincorporated territory
of the United States. This characterization of Puerto Rico's current
political arrangement is simply inaccurate. In 1950, Congress
passed Public Law 600 which specifically declared that recognizing
the principle of government by consent, this act is now adopted in
the nature of a compact so that the people of Puerto Rico may orga-
nize a government pursuant to a constitution of their own adoption.
And when Congress later approved the constitution adopted by the
people of Puerto Rico, it made clear that Public Law 600, again
quoting, was adopted by the Congress as a compact with the people
of Puerto Rico.

Accordingly, Puerto Rico is not a mere unincorporated territory
subject to the plenary control by Congress. Rather, as the Supreme
Court has repeatedly recognized-and this is quoting the Court-
"Puerto Rico, like a State, is an autonomous political entity, 'sov-
ereign over matters not ruled by the Constitution."' And the First
Circuit Court of Appeals has acknowledged this: Puerto Rico's sta-
tus changed in 1952 from that of a mere territory to the unique
status of commonwealth.

The second inaccuracy contained in the ballot prescribed by S.
472 relates to the statement that Congress may determine which
rights under the U.S. Constitution are guaranteed to Puerto Rico,
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and therefore to the people of Puerto Rico. This statement is, I sub-
mit, wrong on several levels. At its base. it rests upon the propo-
sition that Congress has the authority to deprive the people of
Puerto Rico of any and all of their constitutional rights. Under this
view, Congress could pass a law criminalizing attendance at Mass,
prohibiting criticism of the United States in Puerto Rico, or deny-
ing the right to vote in Puerto Rico on the basis of skin color. No
court, not surprisingly, has ever endorsed such a view of Congress'
powers in this or any other context. Indeed, even if Puerto Rico
were still an unincorporated territory, the people of Puerto Rico
would be guaranteed all fundamental constitutional rights.

Third, the ballot prescribed by S. 472 clearly implies that the
people of Puerto Rico are merely statutory citizens of the United
States and therefore that their citizenship is subject to revocation
unilaterally by Congress. In fact, the people of Puerto Rico are citi-
zens under the Constitution. The Citizenship Clause of the Four-
teenth Amendment states, "All persons born or naturalized in the
United States and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens
of the United States and of the State wherein they reside." By its
terms, this language extends U.S. citizenship to persons born or
naturalized in the United States, and the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico is certainly in the United States, as Congress- proclaimed
many, many years ago in the Immigration and Nationality Act, as
well as elsewhere.

Moreover, the Supreme Court long ago rejected the contention
that only citizens of a State are U.S. citizens under the Fourteenth
Amendment. In the Slaughter-House cases, the Court stated that
a person need not be a citizen of a State to be a citizen of the
United States. Thus, it is clear that the people born in Puerto Rico,
like the District of Columbia, are constitutionally citizens of the
United States and may not be stripped of their citizenship by Con-
gress unilaterally.

Taken together, Mr. Chairman, I submit that these inaccuracies
are fundamental and that any referendum based upon the pre-
scribed ballot could not be relied upon as an honest reflection of the
voters sentiments and thus would be invalid. The referendum au-
thorized by the act would result in two separate, though closely re-
lated, constitutional violations.

First, the act would deprive the PDP and its members of impor-
tant associational rights. A central tenet of the PDP's political phi-
losophy, as the chairman has previously recognized today, is the
preservation of Puerto Rico's commonwealth status. By denying the
party and its members the opportunity to present the common-
wealth option accurately, the act effectively excludes the common-
wealth option and thus the PDP from the ballot in much the same
way as an election ballot that excluded the PDP's candidates or a
ballot that mandated inaccurate and disparaging statements about
the PDP or its candidates.

My time has expired, Mr. Chairman. I will end by simply saying
that the second constitutional voting rights problem-again, it is a
related one-is this. The Supreme Court has consistently invali-
dated laws that have a real and appreciable impact on the exercise
of the franchise by denying voters a choice on the issues. I believe
that the prescribed ballot in the measure effectively denies the vot-
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ers the option of voting to preserve Puerto Rico's true common-
wealth status, and in the absence of any legitimate, let alone com-
pelling, governmental interest in doing so, I do not believe the act
would withstand constitutional scrutiny.

In conclusion, the inaccurate statements contained in the meas-
ure frustrate, rather than foster, the right of the people of Puerto
Rico to self-determination.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cooper follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES J. COOPER, ESQ., LAw FIRM OF COOPER, CARVIN
& ROSENTHAL, WASHINGTON, DC

My name is Charles J. Cooper, and I am a partner in the Washington, D.C. law
firm of Cooper, Carvin & Rosenthal. I welcome this opportuni to present my views
on S. 472. At the request of the Popular Democratic Party, Ihave extensively ana-
lyzed the constitutionality of both H.R. 856, the United States-Puerto Rico Political
Status Act, and S. 472 (the "Act").

The Act requires the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico to hold a referendum to deter-
mine Puerto Rico's future political status, and it prescribes the wording of the ballot
to be submitted to the voters. The prescribed ballot sets forth the following three
options for Puerto Rico's future status, from which each voter must select one: (1)
"Puerto Rico should continue its current status"; (2) "Puerto Rico should become
fully self-goveri n through separate sovereignty leading to independence or free as-
sociation"; or (3) 'Puerto Rico should become fully self-governing through United
States sovereignty leading to statehood." S. 472, § 2(b). The prescribed ballot de-
scribes in detail the elements of each of the three status options.

It is common ground among both the proponents and opponents of S. 472 that
Congress has "a duty to accurately inform the voters about the structure of each
status option." Statement of Senator Larry E. Craig, Hearing on Independence as
a Status Option for Puerto Rico Before the Committee on Energy and Natural Re-
sources (June 23, 1998). Nevertheless, the bill before this Committee fails to fulfill
this duty because the proposed referendum ballot presents the people of Puerto Rico
with a false choice as to their future political status. Both the ballot language in-
cluded in S. 472 and its findings contain several fundamental inaccuracies about the
attributes of Puerto Rico's current commonwealth status, inaccuracies that will vir-
tually ensure that the statehood option prevails in any referendum. Specifically, the
ballot language contained in S. 472 demgrates Puerto Rico's current commonwealth
status by describing Puerto Rico as "an unincorporated territory of the United
States." Moreover, the measure states that the rights and privileges enjoyed by
Puerto Ricans under the United States Constitution are subject to discretionary re-
striction, even elimination, by Congress. The measure also makes clear that under
the current commonwealth structure, the people of Puerto Rico are merely statutory
citizens and as such may have their citizenship stripped from them by Congress.

Very few Puerto Ricans would agree with the Act's description of their common-
wealth status, and fewer still would vote in favor of it if the prescribed ballot is sub-
mitted to the voters. Indeed, it is widely understood that the commonwealth option
described in the ballot will attract no significant support among Puerto Rico's vot-
ers, including voters who are otherwise ardent advocates of continuing Puerto Rico's
commonwealth status. And given that only a tiny minority of Puerto Ricans have
historically favored the option of independence, any referendum based upon the pre-
scribed ballot is virtually certain to yield an overwhelming vote in favor of state-
hood.

A referendum vote in favor of statehood is unobjectionable so long as the compet-
ing options are described on the ballot accurately and completely. If the competing
options are not accurately described on the ballot, however, the voters obviously are
not presented with a true choice among genuine alternatives, and the results of the
referendum cannot be relied upon as an honest reflection of the voters' sentiments.
Thus, the ballot prescribed by S. 472 does not accurately describe the attributes of
Puerto Rico's commonwealth status, and any referendum based upon the ballot
would violate the federal constitutional rights of Puerto Rico's voters.

BACKGROUND

Puerto Rico was ceded to the United States by Spain in the aftermath of the
Spanish-American War. Under Article IX of the Treaty of Paris, Spain recognized
Congress' plenary power over Puerto Rico. See 30 Stat. 1754 (1899) ("The civil rights
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and political status of the native inhabitants of the territories hereby ceded to the
United States shall be determined by Congress."). Since then Congress has gradu-
ally allowed Puerto Rico an increasing degree of self-determination.

In 1900, Congress passed the Foraker Act, see 31 Stat. 77 (1900), which enabled
the lower house of the Puerto Rico Legislature to be elected by a limited electorate.
This Act was followed in 1917 by the Jones Act, which provided for the popular elec-
tion of both houses of the Puerto Rico Legislature. See 39 Stat. 951 (1917). The
Jones Act served as an organic government charter for Puerto Rico and gave Puerto
Rico citizens American citizenship, see id. and the Elective Governor Act provided
for the governor of Puerto Rico to be popularly elected. See 61 Stat. 770 (1947).

In 1948, the successful candidates for Governor and Resident Commissioner ran
on a platform calling for a constitution drafted by the people of Puerto Rico, and
for a continued relationship with the United States to be consented to by the people
of Puerto Rico. In recognition of the wishes of the people of Puerto Rico, on July
3, 1950, Congress enacted Public Law 600 to enable the people of Puerto Rico to
establish a constitution. Pub. L. 600, 81st Cong. (64 Stat. 319).

Public Law 600 specifically declared that, "recognizing the principle of govern-
ment by consent, this Act is now adopted in the nature of a compact so that the peo-
ple of Puerto Rico may organize a government pursuant to a constitution of their
own adoption." Id. (emphasis added). By its own terms, Public Law 600 was to be
submitted to the voters of Puerto Rico for acceptance or rejection. See id. If a major-
ity of the voters accepted the Act, the Puerto Rico Legislature would call a constitu-
tional convention to draft a constitution. See id. The constitution would then be ef-
fective upon adoption by the people of Puerto Rico, approval by Congress, and deter-
mination by the President that the constitution conformed with Public Law 600 and
the Constitution of the United States. See id. In addition, those provisions of the
Jones Act relating to local government would be repealed under Public Law 600,
and the remaining Jones Act provisions relating to Puerto Rico's economic relation-
ship to the United States, the application of Federal laws, and. representation in
Washington, would be known as the Puerto Rican Federal Relations Act. See id.
Congress's sole requirement as to the constitution's content was that it "shall pro-
vide a republican form of government and shall include a bill of rights." Id.

On June 4, 1951, an overwhelming majority of qualified Puerto Rican voters voted
in favor of Public Law 600. The constitutional convention that followed produced a
proposed constitution for Puerto Rico in February 1952, and on March 3, 1952, it
too was supported by an overwhelming majority of Puerto Rico's voters. Article I,
section 1 of the proposed Constitution provided that "political power emanates from
the.people and shall be exercised in accordance with their will, within the terms of
the compact agreed upon between the people of Puerto Rico and the United States
of America." (emphasis added).

Congress approved the Constitution under Public Law 447, 82nd Cong. (66 Stat.
327), which stated that Public Law 600 "was adopted by the Congress as a compact
with the people of Puerto Rico, to become operative upon its approval by the people
of Puerto Rico." See 66 Stat. 327 (emphasis added).' Congress conditioned its ap-
proval, however, on, among other things, the addition of the following language to
Article VII: "Any amendment or revision of this Constitution shall be consistent
with the resolution enacted by the Congress of the United States approving this
Constitution, with the applicable provisions of the Constitution of the United States,
with the Puerto Rican Federal Relations Act, and with Public Law 600, 81st Cong.
adopted in the nature of a compact." Id. (emphasis added). The Puerto Rican Con-
stitutional Convention approved the Constitution with Congress's conditions, and on
July 25, 1952, the Governor of Puerto Rico announced the establishment of the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

'Specifically, in 1953 the United States advised the United Nations that it would no longer
report on Puerto Rico as a "non-self-governing territory" under Article 73(e) of the United Na-
tions Charter. See "Memorandum by the Government of the United States of America. concern-
ing the Cessation of Transmission of Information under Article 73(c) of the Charter with Regard
to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico," Comm. Rep. at 59, Appendix A. ("Cessation Memoran-
dum"). The Cessation Memorandum noted that Public Law 600 had "expressly recognized the
principle of government by consent, and declaring that it was 'adopted in the nature of a com-
pact,' required that it be submitted to the voters of Puerto. Rico in an island-wide referendum
for acceptance or rejection." Id. (emphasis added) at 61. The Cessation Memorandum also noted
that Public Law 447, "in its preambular provisions, recalled that the [Public Law 600] 'was
adopted by the Congress as a compact with the people of Puerto Rico. . . .'" Id. at 62 (emphasis
added).
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ANALYSIS

I. The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico is not an unincorporated territory
Both in the Act's findings and, more importantly, in the proposed language of the

ballot, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico is mischaracterized as an "unincorporated
territory of the United States." Not only did Puerto Rico cease to be an unincor-
porated territory when it attained commonwealth status pursuant to Public Law
600 in 1952, but the Supreme Court and the lower federal courts have repeatedly
recognized that Puerto Rico's sovereignty is not subject to Congress's plenary powers
over such territories.

In a series of cases referred to as the Insular Cases, the Supreme Court estab-
lished a doctrine, not found in the Constitution, which differentiated between "incor-
porated" and "unincorporated" territory. See Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U.S. 244 (1901);
Dorr v. United States, 195 U.S. 138 (1904); Balzac v. People of Porto Rico, 258 U.S.
298 (1922). An incorporated territory was said to be in the process of becoming a
state, and all applicable rights under the Constitution applied to its citizens. An un-
incorporated territory, in contrast, was granted only fundamental constitutional
rights. See Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U.S. 244 (1901).

In Rodriguez v. Popular Democratic Party, 457 U.S. 1,8 (1982), the issue before
the Supreme Court was whether a political party could be granted statutoril the
power to fill an interim vacancy in the Puerto Rico Legislature. See id. at 3. Based
on the premise that fundamental constitutional rights apply to the people of Puerto
Rico, the Court concluded that "it is clear that the voting rights of Puerto Rico citi-
zens are constitutionally protected to the same extent as those of all other citizens
of the United States." Id. at 7-8. The Court accorded the same deference to the
Puerto Rico Legislature that it accords to states: "Puerto Rico, like a state, is an
autonomous political entity, 'sovereign over matters not ruled by the Constitution."'
(quoting Calero-Toledo v. Pearson Yacht Leasing Co., 416 U.S. 663,673 (1974)). In
reaching this conclusion, the Court cited approvingly the following passage:

[In 1952] Puerto Rico's status changed from that of a mere territory to
the unique status of commonwealth. And the federal government's relations
with Puerto Rico changed from being bounded merely by the territorial
clause, and the rights of the people of Puerto Rico as United States citizens,
to being bounded by the United States and Puerto Rican Constitutions,
Public Law 600, the Puerto Rican Federal Relations Act and the rights of
the people of Puerto Rico as United States citizens.

457 U.S. at 8 (citing Cordova & Simonpietri Ins. Agency Inc. v. Chase Manhattan
Bank NA., 649 F.2d 36, 39-42 (1st Cir. 1981)).2

Ignoring the unequivocal statements of the federal judiciary that Puerto Rico shed
its status as an unincorporated territory when it became a commonwealth in 1952,
the Act is premised on the untenable position that Public Law 600 did not change
Puerto Rico's relationship with the United States. This position, in turn, rests on
the notion that Congress deceived the people of Puerto Rico when it entered into

2 The federal circuit courts of appeals have also consistently recognized that Puerto Rico is
no longer merely an "unincorporated" territory. See, e.g., Romero v. United States, 38 F.3d 1204
(Fed. Cir. 1994) ("Congress approved the proposed Constitution of the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, which thenceforth changed Puerto Rico's status from that of an unincorporated territory
to the unique one of commonwealth."); United States v. Quinones, 758 F.2d 40 (1st Cir. 1985)
("The authority of the federal government emanated thereafter from the compact itself. Under
the compact between the people of Puerto Rico and the United States, Congress cannot amend
the Puerto Rico Constitution unilaterally, and the government of Puerto Rico is no longer a fed-
eral government agency exercising delegated power."); see also United States v. Lopez Andino,
831 F.2d 1164 (1st Cir. 1987), cert. denied, 486 U.S. 1034 (1988) ("Puerto Rico, like a state, is
an autonomous political entity.") (quoting Rodriguez v. Popular Democratic Party, 457 U.S. 1
(1982)); First Fed. Say. and Loan Ass'n of Puerto Rico v. Ruiz De Jesus, 644 F.2d 910 (1st Cir.
1981) ("Puerto Rico's territorial status ended, of course, in 1952. Thereafter it has been a com-
monwealth with a particular status as framed in the Puerto Rican Federal Relations Act.");
Moreno Rios v. United States, 256 F.2d 68, 71 (1st Cir. 1958) (looking to the compact to deter-
mine Congressional power); Mora v. Mejias, 206 F.2d at 387 ("Puerto Rico has thus not become
a State in the federal Union like the 48 States, but it would seem to have become a State within
a common and accepted meaning of the word."); Hilton Hotels Intl Inc., 2 P.R Labor Rel. Bd.
888 (1955) ("With the creation of the commonwealth, Puerto Rico ceased to be a territory within
the meaning of that term in the Constitution of the United States and its judicial interpreta-
tion."); Mora v. Torres, 113 F. Supp. 309, 312 (D.P.R. 1953) ("Under Law 600 the previous power
of the Congress to annul laws approved by the Legislature of Puerto Rico was expressly repealed
and eliminated. . . . It was clearly the intention of Congress as to that clause to deprive itself
of that power, and that deprivation was within the terms of the compact made with the people
of Puerto Rico.").
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a compact elevating Puerto Rico's status from an unincorporated territory to a com-
monwealth. Not surprisingly, the federal courts have rejected arguments that would
render Public Law 600 an entirely illusory legislative gesture. As the First Circuit
has stated, "we find no reason to impute to the Congress the perpetration of such
a monumental hoax." Figueroa v. People of Puerto Rico, 232 F.2d 615, 620 (1st Cir.
1956). Similarly, in Flores de Otero, the Supreme Court expressly rejected the notion
that Public Law 600 did not change Puerto Rico's political status, concluding that
"the purpose of Congress in the 1950 and 1952 legislation was to give Puerto Rico
the degree of autonomy and independence normally associated with the states of the
Union." 426 U.S. at 594. See also United States v. Lopez Andino, 831 F.2d at 1168.

The Act's contrary conclusion is rooted principally in the assumption that all non-
states are subject to the plenary powers of Congress under the Territorial Clause.
It is well-established, however, that there are gradations among non-state entities.
For example, the Supreme Court has repeatedly emphasized the differences between
incorporated and unincorporated territories and the corresponding differences with
respect to Congress' ability to regulate. See, e.g., Granville-Smith v. Granville-
Smith, 349 U.S. 1, 5 (1955) ("A vital distinction was made between 'incorporated'
and 'unincorporated' territories. Territories from the first category had the
potentialities of statehood like unto continental territories. The United States Con-
stitution, including the Bill of Rights, fully applied to an 'incorporated' territory. The
second category described possessions of the United States not thought of as future
states. To these only some essentials, withal undefined, of the Constitution ex-
tended.") (citations omitted).

The Supreme Court's decision in Harris v. Rosario, 446 U.S. 651 (1980), is not
to the contrary. The issue in Harris was whether Puerto Rico may constitutionally
be treated differently than the states under a federal welfare program. In holding
that Puerto Rico could be provided less welfare benefits than each state receives,
the Court merely reaffirmed that Puerto Rico is not treated as a state for all pur-
poses. In rejecting the plaintiffs' equal protection challenge, the Court held that
Congress must have a legitimate reason to draw a distinction between welfare bene-
fits conferred upon Puerto Rico and the states.Id. at 651-52 ("Congress, which is em-
powered under the Territory Clause of the Constitution, U.S. Const. art. IV, § 3, cl.
2, to 'make all needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory . . . belong-
ing to the United States,' may treat Puerto Rico differently from States so long as
there is a rational basis for its actions."). But the Court did not hold, or even sug-
gest, that Puerto Rico is an unincorporated territory. Rather, the Court simply noted
in passing that Congress exercises power over Puerto Rico under the Territorial
Clause of the Constitution. It does not follow from that fact, that Puerto Rico is
somehow an "unincorporated territory" subject to Congress's plenary power. The
Territorial Clause is the source of Congress's power to deal with all non-State enti-
ties-incorporated territories, unincorporated territories, and the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico.
II. Congress has no authority to revoke the constitutional rights guaranteed to United

States citizens in Puerto Rico
The ballot contained in S. 472 states that Congress may determine which provi-

sions of the United States Constitution apply to Puerto Rico. This statement is
wrong at several levels. At base, it rests upon the remarkable proposition that Con-
gress has authority to deprive the people of Puerto Rico of any or all of their con-
stitutional rights. According to S. 472 then, Congress could pass a law criminalizing
attendance at mass in Puerto Rico, prohibiting criticism of the United States in
Puerto Rico, or denying the right to vote in Puerto Rico on the basis of skin color.
Not surprisingly, no court has ever endorsed such a view of Congress's powers. In-
deed, even if Puerto Rico were still an unincorporated territory, the people of Puerto
Rico would be guaranteed fundamental constitutional rights. See Dorrv. United
States, 195 U.S. at 146-47; Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U.S. 244, 298 (1901); Balzac v.
People of Porto Rico, 258 U.S. 298, 312-13 (1922). Moreover, it is for the federal
courts, not Congress, to determine which rights are "fundamental" and thus apply
to the inhabitants of an unincorporated territory. Cf. Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S.
(1 Cranch) 137, 177 (1803) ("It is, emphatically, the province and duty of the judicial
department, to say what the law is."). Thus, contrary to the clear import of the Act,
Congress has no power to determine the fundamental constitutional rights of the
people of Puerto Rico.

More directly, the Supreme Court has specifically and repeatedly held that the
citizens of Puerto Rico enjoy fundamental constitutional rights without regard to
congressional determination on the matter. As the Supreme Court noted in
Rodriguez v. Popular Democratic Party, "it is not disputed that the fundamental
protections of the United States Constitution extend to the inhabitants of Puerto
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Rico." 457 U.S. at 7. In Rodriguez, the Court held that "it is clear that the voting
rights of Puerto Rico citizens are constitutionally protected to the same extent as
those of all other citizens of the United States."Id. at 8 (emphasis added). On sev-
eral occasions, the Court has identified specific constitutional rights that are guar-
anteed to the people of Puerto Rico. See, e.g., Examining Bd. of Eng'rs, Architects
and Surveyors v. Flores de Otero, 426 U.S. at 599-601 (1976) (citizens of Puerto Rico
enjoy the constitutional guarantee of due process); Calero-Toledo v. Pearson Yacht
Leasing Co., 416 U.S. 663 (1974) (citizens of Puerto Rico are entitled to equal protec-
tion of the laws); Torres v. Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, 442 U.S. 465, 469-70
(1979) (citizens of Puerto Rico are entitled to the protections of the Fourth Amend-
ment). See also Balzac v. People of Porto Rico, 258 U.S. at 312-13 ("The guaranties
of certain fundamental personal rights declared in the Constitution, as for instance,
that no person could be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process of
law, had from the beginning full application in the Philippines and Porto Rico

."); Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U.S. 244 (1901) (the First Amendment and the pro-
hibition against ex post facto laws are fundamental rights); Mitchell v. Harmony, 54
U.S. (13 How.) 115, 134 (1851) (Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment is a fun-
damental right). In short, the proposed language of the prescribed ballot is plainly
incorrect and cannot be squared with binding Supreme Court precedent.
III. Congress may not breach its compact with Puerto Rico

The Act is also premised on the untenable notion that Congress is free to revoke
Puerto Rico's status as a commonwealth and to revoke the American citizenship and
constitutional rights of the people of Puerto Rico. The proponents of S. 472 have
gone so far as to suggest that the compact entered into between the United States
and Puerto Rico is a "mythical bilateral pact." Testimony of Senator Craig at 3.
Under this view, Congress is not bound by its solemn obligations under the compact
that it entered into with Puerto Rico. The plain language of Public Law 600 and
the circumstances surrounding its enactment, however, make clear that this com-
pact was intended by the parties to be binding upon Congress. Moreover, the Su-
preme Court has explicitly held that, as an attribute of its sovereignty, the United
States may enter into binding and a irrevocable obligations.

A Congress may not unilaterally alter Puerto Rico's status as a commonwealth
As noted above, the federal judiciary has repeatedly recognized that Puerto Rico

attained its commonwealth status pursuant to a binding compact with the United
States. Indeed, by its own terms, Public Law 600 confirms that, in keeping with "the
principle of government by consent, this Act is now adopted in the nature of a com-
pact so that the people of Puerto Rico may organize a government pursuant to a
constitution of their own adopting." Pub. L. 600, 81st Cong. (64 Stat. 319) (emphasis
added). It has long been understood that a "compact" is a binding contractual com-
mitment. As Chief Justice Marshall explained in Fletcher v. Peck, "a contract is a
compact between two or more parties, and is either executory or executed." 10 U.S.
(6 Cranch) 87, 137 (1810). See also Green v. Biddle, 21 U.S. (8 Wheat.) 1, 92 (1821)
("In fact, the terms compact and contract are synonymous."). The bargained-for com-
mitment under Public Law 600 was the passage of the Puerto Rican Constitution,
a consideration which Congress accepted when it passed the compact into law. Since
the Puerto Rico government has fully executed its part of the compact, Congress has
relinquished its right to unilaterally strip Puerto Rico of its commonwealth status.

It is well-established that "[t]he right to make binding obligations . . . is a com-
etence attaching to sovereignty." Perry v. United States, 294 U.S. 330, 353 (1935).

See also The Sinking Fund Cases, 99 U.S. (9 Otto) 700, 719 (1878) ("The United
States are as much bound by their contracts as are individuals. If they repudiate
their obligations, it is as much repudiation, with all the wrong and reproach that
term imph es, as it would be if the repudiator had been a State or municipality or
a citizen."). As Alexander Hamilton explained:

When a Government enters into a contract with an individual, it deposes
as to the matter of the contract, its constitutional authority, and exchanges
the character of legislator for that of moral agent, with the same rights and
obligations as an individual. Its promises may be justly considered as ex-
cepted out of its power to legislate, unless in aid of them. It is, in theory,
impossible to reconcile the two ideas of a promise which obliges with a
power to make a law which can vary the effect of it.

Alexander Hamilton, Report on the Public Credit (1795), reprinted in 3 The Works
of Alexander Hamilton 518-19 (John C. Hamilton ed. 1850). In short, the federal
government can enter into binding contractual obligations that must be honored.

Unable to avoid the application of this well-established principle, the Department
of Justice opinion upon which the proponents of S. 472 have relied suggested that
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this line of authority applies only to interference with personal property rights pro-
tected by the Due Process Clause. Department of Justice Memorandum at 2 (July
28, 1994). According to the Justice Department memorandum, the Due Process
Clause "is inapplicable to the repeal or amendment of the two mutual consent
clauses here involved for two reasons. First, a non-state area is not a 'person' within
the meaning of the Fifth Amendment, and, second, such repeal or amendment would
not deprive the non-state area of a property right within the meaning of the Fifth -
Amendment." Department of Justice Memorandum at 8. Thus, Congress is allegedly
free to abrogate commitments made to territories or which concern interests other
than property.

There is no support, however, either in the case law or in logic for such a limita-
tion. Indeed, for several decades, the Department of Justice acknowledged as much.
As then-Assistant Attorney General William H. Rehnquist explained:

Similar vested rights or accomplished facts can be created in the political
field, and, indeed, in the specific area of the political evolution of the Terri-
tories of the United States. . . . Thus, Congress can limit its plenary power
over a Territory by extending the Constitution to it either by express stat-
ute, or by incorporating it into the Union. And this step which does not ter-
minate territorial status as such cannot "be taken backward."

Department of Justice Memorandum, at 4 (Aug. 13, 1971) (citing Downes v. Bidwell,
182 U.S. 244, 261-71 (1900); Rassmussen v. United States, 197 -U.S. 516 (1905)).
Similarly, with specific reference to Puerto Rico, then-Assistant Attorney General
Mitchell McConnell opined: "[It is possible for Congress to bind future Congresses
with respect to Puerto Rico by means of a 'compact.' This may be viewed either as
the vesting of certain rights, see, e.g., Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U.S. 244, 261-71
(1901), or as the granting of a certain measure of independence which once granted
cannot be retrieved." Department of Justice Memorandum, at 1 (May 12, 1975).

Likewise, a commitment by one Congress to admit a territory into the Union in
the future, has the effect of elevating the "unincorporated" territory to an "incor-
porated" territory with full constitutional protections, analogous to a state. Just as
one Congress may bind future Congresses by granting a territory "incorporated" sta-
tus, so too may it bind future Congresses by, as here, entering into a compact that
extends commonwealth status. Indeed, S. 472 itself attempts to bind future Con-
gresses by requiring them to enact transition legislation within a fixed time frame.
It is therefore iromc, indeed, that S. 472 is premised on the notion that one Con-
gress may not bind a subsequent Congress.

In sum, the United States is bound to honor its compact with the people of Puerto
Rico by continuing to recognize Puerto Rico's commonwealth status. The Act's sug-
gestion to the contrary is incorrect and therefore is misleading. The findings of S.
472 should be amended, and the ballot language should make it clear that Puerto
Rico's commonwealth status represents a permanent, binding compact between the
people of Puerto Rico and the United States.

B. Congress cannot revoke the United States citizenship of the people of Puerto
Rico

The proponents of S. 472 have maintained that the people of Puerto Rico enjoy
statutory United States citizenship, which is not guaranteed by the United States
Constitution and thus may be altered or revoked by Congress. See, e.g., Testimony
of Senator Craig at 7; House Committee Report for H.R. 856 at 37. The ballot lan-
guage prescribed by the Act unmistakably implies that persons born in Puerto Rico
are merely statutory citizens of the United States. While the Act's description of
commonwealth status does not. specifically refer to the United States citizenship of
persons born in Puerto Rico, the Act's description of the "separate sovereignty" sta-
tus option makes clear that such persons have statutory, not constitutional, United
States citizenship.3 In contrast, the Act provides that under statehood, "United
States nationality and citizenship of a person born in Puerto Rico is guaranteed,

aThe ballot prescribed by the Act describes the status of separate sovereignty, in relevant
part, as follows:

(4XC) birth in Puerto Rico or relationship to a person with statutory United States citizenship
by virtue of birth in Puerto Rico is not a basis for the United States nationality or citizenship;
(5) a person who acquired United States citizenship by virtue of birth in Puerto Rico at a time
when Puerto Rico was a territory of the United States has a statutory right to retain that status
for life, by entitlement or election as provided by Congress, based on allegiance to the United
States, except that no person who has or maintains allegiance, nationality, or citizenship rights
with respect to any sovereign nation other than the United States shall have that statutory
right.

S. 472. § 2(b) (emphasis added).
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protected, and secured in the same way as for all United States citizens born in the
other states." S. 472, §2(b).

Thus, the referendum ballot prescribed by S. 472 makes clear that statutory
American citizenship is conferred on people born in the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, while constitutional American citizenship would be conferred on people born
in the State of Puerto Rico. In fact, however, the people of Puerto Rico are United
States citizens within the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment. But even if they
were not constitutional citizens, and thus enjoyed only statutory citizenship, Con-
gress would not be able to revoke their citizenship.

The history of Puerto Rican citizenship begins with the Treaty of Paris, which
provided: "The civil rights and political status of the native inhabitants of the terri-
tories hereby ceded to the United States shall be determined by Congress." 30 Stat.
1754 (1898). The Foraker Act, enacted on April 12, 1900, provided a civil govern-
ment for Puerto Rico, see 31 Stat. 77, ch. 191 (1900) (codified as amended 48 U.S.C.
§§733, 736, 738-40, 744, 866 (1982)), but it was not until the Jones Act of 1917 that
"citizens of Puerto Rico" were declared to be United States citizens. See 39 Stat. 951,
953 (1917). The Nationality Act of 1940 defined "United States" as "the continental
United States, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands of the United
States," and declared that people who were born "in the United States" were citi-
zens at birth. See 54 Stat. 1137, § 101(d) (1940); 54 Stat. 1138, § 201(a) (1940). The
Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 tracked the language of the Act of 1940.
See 66 Stat. 236 (1952), 8 U.S.C. § 1402 (1988). The Citizenship Clause of the Four-
teenth Amendment states: "All persons born or naturalized in the United States,
and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the
State wherein they reside." By its terms, this language extends United States citi-
zenship to persons born or naturalized "in the United States." The Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico is certainly "in the United States," as specifically acknowledged in
the Immigration and Nationality Act and elsewhere. Thus, the people of Puerto Rico
clearly qualify as "constitutional" or "Fourteenth Amendment" citizens.

The Supreme Court has interpreted the Fourteenth Amendment as granting ir-
revocable constitutional citizenship to those persons born within a jurisdiction such
as Puerto Rico. In the Slaughter-House Cases, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36 (1872), the Su-
preme Court directly rejected the claim that only citizens of a state are United
States citizens under the Fourteenth Amendment. The claim advanced in the
Slaughter-House Cases was identical to the claim now advanced in the Committee
Report: "It had been said by eminent judges that no man was a citizen of the United
States, except as he was a citizen of the States composing the Union. Those, there-
fore, who had been born and resided always in the District of Columbia or in the
Territories, though within the United States, were not citizens." 83 U.S. at 72 (em-
phasis added). The Slaughter-House Court noted that the express purpose of the
Citizenship Clause was to reject the view that citizenship in a state was necessary
to be a United States citizen. "The first observation we have to make on [the Citi-
zenship] clause is, that it puts at rest both the questions we have stated to have
been the subject of differences of opinion. It declares that persons may be citizens
of the United States without regard to their citizenship of a particular State,...
by making all persons born within the United States and subject to its jurisdiction
citizens of the United States." Id. at 73 (emphasis in original). The Court then dis-
cussed at length how, under the Citizenship Clause, the "distinction between citi-
zenship of the United States and citizenship of a state is clearly recognized and es-
tablished." Id. The Court explained:.

Not only may a man be a citizen of the United States without being a
citizen of a State, but an important element is necessary to convert the
former into the latter. He must reside within the State to make him a citi-
zen of it, but it is only necessary that he should be born or naturalized in
the United States to be a citizen of the Union.

It is quite clear, then, that there is a citizenship of the United States,
and a citizenship of a State, which are distinct from each other and which
depend upon different characteristics or circumstances in the individual.

Id. at 74.
The proponents of S. 472 quite literally seek to revive the archaic notion of na-

tional citizenship which the Citizenship Clause was directly designed to "put at
rest." They seek to effectively eliminate the distinction between national and state
citizenshp that the Citizenship Clause was specifically designed to "recognize and
establish b reimposing birth in a State as a prerequisite to national citizenship.

As the Slaughter-House Cases reflect, such a conclusion is also wholly at odds
with the plain language of the Fourteenth Amendment. That Amendment grants
protection to persons born or naturalized "in the United States"; not in a "State"
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of the United States. The use of this language was hardly inadvertent or attrib-
utable to careless draftsmanship-it was the very purpose of the Citizenship Clause.
The Framers of the Fourteenth Amendment were obviously acutely aware of this
important distinction because the Citizenship Clause expressly distinguishes be-
tween "citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside." U.S.
Const. amend. XIV (emphasis added). As the Court noted, "the word citizen of the
State . . . is . . . carefully used, and used in contradistinction to citizens of the
United States." 83 U.S. at 74.

Moreover, the Supreme Court's decisions on issues relating to Fourteenth Amend-
ment citizenship have been guided by English common-law principles. In United
States v. Wong Kim Ark, 169 U.S. 649 (1898), the Supreme Court determined un-
equivocally that the Citizenship Clause was intended to codify the English common
law as it related to the question of citizenship. Quoting Justice Story's explanation
of the common-law, the Court noted: "Two things usually concur to create citizen-
ship: First, birth locally within the dominions of the sovereign; and, secondly, birth
within the protection and obedience, or in other words, within the ligeance, of the
sovereign." Id. at 659. The Wong Kim Court concluded that the fundamental com-
mon-law principle determining citizenship is birth within the "dominion" of the gov-
ernment. It is, of course, beyond question that Puerto Rico is within the United
States' "dominion."

In light of the Slaughter-House Cases and the Supreme Court's common-law inter-
pretation of the Citizenship Clause, it is clear that persons born within a United
States territory-particularly a territory which is no longer "unincorporated"-are
constitutional United States citizens. In Afroyim v. Rusk, 387 U.S. at 262, the Su-
preme Court explained that Congress cannot revoke citizenship granted by the
Fourteenth Amendment:

[The Fourteenth Amendment] provides its own constitutional rule in lan-
guage calculated completely to control the status of citizenship: "All persons
born or naturalized in the United States . . . are citizens of the United
States. . . ." There is no indication in these words of a fleeting citizenship,
good at the moment it is acquired but subject to destruction by the Govern-
ment at any time. Rather, the Amendment can most reasonably be read as
defining a citizenship which a citizen keeps unless he voluntarily relin-
quishes it.

See also Schneider v. Rush, 377 U.S. at 169. Thus, Afroyim makes clear that Con-
gress may not prescribe or revoke the.citizenship of people born in Puerto Rico.

A contrary view of Fourteenth Amendment citizenship would lead to wholly inde-
fensible results. For example, if only those persons "born or naturalized in one of
the States of the Union" qualify as constitutional citizens, then the residents of the
District of Columbia would also be subject to Congress's alleged plenary power to
revoke the citizenship of statutory citizens. Thus, if the child of two American citi-
zens is born in the District of Columbia, the child could be stripped of his citizenship
by Congress. Yet, it is clear that residents of the District of Columbia. have constitu-
tional citizenship, even though they are not residents of a state.

Moreover, even if the people of Puerto Rico were merely statutory citizens, once
Congress has granted such citizenship status, it may not revoke that status. Thus,
assuming solely for the purposes of argument that the citizenship status of persons
born in Puerto Rico was initially determined by congressional statutes, Congress
cannot now revoke the citizenship of those persons. See Wong Kim Ark, 169 U.S.
701 (noting that Congress has "a power to confer citizenship, not a power to take
it away," and that "Congress [has] no power to abridge the rights conferred by the
Constitution upon those who have become naturalized citizens by virtue of Acts of
Congress."); Osborn v. Bank of the United States, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 738, 827 (1824).
A contrary conclusion would produce the anomalous result that people born in Puer-
to Rico-pursuant to a specific congressional determination that they were "in the
United States" for citizenship and other purposes-have less citizenship rights than
"naturalized citizens" born in foreign countries to foreign parents who were never
"subject to the jurisdiction of the United States." See U.S. Const. amend. XIV. With
respect to such foreign-born persons, Congress obviously has plenary authority to
deny any naturalization or to prescribe the criteria necessary to become a natural-
ized United States citizen. Nevertheless, once a foreign individual has become a
"naturalized" citizen pursuant to congressionally imposed criteria, that person is a
constitutional United States citizen, and Congress cannot alter the criteria to deny
that person citizenship. See Afroyim, 387 U.S. at 268 (1967); Rogers, 401 -U.S. at
821-23.
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Finally, even if Congress generally has the power to revoke statutory United
States citizenship, it must obviously do so in accord with generally applicable con-
stitutional provisions such as the Due Process Clause. Even assuming arguendo that
citizenship is not a "fundamental right," it is certainly an important liberty interest
protected by the Fifth Amendment. See Kennedy v. Mendoza-Martinez, 372 U.S.
144, 160 (1963) ("Deprivation of citizenship-particularly American citizenship,
which is 'one of the most valuable rights in the world today'-has grave practical
consequences."); Afroyim v. Rush, 387 U.S. at 267-68 ("Citizenship is no light trifle
to be jeopardized any moment Congress decides to do so under the name of one of
its general or implied grants of power."). Thus, any repeal of United States citizen-
ship would have to be "consistent with fundamental due process rights." At a mini-
mum, therefore, Congress needs a persuasive justification for revoking the United
States citizenship of Puerto Ricans. As there is no such justification, any effort to
divest the people of Puerto Rico of their citizenship would be inconsistent with the
requirements of the Due Process Clause.
IV. The results of the act's referendum would not withstand constitutional scrutiny

Under the Act, the federal government has dictated the specific language that
must appear on the ballot in the required referendum relating to the future political
status of Puerto Rico. Yet, as described above, the ballot prescribed by the Act de-
scribes Puerto Rico's commonwealth status inaccurately and thus presents the peo-
ple of Puerto Rico with a false choice as to their right of self-determination.

There can be no doubt that the results of any vote predicated on such a fun-
damentally flawed ballot could not be relied upon as an honest reflection of the vot-
ers' sentiments and thus would be invalid. To bring this point into sharper focus,
assume that the ballot prescribed by the Act described statehood as entitling the
State of Puerto Rico to one United States Senator. Such a clear misstatement of the
statehood option would present the people of Puerto Rico with a false choice, and
the election results would not be meaen.

Similarly, the materially false description of commonwealth status prescribed by
the Act cannot result in a meaningful referendum on the issue of Puerto Rico's fu-
ture political status. The referendum authorized by the Act, therefore, would result
in two separate, though closely related, constitutional violations. As the Supreme
Court has explained in a similar context:

In the present situation the state laws place burdens on two different, al-
though overlapping, kinds of rights--the right of individuals to associate for
the advancement of political beliefs, and the right of qualified voters, re-
gardless of their political persuasion to cast their votes effectively. Both of
these rights, of course, rank among our most precious freedoms.

Williams v. Rhodes, 393 U.S. 23, 30 (1968). We turn to a consideration of the spe-
cific way in which the Act violates each of these fundamental rights.

A. The act infringes on the associational rights of the PDP and its members
The Act deprives the Popular Democratic Party ("PDP") and its members of im-

portant associational rights. A central tenet of the PDP's political philosophy is the
preservation of Puerto Rico's commonwealth status. By denaing the party and its
members the opportunity to present the commonwealth option accurately, the Act
effectively excludes the commonwealth option, and thus the PDP, from the ballot.
In this regard, the ballot prescribed by the Act is analogous to an election ballot
that excluded the PDP's candidates, or one that contained inaccurate and disparag-
ing statements about PDP candidates or other referenda issues closely identified
with the PDP.

It is well established that "the exclusion of candidates ... burdens voters' free-
dom of association, because an election campaign is an effective platform for the ex-
pression of views on the issues of the day, and a candidate serves as a rallying point
for like-minded citizens." Anderson v. Celebrezze, 460 U.S. 780, 787-88 (1983); Wil-

liams v. Rhodes, 393 U.S. at 30. This principle obviously applies with even greater
force to ballot initiatives, which directly act as a "platform or views on the issues
of the day." In this context, the Act is unconstitutional because it deprives the mem-
bers of the PDP of the right to advance their political belief that Puerto Rico should
retain its status as a commonwealth.

This is particularly true since the Act's limitations on ballot access fall upon "an
identifiable segment" of the electorate. Anderson v. Celbrezze, 460 U.S. at 793. As
the Court noted: "[Ilt is especially difficult for the State to justify a restriction that
limits political participation by an identifiable political group whose members share
a particular viewpoint, associational preference or economic status."Id. at 793. See
also Bullock v. Carter, 405 U.S. 134, 144 (1972) (invalidating law restricting access

51-935 98-3
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to the ballot because it "would fall more heavily on the less affluent segment of the
community"). Such laws will pass constitutional muster only if the state (or the fed-
eral government) can establish that its restriction on voters' choice is "necessary to
serve a compelling interest." Illinois State Bd. of Elections v. Socialist Workers
Party, 440 U.S. 173, 184 (1979). Here, there is clearly no such justification. As
noted, the Act has the effect, and likely has the purpose, of disadvantaging pro-
ponents of Puerto Rico's commonwealth status by effectively excluding their pre-
ferred status option-continuing Puerto Rico's current commonwealth status (its
true status) from the referendum. The adverse political effect on the PDP and its
members could not be more palpable.

B. THE ACT VIOLATES THE RIGHT OF PUERTO RICAN VOTERS TO EXERCISE THE
FRANCHISE EFFECTIVELY

The Supreme Court has long recognized that "'the political franchise of voting [is]
a fundamental right, because preservative of all rights.'" Harper v. Virginia State
Bd. of Elections, 383 U.S. 663, 667 (1966) (quoting Yick Wo. v. Hopkins, 118 U.S.
356, 370 (1886)). Thus, "once the franchise is granted to the electorate, lines may
not be drawn which are inconsistent with the Equal Protection Clause of the Four-
teenth Amendment" and will be "closely scrutinized and carefully confined."Id. at
665,670. In considering challenges to laws regulating elections, the Supreme Court
has consistently invalidated laws that have a "real and appreciable impact on the
exercise of the franchise" by denying voters "a choice on the issues." Bullock v.
Carter, 405 U.S. at 144; Williams v. Rhodes, 393 U.S. at 33.

As outlined above, the ballot prescribed by the Act effectively denies the voters
the option of continuing Puerto Rico's true commonwealth status. The Act's findings
and ballot language consistently and inaccurately degrade the status both of the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico itself and of the United States citizenship of the peo-
ple of Puerto Rico. Thus, the referendum mandated by the Act clearly infringes on
the voting rights of Puerto Rico's voters by presenting the people of Puerto Rico with
a factually inaccurate choice-a false choice-as to their future political status.

The restrictions placed on the self-determination rights of the people of Puerto
Rico cannot be justified as 'reasonable, nondiscriminatory" limitations or serving a
legitimate, much less compelling, government interest. Anderson, 460 U.S. at 788.
To the contrary, as noted, the Act's distortion of commonwealth status is patently
unreasonable. Moreover, it discriminates against a substantial segment of Puerto
Rico's citizens-those who support commonwealth status-by inaccurately describ-
ing only their preferred option, while accurately representing the statehood and
independent alternatives. The important government interest in "fostering informed
and educated expressions of the popular will" is obviously adequate to authorize the
government to remove inaccurate and misleading statements from voter initiatives.
Anderson, 460 U.S. at 796. See also Geary v. Renne, 914 F.2d 1249 (9th Cir. 1990),
vacated on other grounds, 501 U.S. 312 (1991) (upholding validity of California law
authorizing state to remove "false, misleading or inconsistent" material from state-
ments made in support or opposition of a question on a ballot); Biddulph v.
Mortham, 89 F.3d 1491 (11th Cir. 1996), cert. denied, 117 S. Ct. 1086 (1997) (up-
holding validity of Florida law that allows state supreme court to remove ambiguous
summaries of initiatives from ballot).

But there is no legitimate governmental interest in mandating the inclusion of in-
accurate information in a voter referendum. Indeed, the only apparent rationale for
the Act's mischaracterizations of commonwealth status is a desire to diminish the
prospect that Puerto Rico's voters will elect to continue the island's current common-
wealth status. Of course, such a discriminatory purpose is anathema to the fun-
damental electoral rights protected by the Constitution. In the absence of any legiti-
mate, let alone compelling, governmental interest, the Act cannot withstand con-
stitutional scrutiny.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Cooper.
Our next witness will be Marco Rigau.
Mr. RIGAU. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.

4This line of cases is equally applicable to referenda. See, e.g. Gordon v. Lance, 403 U.S. 1,
5 (1971) (upholding the validity of West Virginia referendum because there was "no independ-
ently identifiable group or category that favors the bonded indebtedness"); Town of Lockport v.
Citizens for Community Action at Local Level, Inc., 430 U.S. 259, 268 n.13 (1977) (noting that
"a referendum voting scheme that can be characterized ... as giving disproportionate power
to a minority does not violate the Equal Protection clause, there being no discrimination against
an identifiable class").
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The CHAIRMAN. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF MARCO ANTONIO RIGAU, ATTORNEY AT LAW,
SAN JUAN, PR

Mr. RIGAU. Good morning. I request that the full statement be
included in the record because I am going to be talking only about
the summary of it.

The CHAIRMAN. Fine. Without objection, your entire statement
will be entered in the record.

Mr. RIGAU. Mr. Chairman, if Congress is really interested in
solving this matter, the present deadlock problem of the relation-
ship of the United States with Puerto Rico, we must come to terms
with the fact that no territorial options should be offered to the
people of Puerto Rico. As long as they are offered, we are not solv-
ing this problem.

The definition of commonwealth as it stands today in both the
Young and the Craig bills is- the problem. In the same way that
slavery is out of the question, so must any territorial or colonial op-
tion for moral and legal reasons should be out of the question. Also
for democratic considerations, economic and political dependence,
because they foster a permanent underclass, and we do not want
that for the future of our people. All options to be offered to the
people of Puerto Rico in any legislation enacted by Congress, the
Young, the Craig bill, or any substitute measure, must once and
forever dispose of the Territory of Puerto Rico.

The only valid option under U.S. sovereignty that should be in
the ballot or can be in the ballot in the plebiscite is statehood, only
the flag of the United States, if Congress is willing to make that
offer-and you are having your own problems internally on that
ground-with the terms and conditions that the United States is
willing to live with, including the required majority. Otherwise, the
people of Puerto Rico should be entitled or are entitled to know the
truth that said option is not available to them, if that is the case.

Only when you talk to them straight will those who are in favor
of statehood today start to consider other options for the future of,
Puerto Rico. You must bite the bullet.

Under Puerto Rican sovereignty, two options are available ac-
cording to international and American constitutional law and
American constitutional experience. They are independence or free
association. Both options should be on the ballot, if you are inter-
ested in considering them, in separate parallel columns under the
category of Puerto Rican sovereignty under the flag of Puerto Rico.

There are no real constitutional limitations to either independ-
ence or free association under Puerto Rican sovereignty. It is a
matter of political will and public policy as to the terms and condi-
tions that Congress is willing to enact. You know that in most mat-
ters definitions influence decisions. The terms and conditions of
said definitions will make them attractive or unattractive to the
Puerto Rican voters in the plebiscite.

Recently, President Clinton said-and I quote-"The Senate can
still consider a proposal that provides for an association between
the United States and Puerto Rico based on Puerto Rican sov-
ereignty." Said free association can be entered into by a treaty of
union as you did in the Pacific under both Democratic President
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Carter and Republican President Reagan. The proposals already
made to Congress by POELA, Acci6n Democritica Puertorriquefia,
and former Senator Hernandez Agosto are all acceptable definitions
of a non-territorial sovereign association.

As to U.S. citizenship, Mr. Chairman, this is not a complex con-
stitutional matter. Under free association Puerto Ricans who are
U.S. citizens can be or should be able to transmit their U.S. citizen-
ship to their children according to the already existing procedures
today in the Immigration and Naturalization Technical Corrections
Act of 1994. The treaty of union, or the compact, can provide for
that. Of course, all Puerto Ricans that continue to be citizens of the
United States must abide by the laws of said country, or your coun-
try, in matters such as military service or taxation.

If the United States is interested in military presence in Puerto
Rico-and I am sure they are-in military installations, in present
levels of forces, then not to offer U.S. citizenship to the descendants
of Puerto Ricans who are interested would be contrary to the sup-
port of the security of both parties. I think that loyalty to the com-
mon defense and citizenship go hand-in-hand.

For Puerto Rico to leave the path of dependence and to move into
a self-sustaining economy, U.S. funds that are spent today must in-
stead be invested in our infrastructure and financing productive
enterprises.

Mr. Chairman, the time to act is now. The United States is seek-
ing a plebiscite in Cuba. They cannot deny a plebiscite in Puerto
Rico. Democracy has to come to the Caribbean in both countries.
The United States is talking about self-determination in all the
world. It has to respect self-determination in Puerto Rico with non-
territorial, non-colonial options, otherwise that will be a mockery.
We are not interested in being wards of your country any longer.
We are interested in our sovereignty and a partnership with you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rigau follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARCO ANTONIO RIGAU, ATIORNEY AT LAw, SAN JUAN, PR

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee. Friends.
I am Marco Antonio Rigau. I am an Attorney at Law in private practice in San

Juan, Puerto Rico. As a former Senator (Popular Democratic Party-At Large), I
served as Chairman of the Judiciary Committee of the Senate of Puerto Rico. For
several years, I was Chairman of the Committee on the Constitution Law and De-
velopment of the Status of Puerto Rico of the Bar Association of Puerto Rico and
Professor of Law. I am also Chairman of the Moral and Political Science Section of
the Ateneo Puertorriquefio.

As time goes by, we have burned too many years in the candles of our lives trying
to solve the fundamental problem of our society: Which road should the people of
Puerto Rico take?

We must come to grips with the reality that our people live in Division Street.
Forces in different directions cancel each other.

The mess we are in is of your own making. You decided to invade and occupy us
one hundred years ago. A territory in the Caribbean was convenient then, and has
been so for most of this century, but not necessarily anymore. Nevertheless, it is
not too difficult to eliminate this Gordian knot.

You must do the following-
(1) No more lip service: Talk to the people of Puerto Rico with total honesty. We

do not need sugar coating any longer. Truth is the only medicine. Far too many peo-
ple in Puerto Rico are used to believing their political leaders, no matter how unreal
is the pie in the sky they sell them to get nominated and elected. Only if the United
States, acting institutionally, the Senate and the House, Congress and the Presi-
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dent, Republicans and Democrats, tell it like it is, will the myths fade away, and
will understanding shine.

(2) It is the responsibility of this Senate, of this Congress to address this issue
as soon as possible, now in 1998. Its postponement will only create more problems
along the road for both of us, the United States and Puerto Rico. If you do not act
now, we cannot plan ahead the economy and the future of our society. The limbo
we are in now can breed, in addition to a general strike, a standstill of a country
without a decided destiny or future. The debate on the relationships of Puerto Rico
with the United States, the issue of our "status", will consume our time, energy and
resources. Not only to our cost, but to yours also. You will be paying the check if
you do not act in accordance to your duty. You cannot fail to act now.

(3) The present "arrangement", commonwealth "as it is" has lost support and
credibility, both in the Umted States and in Puerto Rico. I do not know of any mem-
ber of Congress that today endorses the present condition of Puerto Rico. Even the
most conservative members of the Popular Democratic Party, (PDP) ("The Common-
wealth Party") believe that there is the need to end the present undemocratic ar-
rangement". Puerto Rico is subject to both the laws of Congress and to the decisions
of the Executive and Judicial Branch of the United States Government without any
participation in the decision makin rocess. (Alaska's land and natural resources
are to a large degree in the hands o the Federal Government, but Alaska's 550,000
people, less than the population of San Juan, are represented by the Chairmen of
three important committees in both the Senate and the House o Congress). Recent
polls reflect that nine (9) out of the (10) members of the PDP support a non-terri-
torial "Commonwealth" or, better said, a Free Association State with Sovereignty in
Puerto Rico.

(4) If Congress is interested in solving this matter and wants to seek a solution
to the present deadlocked problem of the relationship of the United States with
Puerto Rico, we must come to terms with the fact, the truth that no territorial op-
tions can be offered to the people of Puerto Rico. "Commonwealth as it is" amounts
to a "non- incorporated territory". It cannot be offered. The definition of "Common-
wealth" as it stands today in both the Young and the Craig bills is the problem.
It cannot be the solution. It must be forever eliminated. In the same way at slav-
ery is out of the question, so must any territorial or colonial option be, for moral
and legal reasons. But also for democratic and economic consideration Economic and
Political dependence only fosters a permanent Underclass. We do not want that for
the future of our people.

(5) All options to be offered to Puerto Rico in the Legislation enacted by Congress,
the Young or the Craig bill, or any substitute measure, must once and forever dis-
pose of the territory of Puerto Rico.

(6) The only valid option under United States sovereignty that can be in the ballot
in the Plebiscite is Statehood, under the flag of the United States, if Congress is
willing to make that offer, with the terms and conditions that the United States is
willing to live with, including the required majority. Otherwise, the people of Puerto
Rico are entitled to know the truth; that said option is not available to them, if that
is the case. Only when you tell them, straight and formally, will those who are in
favor of statehood start to consider other options for the future of Puerto Rico. Only
if Congress "bites the bullet", can this problem be solved.

(7) Under Puerto Rican sovereignty, a term preferable to "Separate Sovereignty",
two options are available, according to International and United States Constitu-
tional Law. They are Independence and Free Association. Both options must be in
the ballot, in separate parallel columns, under said category of "Puerto Rican Sov-
ereignty", under the flag of Puerto Rico.

(8) There are no real constitutional limitations to either Independence or Free As-
sociation under Puerto Rican sovereignty. It is a matter of the political will of Con-
gress as to the terms and conditions for both of them. You all know that in most
matters definitions influence decisions. The terms and conditions of said definitions
will make them attractive or not to the Puerto Rican voters in the plebiscite.

(9) For Free Association the main open issues are (A) the possibility of United
States citizenship for the descendants of Puerto Ricans, (B) Protection of the secu-
rity interests of the United States and Puerto Rico in a manner that we can all sup-
port without reservations, and (C) a financial agreement that will allow the develop-
ment of Puerto Rico into a productive, self-sustaining, and non-dependent economy
and society. We must address the issues with open minds to be able to seek solu-
tions mutually beneficial to both nations.

(10) Recently, the President of the United States said that "The Senate can still
consider a proposal that provides for an association between the United States and
Puerto Rico based on Puerto Rican sovereignty." Said "Free Association" can be en-
tered into by a "Treaty of Union", as you did in the Pacific under both the Demo-
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cratic Carter and the Republican Reagan Administrations. The proposals already
made to Congress by PROELA, Acci6n Democratica Puertorriquefia and by former
Senator Hernindez Agosto are all acceptable definitions of a non-territorial sov-
ereign association.

(11) As to U.S. citizenship, this is not a complex matter. Under Free Association,
Puerto Ricans who are U.S. citizens should be able to transmit their U.S. citizenship
to their children according to the procedures that exist today under the Immigration
and Naturalization Technical Connections Act of 1994. The Treaty of Union can pro-
vide for that. Of course, all Puerto Ricans that continue to be citizens of the United
States must abide by the laws of said county for its citizens, in matters such as mili-
tary service and taxation. Membership has its privileges, but also its responsibilities
and dues.

(12) If the United States is interested in a military presence in Puerto Rico, in
military installations, in maintaining "the present level of forces", then, not to offer
U.S. citizenship to the descendants of Puerto Ricans who are interested in it would
be contrary to the support of the security of both parties. In Puerto Rico, the offer
of U.S. citizenship to those interested and the loyalty to the Common Defense go
hand by hand.

(13) For Puerto Rico to leave the path of dependence, and move into a self-sustain-
ing economy, the U.S. funds that are spent today must instead be invested in the
development of our economy, in our infrastructure and in financing productive en-
terprises.

(14) Your time to act is now. We are not interested in being wards of your country
any longer. We are interested in our sovereignty and a partnership with you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Rigau.
Our next witness will be Mr. David Matta, director of the legisla-

tive division, National Puerto Rican Bar Association. Please pro-
ceed.

STATEMENT OF DAVID MATTA, ESQ., CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE, NATIONAL PUERTO RICAN BAR
ASSOCIATION
Mr. MATTA. Chairman Murkowski, members of the Senate En-

ergy Committee, distinguished guests, thank you for allowing the
National Puerto Rican Bar Association to testify before this distin-
guished committee and this most important issue for the associa-
tion, the Puerto Rican community in the continental United States
and in Puerto Rico.

Founded in 1957, the National Puerto Rican Bar Association is
one of the oldest and largest Latino bar associations in the con-
tinental United States with over 2,000 members. For the past 2
years, its Federal Legislation Committee has actively commented
on pending Federal legislation and judicial nominations in the U.S.
Senate.

Senator Murkowski, we first want to take this opportunity to
thank you for your leadership on this issue and to call on you and
the members of this committee to report a bill out of committee no
later than Friday, July 24, 1998, one day short of the 100th year
anniversary of Puerto Rico's relationship with the United States.
Reporting the bill out of committee by that date will lay to rest the
oldest fear shared by most of the U.S. citizens of Puerto Rico,
namely that the U.S. Congress will never provide them with the
chance to express their views based on real alternatives available
to Puerto Rico.

Many have asked why Congress must pass a self-determination
bill at all. First, our Founding Fathers expressly delegated to Con-
gress in the Constitution full and exclusive authority to make all
rules and regulations necessary to dispose of territories. They un-
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derstood that territorial status, the status of Puerto Rico since
1898, was both temporary and inferior to full independence or
statehood and that it was the constitutional duty of Congress to
regulate final disposition of territories under article IV, section III,
clause II. This means that as a U.S. territory, the U.S. Congress
has the final word as to the parameters of this relationship.

Second, congressional definitions are necessary. In 1993, local
parties in Puerto Rico agreed to have a local referendum where the
status formulas would be locally defined. As there was no congres-
sional involvement, each party engaged in creative writing and
came up with definitions which were at best legally suspect and in-
accurate. Supporters of the commonwealth option erroneously guar-
anteed a permanent union with the United States. The only con-
stitutionally permissible permanent union with the United States
is statehood. It was also promised that Puerto Rico would receive
the same level of Federal benefits as a State without being a State
and without payment of Federal taxes. This proposal is legally sus-
pect under the Uniformity Clause of the Constitution and is in re-
ality politically implausible. Puerto Rican residents only receive a
portion of the Federal benefits available to continental U.S. resi-
dents.

Statehood proponents erroneously guaranteed the continuation of
the Puerto Rican Olympic team. Also independence supporters
guaranteed that Federal aid would be received after Puerto Rico
became a republic. Although the U.S. Congress may indeed do this,
it may not be unilaterally guaranteed by a political party in Puerto
Rico.

Furthermore, it is clear that U.S. citizenship cannot be guaran-
teed under any status other than statehood. The U.S. citizenship
of Puerto Ricans born on the island is statutory in nature, that is,
it was granted by a congressional statute found at 8 U.S.C.A., sec-
tion 1408. As with any other statute, section 1408 can be repealed
by an Act of Congress, limiting U.S. citizenship to those Puerto
Ricans acquiring it prior to the effective date of the repeal. .

Finally, Puerto Rico is currently in the midst of a crisis of con-
stitutional proportions. Even with the flawed definitions of the
1993 local referendum, over 50 percent of the voters voted for an
alternative other than the current territorial commonwealth. If
over 50 percent of the citizens of Oklahoma or New Mexico tomor-
row stated that they did not consent to the current relationship be-
tween their State and the Federal Government, there would be lit-
tle question that the Union would face a constitutional crisis. That
is the case of Puerto Rico, where over 50 percent of the voting pop-
ulation does not consent to the current relationship with the U.S.
Congress must therefore act without further delay.

Since World War I, Puerto Ricans have given their lives for our
country. These -men. and-woment were- nevernallowed.- to vote on. the-
political destiny -of Puerto- Rico,. yet they bravely and- heroically
gave their lives so thatall Americans mayz live free. It is inherently
unfair to request and. accept the ultimate- sacrifice for our country
while denying:it the inalienable right of-democratic. self-determina-
tion and to deny, Puerto Ricans the right to vote for President. and
to elect voting members of Congress...
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As we approach the 100th anniversary of our political, social, and
economic relationship with the Union, we look forward to a vote
out of this committee no later than July 24, 1998, and passage of
this legislation by the full Senate no later than the first week of
September.

Justice delayed is justice denied. Do not deny justice to the 3.8
million U.S. citizens of Puerto Rico.

Thank you, Senator.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Matta follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID MATTA, ESQ., CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL LEGISLATION
COMMITTEE, NATIONAL PUERTO RICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

Chairman Murkowski, members of the Senate Energy Committee, distinguished
guests. Thank you for allowing the National Puerto Rican Bar Association to testify
before this distinguished committee on the most important issue for the Association,
the Puerto Rican Community in the Continental United States, and in Puerto Rico.

Founded in 1957, the National Puerto Rican Bar Association is the oldest Latino
bar association in the Continental United States. It is also one of the largest Latino
Bar with over 2,000 members. For the past two years, its Federal Legislation Com-
mittee has actively commented on pending Federal Legislation and judicial nomina-
tions in the United States Senate.

Senator Murkowski, we first want to take this opportunity to thank you for your
leadership on this issue and to call on you and the members of this committee, to
report a bill out of committee no later than Friday, July 24, 1998-one day short
of the 100th anniversary of Puerto Rico's political, economic and social relationship
with the rest of the Umon. One hundred years where the United States citizens of
Puerto Rico have not hesitated to give their lives defending the ideals of our great
nation. Reporting a bil out of committee by that date will lay to rest the oldest fear
shared bmost of the United States citizens of Puerto Rico, namely, that the United
States C ss will never provide them with the chance to express their views
based on ternatives available to Puerto Rico: Independence, Commonwealth and
Statehood. For 100 years, Congress has failed to do so.

Many have asked why Congress must pass a Self-Determination bill at all. The
reasons are simple. First, from a constitutional perspective, our Founding Fathers,
in our Constitution, expressly delegated to Congress full and exclusive constitutional
authority to make all rules and regulations necessary to dispose of territories. They
understood that territorial status-the status of Puerto Rico since 1898-was both
temporary and inferior to full independence or statehood and that it was the Con-
stitutional duty of Congress to regulate final "disposition" of territories under Arti-
cle IV, Section III, Clause II. This means, that as a U.S. territory, the U.S. Congress
has the final word as to the parameters of this relationship.

The second important reason, especially from a local Puerto Rico perspective, is
that Congressional definitions are necessary. In 1993, local parties in Puerto Rico
agreed to have a local referendum where the status formulas would be locally de-
fined. As there was no Congressional involvement, each party engaged in creative
writing and came up with definitions which were, at best, legally suspect and politi-
cally inaccurate. Supporters of the commonwealth option erroneously guaranteed a
permanent union with the United States. The only constitutionally permissible per-
manent union with the United States is statehood.

Other promises made in the 1993 referendum were similarly misleading. For ex-
ample, it was also guaranteed that Puerto Rico would receive the same level of fed-
eral benefits as every other State of the union, without being a state and without
payment of federal taxes. This proposal is illegal under the Uniformity Clause of
the Constitution and, in reality, politically implausible. Today, Puerto Rico only re-
ceives a portion of the federal benefits available to other states.

In that same referendum, statehood proponents erroneously guaranteed the con-
tinuation of the Puerto Rican Olympic team. Also, independence supporters guaran-
teed that federal aid would be received in the years after the Republic was to be
declared. Although the U.S. Congress may indeed do this, it may not be unilaterally
guaranteed by the independence party and should not be set as a condition.

Furthermore, as witnesses have testified to in prior hearings, it is clear that U.S.
citizenship cannot be guaranteed under any other status other than statehood. The
U.S. citizenship of Puerto Ricans born in the Island is statutory in nature, that is,
it was granted by a congressional statute found at 8 U.S.C.A., section 1408. As with
every other statute, section 1408 can be repealed by an act of Congress, limiting
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U.S. citizenship to those Puerto Ricans acquiring it prior to the effective date of the
repeal

Finally, Puerto Rico is currently in the midst of a crisis of constitutional propor-
tions. Even with the constitutionally, politically and logically flawed definitions of
the 1993 local referendum, over 50% of the voters voted for an alternative other
than the current Territorial Commonwealth. Let's think about this for a minute. If
over 50% of the citizens of Arizona, New York or New Mexico tomorrow stated that
they did not consent to the current relationship between their state and the Federal
Government, there would be little question that the Union would face a crisis of con-
stitutional proportions. That is the case of Puerto Rico, where 50% of the population
does not consent to the current relationship with the U.S. Congress must therefore
act without further delay.

For 100 years, Puerto Ricans have given their lives for our country. Proportion-
ately, Puerto Ricans have been awarded one of the highest numbers of medals of
valor. Puerto Ricans at present, cannot vote on federal elections and do not have
any elected representatives at the federal level. It is inherently unfair to request
and accept the ultimate sacrifice for our country while denying it the inalienable
right for self-determination. We must do it not only for the 3.8 million U.S. citizens
who reside in Puerto Rico, but for the thousands of these citizens who have lost a
son, a brother, a spouse or a father representing the ideals of our Great Nation in
armed conflicts since World War I. These men and women were never allowed to
vote on the political destiny of Puerto Rico, yet they bravely and heroically gave
their lives, so that the rest of us who live in the Continental United States may
live better lives.

As we approach the 100th anniversary of our political, social and economic devel-
opment with the Union, we look forward to a vote out of this committee no later
than July 24, 1998 and passage of this legislation by the full Senate no later than
the first week of September.

Let's remember that justice delayed is justice denied. Please do not deny justice
to the 3.8 million United States citizens of Puerto Rico. Democratic self-determina-
tion must be granted.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. I appreciate your state-
ment, Mr. David Matta.

Our last witness will be Admiral Hern~ndez, former Admiral
from the U.S. Navy. I apologize for my misintroduction, Admiral.
We did put you near the water. As you noted, the empty seat on
your left was where the water was spilled, so that is the best we
could do. While you are ashore, you are near the water.

[Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Please proceed, Admiral.

STATEMENT OF DIEGO E. HERNANDEZ, VICE ADMIRAL, USN
(RETIRED)

Mr. HERNANDEZ. Mr. Chairman, you were not entirely wrong
when you said that I was an Admiral in the Puerto Rican Navy.
The U.S. Navy is also the Navy of Puerto Rico.

The CHAIRMAN. I stand corrected. Thank you.
[Applause.]
Mr. HERNANDEZ. Mr. Chairman, my name is Diego HernAndez.

I am a native son of Puerto Rico, born and raised on the island.
I was privileged to serve our country in the U.S. Navy for 35 years
before retiring from active duty as a Vice Admiral in 1991.

If I may be permitted a personal note, I commanded the U.S.
Third Fleet in the Pacific during the incorporation of the Alaskan
Command into the Pacific Command, and I spent quite a bit of
time in Alaska and Alaskan waters during that time.

The CHAIRMAN. You have been to Adak then.
Mr. HERNANDEZ. Many times.
During that time, I met someone you know very well, Bob At-

wood, the great publisher in Alaska. He told me about his involve-
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ment in the long process that brought Alaska into the Union as a
State, and Bob used to chide me for not becoming involved in the
determination of the political destiny of Puerto Rico. Of course, I
always pointed out that as a naval officer on active duty, I was pro-
scribed from that role.

Now that I am no longer on active military duty, I feel an obliga-
tion to address this committee on the historic issue that you have
before you: whether or not to enable the people of Puerto Rico to
achieve political self-determination. I do so on behalf of all the
Puerto Ricans who have shouldered the responsibility to serve in
the armed forces of this great Nation, who have fought in our wars
and sometimes died to defend the bedrock principles of this repub-
lic.

The history of Puerto Rican participation in our Nation's wars is
pertinent to the historic task that you have to accomplish. Their
story is a study in honor and courage made all the more poignant
by the reality of their disenfranchisement from the very essence of
the democracy they swore to defend and uphold.

We had 18,000 Puerto Ricans serve in World War I, right after
American citizenship was granted statutorily in 1917.

During World War II, over 65,000 Americans served in the
armed forces of the United States. Many brave men lost their lives
in that war.

More than 61,000 Puerto Ricans served during the Korean War.
During this war, Puerto Ricans suffered more casualties per popu-
lation than any State or territory, a terrible price to pay, but a
moving statement of commitment by Puerto Ricans to the cause of
another people's freedom.

In Vietnam, more than 38,000 of us served. Of these, over 430
were killed and an estimated 3,000 were wounded. I was among
that number, having been shot down twice by anti-aircraft fire
while flying bombing missions over North Vietnam. I was fortunate
to escape with my life. Not so Major Fernando Ribas Dominicci,
U.S. Air Force, whose plane was shot down during a bombing run
over Lybia in 1986.

Four Puerto Ricans have received the Congressional Medal of
Honor; one during the Korean War, three in Vietnam.

There can be no doubt about their patriotism nor about their
commitment to the Republic and to the highest ideals of our demo-
cratic system, but none of them was ever able to vote for their
President, their Commander-in-Chief, or for representation in this
body with the power to declare war.

This committee is well aware of the reasons why this cir-
cumstance came to be. It is self-evident that the attainment of self-
government is absolutely crucial for us in Puerto Rico, but from the
perspective of the United States, the issue also has important
international implications. During the years of the Cold War, our
national security attention was properly focused on containing the
Soviet Union, avoiding nuclear war, and on maintaining a mosaic
of alliances that would allow us to prevail in a global war, should
deterrence fail. The axis of attention was east-west. Hemispheric
matters did not directly involve our survival as a Nation and occu-
pied a much lower level of national attention.
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Today, our definition of what constitutes national security has
changed and hemispheric concerns have risen to a much higher
level than our awareness and our priorities. Now we all recognize
the importance to the United States of hemispheric cooperation on
counter-narcotics, banking regulations, the repayment of national
debts, immigration, environmental issues, the strengthening of
democratic institutions and education. These issues are understood
to be important to the stability of the countries in Latin America
and thence to our own long-term security, growth, and well-being.

Puerto Rico will make important contributions to the United
States as these new issues are addressed and new multilateral
policies are implemented to deal with them.

Puerto Rico will soon become host to headquarters of U.S. Army
South, as they leave Panama. As such, Puerto Rico will present to
visiting generations of military leaders from Latin America the
working example of military subordination to civilian authority and
respect for democratic institutions which are two of the major mis-
sions of U.S. Southern Command in the hemisphere.

Were Puerto Rico to request independence, the future of the U.S.
bases there would have to be legislated with great care since the
Independence Party espouses what they call the demilitarization of
the island. Not only would the ability of the Southern Command
to carry out its hemispheric mission.be diminished, if that should
come about, but the training of the entire Atlantic Fleet would be
seriously compromised if the Naval Station Roosevelt Roads and its
instrumented air, surface, and. submarine training ranges are lost
to our use.

With these concerns in mind and understanding what is at stake,
the Senate now must work its will. We must create a process which
enables the people of Puerto Rico to express a preference between
separate sovereignty, statehood, or continuation of the current sta-
tus. This task should be relatively straightforward, but only if Con-
gress recognizes its responsibility in the status process.

What I am asking, after years of silence while serving my coun-
try, is for Congress to put the local political parties at arm's length.
You have heard from them and given them a fair hearing. I was
gratified to hear you say in the introductory comments, Mr. Chair-
man, that Congress should not allow itself to become enmeshed in
the self-interest of any local political activity. I urge you to stop
trying to respond to local political parties as the primary constitu-
ents in Puerto Rico, and instead address yourself directly to the
people as individual citizens who are not merely rank and file
members of one party or another.

In the most direct and straightforward way I know, I have told
you what I believe must take place. I believe S. 472 or some meas-
ure consistent with its core provisions will accomplish what must
be accomplished, and I urge the Senate to unleash your power so
that a moment of truth can come in the relationship between Con-
gress and the individual citizens of Puerto Rico.

Thank you for the privilege of expressing my views.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hern6ndez follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DIEGO E. HERNANDEZ, VICE ADMIRAL, USN (RETIRED)
Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Re-

sources:
My name is Diego Hernandez, and I am a native son of Puerto Rico, born and

raised on the island. I was privileged to serve our country in the United States Navy
for 35 years, before retiring from active duty as a Vice Admiral in 1991.

If I may be permitted a personal note, I commanded the U.S. Third Fleet in the
Pacific during the incorporation of the Alaskan Command into the Pacific Com-
mand, and spent quite a bit of time in Alaska and Alaskan waters. During that pe-
riod, Alaskan and publisher, Bob Atwood, told me about his involvement in the long
process that brought Alaska into the union as a state, and Bob used to chide me
for not becoming involved in the determination of the political destiny of Puerto
Rico. Of course, I always pointed out that as a naval officer on active duty I was
proscribed from that role.

Now that I am no longer on active military duty, I feel an obligation to address
this committee on the historic issue that you have before you: to enable the people
of Puerto Rico to achieve political self-determination.

I do so on behalf of all Puerto Ricans who have shouldered the responsibility to
serve in the armed forces of this great nation, who have fought in our wars, and
sometimes died, to defend the bedrock principles of this republic.

The history of Puerto Rican participation in our nation's wars is pertinent to the
historic task you have to accomplish. Their story is a study in honor and courage,
made all the more poignant by the reality of their disenfranchisement from the very
essence of the democracy they swore to defend and uphold.

Eighteen thousand Puerto Ricans served in World War I, right after American
citizenship was granted statutorily in 1917.

During World War II, over 65,000 Puerto Ricans served in the armed forces of
the United States. Many brave Puerto Ricans lost their lives.

More than 61,000 served during the Korean War. During this war, Puerto Ricans
suffered more casualties per population than any state or territory; a terrible price
to pay, but a moving statement of commitment by Puerto Ricans to the cause of an-
other people's freedom.

In Vietnam, more than 38,000 of us served. Of these, over 430 were killed, and
an estimated 3,000 were wounded. I was among their number, having been shot
down twice by anti-aircraft fire while flying bombing missions over North Vietnam.

I was fortunate to escape with my hfe. Not so major Fernando Ribas Dominicci,
U.S. Air Force, whose plane was shot down during a bombing run over Lybia in
1986. Four Puerto Ricans have received the Congressional Medal of Honor; one dur-
ing the Korean War, three in Vietnam.

There can be no doubt about their patriotism, or about their commitment to the
republic, and to the highest ideals of our democratic system, but none of them was
ever able to vote for their President, their Commander-in-Chief, or for representa-
tion in this body with the power to declare war.

This committee is well aware of the reasons why this circumstance came to be.
It is self-evident that the attainment of self-government is absolutely crucial for us
in Puerto Rico; but from the perspective of the United States the issue also has im-
portant international implications.

During the years of the cold war, our national security attention was properly fo-
cused on containing the Soviet Union, avoiding nuclear war; and on maintaining the
mosaic of alliances that would allow us to prevail in a global war should deterrence
fail.

The axis of our attention was east-west. Hemispheric matters did not directly in-
volve our survival as a nation, and occupied a much lower level of national atten-
tion.

Today, our definition of what constitutes national security has changed, and hemi-
spheric concerns have risen to a much higher level in our awareness and our prior-
ities. Now we all recognize the importance to the United States of hemispheric co-
operation on counter narcotics, baking regulation, the repayment of national debts,
immigration, environmental issues, the strengthening of democratic institutions,
and education. These issues are understood to be important to the stability of the
countries of Latin America; and thence to our own long-term security, economic
growth, and well being.

Puerto Rico will make important contributions to the United States as these new
issues are addressed and new multi-lateral policies are implemented to deal with
them.

First, aside from Cuba, every country in Latin America admires the economic mir-
acle that Puerto Ricans have accomplished by achieving the highest per-capita in-
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come in the hemisphere south of the United States. They know that our progress
has been achieved in close collaboration with the United States, and it serves as
a marvelous example to the hemisphere of what can be achieved through a system
of free enterprise supported by strong institutions and just laws.

Second, Puerto Ricans understand what is involved in creating the infrastructure
required for economic development; we have just done it, and we understand the
starting point for most Latin American economies. We can serve as the bridge to
Latin America for the United States, not only in terms of language and culture, but
also in terms of technology, know-how and scale.

Third, Puerto Rico will soon become the host for the headquarters of U.S. Army
South, as they leave Panama. As such, Puerto Rico will present to visiting genera-
tions of military leaders from Latin America the working example of military subor-
dination to civilian authority and respect for democratic institutions, which are two
of the major missions of U.S. Southern Command in the hemisphere.

Were Puerto Rico to request independence, the future of the U.S. bases there
would have to be legislated with great care, since the independence party espouses
the "demilitarization" of the island.

Not only would the ability of the Southern Command to carry out its hemispheric
mission be diminished if that should come about, but the training of the entire At-
lantic Fleet would be seriously compromised if the naval station at Roosevelt Roads
and its instrumented air, surface and submarine training ranges are lost to our use.

With these concerns in mind, and understanding what is at stake, the Senate now
must work its will. We must create a process which enables the people of Puerto
Rico to express a preference between separate sovereignty, statehood or continuation
of the current status.

That task should be relatively straightforward, but only if Congress recognizes its
repsonsibility in the status process. That is because Congress failed to define the
options in 1991, and when Puerto Rico conducted its own referendum in 1993 we
bent over backwards to be fair to the political parties by allowing them to define
the options. The ballot was full of ambiguities and contradictions, and so the results
were ambiguous and full of contradictions.

Let us not repeat the same mistake. It is time to recognize that self-determination
for Puerto Rico is not a matter exclusively between the people of Puerto Rico and
the local political parties. Status resolution is first and foremost a matter between
the people and Congress. Congress created the current status, based on consent of
the people, and only Congress has the power to define the options for change and
authorize change to occur. Similarly, only Congress can end the ambiguity about the
current status by confirming what the commonwealth is legally and constitutionally,
so the people can decide if the want to consent to continue the current status.

So what I am asking, after years of silence while serving my country, is for Con-
gress to put the local political parties at arm's length. You have heard from them
and given them a fair hearing. Now, not only should Congress not intervene unduly
in local politics, but also Congress should not make itself an instrument of the self-
interest of any local political party. I urge you to stop trying to respond to local po-
litical parties as the primary constituents in Puerto Rico, and instead address your-
self directly to the people as individual citizens who are not merely rank-and-file
members of one party or another.

Define the options as you and your constitutional experts know and believe them
to be, truthfully, objectively and realistically, and tell the people the truth about the
current status and the options for change.

If you will define the legal and constitutional structure of statehood, independence
and the current status as you know and believe them to be, without unnecessary
embellishment or a lot of gratuitously controversial provisions regarding discre-
tionary features of each option which cannot really be decided at this state, you will
have done your job well. Then we will do our job in Puerto Rico and make a choice
of what we would prefer between options defined accurately.

The people of Puerto Rico can look out for themselves. We do not need to be cod-
dled in this matter of self-determination. If Congress will do what only it can do
and must do under the constitution by defining the options accurately, we will do
our duty as citizens and act in our own self-interest as all free people do in free
elections. Then, if Congress cannot accept the option we prefer, we can address our-
selves to that outcome as well. But we need to know what the real options are, and
then know the response of Congress to our choice, before we can do our duty as a
body politic and act in our own self-interest. Patriotism and love of country are
never stronger than when it is based on the freedom of people to pursue happiness
within the framework of liberty, with a form of government to which the citizens
have consented.
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In the most direct and straightforward way I know how, I have told you what I
believe must take place. I believe S. 472 or some measure consistent with its core
provisions will accomplish what must be accomplished, and I urge the Senate to un-
leash the power of freedom so that a moment of truth can come in the relationship
between Congress and the individual citizens of Puerto Rico.

Thank you for the privilege of expressing my views.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Admiral Hernndez. We
appreciate your statement, and I think bringing in the significance
o those who sacrificed so much, Puerto Rican Americans, in our
various conflicts was something that needed to be put in the
record. Thank you.

I have a question for each of you and we will proceed. The hour
of 12 o'clock has come, so we will try and be brief.

This is a question for Miriam Ramirez de Ferrer relative to testi-
mony in which you indicated that the present status should not
even be on the ballot in Puerto Rico and Puerto Ricans should be
made to continue to vote until it agrees on either statehood or inde-
pendence. Well, if we are willing to respect the views of fellow citi-
zens, should we not provide them with an alternative of the
present relationship?

Dr. RAMIREZ DE FERRER. Well, originally the way the concept of
the whole process was construed was that if none of the two op-
tions got a majority, basically the present situation is the default,
is what remains. But putting the option on the ballot originally has
created the idea that one can permanently remain under the
present political relationship with the United States that has prov-
en that it does not work. That is why we are here and that is why
the status issue has become a 100-year discussion.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, is it because it does not work or that there
is a significant population group that wants the other two alter-
natives?

Dr. RAMIREZ DE FERRER. I do not believe so, sir. I think every-
body is unhappy with the faults in the present relationship.

The CHAIRMAN. Are they unhappy because there is no certainty?
Dr. RAMIREZ DE FERRER. That is a reason. We have not been able

to bring the economic items to at par with the United States. We
are still far behind. We have high unemployment. We have low per
capita. We are not folded into the U.S. economy.

The CHAIRMAN. But if we recognize that the issue is certainty,
statehood obviously implies certainty. Independence implies cer-
tainty. But you are suggesting that commonwealth status does not
imply certainty.

Dr. RAMIREZ DE FERRER. It does not, sir. I myself, I am a physi-
cian. I am a gynecologist. I am an only child and I had five chil-
dren. Right now four of my five children have left Puerto Rico be-
cause they do not want to go through the process of not knowing
what the future is going to be for the children, for their property,
and they are relocating. That is the story of almost 2 million Puer-
to Ricans. We want to stay home. We want to have the opportunity
to stay home and know that we are going to be safe and secure for
all generations.

The CHAIRMAN. Would anyone on the panel affirm that common-
wealth can be construed as a permanent status if it is the will of
the people of Puerto Rico?

Mr. RIGAU. May I, Mr. Chairman?
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Rigau. Go ahead, Marco.
Mr. RIGAU. Mr. Chairman, we have a problem here with labels.

The word "commonwealth" is such a bad word. You know, the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts, the Commonwealth of Virginia, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and they are all different things.

The CHAIRMAN. Right.
Mr. RIGAU. So, basically we are talking about Estado Libre

Asociado, a free associated state. We are talking about free associa-
tion basically. That is what we are talking about. We looking at an
association between two countries, and that association can be per-
manent if we enter into a compact to that effect, as permanent as
the Constitution of the United States is permanent because there
is no clause as to when the Constitution will end. It is permanent
as long as the people of Puerto Rico and the people of the United
States want that compact to remain.

But it has to be a compact after the United States disposes of
the territory in the same moment. It cannot be a relationship. For
example, as it is today, Puerto Rico does not have two Senators,
Puerto Rico does not have seven members of the House, Puerto
Rico does not vote for the President, Puerto Rico does not vote for
the Vice President. Puerto Rico is only like a State because we are
on the receiving line. We have to obey U.S. laws, but we do- not
participate in making the laws.

So, I believe we can enter into a permanent relationship through
a compact through mutually agreed terms that are mutually bene-
ficial to both countries. Of course, if we decide to change the com-
pact along the road, we will.

The CHAIRMAN. Other than independence or statehood.
Mr. RIGAU. Of course.
The CHAIRMAN. Does anyone else want to comment?
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cooper.
Mr. COOPER. Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I certainly will af-

firm my view that the existing commonwealth status is permanent
in the sense that has just been outlined. In other words, so long
as the people of the United States and the people of Puerto Rico
continue to want that status to be maintained, it is permanent.
Neither side can unilaterally revoke that status, and I think that
is the essential meaning of a compact.

I think it is instructive to hear what the First Circuit has had
to say about the compact and 'about the status of commonwealth.
In 1952, Puerto Rico's status changed from that of a mere territory
to the unique status of commonwealth, and the Federal Govern-
ment's relations with Puerto Rico changed from being bounded
merely by the Territorial Clause and the rights of the people of
Puerto Rico, as you know, U.S. citizens, to being bounded by the
United States and'Puerto Rican constitutions, Public Law 600, the-
Puerto Rican Federal Relations Act and the rights of the. people of.
Puerto Rico as U.S. citizens.. -

The status -of the :commonwealth- as flowing. from a compact,-.a.
compact binding on both: parties, is. what. gives it its permanence,
and only if both parties decide to revoke it-and .would add, de-,
cide to revoke it on the basis of an accurate. understanding of what
they are revoking-will that status no-longer be.permanent..
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. MArquez.
Mr. MARQUEZ. Mr. Chairman, I would like to add something, if

I may, very quickly to what he said, if I may interrupt.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. I want your responses, but I would like

them to the point.
Mr. MARQUEZ. You raised the question as to the permanence of

commonwealth. Under the U.S. Constitution, there are only three
statuses that can be maintained with the United States. It is either
a full State, a territory, or the seat of government. That is all the
Constitution provides for, other than independence, but I am talk-
ing in terms of a relationship to the United States.

When you get to talk about a territory, it can either be incor-
porated or unincorporated. The insular cases provide what the tests
are and so on. There is no way under the Constitution, as provided
now, that with the current colonial status as an unincorporated ter-
ritory, Puerto Rico can be made permanent, and it should not be.

Mr. GUZMAN. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Guzman.
Mr. GUZMAN. Thank you, sir.
I think this makes the need more evident for any piece of legisla-

tion to include the exact nature of our present relationship both in
territorial and individual terms, as I mentioned. The proponents of
these treaties, Senator, are trying to tell the people of Puerto Rico
that the Congress of the United States has the power to surrender
the Nation's sovereignty to another foreign body politic. In other
words, for all intents and purposes, you may legislate a "permanent
treaty" but that has absolutely no binding power on any prospec-
tive Congress which can repeal it at will. This was the basic mis-
understanding in 1952 and, Senator, I urge you not to repeat it and
again fall into a situation where you have such confusion as you
have here today.

Dr. QUIRONES. Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Dr. QuIRoNEs. I want to say something. I think that you should

consider what Puerto Rico is. Not only are we living almost at the
end of this century, we cannot deal with the problem of Puerto Rico
in an orthodox way. We have to find unorthodox solutions. We can-
not deal with definitions when you invaded us in 1898. In 1998, we
are not the Dominican Republic. We are not even countries that
were set free in the 1950's and the 1960's. You have to understand
Puerto Rico as a Nation wants to develop its own cultural personal-
ity, and not only that, we are almost close to the year 2000 and
the global economy and so forth.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, obviously we do not have a pattern for a
resolution of the points that have been brought up in this discus-
sion. We fought a war, the Civil War, to dissuade States from leav-
ing the Union and for other reasons as well.

As far as independence is concerned, we have never taken any-
body back that we have let go.

Mr. RIGAU. Yes. Texas became a State after it became a republic.
The CHAIRMAN. That is true. Counsel suggests it was not ours

before then.
Mr. RIGAU. Formerly not yours, but it was your people in there.
[Laughter.]
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The CHAIRMAN. I will let you and the counsel discuss that.
[Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Other territories have been incorporated. Puerto

Rico has not been incorporated as a territory, so it has got a unique
status. So, we are still plowing ground and setting precedent, for
whatever that observation is worth, which means simply we have
got a lot of work for us to try to address the broad concerns, as evi-
denced by this hearing. -

Another question I have for Mr. Guzman. You suggest that addi-
tional economic projections are needed. Are you suggesting that
consideration of the legislation be delayed until that information is
obtained?

Mr. GuzMAN. Under no circumstance, Senator. I am very happy
to report that a letter, in reply to Senator Nickle's inquiry, was
made by the General Accounting Office which indeed addresses
some of the concerns that I had expressed in my written testimony.
On many of those, within the next 10 days or 2 weeks, we would
be more than willing to submit additional testimony, as I had re-
quested, on the economic imbalance of some of the information that
you had received prior to this hearing.

The CHAIRMAN. A question for Mr. Ortiz Quiflones relative to
proposing additional definitions. Would you not agree that we
should try to find a suitable definition for a separate sovereignty
that allows the possibility of full independence or a negotiated rela-
tionship, a free association, and trying to spell out the essential ele-
ments?

Dr. QuiONES. Yes, I think you should. We would like to remind
you that our President, Mr. Emilio Salur, sent you a letter on April
13 outlining our definition of free association. Also, he testified last
June 23, and there are the elements of our definition of free asso-
ciation.

The CHAIRMAN. I am advised by counsel that that was included
in the record of the last hearing.

Mr. Mdrquez, relative to the minimal definitions of each status,
are you prepared to or would you be kind enough to submit for the
record your proposed definitions?

Mr. MARQUEZ. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I would be very pleased to do
so very quickly.

The CHAIRMAN. And Mr. Jos6 Rivera, the essential elements of
any legislation in your point of view are what?

Mr. RIVERA. Mr. Chairman, very simple. I am not a lawyer, so
I am not going to get involved in this legal mumbo-jumbo that I
heard here today.

The CHAIRMAN. That is okay.
Mr. RIVERA. We need to let our people know exactly what they

are voting for and exactly what this Congress is willing to accept.
It is up to you to decide that. Like somebody on the panel said be-
fore, I do not think the political parties should be involved in that.
It should be the Congress talking to the people. This is what we
are willing to give you. You decide what you want to do.

If I may add something else, Mr. Senator, regarding the question
before. Like I said, I am not a lawyer. But there is something defi-
nitely wrong when my 18-year-old daughter who goes to Marquette
University-she is going to be a sophomore this year, so now that
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she has been living in Milwaukee for a year, she can choose wheth-
er she wants to register in Wisconsin or not. If she does decide so,
she is going to become a first-class citizen and she can vote for her
Senators or Congressmen or Governor, have all the benefits, while
I who am the one paying for her to be there, do not have that right.

[Laughter.]
Mr. RIVERA. So, there is something definitely wrong there.
[Applause.]
Mr. RIVERA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, for whatever it may be worth, Mr. Rivera,

you may have some influence on your daughter or you may have
absolutely none, which is more likely the case as to how she may
or may not vote.

A question for Marco Antonio Rigau. You suggested 90 percent
of the commonwealth supporters oppose a territorial relationship
and would support free association.

Mr. RIGAU. Yes.
The CHAIRmAN. I wonder if that would be true if Congress were

unwilling to agree to a continuation of U.S. citizenship.
Mr. RIGAU. I do not think that would be the same situation. That

is why you must make a decision as to definitions because defini-
tions, to a large extent, will decide the electoral results.

Now, there are polls by newspapers and there were also hearings
of the Popular Democratic throughout Puerto Rico, and 90 percent
of the people testifying in those hearings were in favor of sov-
ereignty in Puerto Rico. I was pleased to listen to the president of
our party say so in this hearing. He said that all three political op-
tions should -be- recognized. It is a matter now of the Senate and
the House making the decision whether they are going to abandon
the 19th century view of citizenship and enter into the next cen-
tury view of citizenship.

For example, there are many Mexicans. with dual citizenship
today. Dual citizenship is becoming-even triple. citizenship-the.
notion that you can only have one citizenship is absurd. The United
States can enter today into a treaty of common citizenship with
Great Britain if they understand that is in their interest. In Eu-
rope many countries have treaties of dual citizenship. The former
Prime Minister of Jamaica, Seaga, while he was Prime Minister of
Jamaica, he was a U.S. citizen. So, this whole notion that you can
only have one citizenship is a 19th century view, and it has nothing
to do with the future world where most people will have more than
one citizenship in many instances.

Of course, membership has its privileges. It also has its duties
and its dues.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Matta, we would- appreciate .having any
amendments or changes that you would suggest in either of. the
measures. So,. please feeLfree to submit for the record-.

Mr. MATrA. Senator we willsubmit ichanges; but right .now the-.
changesI can advise-as to the language, as Senator Landrieu men-
tioned at the-beginning, we..should notfixwhat isnot broken. The-
good States of New Mexico.and Hawaii-right-:now have, two official
languages. Puerto.Rico has had.two official anguages since 1902.
We should-not add that language.
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And I think the findings are superfluous, but I can add that to
the record later.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Cooper, would you provide the committee with what you con-

sider a brief but accurate definition of commonwealth?
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Chairman, I would be happy to do that, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Admiral, you heard some witnesses ask for a def-

inition of free association that includes separate sovereignty for
Puerto Rico while retaining U.S. citizenship. Would you support
such a definition, or do you think that the citizenship should follow
sovereignty, in other words, U.S. citizenship with U.S. sovereignty
or Puerto Rican citizenship with Puerto Rican sovereignty?

Mr. HERNANDEZ. In my opinion sovereignty and citizenship are
inseparable constitutionally and legally. If Puerto Rico were to be
an independent state, then they necessarily would have to be inde-
pendent citizens of that country.

The CHAIRMAN. Just a couple of questions for the panel in its en-
tirety. Are you prepared individually and, if it is appropriate, col-
lectively, if you are a representative of groups to accept-when I
say accept, I mean for consideration to either accept or reject the
dictate of a congressional formula that would be presented with
consideration of your input but not necessarily guaranteeing that
there be any input because obviously the Congress acts as the Con-
gress acts. The disposition, of course, would be yours to accept or
reject. Is there anyone that would-

Mr. MATTA. If I may, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN [continuing]. That process in its entirety, or are

you indicating that you would be inclined to accept the will of Con-
gress is dictated in an opportunity for you to accept or reject?

Mr. MATTA. As I mentioned in my paper, Senator, constitu-
tionally the responsibility falls with Congress. The territorial phase
is transient. This is a negotiation between two unequal powers.
That is really the problem. You have to-

The CHAIRMAN. Answer my question, if you would.
Mr. MATTA. Yes, and we hope that the Senator would come out

with a definition so we can-
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Rivera? I would kind of like to get a yes or

no, and if you want to say no, you can elaborate a little bit.
Mr. RIVERA. Like I said before, I am not a lawyer. My wife is but

I am not. So, I will be clear, Mr. Senator. Mr. Chairman, you have
the power. Go ahead and do it. We will accept whatever you decide.

The CHAIRMAN. And you will accept or reject it.
Mr. RIVERA. We will accept or reject it. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Marquez.
Mr. MARQUEZ. Mr. Chairman, we do. We accept unequivocally.
Mr. RIGAU. I will consider whatever you decide. If you include a

definition that includes sovereignty in Puerto Rico and an associa-
tion with the United States under a treaty of union under the
Treaty Clause with dual citizenship, I will not only consider it, I
will endorse it.

Dr. QuIfTONEs. I will say the same thing that he says. I would
say to me it is not acceptable that Congress legislate without know-
ing what is important or what are the aspirations and ambitions
of the people that Congress is legislating.
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The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Ramirez.
Dr. RAMIREZ. I abided by the definition of Congress, but I would

like Congress to define, I would like Congress to clarify the citizen-
ship issue, and not with ambiguous language that will be a prob-
lem when we vote back home and all the big publicity campaign
starts-then we cannot refute that. So, I think that has to be clari-
fled.

I have always asked my friends here on the panel who support
free association or independence-they have never really answered
the question, why do they want U.S. citizenship? I really think
they want it for the money because I have not been able to get a
response from them on why they want U.S. citizenship.

[Applause.]
Dr. QUi&ONES. I think that, for example, you have the problem-

or not the problem, but the situation of the American Indians. In
their tribes they are sovereign, and they have citizenship of the
States where they reside. So, dual citizenship-I do not think it is
something that is new to the United States.

Mr. RIGAU. Mr. Chairman, as a matter of small personal privi-
lege, we are not seeking dual citizenship for the money. It is not
us who are saying that statehood implies a lot of money for Puerto
Rico. We are seeking it because we want an association without
economic dependence but with dual citizenship. We make that pro-
posal with respect for your proposal, and I ask you to respect ours.

Dr. RAMIREZ. They still do not answer the question, sir.
Mr. GuzMAN. Mr. Chairman, may I?
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Guzman, go ahead.
Mr. GuzMAN. Thank you, sir.
I do not think it is up to us to either accept or reject, with all

due respect. I think you are fulfilling your constitutional obligation,
and secondly, you are exercising what I in my position paper term
as mutual self-determination. You have a constitutional obligation,
of course, to our fellow citizens in the United States, and that is
only fulfilled by providing viable alternatives which meet with con-
stitutional parameters. So, in essence, your part of this self-deter-
mination process is in providing these definitions. Our part in ac-
cepting or rejecting comes at the time of voting.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. HERNkNDEZ. Mr. Chairman, I believe that it is imperative

that the Congress define clearly and unambiguously what each of
these three options means to this body. Then we will take it from
there and vote on our choices, but the definition must come from
you.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cooper.
Mr. COOPER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am quite certain that the Popular Democratic Party will very

carefully and with great respect consider whatever ultimately
emerges from this committee and this body. I do not believe that
the PDP could oblige itself to accept whatever might come forth if,
for example, the definition of commonwealth was inconsistent after
that considered and careful review, inconsistent with the ultimate
judgments about commonwealth and its features arrived at by the
leaders of the party.

The CHAIRMAN. So, then you would just reject it.
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Mr. COOPER. Excuse me?
The CHAIRIVIAN. Then you would reject the will of Congress if it

came down with a definition that was unsuitable in your opinion.
You would just basically reject whatever the structure of the pack-
age was. If it was all three choices, you would reject it for the rea-
son that it failed to meet an adequate definition.

-Mr. COOPER. I think that is right. I think reject it and otherwise
exercise their rights as American citizens to reject it both in the
ballot box and to perhaps challenge it in other forums.

The CHAIRMAN. One of the other observations that has been
made-and it has a certain sensitivity, depending on whether you
are a Puerto Rican American or an American that lives in Iowa or
Michigan or whatever, and that is the uniqueness that is of a Puer-
to Rican first and then an American, as opposed to what mbst
Americans consider themselves as Americans. Whether they live in
Alaska, Hawaii or whatever, we do not think of ourselves nec-
essarily as American Alaskans or Alaskan Americans. Puerto Rico
is a bit unique in that regard.

Now, there are other areas where there is a connotation of the
identity of the country, and of course, it is understandable knowing
the history of Puerto Rico and the fact that Puerto Rico was a war
prize basically. Yet, when Puerto Ricans are asked the question,
what are you, 90 percent respond a Puerto Rican American. It tells
the story but it does ring a little alarm bell in the minds of many
Americans simply because there is suddenly an awareness that
Puerto Rican is first as opposed to American.

That being as it may-
Mr. MARQUEZ. That is the story of colonialism.
The CHAIRMAN. The next issue that arises in the minds of non-

Puerto Rican Americans, let me put it that way, is the question of
education and the necessity of having a good understanding of
English. Of course, we debate this in New York. We debate this in
Texas, New Mexico, other States where we have relatively large
populations of Hispanics, and the jury is still out on the issue.

But it is my understanding that your laws are codified in
English, and my question to you-

Mr. RIGAU. They are legislated in Spanish and the Supreme
Courthouse decided that the court system in Puerto Rico is com-
pletely in Spanish. Completely.

Dr. RAMIREz. Not the Federal court.
The CHAIRMAN. You see it is my understanding the Federal laws

are codified in English and the Puerto Rican non-Federal laws are
in Spanish. I see a number of heads going up and down. I am in-
clined to believe that.

Mr. MARQUEZ. No, sir. They are in both languages. Under the Of-
ficial Languages Act in Puerto Rico, they have to be in both lan-
guages.

The CHAIRMAN. Relative to the level of educational direction rel-
ative to the English language, recognizing that the first language
of Puerto Rico is Spanish, what guarantees should there be-and
it is not relative to congressional action but it is a consideration
that is on the minds of many who will be playing a role in the de-
bate on the disposition of Puerto Rico. What role should English
play in the opportunities, if you will, for Puerto Ricans to recognize
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that as American citizens there is also an implied obligation, let me
put it that way, to have an understanding of English at an ade-
quate level? Is there anybody who wants to wander into that nee-
dle?

Mr. GUZmAN. May I? Because it was an oblique remark in my
statement. For many, many, many years, language has been used
as a political tool in Puerto Rico where it should belong in the edu-
cational field. It is very common because, as you know, language
as any other form of education, means empowerment for the citi-
zenry. The only way that Puerto Ricans could be kept as peons in
this colonial ensemble was by denying them the right to learn
English and that way they would have to remain on the island. I
believe that it is the right of every American child to learn English.
It is their right. It is also the right to learn as many languages as
they wish, that is, they are more powerful and the greatest rich-
ness in every aspect that they bring to the Nation, but to use as
the administration of the Popular Democratic Party did in elimi-
nating English as a language in the public schools, it is really a
crime against all these children that are born to a.life of lower sal-
aries and fewer rights. Giving them, Mr. Chairman, the empower-
ment of knowledge of the English language also meant that they
would demand equality in their rights and equality in their citizen-
ship.

Dr. RAMIREZ. I have something to add to that. It has always
amazed me that after the 100 years we have been citizens, and
that we have been a territory of the United States, now all of a
sudden people are concerned because we speak Spanish. Why did
you let 100 years go by without worrying about it until now? It just
does not make any sense.

I have been asked by people who we are bringing into a State.
I wonder if people did not realize we were there all the time. We
have been U.S. citizens all the time.

That question you said about Puerto Rican and American . . .
when you come up to the States and even when you fill out some
forms, when you go to work or something, they ask you if you are
Puerto Rican. It just gets into you because people ask you up here
to define yourself as a Puerto Rican. Some 50 years ago, you were
either caucasian or black. Now, you are.Puerto Rican. That is up
here. That is not us who are saying we are Puerto Ricans. That is
like asking a black, are you black or are you American? It is the
same question basically.

People in Puerto Rico do not want to renounce U.S. citizenship.
They want to remain citizens. They believe in the system. They
really, truly believe. They believe in the system. They believe in
the Constitution. They believe in the United States. They believe
in the flag, and it has been misconstrued by a few in Puerto Rico
to project the idea that we do not like those constitutional rights
and those symbols. And it is wrong. It is wrong, sir. We have been
here. We are Puerto Ricans. We are U.S. citizens. We have been
here for 100 years, and we are asking the United States to treat
us the same as everybody else and allow us to vote to have that
possibility. That is all there is to it.
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The CHAIRMAN. Do you accept English as not necessarily the first
language but English at a level that would ensure that children
can function in America with English?

Mr. HERNANDEZ. Mr. Chairman, may I wander into that thicket?
The CHAIRMAN. Let us start with the Admiral.
Mr. HERNANDEZ. May I address the point of language? I think it

may be an overly emphasized point. English is the language of the
planet. I was a naval aviator. I flew all over the world off aircraft
carrier, and I can talk to a Japanese controller in English or in
Italy or Greece. The language of aviation is English. English is the
language of medicine, of science, of industry, of economics, and the
planet. Any place that wants to live in the next century has to be
able be fluent in English. Puerto Rico is not excluded from that. We
are fluent in English.

But you do not have to legislate it. It is a desirable thing to be
multilingual. It is a desirable thing to be multilingual. English is
not legislated anyplace else in the United States. It should not
have to be legislated in Puerto Rico either.

The CHAIRMAN. In your opinion, what is the level of opportunity
for children to learn English in Puerto Rico as it exists today?

Mr. HERNANDEZ. I am a product of the local school system of
Puerto Rico.

[Applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. Well, while I appreciate the response, that does

not give me the reassurance that you might be a bit exceptional,
based on your career and opportunities. I am simply saying in your
view of the Puerto Rican education system, are there adequate op-
portunities or should it be a mandate?

Mr. HERNANDEZ. I do not think it should be a mandate, Senator.
I think that as a matter of course, everyone in Puerto Rico is learn-
ing English enough to participate in the world economy. That is the
only way to do it. It can be strengthened.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you all agree with that?
Mr. RIVERA. Mr. Chairman, I think that the State's responsibility

is to provide the opportunity and the facilities for English, and for
any other language to be taught, but it is the responsibility-and
I am going to be a little redundant here--of responsible parents
that want their children to succeed in this world that we live today.
They cannot go anywhere if they do not know the language of
English, regardless of it is in Puerto Rico or in China or in Japan
or anywhere else in the world. It is our responsibility as parents
to make sure that our children learn because it is to their benefit.
This is not a political balloon. It is just a simple fact of the
globalization that we live in. We have to learn English regardless
of what happens with our political status and it is the parents' re-
sponsibility to make sure that their children learn because if the
parents are not there, they are not going to learn.

If I may add something else, Mr. Senator. The United States is
quickly becoming one of the largest Hispanic nations in the world.
I go to Miami and I do not need to speak English. I go to L.A., I
do not need to speak English. I go to Dallas, I do not need to speak
English. So, this whole political balloon of whether we need to
learn English or Spanish or any other language for that matter is
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just that. It is a political balloon. We are willing to teach our chil-
dren and I think that is where the buck should stop.

Thank you, Mr. Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think it is fair to say that as we under-

stand the situation with the educational system in Puerto Rico,
Spanish is the first language. English is mandatory, but if the
youngster just takes English as a class and does not have an oppor-
tunity to continue to speak English, it can be very quickly lost. I
do not know what the alternative to that is, other than when I go
to Houston, I am happy that I can speak English because I can get
by.

[Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. So, I guess we are both fortunate.
Well, I think we have identified certainly the concerns that some

members have over the language opportunities for particularly the
young people, and how that is addressed I guess is a quandary in
our own country as well where we find many children coming out
of schools that speak their native language and not English. Those
of us who look objectively at that frown with a concern that they
are limiting their opportunities.

I would conclude the hearing now unless anyone has a final
statement that they want to make, and they are only going to get
30 seconds, but I will give each of you 30 seconds. Mr. Matta, you
volunteered.

Mr. MATTA. Senator, I do have to address a point you made.
Where I come from in New York, anyone you ask in a street will
refer to themselves as Irish Americans, Italian Americans, or Jew-
ish Americans, and no one ever questions their loyalty to America.
We are, of course, proud to be Americans. It is just a matter of se-
mantics that people use the word Puerto Rico first.

The CHAIRMAN. That is a good point.
Anybody else?
Mr. MATTA. If I may for the last 10 seconds. We have had 10

years of this focus on this legislation. It has actually been 100
years in a struggle. I know the good Senator has only taken this
over the last few months, so all 100 years is not on your shoulders.
But this has been a struggle. Please, Senator, expedite this.

The CHAIRVIAN. Anybody else? Mr. Guzman, you have been gone
while we have resolved the issue.

Mr. GuzMAN. Sorry, sir.
One last statement. Please bite the bullet.
Mr. RIGAU. Mr. Chairman, we love this country. It has been 100

years. The time for action is now. Please resolve this problem now.
Do not make us wait another 100 years. Do not make us all come
here again and plead for our rights.

Mr. GuzmAN. In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank
you again for your efforts on our behalf. You have 3 and a half, al-
most 4 million fellow Americans in a state of limbo. It is either re-
maining in this limbo or making a transition to being first-class
Americans or first-class Puerto Ricans, but not second-class Ameri-
cans and second-class Puerto Ricans.

Mr. RIvERA. Mr. Senator, if I may.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
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Mr. RIVERA. Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for your
efforts. I want you to know that my organization will endorse what-
ever legislation comes out of this Senate, this body. The Republican
Party is behind you. The Hispanics of all nationalities of the
United States are waiting for this, and we urge you to act now, Mr.
Senator. Thank you very much.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Admiral.
Mr. HERNANDEZ. Just a 30-second comment. Senator, I think a

simplified bill this year-I know time is short, but I think a very
simplified bill this year on the 100th anniversary of the arrivals of
the Americans will really mean more than a very comprehensive
bill next year. So, I urge you to try to get that done this year.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cooper.
Mr. COOPER. Thank you. I just want to react to the point made

earlier that the commonwealth status should not be on the ballot
at all. I think it obvious that if that were the case, the true senti-
ments of the people of Puerto Rico would not be known by any ref-
erendum that took place without it and an inaccurate description
of commonwealth would be effectively tantamount to excluding it.

In conclusion, I just want to thank the chairman and the com-
mittee for welcoming the thoughts of the PDP and the other people
that you have heard from today.

Dr. RAMIREz. Sir, the actual commonwealth is on the ballot and
the PDP does not want it. They reject it.

[Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Dr. QuIRONEs. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for your at-

tention and consideration. I think you should act, but I think if you
act, please do not act with the premise that Puerto Ricans are resi-
dents of the United States living in Puerto Rico but are Puerto Rico
as a nation.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to thank the panel and announce that at
9 o'clock tomorrow morning we will resume. We will have Senator
D'Amato, Senator Lieberman, Senator Torricelli, the Honorable
Nydia Velazquez, Congresswoman; Congressman Jose Serrano,
Luis Gutierrez of the House, and the Honorable Carlos A. Romero-
Barcelo, who is here today, Puerto Rican Resident Commissioner.
The administration will be represented by Jeffrey Farrow, co-chair
of the White House Task Force on Puerto Rico. He will be accom-
panied by representatives of the Department of Justice, and I sus-
pect we will probably have a few more. We will also limit their
time as we have you people.

I do want to thank you for staying within the time limits. Your
testimony has been invaluable to the committee.

The hearing is adjourned. I wish you a good day.
[Applause.]
[Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to recon-

vene at 9 a.m., Wednesday, July 15, 1998.]
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 15, 1998

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:08 a.m. in room SH-

216, Hart Senate Office Building, Hon. Frank H. Murkowski, chair-
man, presiding.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK H. MURKOWSKI,
U.S. SENATOR FROM ALASKA

The CHAIRMAN. Good morning. We will call the hearing to order.
This would be the second day of our hearings on pending legisla-

tion with regard to self-determination for Puerto Rico, covering
H.R. 856, to provide a process leading to full self-government for
Puerto Rico, and S. 472, to provide for referenda in which the resi-
dents of Puerto Rico may express democratically their preferences
regarding the political status of the territory, and for other pur-
poses.

We moved the hearing a half hour ahead to accommodate various
members who had other committee meetings, and I would call to
the dais at this time the Honorable Carlos A. Romero-Barcel6,
Puerto Rican Resident Commissioner. Good morning. I would ask
that he be joined by the Honorable Luis Gutierrez. Good morning.

Mr. GUTIERREZ. Good morning, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Also Mr. Jose Serrano. Good morning, Congress-

man. And the Honorable Nydia M. Velazquez. Good morning.
We have a couple of absent Senators. I do not see them. Senator

Lieberman intends to be here. Senator D'Amato will definitely be
here.

We also have an administration witness who we will call after
this panel, Jeffrey Farrow, Co-Chair of the White House Task
Force on Puerto Rico.

Lady and gentlemen, you had an opportunity to participate or at
least hear a good deal of presentations that were made by the var-
ious individuals yesterday. I think as a consequence I do appreciate
the fact that you accommodated us to accommodate the visitors
from Puerto Rico so that we did not have to change their travel
schedules, by agreeing to be on the second day, because it was pret-
ty difficult to try and get everybody on the first day.

With that, I would call on the Honorable Carlos Romero, the
Puerto Rico Commissioner, to proceed, and we look forward to your
statement, my friend.

(87)
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[The prepared statements of Senators Hatch and Torricelli fol-
low:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. ORRIN G. HATCH, U.S. SENATOR FROM UTAH

Chairman Murkowski and distinguished members of the Committee, I am pleased
to be a cosponsor of S. 472, the Puerto Rico Self-Determination Act, and want -to-
thank you for inviting my views on this legislation. I compliment you for holding
these hearings, and for the iuminating series of workshops sponsored by your Com-
mittee in recent months. Not only will these sessions provide insight on this issue,
but they will make clear exactly-what this legislation does and does not do.

I decided to join Senator Craig's bipartisan effort because I believe that we owe
the people of Puerto Rico a fair opportunity to vote on clear, viable choices for their
future political status. Both houses of Puerto Rico's legislature have passed resolu-
tions calling upon the Congress to address this question and to sanction viable bal-
lot definitions for a plebiscite. The Governor has also requested our intercession.

The people of Puerto Rico, having sacrificed in the defense of liberty as proud citi-
zens in the armed forces of this nation, deserve our attention to this matter. The
fundamental right of self-determination transcends political considerations, and the
citizens of Puerto Rico deserve to have that right respected. We must develop a
process that is fair to all parties, including realistic and constitutionally sound defi-
nitions of the choices before them. I look forward to working with Chairman Mur-
kowski, with Senator Craig, who has been a tremendous leader on this issue, and
with all interested parties.toward this end.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT G. TORRICELLI, U.S. SENATOR
FROM NEW JERSEY

Thank you Chairman Murkowski for the opportunity to testify before the Commit-
tee. As we find ourselves nearing the end of this 105th Congress, we have yet to
finalize a critical piece of legislation that embodies the American ideal of democracy
and the right of participation: Puerto Rico's right to choose its political status.

Since 1898 we have pondered the question of Puerto Rico's political status. Is it
mere chance or serendipity that finds us, exactly 100 years later, still debating the
issue? The evolution of our relationship with this island, while not totally without
strife, has been a steady progress.

Nineteen years after the United States was given Puerto Rico as a concession
from the Spanish-American war, the U.S. Constitution was changed to grant Puerto
Rican's American citizenship. This first major step in our fledgling relationship with
Puerto Rico became the foundation for the bond that currently exists today. It
opened the door to an exchange of values, cultures, and ideals that has benefitted
both us and the people of Puerto Rico, and continues to this day.

In 1952, the next step in the evolution of our relationship provided commonwealth
status. The ties to Puerto Rico, while loosened, were still there. Puerto Ricans could,
in a limited manner, manage their own internal island affairs, vote for their own
government representatives, but were still subject, without voice, to the-final rule
of Congress.

Forty-six years later, we find ourselves at another decision point. The momentum
for giving Puerto Ricans the right to choose has grown over that period of time, and
we must move to that next logical step. For 100 years Congress has made, without
Puerto Rican representation, the decisions for Puerto Rico. Although citizens of the
United States, Puerto Ricans do not share the same privileges and rights that citi-
zens of our 50 states are accorded. Since July, 1998 is the century mark of our rela-
tionship with Puerto Rico, it is only fitting that we take the next step: Puerto Rico's
right to self-determination.

It is time for us to act on S. 472. When I originally cosponsored this bill, I believed
very strongly that our relationship with Puerto Rico could not continue to grow and
prosper unless we give the people the opportunity to decide their own political sta-
tus. I still firmly believe this to be true. By granting them American citizenship
back in 1917, we paved the way for Puerto Ricans to expect the rights all American
citizens have in common: Freedom and the opportunity to choose.

Mr. Chairman, there is a 100 year history behind this moment. Puerto Rico's sta-
tus has progressed from that of territory to that of commonwealth. The next logical
step is at hand. Whether the members of Congress believe that next step should
be a statehood, independence, or a continued commonwealth status is not the issue.
Of much greater importance is what the people of Puerto Rico want. It should be
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their choice, and it is our responsibility to ensure they have the opportunity to make
that choice.

Mr. Chairman, I urge the Committee to support and move S. 472, so that the en-
tire Senate might have the opportunity to vote on it before this session ends. If we
do not move it out of Committee and onto the Senate Floor, we will have done a
great disservice to the Puerto Rican people, and we will have deprived them of the
rights we hold dearly as Americans.

STATEMENT OF HON. CARLOS A. ROMERO-BARCELO,
RESIDENT COMMISSIONER, PUERTO RICO

Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. members of
the committee, good morning.

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you and the committee for sched-
uling this hearing and the discussion of the Puerto Rico status bill,
S. 472, and its companion legislation, H.R. 856. It is a real privi-
lege to be here today and to take part in this historic process. The
unresolved dilemma of Puerto Rico's status is the single most im-
portant long-term issue of concern to all Puerto Ricans. It per-
meates every aspect of our political and economic life and it holds
our future hostage.

I have spent 33 years, most of my adult life, struggling to achieve
equality for the people of Puerto Rico. The year 1998 marks the
centennial anniversary of the end of the Spanish-American War
and the beginning of Puerto Rico's status as an unincorporated ter-
ritory of the United States. It marks 100 years of congressional in-
difference to the Puerto Rican dream of political equality and it
marks a century through which the democratic rights of the people
of Puerto Rico have been ignored, unhappily, I may add, as a result
of our own acquiescence and our own inaction and acceptance of a
relationship which denies democracy to almost 4 million U.S. citi-
zens.

But 1998 could sound a grace note. This centennial year offers
the people of Puerto Rico and Congress an historic opportunity to
undo the unequal relationship between the United States and
Puerto Rico and to extend to the U.S. citizens of the island the full
rights and guarantees of citizenship through the exercise of the
right of self-determination.

S. 472 and H.R. 856 have what is needed to accomplish this his-
toric mission. By providing definitions that detail the privileges
and limitations of each status option, Congress introduces a truth
in labeling policy that is essential if the process of self-determina-
tion is to have meaning and legitimacy.

For nearly 5 decades an honest debate on status has been frus-
trated by misrepresentations of the truth about the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico and the nature of the U.S. citizenship bestowed on
the residents of the island. In 1950, when Congress passed the
Puerto Rico Federal Relations Act, it authorized the people of Puer-
to Rico to draw up a constitution and develop a local self-govern-
ment. Although a byproduct of this process was the creation of the
so-called commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Federal Relations Act
did not alter the island's status as an unincorporated territory, sub-
ject to the authority and plenary powers of Congress under the Ter-
ritorial Clause of the U.S. Constitution.

Congressional intention was clear. The purpose of the legislation
was to give a new name to the political relationship and allow the
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local government to be set up under a constitution in lieu of a Fed-
eral statute until the issue of the status was resolved. In other
words, our local government, the executive, the judiciary, and the
legislative, were set up in Puerto Rico under the Jones Act. What
Congress did is say: Instead of having the Jones Act, you set up
a government more or less the same way the Jones Act con-
templates it and establish the rights that are in the Jones Act
under a constitution, and we will take a look at the constitution.
If we like it we will approve it and then you can go ahead and re-
peal the Jones Act and substitute it with your constitution. That
is all that happened.

Commonwealth architect Luis Mufioz. Marin understood this. In
testimony during a congressional hearing on March 4, 1950, he ac-
knowledged that the Federal Relations Act did not change the fun-
damental conditions of Puerto Rico as to non-incorporation and
only permitted Puerto Rico to develop its own self-government.

Although he did not expressly use the phrase "local self-govern-
ment," and this is where the whole charade comes around, he obvi-
ously understood that the word "local" was implied. However, when
the Popular Democratic Party and their leaders sold the Common-
wealth status to the people of Puerto Rico the sales pitch did not
reflect the reality of our circumstances as a territory. Instead, com-
monwealth was hailed as a treaty, a bilateral pact that could only
be altered by mutual consent.

We all know that Congress cannot delegate or refuse to exercise
its constitutional. powers for ever and ever or deprive or deny fu-
ture Congresses the -exercise of their authority under the Constitu-
tion. We all know that. That is a basic tenet.

Under this rubric, the island's territorial status was called "com-
monwealth" in English, but in Spanish it was called "Estado Libre
Asociado," which literally translated means "free associated state."
But the notion that Puerto Rico supposedly signed a bilateral pact
with the United States and that it really was a free associated
state implied a degree of sovereignty and judicial personality that
Puerto Rico never possessed, much less exercised.

For that reason, Governor Mufioz Marin realized that he could
not use the literal translation of "Estado Libre Asociado" and de-
cided to use the word "commonwealth," which means nothing more
than a body politic.

Unfortunately, the U.S. Government became a party to this mis-
representation and in 1953 it notified the United Nations that it
would no longer submit reports regarding the status of Puerto Rico
because it claimed that the island had achieved the full measure
of self-government and administration under the new constitu-
tional arrangement.

We all know that this was fiction. The unvarnished truth is that
Puerto Rico's colonial or territorial status never changed. To this
day the economic, social, and political affairs of the people of Puer-
to Rico are controlled and influenced by a government which is in
no way politically accountable to us, the people of Puerto Rico.

I am the evidence of that. Here in Congress I represent 3.8 mil-
lion U.S. citizens, 6 times more than any other Representative, and
we have no Senators, and I cannot vote. Puerto Ricans may not
vote in presidential elections and we have no voting representation
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in Congress. We proudly march off to war under the Stars and
Stripes, but we may not vote for the President who calls us to
arms. Landmark legislation on status comes before Congress, but
the sole duly elected representative of the nearly 4 million Amer-
ican citizens living in Puerto Rico has no vote when the legislation
reaches the floor of either chamber.

Inexcusably, the deception continues. In English Puerto Rico is
called a "commonwealth," alluding to the likes of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts, the Commonwealth of Virginia, the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and
inferring that Puerto Rico has been incorporated into the United
States and its residents enjoy the status rights and guarantees as
those citizens in the States of Virginia, Massachusetts, Pennsyl-
vania, and Kentucky.

In Spanish the island is described as an "Estado Libre Asociado,"
which translates as the "Free Associated State of Puerto Rico."
This nomenclature creates the illusion that the island is an inde-
pendent country which enjoys equal stature with the United States
in the community of nations. In one deft rhetorical flourish, com-
monwealth appears to be all things to Puerto Ricans while failing
to secure the elemental right of self-determination upon which our
independence or our incorporation as a State or even our status as
a truly free associated state depends.

Proponents of commonwealth forestall any movement on status
by maintaining their charade in the polling booth. For example, in
a 1993 nonbinding plebiscite on Puerto Rico's status the definition
of "commonwealth" offered by its proponents described a status
structure that simply does not exist, and this fantasy of an en-
hanced and, by the way, unconstitutional commonwealth was pit-
ted against the immutable definitions of separate sovereignty and
statehood.

Such word play makes a mockery of the process of self-deter-
mination and it puts at risk one of the things Puerto Ricans value
most for ourselves and our children, and that is our standing as
U.S. citizens. For half a century, commonwealth advocates have as-
sured Puerto Ricans that their U.S. citizenship is irrevocable. That
may be true for the present generation, because our citizenship will
not be revoked without our consent by Congress. But it is not a
heritage that necessarily will transfer irrevocably to future genera-
tions of Puerto Ricans unless we are a State.

There is a definite geographical discrimination. Residents in
Puerto Rico, even those who have constitutional citizenship do not
have the same rights in Puerto Rico as they have in the rest of the
Nation. The truth is that ours is a statutory citizenship and the
Popular Democratic Party would have you eliminate that from the
definition, as though we should not tell the truth to the people of
Puerto Rico.

Where do we derive our citizenship from? The Jones Act of 1917.
It does not have the same staying power as a constitutional citizen-
ship and, except for naturalized citizens, the Constitution only
guarantees citizenship to individuals born in one of the States or
naturalized.

The people of Puerto Rico deserve straight talk and only Con-
gress can put an end to decades of doubletalk. This is why it is im-
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perative that any legislation on status contain explicit definitions
of each status option. Both S. 472 and H.R. 856 adhere to this prin-
ciple, providing accurate and constitutionally sound definitions and,
though the definitions in the bills differ slightly in detail, they are
compatible in their substance.

S. 472 is a thoughtful status-neutral legislation that addresses
all the elements necessary for the U.S. citizens of Puerto Rico to
exercise self-determination and to see that decision implemented
responsibly, with planning and care. In sports terminology, S. 472
is legislation that can go the distance, and so is H.R. 856. The rest
is up to Congress.

The preference of H.R. 856 in terms of definition is that at least
the definition of "commonwealth" has been ironed out between both
the Democratic Party and the Republican Party, in the House.

Congress must reject the arguments of those who would deny the
American citizens of Puerto Rico the right to vote on status because
they fear the island residents will choose statehood. That is why
they object to the definitions, because they know that when the
people of Puerto Rico are confronted with the truth about common-
wealth they will reject commonwealth and choose statehood.

They must reject the nativist sentiment that the Hispanic herit-
age of Puerto Rico disqualifies our American citizens from equal
participation in the American dream and they must reject obstruc-
tionist tactics to impose historically unprecedented language or
super-majority requirements on the Puerto Rican electorate in
order for it to petition for statehood.

The American citizens of Puerto Rico who have risked life and
limb for this democracy. Since 1917 when citizenship was extended
to island residents, more than 400,000 Puerto Ricans have served
in the U.S. armed forces. In fact, beginning with World War One,
an estimated 197,000 Puerto Ricans have fought in every military
engagement the country has faced during this century. Approxi-
mately 48,000 Puerto Ricans served in Vietnam and during the Ko-
rean Conflict the 61,000 troops sent to the front by Puerto Rico out-
numbered the forces of 32 States in absolute numbers and were
second only to Hawaii when measured on a per capita basis.

It is a sad irony that the language or ethnicity of Puerto Ricans
is irrelevant when they are called to defend democracy, but it be-
comes a cause of alarm when they want to participate as equal in
the democracy that they have .helped secure. We have been equal
in war and death; we have not been equal in life and peace.

Finally, Congress must turn a deaf ear to the economic argu-
ments raised against Puerto Rican self-determination. To justify co-
lonialism because a territory fails to thrive as well as the States
in a colonial economy is the ultimate Catch-22. The arguments that
statehood will be too costly, locally and nationally, and that Fed-
eral taxes will destroy the local economy are arguments that were
raised most recently against Alaska and Hawaii. Similar objections
were voiced in protest against the inclusion of at least 20 other
States that have managed to thrive since their incorporation.

Puerto Rico will thrive as well, because it has outstanding
human resources and the assets for growth. These assets include
a strong manufacturing base, skilled workers, many of whom are
bilingual and experienced in the use of high tech equipment, its
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strategic location, and the tourist appeal of its scenic beauties and
historic landmarks.

If the members of Congress want the territory's economy to grow
further and faster they need to liberate Puerto Rico's economic and
political future from the terminal uncertainty of its unresolved ter-
ritorial status. They must pave the way for Puerto Rico to become
a partner or go its own way.

Carpe diem, seize the day. "There is a time for everything and
a season for every activity under heaven," to quote Ecclesiastes.
After a century of debate, now is the time for Congress to pass sta-
tus legislation and now is the season for the people of Puerto Rico
to exercise democracy's fundamental right of self-determination.

Thank you.
[Applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
I do not know whether that response is for the quote from Eccle-

siastes, but we'd better leave well enough alone.
I have been asked to accommodate Nydia Velasquez because of

a hearing over in the House. I recognize other members of hearings
as well, and I will try and do the best I can. Please proceed.

Ms. VELAzQUEz. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. You notice we have a red light on, which means

that Carlos went a little over. But I think he finished his state-
ment.

Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. NYDIA M. VELAZQUEZ,
U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEW YORK

Ms. VELzQUEz. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for accom-
modating my schedule.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to testify before your
distinguished committee. This hearing addresses a very important
legislative and constitutional matter that will have a historic im-
pact on the lives of all Puerto Ricans. Mr. Chairman, I think that
we can all agree that the people of Puerto Rico must be given the
right to self-determination. Unfortunately, neither S. 472 nor H.R.
856 accomplishes this.

These bills are the product of. a flawed legislative process that
was designed to produce a very specific result. They were written
without consulting all the parties that have a very real interest in
its outcome. Proponents of these measures will try to say that this.
is about self-determination-nothing could be further from the
truth. Instead, these one-sided and biased proposals favor Puerto
Rican statehood. They were written by the party that supports
statehood in a way that promotes statehood, without consulting all
the participants in this very, very sensitive process.

Under these bills, Puerto Ricans will be given the choice between
statehood, commonwealth status, or separate sovereignty. Yet the
Commonwealth option does not even guarantee citizenship. Why
was citizenship not statutory back in 1990 when the House voted
for this bill? I do not understand what happened since 1990.

The authors of this legislation have said that our citizenship is
statutory. Simply put, this means that our citizenship can be taken
away. Tell that to the widows of men who fought and died in for-

51-935 98-4
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eign wars so that the citizenship of all Americans will be guaran-
teed. Mr. Chairman, tell that to my uncle who fought valiantly in
Korea for my colleagues and for me and for all Americans every-
where.

Furthermore, if the people of Puerto Rico were to choose com-
monwealth status, the bills would require further plebiscites until
either statehood or separate sovereignty wins. This double stand-
ard applied to commonwealth shows how the deck is stacked in
favor of statehood. Under those conditions, not even the most force-
ful defender of commonwealth status will vote for it.

Many people forget that the original version of the House bill did
not even include a commonwealth option. The party that supports
commonwealth status had no input in the drafting of these bills
and has been repeatedly shut out of the process. Amazingly, the
president of the Commonwealth Party learned about the bill's defi-
nition of commonwealth from a reporter.

In fact, the statehood party had to rewrite the Commonwealth
definition after a poll in a major Puerto Rican newspaper showed
that 75 percent of Puerto Ricans supported inclusion of a fair and
balanced commonwealth option, which these bills lack.

Mr. Chairman, it is an affront to the democratic process that the
definition of commonwealth status was written by the very party
that opposes it. It is like allowing Republicans to decide who could
appear on the Democratic ballot.

Five years ago the people of Puerto Rico held a plebiscite on this
issue and chose to maintain their current status. This is a situation
that the losers in that contest do not seem willing to accept. Yet
the outcome was an important one.

It reaffirmed the permanent U.S. citizenship of the people of
Puerto Rico that is guaranteed under the Constitution. It acknowl-
edged the bilateral nature of the U.S.-Puerto Rico relationship. It
confirmed the autonomous status of Puerto Rico, which can only be
changed by mutual consent.

Supporters of this legislation are rejecting each and every one of
these arguments when they say that citizenship can only be pro-
tected under statehood. Puerto Ricans are American citizens and
we are proud to be American citizens. We do not need a plebiscite
to prove that we are Americans any more than the people of Mas-
sachusetts or Virginia do.

These bills are not the result of a democratic process. They do
not define all the choices to the satisfaction of the very people who
will participate in this plebiscite. By defeating these bills we will
be sending a message that we truly honor the idea of self-definition
for the people of Puerto Rico.

Mr. Chairman, I urge you not to be fooled by the arguments of
the other side. This legislation is a vote for statehood, not a vote
for self-determination.

At this time, I must unfortunately excuse myself. As Ranking
Democratic Member of the House Small Business Committee, I
must attend a hearing this morning in which the Small Business
Administration will testify. However, in the coming months I look
forward to continuing this dialogue with my Senate colleagues.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Congresswoman. I might
just ask, do you have a specific recommendation or preference? We
have heard from Carlos Romero, who spoke very eloquently on his
particular point of view, and you have been critical of both bills.
Do you have a particular specific recommendation on what you
would like to see done to determine and resolve self-determination
for Puerto Rico?

Ms. VELzQUEZ. Well, I would like to see an open process where.
all of the parties involved participate in the definition of each for-
mula. I do not have a political preference as to what is the best
status of Puerto Rico. I will not say to the people of Puerto Rico
that this is the best status for them. I will allow for the people of
Puerto Rico.to make that choice for themselves in an open process.
But this is not an open process, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. One other follow-up question, if I may. It is the
issue of definitions and, as we heard throughout the hearing yes-
terday, there is a difficulty in reaching consensus on definition. We
pretty much resolved to recognize that Congress would set the defi-
nition and then it would be up to the people of Puerto Rico to ei-
ther accept or reject it and a referendum vote.

Would you favor that?
Ms. VELAzQUEz. I will favor that there is a consultation with

each of the political parties that will be involved in this process.
But I do not think that there has been a consultation with each one
of them.

The CHAIRMAN. I guess my point is relatively narrow. Assuming
we cannot get consensus with all of them, which I think is probably
realistic, the suggestion is that Congress would have to come up
with the decisions and then the people of Puerto Rico. would then
either accept or reject it, and I see some heads waving this way
and this way.

Ms. VELzQUEz. The problem is that it is well known that one
of the three parties has been very much involved in drafting the
definitions with the Members of Congress and the Members of the
Senate, and I do not think that is fair. That is the perception in
Puerto Rico, and if it happens this way many people in Puerto Rico
will opt to boycott any referendum. If we do not have the broad
participation of the people of Puerto Rico because they have the
perception that this has not been a democratic process and a fair
one, then I do not think that then we will be able to resolve the
self-determination question.

We need for the people of Puerto Rico to feel that this is a demo-
cratic process that is a fair one, and that is not the perception at
this point.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I appreciate your statement, and I would
advise you the record will be open for 10 days. Again I would like
to reiterate what I consider to be the harsh reality is, as and if we
proceed, that Congress will have to come up with the definitions
and it will be up to the people of Puerto Rico to either accept or
reject that in a referendum form.

I wish you a good day and thank you for your statement.
Ms. VELAzQUEz. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I am going to try to accommodate those members

who have committee hearings and other commitments, and I be-
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lieve Senator D'Amato is one of them, but there may be others. Can
you share with me your own particular time priorities, gentlemen?

Mr. SERRANO. I have an appropriations meeting ten-ish or so.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, why does not whoever has to go jump first.

Senator D'Amato.

STATEMENT OF HON. ALFONSE D'AMATO, U.S. SENATOR FROM
NEW YORK

Senator D'AMATO. If I might, Mr. Chairman, and let me ask the
indulgence of my great friend and colleague Congressman Serrano
and Congressman Gutierrez, a friend of long, long standing, and let
me commend former Governor and great Representative from Puer-
to Rico, Carlos Romero-Barcel6, whose wife happens to come from
the adjoining village where I grew up and where I was raised,
Baldwin, Long Island. So we have been friends for just many,
many years. And my good friend Senator Lieberman.

I am going to ask that my full statement, Mr. Chairman, because
time is of the essence and I know my colleagues have places to go
and I do have to chair a hearing in a few minutes. But I have to
tell you-

The CHAIRMAN. Senator D'Amato, you are going to make a state-
ment, right?

Senator D'AMATO. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I just wanted to make sure, to prepare us all for

what was coming.
I am going to be stepping out for just a moment. I have some

constituents in the back room, but Senator Landrieu would be kind
enough. So please continue.

Senator D'AMATO. I want you to stay if you could, Mr. Chairman,
for 15 seconds.

The CHAIRMAN. I will stay for as much as I can, Senator
D'Amato.

Senator D'AMATO. 15 seconds.
You have demonstrated great courage, great leadership, in bring-

ing us to this point. Let us understand the political realities and
the currents and the undercurrents that exist. Some of our col-
leagues are adamantly opposed to even considering giving people
the right of self-determination. I am proud to say that we have in
your leadership a man of great courage who is taking this forward
because you feel it is important to give people that basic right to
self-determination to the people of Puerto Rico.

What the definitions may or may not be, I believe you have accu-
rately stated, is something that the Congress, after listening to
all-and I wish the Congresswoman was here, because indeed the
various political parties have an opportunity to put forth to this
committee what they believe the language can and should be in
terms of fairly stating what commonwealth might be, and obviously
I would hope that people would understand what citizenship and
being the fifty-first State of this country would put forth. So I reject
that argument.

Indeed, you have opened the way again by holding these hear-
ings-and this is not the first day-and extending yourself and the
committee so that all of those interested can come forward and par-
ticipate. I see a great statesman, leader, citizen, leader now, Gov-
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ernor Ferre, who is with us. It has been my privilege to visit and
to be with him and to know the passion that he shares.

I think that all can come to one conclusion, that the right for peo-
ple to determine for themselves freely, fairly, with a proposition
that sets forth what the conditions are as it relates to common-
wealth and obviously giving people an opportunity to vote for inde-
pendence if that is what they want, and/or statehood is something
that all of us should be supportive of, Republican, Democrat, lib-
eral, conservative, if we believe in the values of this country.

Indeed, you have heard the Governor so eloquently talk about
the sacrifices made in defense of this country by the people of Puer-
to Rico when our Nation has had times of conflict.

So I can only say to you, Mr. Chairman, I commend you. I know
that this is not easy. The stewardship of this important undertak-
ing is something that weighs heavily on you and that you have re-
sponded as no other chairman.

So I feel very strongly that self-determination is something that
all of us should stand up for. That is what this is about.

I thank my colleagues for yielding me this time and I thank the
Chair and I want to commend him.

[Applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator D'Amato. Thank

you very much.
Senator D'Amato, the chairman of the Banking Committee, has

another hearing.
Again, I would try to accommodate whomever might be inclined

to be under a time frame.
Senator LIEBERMAN. I will yield to Congressman Serrano because

he was here first.
The CHAIRMAN. Congressman, would you please go ahead.
Would you just excuse me for a moment. I have got to go around

the corner. Senator Landrieu, would you continue to conduct?
Senator LANDRIEU [presiding]. I will be happy to take his place

for a few minutes.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOSE E. SERRANO,
U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEW YORK

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Senators.
I come before you today in very, very, very, very strong support

of S. 472 and its companion bill in the House. I was a prime co-
sponsor, original cosponsor, of that bill. I lobbied for it. I was glad
to see its passage.

I think that this bill and this whole process is important because
on July 25 of this year the relationship between Puerto Rico and
the United States will be 100 years old. If you add to that the 405
years that Puerto Rico was under control of the Spanish govern-
ment, you will understand that Puerto Rico has not either been
part of a country or an independent Nation for over 505 years. To
me there is no doubt that Puerto Rico is a colony of the United
States.

I come to you in a very unique situation. I was born in the colony
and now I am a member of the colonial power's Congress. That is
not an easy situation to deal with on a daily basis. I can handle
all other issues as they pertain to my job in Congress, as to my role
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as a Puerto Rican in this society, but I have a very difficult time
waking up every morning and, when I think of the island where
I was born and the community where I reside, to understand that
the country that my children were born in holds a colony in the
Caribbean, the island that I was born in.

I believe that this bill begins a process by which we can end that.
Some will tell you this bill favors statehood. That is absolutely not
true, because that makes an assumption I cannot make, which is
that if Puerto Rico asks for statehood Congress is ready to grant
it. Now, we know that 100 members of the Senate and 435 mem-
bers of the House will deliberate on that issue when that time
comes.

There is nothing in this bill that guarantees statehood. Statehood
is the more difficult of the decisions for this Congress to make, I
imagine, and therefore there is no guarantee. I do not have a prob-
lem with that.

What I do have a problem with is inaction and the risk of having
my children, who were born here, and my grandchildren, 1 already
who is 5 years old, discussing this status issue, this colonial status
issue, 15, 20, 25 years from now.

Now, let me be clear, because there is a question that is always
asked of every Puerto Rican: What are you for? Well, I may be the
leader or the creator of a new movement, which is not for some-
thing, but is definitely against something. I am with every energy
of my body against the present colonial status. Independence is ac-
ceptable to me, statehood is acceptable to me. I think that inde-
pendence is a dignified option for the people and a dignified solu-
tion for Congress, and I think statehood is a dignified option for
both Puerto Rico and the United States.

That is a decision we should make jointly. But the present situa-
tion is unacceptable. In fact, if I had my way, Senator, I would not
include commonwealth as an option. Since I believe that common-
wealth is unfair, is unequal, and is colonial in nature, I do not feel
good as a member of Congress offering an unjust solution or an un-
just option. But we knew that in order to get a bill we had to ac-
commodate some folks who are still not happy, because they did
not get the option written the way they want it.

Now, everyone in Puerto Rico wants change. Let me explain
what I mean. Everyone speaks about a vote that was taken in 1993
where the so-called commonwealth option beat out, slightly, state-
hood. It is important to note the statehood on that ballot was what
we know statehood to be, independence on that ballot was what we
know independence to be. Commonwealth was a wish list of what
commonwealth could possibly be in the future.

Therefore no one in 1993 voted for the current commonwealth
status and no one is willing to accept it now. Congress should not,
either.

This bill provides this opportunity. Move it along. Get it passed.
Bring it to conference. Work it out and let the people of Puerto Rico
have a vote. Then we in Congress can commemorate, celebrate, ob-
serve, or whatever we want to call this one hundredth anniversary
of this relationship by moving toward the democratic principle of
self-determination.
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In addition, there is an amendment that I introduced in the
House and which Senator D'Amato supports in the Senate, which
would allow those of us born on the island who live outside the is-
land to participate in this vote. We did this because we believe that
this is a vote for all the children of the colony, not just those who
live there-this is not a vote for governor, this is not a vote for
mayor of my home town. This is a one-time vote for this kind of
a situation.

Unfortunately, a little parliamentary miscue in the House de-
feated that amendment. Senator D'Amato still supports it.

Let me conclude by saying this to you. As a member of Congress,
I join our colleagues in both houses on a daily basis in promoting
democracy throughout the world. Not far from the island of Puerto
Rico this country spends a lot of energy asking for "fair and demo-
cratic elections." Yet Puerto Rico has never had an opportunity to
determine its relationship with the United States.

Commonwealth, the colonial status, should be unacceptable to
every member of both parties. Independence is a dignified option
for both, statehood is a dignified option for both. Let us move and
let us not celebrate another anniversary with a colonial subject in
the Caribbean.

I thank you.
[Applause.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Serrano follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. Josg E. SERRANO, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM NEW YORK

Good morning Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, and fellow Members of
Congress. I want to thank you, Senator Murkowski, your Committee staff, and ev-
eryone who has worked so very hard, with exemplary fairness, unswerving commit-
ment to democracy, and untirng efforts, on behalf of full democratic rights for all
the American citizens of Puerto Rico. This collective effort truly exemplifies the best
of true American democratic tradition

This is indeed a historic moment. S. 472 will provide the first ever Congression-
ally mandated referendum on the political status of the territory of Puerto Rico. Mr.
Chairman, my deepest thanks for keeping this process moving. I look forward to
seeing it brought to a successful conclusion.

I SUPPORT S. 472

I appear before you in strong and full support of S. 472. This bill establishes a
process to end the present colonial status of Puerto Rico. This bill has bipartisan
support for good reasons. It is a good bill, a needed bill. I fully support the process
for decolonization and self-determination established in this bill-it is a basic right
of all free peoples.

PUERTO RICO HAS BEEN A COLONY TOO LONG

The actual status of Puerto Rico is a colony-nothing more, nothing less-because
Puerto Rico is under the territorial clause of the United States Constitution and
Congress has plenary powers over it. Thus, among other things, Puerto Rico is sub-
ject to all federal laws, although it does not have voting representation in the fed-
eral legislative process. Nor is Puerto Rico sovereign and able to pursue its interests
in the world.

From its discovery by Columbus in 1493 until. American Troops invaded and occu-
pied the Island in 1898, during the Spanish American War, Puerto Rico endured-
405 years of colonialism by Spain. Since then, from 1898 until now, it has endured
another 100 years of colonialism by us. Today it is still a colony that continues vehe-
mently to ask for its basic democratic right of self-determination.

This bill is the vehicle to end the 100 years of: colonial status -for the 3.8 million
U.S. citizens of Puerto Rico..The people.of Puerto Rico- have been denied the sov-
ereignty that. is acquired either through independence or statehood long enough. It
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is time to correct that un-American condition. This is an appropriately historic year
to approve this bill. On July 25, 1998, Puerto Rico will become the United States',
and the world's, oldest colony. How tragic it would be if the country that professes
to be the strongest supporter of democracy refuses to step up to the plate and ad-
vance the process for ending the colonial status of Puerto Rico.

I do not care if statehood wins. I do not care if independence wins. I do care every
day when I get up and Irealize that the American citizens residing in Puerto Rico
are all colonial subjects of this nation. This must change!

In the meantime, in this century the following territories of this Nation have been
admitted to the Union or granted independence:

1. The territory of Oklahoma, sold by France to the United States in 1803,
became a State on November 16, 1907;

2. The Territories of New Mexico and Arizona were admitted to the Union on
January 6, 1912;

3. On July 4, 1946, the Philippines, acquired by the United States during the
Spanish-American War, became an independent nation;

4. On January 3, 1959, the territory of Alaska, purchased from Russia in
1867, became the 49th State of the Union;

5. On August 21, 1959, the territory of Hawaii, annexed in 1898, became the
50th State of the Union.

The desire of the people of the territory of Puerto Rico to determine and express
their preference regarding their political status has a long history. In 1898, 1914
and 1917, leading Puerto Rican Figures proposed that plebiscites be held. In the
1920's and 30's, proposals for a plebiscite were made by the principal political par-
ties in Puerto Rico.

Congress provided Puerto Rico with increasing levels of self-government for the
first half of this century, culminating with the authorization in 1950 of the process
of developing a local constitutional government. By 1952, Congess conditionally ap-
proved a draft constitution submitted by the legislature of Puerto Rico. After the
required changes were made by Puerto Rico, the new constitutional government of
the territory became effective under the name declared by the constitutional conven-
tion as the "Commonwealth of Puerto Rico". However, the establishment of local
constitutional self-government did not alter Congress' constitutional powers and re-
sponsibility under the Territorial Clause for Puerto Rico.

The Puerto Rico legislature sent joint resolutions to Congress in 1993, 1994 and
1997 requesting congressional action to define the political status and establish
process to resolve Puerto Rico's political dilemma.

SELF-DETERMINATION ISSUE HAS BEEN EXTENSIVELY CONSIDERED

As far back as the 94th Congress, virtually every Congress has worked on this
issue, both in the House and in the Senate. Extensive testimony has been heard.
Numerous site visits and fact finding trips have been made over the years, too, espe-
cially in the last two Congresses, to study the Puerto Rico situation. In particular,
extensive testimony across the political spectrum was heard in Puerto Rico and in
Washington regarding legislation very similar to this. There was ample deliberation,
mediation, and compromise on the issue. This process has been absolutely fair and
culminated in the March 4, approval by the House of a good and fair bill, H.R. 856,
which is substantially similar to S. 472.

So as you all can see, this issue is not a last minute issue, hastily promoted. It
is an issue on which Congress has done its homework very well. It has acted in an
extremely responsible and democratic way. It is time to complete the process, by ap-
proving this bill in this Committee and in the whole Senate.

If we fail, this nation will be viewed as a nation that preaches one thing and does
another with its own citizens. As we get closer to the year 2000, we, the greatest
democracy on Earth, incredibly still hold close to 4 million people in colonial sub-
jugation. Instead, we should heed the United Nations' call for the end of colonialism
in the world before the end of his decade.

For half a century, our nation has been committed to political freedom and self-
determination around the world. In his special Message to Congress on Puerto Rico,
on October 16, 1945, President Harry S. Truman said: "To this end, I recommend
that the Congress consider each of the proposals, and that legislation be enacted
submitting various alternatives to the people of Puerto Rico. In that way, the Con-
gress can ascertain what the people of Puerto Rico themselves most desire for their
political future." Since then, Presidents John F. Kennedy, Lyndon B. Johnson, Rich-
ard M. Nixon, Gerald Ford, Ronald Reagan, George Bush and William J. Clinton
all have supported self-determination for Puerto Rico.
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Moreover, both the Democratic and Republican party platforms have supported
self-determination by the people of Puerto Rico. But support is not enough. The fact
is that we have inexplicably, inexcusably and absolutely shamefully failed to extend
that basic democratic right to our own American citizens residing in our own Amer-
ican colony. Yes, in our own American colony.

THIS BILL HAS REALISTIC DEFINITIONS OF THE STATUS OPTIONS

S. 472 includes carefully crafted and accurate definitions for all three status op-
tions-Statehood, Independence and the current Commonwealth. Each was defined
in a manner consistent with our Constitution and federal laws. Puerto Ricans are
fully aware of what it is to live under the territorial clause of the United States
Constitution, that is what they currently do. We all know what a sovereign Nation
will entail, whether an Associated Republic like Palau or Micronesia or an inde-
pendent Nation like the Philippines. We all have extensive knowledge of what a
State of the Union is: sovereign, yet limited by the United States Constitution.

S. 472 has realistic status option definitions and that is as it should be.

LANGUAGE

S. 472 does not place any language requirements on any of the status options and
that, too, is as it should be.

Let's face the reality of the 21st century-we live in a multicultural and multi-
lingual society, and this is America's strength. We are a proud nation of immi-
grants. English only isolates the U.S. from the rest of the world. We live in a global
economy, requiring Americans to be more proficient in the languages, and cognizant
of the cultural norms and sensitivities, and the business practices of our inter-
national trading partners. The majority of federal documents are already in English.
According to the General Accounting Office, only 0.06% of federal documents are
printed in non-English languages. Rather than restrict the use of non-English lan-
guages, we should be expanding our fluency in several different languages.

Moreover, the United States never asked Puerto Rico to adopt English when it
invaded the island in 1898 nor when it sent our brothers and sisters to fight in
American wars. This bill should not have any language requirements. It is about
self-determination and not about "English Only" or "English First". The fact is that
Puerto Rico has an historic commitment to both languages, English and Spanish.
Both Hawaii and New Mexico have dual official languages. In 1902 Puerto Rico rec-
ogmzed En lish and Spanish together as their official language of local government.
If statehood is granted, Puerto Rico should not be treated any differently from any
state regarding language. Our commitment to liberty, common rights, mutual re-
sponsibilities and high goals, not English, form are the common denominator that
bonds all Americans.

In addition, Puerto Rico's current bilingual language policy serves well as a cul-
tural, economic, social and political bridge between the United States and the Span-
ish-speaking nations of the world.

We need to promote greater cross-cultural understanding between different racial
and ethnic groups in this Nation. Our cultural and linguistic richness should be con-
served and developed.

English-only is divisive. Implementing English-only policies would aggravate ra-
cial and ethnic tensions not only in Puerto Rico, but in the United States. It would
further isolate non-native speakers of English by discouraging them from fully inte-
grating themselves into our society, and fully participating in our political process.

ALL AMERICAN CITIZENS WHO WERE BORN IN PUERTO RICO, BUT RESIDING OUTSIDE THE
ISLAND SHOULD BE ELIGIBLE TO VOTE IN THE STATUS PLEBISCITE

Mr. Chairman, S. 472 should be amended to provide that American citizens who
were born in Puerto Rico but reside outside the island can participate in the plebi-
scite vote. This proposal comes about because,. as many of us understand, the rela-
tionship between the U.S. and Puerto Rico created situations throughout our history
which made a lot of us, either as children with our parents, or as adults by our-
selves, leave Puerto Rico and settle on the mainland. We left the Island physically,
but we never did leave the Island in many other respects. In addition, many of us
travel back and forth to the Island and there is a union between the two places.

This amendment would be about the future of a territory, of a colony. And when
that future is decided forever, then all of the children of the territory, all of the chil-
dren of the colony, should be allowed to vote.

This amendment would maximize the number of people who will participate and,
in my opinion, make the plebiscite truly an American plebiscite by including more
than just the people who live on the Island.
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More important, the U.S. citizenship conveyed by law to people born in Puerto
Rico could be affected by the outcome of the referendum. I have no doubt that this
Congress can pass a law to take my citizenship away from me and rescind the citi-
zenship of all born in Puerto Rico. I am clear on the fact that my son's citizenship
is different from mine. His is protected by the Constitution of the United States and
mine is statutory.

The outcome of this plebiscite could affect people like myself who were born on
the Island. This could affect the future of all Puerto Ricans, whether they live in
or out of Puerto Rico. And so it is only right that on a plebiscite that will have such
profound consequences on the future of the people, all who were born in Puerto Rico
be gven the opportunity to exercise their right to self-determination.

This vote is a different vote, it is not a vote for the Governor of Puerto Rico or
mayor of my hometown, Mayaguez. This is a one-time vote on this very unique sta-
tus question. These people have been subsumed under the American flag through
conquest and, by virtue of that, they have been extended citizenship through con-
gressional action. Puerto Ricans are to a very large degree a Nation of people. They
can be integrated into the union as Hawaii was. They can become a separate Nation
as the Philippines did. That, too, can happen. That is why we should embrace the
voter eligibty that I propose, which allows participation to all those people that
became citizens by virtue of congressional action.

This amendment was agreed to by they House Republican leadership, but at the
last minute, a parliamentary misstep caused its defeat.

S. 472 PLEBISCITE PROCESS

S. 472, the "Puerto Rico Self-Determination Act of 1997" has broad bipartisan
support. This bill is carefully crafted. It provides a mechanism for Puerto Rico to
exercise self-determination and end its present colonial status. Under it, the people
of Puerto Rico would choose between joining the Union as a State, becoming a sepa-
rate sovereign nation, or retaining their current status until one of the
decolonization options is chosen. It does not favor one solution over another. Some
people who are mis-informed, and others who hope to defeat the bill by mis-charac-
terizing it, will say, that this bill is slanted towards statehood. That is absolutely
not true. This bill provides for the Congress to consult the people of Puerto Rico re-
garding which decolonizing option-statehood or independence-they prefer, or
whether they prefer to remai as they now are. Once the people of Puerto Rico re-
spond with their votes in a plebiscite, we in Congress, our commitment is to take
up the results not to implement them. Therefore, to suggest this bill favors one op-
tion is to suggest that Congress has already made up its mind on the issue. If Puer-
to Rico does not choose a decolonizing option, and chooses to remain a Common-
wealth as it is now, it can so indefinitely, or until Congress decides otherwise.

SELF-DETERMINATION OF PUERTO RICO IS AN ISSUE OF GREAT INTEREST
TO MAINLAND HISPANICS

I also urge this Committee to favorably consider this bi, and for the Senate to
a p prove it, because it is an i f t nterest to the Hispanic community of this

ation. The Hispanic community strongly supports self-determination for Puerto
Rico. That support is evidenced by the endorsement of key national Hispanic organi-
zations such as the U.S. Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, the American G.I. Forum,
the Republican National Hispanic Assembly, the National Hispanic Policy Forum,
the League of United Latin American Citizens, and the National Association of His-
panic Publications, among others.

The American Hispanic community is the fastest growing community in the na-
tion. Early in the next century it is projected that one in every ten Americans will
be of Hispanic origin. It is also projected that Hispanics then will be the largest mi-
nority group in the Nation, and that no group will constitute an absolute majority
of the popu aton.

IT IS TIME TO ACT

Mr. Chairman, it is time to act. It is time to consider and pass S. 472. Passage
of S. 472 will serve our democratic ideals well.

Puerto Rico is a United States territory with 3.8 million American citizens. It is
the largest colony of the United States. And it is in fact, the oldest colony in the
world today. The time is long past that we should have given the people of Puerto
Rico, the opportunity to become either a state of the Union or a sovereign nation,
as they may choose by a majority of their votes.

Although we call Puerto Rico a "Commonwealth," or a 'Territory," there is no
question that Puerto Rico is a true colony of the United States, for Congress unilat-
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erally exercises plenary powers over Puerto Rico under the territorial clause of the
United States Constitution. Puerto Rico plays no role in the life of the international
community, either directly, or indirectly as a participant in the decisions taken by
the United States. In the Caribbean and in Latin America, as well as in the rest
of the world, Puerto Rico is seen as a colony of the United States.

On July 25, 1898, the United States acquired Puerto Rico from Spain during the
Spanish-American War. When the U.S. troops landed on the island of Puerto Rico,
Puerto Ricans offered little, if any, resistance to American soldiers. Some Puerto
Ricans believed they should be saved from Spanish imperialism. Little did they
know that Puerto Rico would instead move onto 100 more years of colonization, this
time by the United States. For good or bad, as a result of that war, the political
fate of Puerto Rico was determined by a new emerging powerful country-the
United States of America. Puerto Rico became a territory of the United States by
virtue of the Treaty of Paris, in 1898. This year is the 100th anniversary of the ac-
quisition of Puerto Rico by the United States of America. It is therefore fitting that
we reflect today on the 100-year relationship between the United States and Puerto
Rico.

In 1917, Congress unilaterally conferred United States citizenship on the people
of Puerto Rico. Since then, the political, economic and social relationship between
Puerto Rico and the United States has been central to its development, politics and
identity.

What has been the result of this 100-year. relationship with the United States?
We can't ignore the fact that the relationship between the United States and Puerto
Rico had some difficult times. Among them were the economic conditions which
caused many Puerto Ricans to migrate to the mainland United States.

Fortunately, the difficult times were followed by a series of initiatives designed
to grant Puerto Rico greater control over local affairs and to reform the economy.
However, the powers of internal self-government granted to Puerto Rico remain sub-
ject to the plenary powers of the Congress under the territorial clause of the U.S.
Constitution. In fact, what self-government the American colony of Puerto Rico en-
joys, it enjoys solely and absolutely by the graciousness of the United States Con-
gress. And moreover, for as long, and only for as long, as the Congress may dictate.

Since World War I, more than 200,000 Puerto Ricans have courageously served
in the United States Armed Forces, fighting and dying for this Nation. For 80 years,
throughout every major international conflict of this century, Puerto Rican mothers
and fathers in the colony of Puerto Rico have shed their tears and given their sons
and daughters to fight for "liberty and justice for all." Those sons and daughters
have given their sweat, their blood and their very lives to defend this Nation and
our democratic ideals around the world: It is time to show some decency, some grati-
tude to those who have stood with us for so long, by giving them their choice of
statehood or independence.

The Congress has never given Puerto Ricans such a choice. By failing to do so,
the nation, the master, has in fact denied Puerto Ricans their right to freely choose
their political status, thus denying the right of self-determination.

Throughout this century, efforts by some Members of Congress to solve.the status
problem of Puerto Rico have resulted in nothing. But the people of Puerto Rico still
have a right to full self-government, either as a sovereign independent nation or as
a sovereign state in the American Union.

Democracy and colonialism are absolutely incompatible. The United States may
take pride in calling itself the champion of democracy in the world. But it has abso-
lutely no right whatsoever to continue to maintain Puerto Rico in colonial subjuga-
tion without periodically giving Puerto Rico the right to choose one of the only two
decolonizing options--independence or statehood. Moreover, it has the inescapable
duty to grant the people of Puerto Rico whichever one of those two decolonizing op-
tions-independence or statehood-Puerto Rico chooses. Therefore, Congress must
now give Puerto Rico the option to decolonize. S. 472 will do this. It provides for
a process for Puerto Rico to make a choice in a federally mandated referendum to
be held no later than December 31, 1998.

The United States must work to fulfill the challenge posed by the United Nations,
that colonialism be ended in the world by the year 2000. How can we, the greatest
democracy in the world, the staunchest supporters of self-determination, still hold
close to 4 million of our citizens in colonial subjugation?

STATEMENT OF HON. MARY LANDRIEU, U.S. SENATOR
FROM LOUISIANA

Senator LANDRIEU. Thank you, Mr. Congressman. Thank you for
that statement.
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The ranking member has joined us, so I am going to turn it over
to our Senator Dale Bumpers from Arkansas. Dale, I have got to
slip out in just a moment and the chairman will return. Senator
Lieberman I think is scheduled for brief remarks.

But let me just say before I have to leave that I wanted to reit-
erate what Senator Alfonse D'Amato said and-I do not know if the
chairman is within listening-but to make it clear to everyone
here, and I am sure it is from the response of the audience, that
for anyone that says their opinions have not been taken into con-
sideration, that is what this hearing is about.

Any definitions you could present today. The chairman has spent
hours and hours really trying to resolve this issue, so that the peo-
ple of Puerto Rico have a clear choice, a clear choice and a real
choice. I know the Congresswoman has left, but I hope that no one
would go back to say that they have been excluded from the proc-
ess. Obviously, these doors are not locked. Anyone can walk up
here. These microphones are free.

So I hope at the end, whatever it is, that people would under-
stand that we have done as this committee, particularly with the
chairman, as much as we can to consider everyone's position and
opinions and definitions.

So with that, Dale, could we ask Senator Lieberman for his re-
marks and then I am going to slip out.

Senator BUMPERS [presiding]. Senator.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH I. LIEBERMAN, U.S. SENATOR
FROM CONNECTICUT

Senator LIEBERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I like the sound
of that. It is good to be here with you this morning.

Mr. Chairman, I want to begin with a quote from Nelson Miles,
Major General commanding U.S. Army, July 1898, to the people of
the island of Puerto Rico: "In the prosecution of the war against
the Kingdom of Spain by the people of the United States in the
cause of liberty, justice, and humanity, its military forces have
come to occupy the island of Puerto Rico. They come bearing the
banner of freedom . . . They bring you the fostering arm of a Na-
tion of free people, whose greatest power is in justice and humanity
to all those living within its fold."

Mr. Chairman, in this session of Congress 100 years almost to
the day after that statement was made by an American Army offi-
cer to the people of Puerto Rico, we have this opportunity to make
real the promise of justice and liberty that Major General Miles
spoke to the people of Puerto Rico that day.

As has been said by those who have preceded me, this is all
about principle. This is about the principle of self-determination.
This is about the principle of the equality of citizens of the United
States, 3.8 million of whom who happen to live on Puerto Rico but
do not enjoy equality under the laws of the United States.

Mr. Chairman, as we consider the status of Puerto Rico it seems
to me that there is an out of sync relic quality to it, how it man-
aged to persist in this status all of these years, particularly in the
period of time after the Second World War when empires were col-
lapsing, when new Nation states were being created, in the period
of time after the Cold War, when nations that had lived under the
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communist empire broke free and established their own independ-
ence.

In some measure, self-determination is the most powerful prin-
ciple in world politics today. It is, incidentally, a principle that we
in the United States have quite rightly advocated, defended, in fact
fought for. Yet by a strange twist of history, a kind of irony of fail-
ing to apply these principles within our own country, we have de-
nied that opportunity for self-determination to the people of Puerto
Rico.

I know that there are arguments against this. Some make very
mundane, worldly, political arguments, trying to calculate what the
political affiliation of members of Congress elected from Puerto
Rico might be. Surely that kind of consideration must fall before
the overriding principle of self-determination and equality of Amer-
ican citizens.

Some talk about the difficulty of defining the various options in
the proposed plebiscite. We start off with definitions in almost
every measure that we consider here in Congress, and we have
tackled hundreds that are much more complicated and difficult
than the question of definition that we have before us. But as dif-
ficult as it may be, surely it falls before the power of the principles
of self-determination and equality.

Some worry about the cost to the taxpayers of the United States
of one or another of the options that may be chosen in the plebi-
scite by the people of Puerto Rico, our fellow citizens-not incon-
sequential, but surely in the end this has not been a country in
which we have calculated the cost of providing people with equal-
ity, with the liberty and justice that General Miles promised to the
people of Puerto Rico.

So I think this is ultimately a matter of principle. Puerto Ricans
are subject to both the laws of Congress and the decisions of the
executive and judicial branch of the U.S. Government without any
real participation in that decisionmaking process. Our 3.8 million
fellow Americans living on Puerto Rico have fought valiantly for,
many died for, the liberties, ironically, that we all enjoy and they
do not enjoy fully.

Mr. Chairman, this is not, as you know, a partisan measure. The
fact is that Republican and Democratic platforms have supported
Puerto Rican self-determination since Harry S. Truman was Presi-
dent. Senators on both sides of the aisle have joined in co-sponsor-
ing S. 472, just as both Republican and Democratic Congressmen
joined together in passing the companion bill, H.R. 856, in March.

This is the fourth successive Congress to consider the matter be-
fore your committee. I hope honestly it will be the last, the last to
consider it in the form of authorizing the people of Puerto Rico to
have the opportunity to determine their own future.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I know that time
in this session is short. We are counting the days. The controver-
sies are great. But sometimes a matter of principle comes before us
that we have the opportunity to do something about, and I plead
with you to do everything you can, Republicans and Democrats on
this committee, to bring S. 472 to the floor so that we can pass it
and make real for these 3.8 million Americans the promise of
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equality and self-determination that is so fundamental to our great
democracy.

I thank you.
[Applause.]
Senator BUMPERS. Senator Lieberman, neither Senator Graham

nor I has any questions for you, and we know your busy schedule.
You may be excused.

Senator LIEBERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BUMPERS. Congressman Gutierrez, we are very pleased

to have you with us this morning.

STATEMENT OF HON. LUIS V. GUTIERREZ,
U.S. REPRESENTATWE FROM ILLINOIS

Mr. GUTIERREZ. Thank you very much. I am very pleased to be
here.

I would like my statement included in the record-
Senator BUMPERS. Without objection, it will be included in the

record.
Mr. GUTIERREZ. Thank you.
I would like to make a couple of quick points. I am not going to

read from my prepared statement, although, if I may say so myself,
I think it is a rather good one. I just want to make some points.

Everything we have heard here, you would assume that all of the
Puerto Ricans, the tens of thousands of them, that have served in
the armed forces, are all for statehood, that since they have served
in the armed forces of the United States of America, therefore they
should be given statehood because that is what they want.

That has obviously not been the case. My father served in 1953
and 1954 in the Army. He did not see me until I was almost a year
old. He is not for statehood, and he and tens of thousands of others
who have served are not for statehood. So let us not have that kind
of be a statement that all of the Puerto Ricans who served in the
armed forces are for statehood. They are just not. That is just not
the case.

Second, as a matter of historical fact the Puerto Rican Independ-
ence Party got the largest amount of votes in 1952 when soldiers
were coming back after serving. They got 24 percent of the vote.
Now, this is the same Puerto Rican Independence Party that today
hovers around 4 percent, yet in 1952 got 24 percent or 125,000
votes. So again you can see that it just does not follow that Puerto
Ricans who served in the U.S. armed forces are somehow automati-
cally for statehood.

I wish Senator Lieberman would not have gone because I think
we have to be cautious about General Miles' words. I would just
like for the record everybody to understand, this is the same Gen-
eral Miles that led American troops at Wounded Knee, murdering
over 400 Native Americans, for which he got the title "The Butch-
er." That is not something that I am making up. That is just a his-
torical fact. So I think we have to put in question anything that
General Miles might have to say about the people of Puerto Rico
and democracy and freedom since he obviously did not guarantee
it for the true Americans, the Native Americans, those who were
here before any of us.
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Let me just make some points. They say this is not a bill for
statehood. My colleague from New York, Jos6 Serrano, says this is
just a bill and that you cannot guarantee statehood. That is true,
but this is a statehood bill. The Resident Commissioner of Puerto
Rico is quoted in the papers in Puerto Rico as saying: "Because we
have the definition of statehood such as we have this, we are guar-
anteed to win the plebiscite for statehood."

Now, I am not saying that. The proponents of these bills have
already stated that if you pass these bills the way they are they
will win the plebiscite. The next day in Puerto Rico, the former
Governor of Puerto Rico, Mr. Ferre, who is here with us, went back
to Puerto Rico and said: "This is a statehood bill. I am not saying
it is a statehood bill. The proponents are saying it is a statehood
bill."

During the debate of the Young bill, the measure in the House,
everything was stopped and cancelled and came to a standstill be-
cause there was a message from the President of the United States
of America. So we came to a standstill to hear from our fine Presi-
dent. What was the President's message? Vote for the Young bill
so that we can bring about statehood for Puerto Rico.

So I am not the one saying this is a statehood bill. The pro-
ponents, the President of the United States and the proponents,
have clearly, emphatically articulated that this is a bill for state-
hood.

Why will it guarantee statehood? They tell you on the one hand,
well, you know, we should cherish all of the freedoms and democ-
racy and stand up for them, then on the other hand tell you, those.
same soldiers that they talked about, well, what do we do with the
widow, what do we do with the widow of the Vietnam vet? What
do. we do with her? We say her citizenship is statutory, that it can
be taken away by the Congress of the United States? This is a
widow.

In other words, what we are saying in the Young bill is. that
somebody who becomes a naturalized citizen who was not born in
this Nation, never served in this Nation, has more rights to their
American citizenship than someone born in Puerto Rico.

Now, I can understand where in 1917 the Jones Act was passed
by the Congress of the United States, thereby imposing American
citizenship on everybody who lived on the island of Puerto Rico.
And I use the word "imposing" because -the fact is that historically
the local legislature and leadership in Puerto Rico rejected Amer-
ican citizenship, rejected it.

So as we look at that issue I said to myself: Well, I am supposed
to vote for a bill and then go to my wife, who was born in Moca,
Puerto Rico, and say: Honey, you know, today I voted to cheapen
your American citizenship, so that one day an INS agent can come
into our home and deport you from the United States of America.
And mom and dad, I am doing-the same thing to you. and the tens
of thousands of other Puerto Rican soldiers who. have served in the
armed forces.

You can smile, Carlos, but it is really not a laughing matter.. It
is a very serious matter and it is a matter that I take very, very
seriously.

[Applause.]
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Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. I am laughing at the way you say things.
You distort the facts.

Mr. GUTIERREZ. American citizenship is sacrosanct.
Senator BUMPERS. Congressman, let me, if I may, interrupt just

a moment. I do not want to make this a hard and fast rule and
I understand the passions on both sides of the issue, but let us
maintain a little decorum in the hearing room. If the audience
wants to applaud at the conclusion of testimony, that is fine. But
let us not have interruptions during a witness's testimony.

Congressman, please proceed.
Mr. GUTIERREZ. Thank you very much.
I think it is a very central issue. Look. I go to Puerto Rico every

August, Senator Bumpers, and you call and you try to get a car
rental. They send you to international. You try to get an airline
ticket, it is international. You try to get a hotel reservation at the
Hyatt, it is international. What does that mean, "international"?
Between two nations.

Now, let us not confuse something, because it is very, very criti-
cal. Puerto Ricans are citizens of the United States, but what are
they nationals of? What is the nation? My distinguished colleague
from Puerto Rico says that Puerto Rico is a community, a commu-
nity of people, that it is not a nation.

Let me just suggest that Puerto Rico is a nation. It has got a de-
fined geography, a defined language, defined idiosyncrasies, defined
history, defined culture, everything. In Puerto Rico people speak
Spanish. The reason people speak Spanish in Puerto Rico is be-
cause for 400 years the Spaniards were there. Think about it. After
100 years that we are going to be observing, 100 years since July
25, 1898, the invasion of Puerto Rico by the United States of Amer-
ica, most Puerto Ricans do not use English as their primary lan-
guage. The immense majority do not. And they still consider them-
selves Puerto Ricans first and Americans second.

Now, I will end with this. Recently there was a 2-day national
strike in Puerto Rico, paralyzed everything in Puerto Rico. What
did the working men and women hold in their hands? Did they
raise American flags, as the workers at Caterpillar in Illinois
raised during their strike? Did they raise American flags, as work-
ers throughout the United States, coal miners throughout the his-
tory of our country raised? No, they did not raise the American
flag.

We had tens of thousands of American citizens raising the flag
of their nation, of Puerto Rico, just as in the United States workers
here when they are demanding their rights for democracy raise the
American flag. Let us remember that, because otherwise we are
going to be making a mistake, because let us say that we go
through this process and we do not explain it to everybody. If Puer-
to Ricans understand, as the Resident Commissioner has so elo-
quently written in his book "Statehood is for the Poor"--he pub-
lished that book I believe in 1978.

What the Resident Commissioner said in 1978, and he has not
disavowed to this point, is he said that under statehood culture and
language are non-negotiable. In other words, he is telling the peo-
ple of Puerto Rico: You will maintain your culture, you will main-
tain your language, you will maintain your idiosyncrasy. Does that
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mean we are going to have a bilingual nation, a bicultural nation,
in the United States of America? Or is this a Nation of people that
all come together?

Lastly, look. American citizenship-do not give it to the people
of Puerto Rico, because here is what is going to happen, Senators.
They are going to say: "Statehood is the only thing that guarantees
American citizenship." If you allow them to do that, you are going
to get a vote for statehood, you are going to have a winning vote
for statehood. The Resident Commissioner understands that and
has stated so very eloquently.

That is not the way to do it, through fear and intimidation, for
people to fear what they are going to lose. Tell the people of Puerto
Rico that their citizenship is guaranteed. It is guaranteed, because
to not say that means that Jos6 Serrano, the Congressman from
New York who was born in Mayaguez, Puerto Rico, and Nydia
Velasquez, the Congresswoman from New York, are telling me that
their American citizenship could be taken away from them. Maybe
not their congressional pensions, but their American citizenship.

None of us believe that that will ever happen, and if it will never
happen then do not make it a cause for celebration and a cause for
dispute in this thing. Let the people of Puerto Rico decide, but let
them decide freely, without fear and trepidation. Then we can all
move forward to the solutions of Puerto Rico's colonial status.

Thank you very much, Senators, for your time this morning.
[Applause.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gutierrez follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. LuIs V. GUTIERREz, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM ILLINOIS

Chairman Murkowski, distinguished members of this committee, thank you for al-
lowing me to address you regarding this important issue for Puerto Ricans and for
the United States.

I have a more detailed written testimony and I respectfully ask for unanimous
consent for it to be included in the record of this hearing.

Mr. Chairman, as you may know, my personal preference is for the independence
of Puerto Rico. However, I am gided also by an absolute loyalty to the principles
of democracy, fairness and self-determination.

I have expressed strong opposition to H.R. 856 and its Senate counterpart, S. 472.
I strongly believe both bills are fatally flawed in the following respects:
Neither bill recognizes a basic fact, which should be fundamental to any process

of self-determination or de-colonization: Simply put, those about to enter that proc-
ess are members of a nation, the Puerto Rican nation.

The issue before us is the historical result of a process initiated a hundred years
ago by the invasion by the Unites States of Puerto Rico and subsequent actions by
this Congress and by the federal government to exert its authority over the people
of Puerto Rico.

Those actions were wrong and contrary to the spirit of freedom and liberty our
country represents throughout the world.

The process of self-determination, as a profoundly democratic process, should be
fair and transparent.

Self-determination is a fundamental act of any people. Rather than be divisive,
it should exert a conciliatory and unifying influence over the people.

At the end of the process, everyone involved should feel that their points of view
received fair hearings and fair opportunities to prevail.

There should be no winners or losers. In a real democracy, the people win.
That would not be the case should a plebiscite be held in Puerto Rico under the

conditions prescribed by these bills.
I sincerely believe those bills have at their core the intention to create an artificial

majority for the option of statehood, an option that in the past one hundred years
has never once won a majority in Puerto Rico.
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The recent general strike that paralyzed Puerto Rico for two days is an example
that the people of Puerto Rico are as ready as any other people in the world to stand
up and fight for their rights.

When I see a picket line of striking workers anywhere in the United States, I see
those workers proudly displaying the flag of our nation. I see the flag of the United
States, a flag that represents freedom, democracy and a Constitution that provides
guarantees against abuses of power.

I have never seen, nor heard about striking workers displaying the flag of Illinois,
Utah, New York or any other state.

However, in Puerto Rico workers protesting an action of their government they
consider to be unfair and unjust raised and displayed the flag of Puerto Rico. Thou-
sands of Puerto Rican flags flew all over the island. And, the sale of the Puerto Rico
Telephone Company was opposed by those workers, and by about 60% of the Puerto
Rican people on the basis that the government is selling the "national patrimony
of Puerto Rico."

Mr. Chairman, the protests regarding the sale of the telephone company is but
a very small sample of what would happen if the people of Puerto Rico felt that,
as a result of the biased and undemocratic processes prescribed by these bils, Con-
gress mistakenly decided there is a desire by the people of Puerto Rico to become
a state, and steps were taken in that direction.

Additionaly, Mr. Chairman, in its very apt and competent testimony before your
Committee, the American Civil Liberties Union has shown there could be dire con-
sequences for the citizenship rights of Puerto Ricans who were born on the island
and now reside in the United States-people like my wife, Soraida-should the lan-
guage of these bills become law and the people of Puerto Rico then voted to reject
statehood once again.

The U.S. citizenship of Puerto Ricans would then become devalued, and defined,
in a law of the Congress as "second-class," "statutory," and subjected to the whims
of Congress.

Mr. Chairman, the basis of our democratic system is that the people should be
consulted on the fundamental decisions that affect them.

Neither of these bills allow for the nearly three million Puerto Ricans who reside
in the United States, and whose lives will be forever affected by this momentous
decision, to participate fully and to vote. To me, as a representative of more than
one hundred twenty-five thousand Puerto Ricans who reside in my district, this is
totally unacceptable.

In addition, the threat contained in the language of this bill that U.S. citizenship
cannot be guaranteed for the commonwealth or free association status is unfair and
unacceptable.

To threaten hundreds of thousands of Puerto Rico born veterans of the U.S.
armed forces as well as all other Puerto Ricans with the possible loss of their Amer-
ican citizenship should Puerto Rico opt for the commonwealth or independence op-
tions can be viewed as nothing but an act of political blackmail, and should be re-
jected by this committee.

For Congrss to tell the widows and orphans of those who died or lost limbs in
every war this country has fought this century that their citizenship is "statutory"
and may be taken away by an arbitrary and unjust act of Congress would be very
unfair, cynical and irresponsible, not to say highly questionable from a constitu-
tional perspective.

If the true aspirations of the people of Puerto Rico were, for instance, to enter
into a non-colonial relationship of sovereign association with the United States
while maintaining U.S. citizenship, it is this Congress' duty to search for creative
ways to meet those aspirations.

Ours is a constitution "conceived in liberty," to regulate the democratic life of a
free people. It is not, as some people misrepresent it, a "straightjacket" that hinders
our creativity and our ability to adapt to the demands of a modern world.

We cannot deny reality: Puerto Ricans are a distinct nation (all polls indicate that
at least 60 percent of Puerto Ricans call Puerto Rico their nation and almost 80 per-
cent call Puerto Rico and the United States jointly, their nations), Puerto Ricans are
also American citizens..:This may be a contradiction,: but. if so,-it is a contradiction.
we in the United States Congress helped to create: It is now our responsibility to
help solve it.

Mr. Chairman, this Congress.has a responsibility to the people of Puerto Rico to
provide it with a fair. and democratic. process for their self-determination. This is an
urgent task of Congress, for it is fundamental to the soul of our country not to main-
tain a whole people deprived of their true aspirations.

I am a firm believer that self-determination is the inalienable right of the people
of Puerto Rico. I believe that it is never too soon for Congress to respond to the
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yearning of the people of Puerto Rico to achieve a solution to the political status
question.

This is why H.R. 856 and S. 472 are so disappointing to me.
When this process started more than three years ago I warned of the dire con-

sequences--of the shame-of wasting an opportunity to advance self-determination
for Puerto Rico by falling prey to the temptation to promote partisan political agen-
das.

Mr. Chairman, unfortunately these concerns were ignored by the promoters of
these bills, who are bent on destroying the commonwealth of Puerto Rico in an effort
to obtain an artificial majority for their preferred option of statehood.

Hence, Mr. Chairman, the razor thin margin of one vote in the House despite an
avalanche of lobbying, time, efforts and dollars.

Seventeen Republican Members of the House Resources Committee, who had
voted with their Chairman in Committee, voted against the bill on the floor. The
same happened with forty-four original cosponsors and one hundred seventy-seven
Republicans who realized this was not a bill for self-determination, but a pro-state-
hood bill.

Now, Mr. Chairman, it is simply too late to ask for the opponents of these pro-
statehood bills to trust the proponents of the bills to become converts to the cause
of true self-determination and fairness.

The only real solution for a crooked building is to demolish it and to start anew.
That is exactly what I urge you to do.
If this Committee wishes to send a very strong message of commitment to real

self-determination to the people and to the political parties in Puerto Rico, it should
declare its firm intention to only consider proposals for a self-determination process
that has a procedural consensus among the representative parties and the people
of Puerto Rico.

We should all be back here, next January if possible, to discuss a truly democratic
process of self-determination based on the procedural consensus among Puerto
Ricans that would ensure an unbiased, open and transparent process.

The process should be one of inclusion. It should provide for the participation of
all Puerto Ricans, whether they reside in Puerto Rico or in the U.S., and should con-
tain political status options that are truly reflective of the aspirations of the parties
and the people of Puerto Rico.

On the bases outlined above, Mr. Chairman, I renew my often stated commitment:
you and the people of Puerto Rico have my word that I will work tirelessly to obtain
the support in Congress, the Administration and the country for that process to be-
come a reality.

Otherwise, we will be here again, and again at an unending impasse, while Puer-
to Rico continues to be mired in an interminable, paralyzing and divisive debate on
its political future.

Mr. Chairman, I respectfully urge you and your committee to act now in a deci-
sive and forceful manner by shelving these bills and suggesting to all of the political
forces on the island to come together for a fair, democratic and balanced process.

Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN [presiding]. Thank you very much, Congressman.
Senator Bumpers, Senator Graham, thank you. I was detained

out there with some of my constituents from Alaska, so I do apolo-
gize and would encourage any follow-up comments by any of the
three members, and then I would call on Senator Bumpers and
Senator Graham for questions and I would withhold my questions
until the last.

Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. Mr. Chairman, I do want to ask for a
point of personal privilege.

The CHAIRMAN. Please proceed.
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. He referred to me several times and mis-

quoted me several times. I would like to address the panel on that.
Let us start with the misrepresentations that have been made

here just a little while ago. They talk about what General Miles
said in Puerto Rico and then to destroy what he said in Puerto Rico
they take the incident of what he did with the Native Americans.
That is an act of the individual, but when he spoke in Puerto Rico
and he said that he came to bring freedom to Puerto Rico he did
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not say it as a general by himself; he was representing the United
States, and probably those were words that he was instructed to
say by the President or somebody in the State Department or in
the Department of Defense or the War Department.

But it was not something that he himself -as a general had the
right or the authority to say, because he was not going to be in con-
trol. He was just invading Puerto Rico to take over from the Span-
ish government.

Now, further on in the same vein of their misrepresenting things
that I have said in Puerto Rico, they claim I have said that this
bill guarantees statehood. But of course when you say only one sec-
tion or one part of what somebody has said and you leave out the
rest, this is as much of a lie as to say the contrary.

Yes, I did say that this bill guaranteed statehood. But I also ex-
plained why. I firmly believe that Puerto Ricans would favor state-
hood if they had a bill before them that was approved by the Con-
gress where all three options were defined and commonwealth was
defined as what it really is-a territory. With such a bill, Puerto
Ricans would realize that they have been misled into believing that
commonwealth is something that it is not, and would understand
that commonwealth, territory or colony are synonyms. Once they
understood that the only way that we can be permanently united
to the rest of the Nation and have a permanent guarantee of citi-
zenship the right to vote and the right to representation is through
statehood, then they would vote for such option. In that sense the
bill guarantees statehood.

Governor Ferre also said that this bill brought statehood to Puer-
to Rico, and, like me, he said that for the first time Congress spon-
sored a bill and was telling the people of Puerto Rico that they
would seriously consider statehood.

What the Commonwealth leaders and the independence leaders
have said in Puerto Rico is that, even if we vote for statehood,
there is so much prejudice in the Nation and in Congress that
statehood would not be granted to Puerto Ricans. That is what Don
Luis said, and Don Luis is right here and I am speaking for him
because I remember what he said.

Also, Congressman Gutierrez mentioned that the bill would take
citizenship away from the widow of a Vietnam veteran. Now, that
sounds like something that is really unacceptable. And of course it
is unacceptable. But nobody is saying that the Nation or the Con-
gress are going to take away the citizenship of Puerto Ricans.

Let us read what H.R. 856 says about citizenship. On page 11
it describes the definition of commonwealth on the ballot: "Persons
born in Puerto Rico have United States citizenship by statute as
secured by the Constitution."

Now, is that true? Yes, of course it is true. How do we have citi-
zenship? The Constitution says that those people born in the States
or naturalized will be citizens of the United States. It does not say
anything else. So therefore Puerto Ricans are not citizens according
to the Constitution because it does not say that people born in ter-
ritories like Puerto Rico are citizens.

We are citizens because there is a 1917 statute called the Jones
Act, that extended U.S. citizenship to people born in Puerto Rico.
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Thus, it is legally, historically and factually correct to say Puerto
Ricans have statutory citizenship.

Why is it necessary to tell this to the people of Puerto Rico? Be-
cause they have been misled. They have been told that our citizen-
ship is constitutional and it can never be taken away. Can Con-
gress repeal the statute? Of course it can. Can Congress say that
people born in Puerto Rico from the year 2000 on are no longer
U.S. citizens? Of course it can.

The definition further says: "It is the policy of the United States
that citizenship will continue to be granted to persons born in
Puerto Rico." It is the policy. That is the truth. A policy can be
changed.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to try to limit the responses here, al-
though I do want the responses.

Jos6 Serrano, do you have a response?
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. Can I just finish this paragraph on the

citizenship, Mr. Chairman? There is just one more sentence.
The CHARMAN. Please.
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. 'The rights, privileges, and immunities

provided for by the U.S. Constitution apply in Puerto Rico except
where limited by the Constitution to citizens residing in a State."
That is also a true statement.

The CHARMAN. Thank you.
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. There is nothing false about it, and it is

for the Congress to tell the people of Puerto Rico the truth and not
to lie to the people of Puerto Rico, as they have been lied to since
1952.

The CHAIRMAN. Jos6 Serrano.
Mr. SERRANO. I just wanted, Senator to repeat something I said

while you were out, just to reiterate it. I said that I may be the
creator of a new movement in the Puerto Rican community
throughout the world, which is not to be for an option but to be
against one. I am wholeheartedly against the colonial status as I
see it. Independence and statehood are acceptable to me and I
think they should be acceptable options for our country.

The reason I support this bill and its companion bill in the House
is because this bill for the first time tells the people of Puerto Rico:
There will be a vote, you will select an option, and we will act on
it by a date certain; we will say something. It does not say we will
accept what you choose. Therefore, how can it be a statehood bill
or an independence bill? It does not say that. It says we will act
on it.

In fact, if this bill is anything, this bill is a commonwealth bill.
Now, Puerto Ricans are famous for analyzing things to death and
I have become addicted to the same disease over the last couple of
years. Let me tell you how I mean that. If Puerto Rico votes for
commonwealth, commonwealth stays. If Puerto Rico votes for state-
hood or independence and Congress rejects it, commonwealth stays.
If Puerto Rico votes for statehood or independence and Congress
accepts it and it goes back to the island for a yes or no vote and
the vote is no, commonwealth stays.

The last time I checked, there were five different times where
commonwealth stays and only once where statehood or independ-
ence come in. The problem is, and I repeat, that the Common-
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wealth as written, which is as it is today-and you are hearing it,
again, from one who was born in the colony and now belongs to the
colonial power's Congress, proudly so-the one that is written in
the bill, the one that is today, not the one some people would like
it to be, the one they want to negotiate in the future.

Well, maybe there should be another option in the bill that says:
Vote for this option and we will negotiate your future, whatever
that might be. Congress will never buy that.

Regarding citizenship. I have five children, born in this country,
two of those from a marriage between a Puerto Rican wife and my-
self. I have no doubt. that those two children have a different citi-
zenship than- I have. The question is not whether we break some-
body's heart by telling them, your citizenship is different. The ques-
tion is what is true.

My son Jos6, my daughter Lisa, my son Benjamin, Justine and
Jonathan were born in New York. They are American citizens con-
stitutionally. Their father. was born in Puerto Rico under the Jones
Act. Will Congress ever take away my citizenship?- Kind of tacky
to do that to a Congressman, not to mention anyone else.

[Laughter.]
Mr. SERRANO. But I know you can do it. I can do it. I may be

the only vote against it. Well, I will probably get a few votes at this
table. But that is a fact.

What does this bill do? It spells out that fact, and it goes further
to say: And if still you want, to live with that fact, you can do it;
however, we are going to revisit the issue every so many years
until this issue is solved. I think that is very dignified of Congress,
to say if you choose statehood or independence that is one issue,
if you choose commonwealth as is, we are going to revisit it every
so often.

Well, let me close at this point by saying this. Again, I find my-
self in a unique situation. As a Puerto Rican I want the colonial
status to end. As an American Congressman, I am embarrassed
that I have a colony, that I have a colony that I oversee.

I am embarrassed that if I move back with Carlos I have no
rights as an American the way I have now. I can come to Congress
from living with Carlos. In fact, I would have to defeat him. There
is only one Congressman from Puerto Rico. And then I would have
no vote in Congress.

But on the other hand, I cannot go back to Puerto Rico and be
president of a republic. I cannot go back to Puerto Rico and help
my government and lobby my government to establish relations
with Mexico or the Dominican Republic or to trade with Japan. I
am not a State and I am not an independent nation. I do not have
the sovereignty of the Union and.I do not have the sovereignty of
the world.

Therefore, you call it whatever you want, I am a colony. That is
embarrassing, both for me as a Puerto Rican and for me as a Con-
gressman.

[Applause.]
Mr. GUTIERREz. Mr. Chairman, I will not take a turn, but I

would just like to have it stated for the record-
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
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Let me turn to Congressman Gutierrez for a response, because
I think we have a unique parallel here of two Congressmen that
have very different views and yet bear the same responsibility to
their heritage, to their constituents, and certainly to their families.
So I look forward to your comments.

Mr. GUTIERREZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Well, first of all, I went last, so I am happy you are giving me

a second turn since going last did not really benefit my making
statements here.

Let me just say the following. They have not disputed what I
have said. They have said that if you are born on the island of
Puerto Rico and you are the widow of a Vietnam veteran, your citi-
zenship can be taken away from you. That is what he just said. He
said even a Member of Congress of Puerto Rican origin can lose his
citizenship. I do not believe that to be true. I do not think any of
the members of this panel believe that to be true, that that is just
ever going to happen or that it is true, that a naturalized citizen
has more rights.

Now, let me just make the point. They say that in 1917 Congress
passed a law. They did, the Jones Act, which imposed American
citizenship on the people of Puerto Rico. I say "imposed" because
no one was asked. It was not like they went down there, had a
plebiscite, do you want to be American citizens? They just said: You
are American citizens. That is the way it happened. That is undis-
puted.

So let me just make the following point. When my grandfather,
who was born in 1902, he was born a national of Puerto Rico and
a citizen of neither Spain nor the United States when he was born.
He was born to the Nation of Puerto Rico according to the Foraker
Act, which was passed in 1900 by this Congress.

In 1917 when he was about 15 years old, he got American citi-
zenship. Fine. I can understand that in the case of my grandfather,
who having gotten American citizenship, maybe an act of Congress
could take it away from him.

But wait a minute. My dad was born an American citizen. He
was not born a citizen of any other country. As a matter of fact,
if I and my wife go tomorrow to Germany or England or anywhere
in the world and my wife gives birth to a child, she is an American
citizen, not statutory. Because she is what? She is the daughter of
two American citizens.

I am the son of two American citizens. It was not conferred to
me by an act of Congress. Both of my parents were born well after
1917. They were born citizens of this country, and our Constitution
is not going to permit you to take away their citizenship.

The Constitution also says that Congress has the power to grant
and regulate citizenship. Therefore it is protected by the Constitu-
tion. However, Congress cannot take away citizenship.

It is so hard to lose your American citizenship that in Puerto
Rico people are signing up, Mr. Chairman, people are signing up
and saying, I renounce my American citizenship, and you know
what, our government took them to court and won in court and
said you cannot do it. Now, think about it, Mr. Chairman. Even if
you go to court and renounce your American citizenship, our gov-
ernment and our court says you cannot do it.
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But yet this bill tells us that it is statutory. It seems like some
pretty protected citizenship to me, that you cannot even renounce
it on the island of Puerto Rico.

Let me be clear. I am saying that this is a statehood bill because.
that is what it is, because that is where it steers everything, and
this is a key and fundamental issue, the issue of citizenship, be-
cause if you take that away you start gearing the program-towards
statehood.

Now, I have not said that. My facts, though, the Resident Com-
missioner added something to it and it is fine that he clarified his
statement. But it is still undisputed that he said: We are going to
win the plebiscite because we have got the definition for the Com-
monwealth. Now, he will say that that is the definition for the
Commonwealth which is true. It is also the definition that allows
him to win.

Interestingly enough, and then I will suspend, in Puerto Rico in
1993 the Resident Commissioner's party, the New Progressive
Party, controlled the Senate and the House of Representatives in
Puerto Rico. They controlled the governorship. They controlled
most of the municipalities. They decided when they won the elec-
tion that they would have a plebiscite in Puerto Rico, right. Why
did they not bring up these definitions of commonwealth and state-
hood and independence when they freely articulated the defini-
tions? Why do they come and change the definitions now?

Remember they said this is the plebiscite bill for statehood. Ev-
erybody said they were going to win it. The Resident Commissioner
said: If statehood wins, I am going to go petition for statehood to-
morrow, given the 1993 plebiscite.

Well, statehood did not win. They got to define the rules. They
got to write the definitions. They got to define everything, the date
everything was going to take place, and they still lost. The fact is,
gentlemen, statehood has never won a plebiscite in Puerto Rico.

If you allow this to happen this way, you are going to get an arti-
ficial majority. That is not what we want, because the problem and
the issue here is- you have two nations, two people. Puerto Rico is
a Nation of people, because that is how you get a colony. You can
check it out. The Resident Commissioner says Puerto Rico is a col-
ony. You cannot colonize a community. You have to colonize an-
other people, another nation, and that is what we are.

So when you look at it you have to say to yourself, let us make
sure we do it right, so that if they do petition for statehood they
know what they are getting into and that they know that what the
Resident Commissioner has said, that their culture and their lan-
guage and their idiosyncrasy is sacrosanct once you became part of
the Nation, once you become a part of the United States of Amer-
ica, and we have already had a Civil War, so I guess you cannot
secede if you do not like it.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Since we are going to keep the record open for 10 days and you

feel as strongly as you do, Mr. Gutierrez, relative to the definitions,
we would very much appreciate you supplying the committee with
your comments on the specific- definitions that are in both bills and
why you think they are unfair or unrealistic or lack a full and hon-
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est explanation to the people of Puerto Rico, and submit that with
your specific recommendations.

Would you be able to do that?
Mr. GUTIERREZ. Mr. Chairman, I certainly will. But let me just

hasten to add that I do not think that you can fix a crooked build-
ing. You have to tear it down to the foundation and start all over
again. But I certainly will present my recommendations and how
I see it and I will put them in writing to your committee. I thank
you, Mr. Chairman, for asking me.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, because if this committee is going to
proceed with this process I think it is generally understood that the
Congress is going to come up with the definitions, whether it is in
either of these bills or something else. Then the people of Puerto
Rico are going to have the option of accepting or rejecting it.

Senator Bumpers.

STATEMENT OF HON. DALE BUMPERS, U.S. SENATOR
FROM ARKANSAS

Senator BUMPERS. Mr. Chairman, I do not have any compelling
questions.

I would like to say that all three of you gentlemen speak ex-
tremely well and eloquently. I am most impressed. And Congress-
man Gutierrez, you may tell the Vietnam widow you referred to in
your testimony, that, unless Congress takes collective leave of its
senses, which we are inclined to do occasionally, she does not have
to worry about her citizenship.

Mr. GUTIERREZ. Thank you, Mr. Bumpers.
Senator BUMPERS. I cannot think of anything as suicidal as Con-

gress suddenly declaring a repeal of the Jones Act or by any other
method saying to the people of Puerto Rico they are no longer citi-
zens of this country.

Mr. GUTIERREZ. Thank you.
Senator BUMPERS. Luis Ferre and I went to the Soviet Union to-

gether back.in 1971. It was my first year in the Governors Con-
ference. We became very good friends then and he indoctrinated me
into the idea, something that I did not even know at the time, that
people in Puerto Rico are indeed citizens of America. As I say, I
cannot imagine Congress ever changing that, regardless of the out-
come.

Secondly, let me just say I am not a student of the definitions
that you have been talking about, but I certainly will become one
before we vote on this. It is like our 30-second spots in this country.
I cannot think of anything worse than writing the definitions in
such a way as to unfairly tilt the scale one way or the other.

I want to commend the chairman for suggesting to you that you
submit changes in the definitions or even substitutes in the defini-
tions, so that the people are voting on something that they fully
understand.

Thirdly, let me just say, Congressman Serrano, I thought you
were particularly eloquent in pointing out the number of elections
that are going to be involved and the opportunities for this matter
to be waylaid. First we are going to have an election to allow you
to hold a plebiscite, a referendum. Then we are going to come back
and submit something to you on which you will need to have an-
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other election. Then we will go through a transition period, and
during that transition period you are going to have another elec-
tion.

So it seems to me that there are an awful lot of safeguards. I
have not committed on this bill one way or the other. I am hoping
that the record will be clear on what the legislation does and what
the rights of the people of Puerto Rico are under the bill if it is
passed in its present state.

But let me just say, I. do not know when and if we are going to
get around to marking up the bill and actually implementing it. I
am leaving at the end of this year, which is my twenty-fourth year,
and we may not get it done this year either.

I have no idea what our schedule is going to be. It is a very tight
one. The Majority Leader reminds us daily of the constraints on
the Congress by the very limited amount of time we have and the
full platter we have. I am sure you are hearing this in the House
also.

Let me just say to all of you and to our audience, I understand,
as I say, the very passionate feelings that people have on both
sides of the issue. The enthusiasm is healthy. So I will have to
defer to the chairman on whether we are going to mark up the leg-
islation and the Majority Leader as to whether we are actually
going to have a vote on it. But we are honored to have all three
of you here.

I have known Carlos for many years also. We appreciate your
being with us this morning.

Senator AKAKA. Senator, if I could make a comment about the
citizenship and taking away the citizenship.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me just defer that to the balance of my col-
leagues.

We have been joined by Senator Thomas and Senator Graham.
Senator Graham, would you care to go next, and then I will call
on Senator Thomas.

Senator GRAHAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Again, I appreciate
your holding this hearing.

I would like to ask three questions of each of the panelists and
I would hope that each of these questions could be answered maybe
with one word or at least one sentence and no more than one para-
graph.

The CHAIRMAN. I will wield the gavel, so good luck between us.
Senator GRAHAM. The first question is, as we know, this year we

are celebrating the one hundredth anniversary of the special rela-
tionship between the United States of America and Puerto Rico. Do
you believe that the current status of that relationship will still be
in place when we celebrate the two hundredth anniversary of the
United States and Puerto Rico?

Mr. SERRANO. No. I was allowed a sentence?
The CHAIRMAN. No, no. One word is fine.
[Laughter.]
Senator GRAHAM. You could not improve on yours.
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. Definitely not.
Mr. GUTIERREZ. I do not believe so, sir.
Senator GRAHAM. So nobody believes that 100 years from-now we

will have the same status.
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The second question: If not, if we will not have the same status
in the year 2096 or '98, do you believe that as part of the process
of change, whatever that change may be towards, that the will of
the people of Puerto Rico should be a central component of deter-
mining what that different status will be in the year 2098?

Mr. SERRANO. Yes, but Congress will eventually call the shots
anyway.

Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. I think the Congress has the power
through constitutional authority, to call the shots. We have to deal
with the Congress and the options that Congress gives us.

Mr. GUTIERREZ. I want to be respectful, Senator, but the people
of Puerto Rico will make the ultimate decision on this issue and
not the Congress of the United States. I mean, we have a Declara-
tion of Independence here. We told the British what we thought of
them at a given point, and historically people have done that. So
I think we will consult with them because there is no other way
to get this, but ultimately, given the plenary powers of this Con-
gress, in spite of them, the people of Puerto Rico are going to make
that decision. I think history shows us that.

Senator GRAHAM. So there is somewhat of a mixed answer to the
question of what will be the will of the people of Puerto Rico vis
a vis external institutions such as the Congress of the United
States in making that decision.

If there is going to be a mechanism for the people of Puerto Rico
to express their judgments, what should be the standards by which
that request for the expression of the people of Puerto Rico should
be evaluated as to whether it will be an informed, meaningful, and
respectful expression of the political aspirations of the people of
Puerto Rico?

Mr. SERRANO. I think the provisions that are in the bill and its
House companion speak to that. If it was a perfect bill, it would
not include a colonial status as an option. You should not offer an-
other country the choice to continue to be a colony.

But I think that the provisions of the bill speak to that consulta-
tion.

Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. The answer that was given here to the ef-
fect that the final decision lies in the people of Puerto Rico, if you
look at it from the point of view of independence, then the final de-
cision does lie in the people of Puerto Rico. But if you look at it
from the point of view of statehood, it would be very difficult for
a final decision to lie with us, because we need Congress' approval
on that one. Congress accepts a territory as a State, rather than
a territory becoming a State by imposing its will.

So even though we want to be a State, the final decision for
Puerto Rico to become a State lies in the Congress.

Senator GRAHA. The question is, there is unanimity that we are
not going to have the same status 100 years from now that we do
today, mixed feeling as to what should be the role of the people of
Puerto Rico in self-determination of what that future status would
be, but I think most would feel that at least they should have an
influential, if not determinative, role.

Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. Definitely.
Senator GRAHAM. Then the third question is how to garner from

the people of Puerto Rico that expression of their political will.
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Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. I think this bill definitely does that.
Originally, the first bill that was filed in the House did not include
the option of commonwealth because we felt that what we are try-
ing to do is get rid of the colonial relationship and therefore to put
the colonial relationship as an option would not solve the problem.
To put the problem as an option would be contradictory.

But the people of Puerto Rico said that they wanted to see that
option because it is the status quo, so that is why it was included.
That also belies a lot of the statements that have been made here
by people claiming that they were not consulted. There has been
a consultation process all along, both in the House and in the Sen-
ate. When in numerous occasions we asked the leaders of the Com-
monwealth what is your choice, separate sovereignty or U.S. citi-
zenship, which of the two would you have, they refused to answer.
Commonwealth leaders say they want both: separate sovereignty
and also U.S. citizenship.

We know that even if you could overcome the constitutional hur-
dles to having a separate Nation with U.S. citizens that were not
subject to the jurisdiction of Congress, that could not avail them-
selves of having in its soil the U.S. district courts or the U.S. judi-
cial system to defend and protect their constitutional rights, even
if that were available constitutionally, Congress would never accept
such a situation for this would be politically untenable.

Those advocating the concept of separate sovereignty with U.S.
citizenship are actually setting up a scenario whereby Congress
would be forced to make decisions that would affect the U.S. citi-
zenship of those born in the island. In other words if the people of
Puerto Rico wanted that kind of relationship, separate sovereignty
with U.S. citizenship, the Congress will say: If you want separate
sovereignty, you cannot have U.S. citizenship. Then those people
that were citizens and live in Puerto Rico would be given an oppor-
tunity to keep their citizenship, but there would be a process for
keeping their citizenship. If they became Puerto Rican citizens or
swore allegiance as Puerto Rican citizen or joined the army in
Puerto Rico or voted in the independent country of Puerto Rico,
then obviously they could lose their citizenship. That is how they
could lose their citizenship.

However, let me note that even a person who is born in one of
the States, if he makes acts against his citizenship, he can lose his
citizenship.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to move on.
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. The fact that it is a statutory citizenship,

the fact that the statute is repealed and can be repealed is some-
thing that we know. That is why it is necessary to tell the people
the truth.

The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead, Senator Graham, with your questions.
Senator GRAHA1VI. Mr. Gutierrez, if you could in a few words.
Mr. GUTIERREZ. I assure you I will not take as long as the Resi-

dent Commissioner. Let me just say a couple of things.
No. 1, if the true aspirations of the people of Puerto Rico are to

enter into a non-colonial relationship which is neither statehood
nor independence in association with the United States and pre-
serving their U.S. citizenship, I think it is the duty of Congress to
search for such an alternative.
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No. 2, our Constitution is conceived in liberty. It is not a
straightjacket. We are going into the twenty first century. Let us
look for different relationships. We kind of think of A or B. What
if they want to preserve their culture, their heritage, their lan-
guage, but they want to be our allies, they want to be our friends,
and they want to have common citizenship with us? Who knows
what kind of relations? All kinds of people are building all new re-
lationships all over the world.

More specifically to answer your question, I think that we all un-
derstand that we are debating the future of Puerto Rico here in the
Congress of the United States, here in the Senate, so that the sov-
ereignty of the people of Puerto Rico does not rest with them. So
what I think we should do, Senator, very honestly, is to just pass
legislation returning the sovereignty to the people of Puerto Rico,
which the Resident Commissioner has told us so many times and
which I agree are some of the highest educated doctors, lawyers in
all of Latin America and all of the world, return that sovereignty
to them and say: Put a constitutional convention together, come
back and tell us what you would like to do.

If Congress really wants to respect the free will and self-deter-
mination, let them make the decision and come back and tell us.

Senator GRAHAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Graham.
Senator Thomas.
Senator THOMAs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I came primarily to listen and get the unanimity of the wit-

nesses. I am still as confused as I was before.
It seems to me, however, that the process is what we are talking

about here. I guess I would like you to react to why this is not the
case. It would seem to me in simplicity that the people of Puerto
Rico would have a plebiscite among themselves. The result of that
would be a petition to Congress to do the result of that. Why do
you not do it that way?

Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. Because we had it that way before and
then the people who lead the Commonwealth option and the lead-
ers of the independence movement tell the people of Puerto Rico:
This is only a poll because if statehood wins it is going to be re-
jected by the Congress.

Senator THOMAs. What is it now, Carlos?
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. What is it now?
Senator THOMAS. There is no commitment on the part of the

Congress of the United States.
Mr. ROMERO-BARCELO. No, no.
Senator THoMAs. In fact, I have to tell you that one of the dif-

ficulties here is this title of self-determination. Do you think this
is self-determination, this process?

Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. I think so, definitely.
Senator THOMAS. So if you vote for statehood, you think it is all

over?
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. No.
Senator THOMAs. Well then, how can it be self-determination?
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. Because I think Congress will respect the

will of the people of Puerto Rico and will negotiate a solution based
on that choice. I do not think that Congress will-
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Senator THOMAS. So you think this decision will be made when
this plebiscite is over, that we-will be done, is that right?

Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. It will be made by the people of Puerto
Rico, but Congress still has the power.to make its own decision.

Senator THOMAS. But you do not say that. You say this is self-
determination.

Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. Right. Of course it gives us an oppor-
tunity to decide how we want it to be determined.

Senator THOMAS. That is how you then petition for what you
would like to have happen.

Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. Right.
Senator THOMAS. But the idea-you go to Cheyenne, Wyoming,

and say, well, they are going to have self-determination, that
means if they vote for independence it is all over, if they vote for
commonwealth it is all over, if they vote for statehood it is all
over-that is not the case, is it?

Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. It is not all over, no.
Senator THOMAS. But that is the perception that is there.
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. But it is a process. Self-determination is

not an easy process. Self-determination is not a quick process.
Senator THOMAS. I see.
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. Self-determination begins at an instant

by the choice of the people-
Senator THOMAS. Well, I am still confused.
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. That is where the discussions and con-

versations begin.
Senator THOMAS. I am still confused, and you and I have talked

about it and the Governor and I have talked about it, that as so-
phisticated a group as you are in Puerto Rico, that you cannot
come up with the options described properly. I do not understand
that. When you were Governor you could not do that?

Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. No, because the Commonwealth leaders
wanted to define commonwealth as something that it is not. That
is why we cannot come up with the definitions and why we cannot
agree on the definitions.

Senator THOMAS. So you have to have somebody else. do it for
you?

Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. Well, we think that the Congress has to
make those definitions for the people of Puerto Rico, saying: If you
vote, these are the things that we are willing to consider; beyond
that, we will not even consider them. So commonwealth, as its sup-
porters define it would not even be considered by Congress, so it
would be flatly rejected.

As a matter of fact, we did have a plebiscite in 1993.
Senator THOMAS. I know.
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. The Commonwealth option got the plural-

ity, with 48 percent.
Senator THOMAS. I know.
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. The legislature of Puerto Rico approved

the resolution and sent it to Congress. The House took a look at
it and said no, there is no way, and rejected it. That is one of the
reasons why this process started.

Mr. GUTIERREZ. It never happened.
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. Yes, it happened in the committee.
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Senator THoMAs. I do not think so. I was there.
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. The committee in the House, yes.
Senator THOMAS. You and I were on the committee.
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. Yes. That was brought before the commit-

tee.
Senator THOMAS. It did not ask us to do anything.
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. It was rejected by the committee.
Senator THOMAs. What?
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. The definition of commonwealth was put

to a vote in the committee and was rejected by the committee.
Senator THOMAS. Well, it seems to me that-is that an option?

I read somewhere where you say-"you say"-it is generally said
that statehood, commonwealth as it is, or independence, and some
say: Well, commonwealth as it is not necessarily the only option.
Commonwealth changed somewhat.

Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. If commonwealth wins, then common-
wealth supporters can say: Let us now take a look at this defini-
tion, let us redefine it. Let us change some things. Just as if state-
hood wins there are going to be conditions on statehood. If inde-
pendence wins there are going to be conditions set on independ-
ence. Even if the Congress decides that Puerto Rico should be inde-
pendent after Puerto Rico selects it, there will be conditions set on
it. There will be schedules set on it.

Commonwealth supporters can say, "let us take a look at this
Commonwealth, we are not happy with this arrangement, let us
make some changes, but let us not go to statehood or independ-
ence."

Senator THOMAS. I understand. You know, I feel strongly the
people of Puerto Rico ought to express themselves as to what they
want, but this process is a little convoluted and I think it is dif-
ficult for people to really understand it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator, if I can interject the world as I see it,

Senator Thomas.
Senator THOMAS. Good.
The CHAIRMAN. The people of Puerto Rico have never been able

to reach a consensus on the definitions of the alternatives, and as
a consequence we are in a position now where, if we are going to
proceed, we more or less develop those definitions. Of course, we
have them in the two bills that we have before us, which some sup-
port and some do not. The ultimate disposition of our responsibility
would be to put forth some definitions and then they would go
through the process of conference and the House, and then we may
be in the same predicament, where one party or another in Puerto
Rico would absolutely refuse to support those specific definitions
because they felt that they were not particularly sensitive to their
point of view.

So the process suggests ultimately that the people of Puerto Rico
will have an opportunity to accept or reject whatever or if anything
is offered from us.

Senator THoMAS. I just am confused in that in the State of Alas-
ka if you wanted to have a decision you have an apparatus in your
State government, as we do in Wyoming, to come up with these
things. And to suggest that you have a State government, a gov-
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ernor, in Puerto Rico and a legislature that cannot come up with
the choices for people to vote on is difficult.

I do not need you to talk about it any more. We have already
been through it. But it is confusing to me, that is all.

Mr. SERRANO. May I?
The CHAIRMAN. Jos6. Please be brief because we have the admin-

istration witness and I intend to finish this.
Mr. SERRANO. I think it is somewhat unfair now to suggest that

Puerto Ricans have to decide what they want when Puerto Ricans
know that Congress will make the final decision anyway. It was
Puerto Rico that was invaded by the United States.

Senator THOMAS. Why do you want a plebiscite, then?
Mr. SERRANO. The plebiscite is for them to tell us what they

want. We still will act on it.
Senator THOMAS. Oh, of course.
Mr. SERRANO. But then to suggest that if they ask for something

we will give it to them, like you just suggested, might be good for
Carlos.

Senator THOMAS. That is the tradition, is to make a petition.
Mr. SERRANO. Right. So, through that State legislature, let me

tell you what the result will be. You will get a statehood petition,
because the Statehood Party controls both houses and the gover-
norship, and that will be signed. Now, is Congress willing to accept
that? If it is, we can solve this problem in about 55 days.

Senator THOMAS. The Congress may not be willing to accept the
result of the plebiscite, either.

Mr. SERRANO. Absolutely. But you questioned, you said why is
this good, why is this process good, convoluted as it is? And I agree
with you. Well, because this process for the first time says: We
allow you to vote, you take a vote-it does not sound right, "we
allow you to vote," but that is.what it is.

Senator THOMAS. We do not have to allow you to vote.
Mr. SERRANO. You take a vote and then we have dates certain

by which we will deal with this issue. Why is that important to
me? Because if they ask for statehood, for instance-and I know
this will raise eyebrows-and we reject statehood, that sets on the
national, on the local, and on the international scene a petition
then for independence, because "If you do not want us in then let
us go," could be the petition at that point.

But something will be in place. Right now nothing has been in
place. July 25, some will observe, some will commemorate, and oth-
ers will mourn this territorial, and I call it colonial, relationship.

Senator THOMAS. Commonwealth is nothing?
Mr. SERRANO. Pardon?
Senator THOMAS. Commonwealth is nothing, is that what you are

saying?
Mr. SERRANO. Commonwealth is colonial in nature.
Senator THOMAS. So it is nothing?
Mr. SERRANO. Senator, it is nothing within American democratic

principles. I am an American Congressman-
[Applause.]
Mr. SERRANO. Senator, I do not know if you were in the room

when I said this, and I said it-with respect: I was born in a colony.
My father was born an American. citizen. He was born 1 month
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after citizenship came in. He was already plotting my political ca-
reer, obviously. I am now an American who is a member of Con-
gress. I am very proud of that. I am very proud of where I have
lived and grown up all my life and where I will probably be buried.

But I do understand that the place that I was born in is kept
in a colonial state by the Congress that I serve in. That is a fact.

Mexico may not be the best place for some Americans to want
to live, but Mexico is sovereign. Texas may not be the best place
for some people to want to live, but Texas is sovereign within this
Union.

Puerto Rico-this brother to my left does not have the same
rights I have as an American citizen and that is not right. He also
does not have the same right as a Cuban, a Mexican, a Dominican,
or a British person has as a sovereign nation. He is not free and
independent and he is not a-

Senator THOMAs. I understand that, but you did not vote for that
the last time you had a plebiscite.

We do not need to go through it again. I withdraw it.
Mr. SERRANO. Senator, what they voted for was for change.
Senator THOMAS. We have already been through this five times.
Mr. SERRANO. The way they wanted to go was rejected in com-

mittee with only two votes for it. So on the one hand you are say-
ing let them choose what they want and then Congress is not will-
ing to give it to them.

The CHAIRMAN. Congressman Gutierrez.
Mr. GUTIERREZ. Thank you, Senator.
Let me just say to Senator Thomas, look, the fact is that they

did. They had a plebiscite in 1993. They lost it. Statehood did not
win. Therefore you never got a petition for statehood.

If you had that petition in my city of Chicago, I would come here
and say: I am going to do the will of the people; I must disagree
with it, but I have got to do the will of the people. We have never
once heard the Resident Commissioner come here to espouse the
will of the people of Puerto Rico. He has come here to say statehood
is good, not who won the plebiscite. That is a little strange and
ironic.

So they did do it. Let me just say, the definitions have been
agreed to before, Senator Murkowski. In 1990 the House passed it
435 to zip: three definitions, everybody got together, a couple years
of hearings. The problem, Senator, is they keep losing the plebi-
scites. They have not won one for statehood.

So now they want to get it right and they want this Congress to
sanction it, so that then they can say: We have got clean hands
here; the Congress said this was okay and these were the rules. Be-
cause they know if they go back and hold another plebiscite in
Puerto Rico they will probably lose it again, because they have
never won one.

I mean, why do they not just, if they control the local govern-
ment-I will tell you what Governor Edgar would do in the State
of Illinois. He would say: Senator, you are a Republican, I am a Re-
publican; let us get our Republicans in the House and let us pass
this legislation and present it to the people of the State of Illinois.

They control both houses, Senate and House, and governorship
in Puerto Rico. They can do this like this and have a plebiscite, and

51-935 98-5
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then come back here and demand statehood. The problem is they
want to determine one thing and they want us to sanction it and
they want us to say the citizenship of that widow-and I go back
to that widow of the Vietnam veteran-is statutory and can be
taken away.

So you know, when you say the three parties will agree, if you
ask the statehooders to define they will define statehood for you;
if you ask independence, they will define independence for you; and
the Commonwealth.

Lastly, look. There are three traditions in Puerto Rico, and here
I disagree with my fine distinguished colleague from New York. If
you look at Puerto Rican history, Senator Murkowski, there have
been three traditions: A, there has been the tradition of independ-
ence; B, there has been the tradition of annexation; and C, there
has been the tradition of autonomy.

Those three the United Nations-the United Nations, not me-
and the Committee on Decolonization agrees that there can be au-
tonomy, which is a decolonizing process which is neither-which re-
spects nationhood.

So I agree with you, Congressman Serrano-
Mr. SERRANO. You are speaking about the associated republic,

not about the Commonwealth.
Mr. GUTIERREZ. Can I please? If I could just please. I do not try

to define your points.
Here is the point. The point is that we agree that the current

status is colonial. It is a colony. That is what we are here to dis-
cuss. That is why we have the sovereignty and future of Puerto
Rico in our hands and that is why we are discussing it.

But the fact is that there are three traditions. We should respect
those traditions, because if that is what the majority of people
want we should come together and respect that. I think that is the
right thing to do.

Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. Mr. Chairman, I just want to make some
comments. In the first place, the reason why we are here is not
only because of Puerto Rico. I think, Senator, you are looking at
this from a point of view that it is a concern of the people of Puerto
Rico. No, Senator, I think this is a concern of the Nation. That is
why the Congress should also act.

Back in 1994 we had the Summit of the Americas with President
Clinton in Miami and when he was speaking he gave us an oppor-
tunity to speak. I said: Mr. President, when you go preaching for
democracy throughout the world, you are preaching morality in
your underwear. He said: What is that, Carlos? I said: Mr. Presi-
dent, because you tell Castro to hold a plebiscite in Cuba and 400
miles away there is an island that has almost 4 million citizens
who are disenfranchised, who are denied the right to representa-
tion, who are in a relationship with a Nation that is undemocratic.

Mr. Hernandez Colon-another Governor of Puerto Rico-agree
on very few things in public, particularly on status, but recently he
wrote an article in which he said that the relationship between
Puerto Rico and the United States is undemocratic. It is an un-
democratic relationship.

This is the decade of decolonization in the United Nations. Is the
Nation going to stand by, fold its arms and say, you in Puerto Rico
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decide, when we have not been able to decide because we have not
been able to agree on definitions? We will never be able to agree
on definitions.

When the Commonwealth was established in 1952, a group boy-
cotted the establishment of commonwealth in Puerto Rico, boy-
cotted that referendum. When the Popular Democratic Party sup-
ported the referendum or plebiscite in 1967, the other two parties
boycotted it. Now the Popular Democratic Party says they are
going to boycott this plebiscite. That is our usual procedure in
Puerto Rico, boycotting plebiscites by one group who feels that they
are going to lose.

But it is important for the Nation to tell not only us in Puerto
Rico, but the whole world, that these are the realistic options that
will be considered by the Nation,.and give the people of Puerto Rico
an opportunity to vote on those options.

Here we have Mr. Gutierrez, who lives in Chicago and says he
wants to be buried in Chicago. He votes for President and he votes
for Senators. He represents Chicago and. votes on the floor of the
House, and he wants to tell us we should never vote, we should be
U.S. citizens, without the right to vote and the right to representa-
tion? He does not have the frustrations I have here as a represent-
ative of the people of Puerto Rico.

Mr. GUTIERREZ. I would just like for the record to say I do not
think the record will substantiate that.

Mr. ROMERO-BARCELO. Senator, I started from the beginning.
The CHAIRMAN. Please.
Mr. ROMERO-BARCELO. I want to have equality for the children

in health care. When the Children's Health Insurance Initiative
was being discussed, I was told I was going to have equality in
health care. Yet through the process the children of Puerto Rico
were set aside as were those of the other territories. Discrimination
of children in health care. Now, this is why this process is nec-
essary.

The CHAIRMAN. Does anybody have anything more to add?
Mr. GUTIERREZ. Just real quickly, I do not think I ever said any

of those things that the Resident Commissioner just stated.
I represent the people of the Fourth Congressional District. Half

a million of them send me here to Congress. If the people of Puerto
Rico decide to make it a State, maybe you will get elected a Con-
gressman with the equality that I have.

Mr. SERRANO. Very briefly, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Jose.
Mr. SERRANO. I am sorry Senator Thomas left. He made a big

point about consensus. Well, I really believe that is a result of
being a colony for 100 years. There was a time in Puerto Rico when
there was a strong independence movement and we in this Con-
gress and in other places participated in discrediting that move-
ment. There was another time when there was a statehood move-
ment and we tried to bring fears into people.

Now there are all kinds of people saying that commonwealth is
the solution and statehood will sell out our national identity and
we will die of hunger if we become independent. There have been
many forces at work that do not allow the consensus, but Congress
has to make the final decision.
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One final comment. I thought Senator Graham, who I have
known for a long time and served with on education issues under
President Carter, his last question was going to be: So where do
you think we will be X amount of time from now? I really think
that statehood is not forever; it is a viable option for about 20, 25
years, 15 years. After that the United States becomes very embar-
rassed by holding onto a colony and independence then becomes an
immediate option.

It could be that independence is an option immediately upon a
rejection of statehood. All of that has to be taken into consider-
ation. But the main point is we cannot continue to preach self-de-
termination throughout the world and hold this colony. If you do
it for no other reason than for all of the people of Puerto Rico, then,
my God, do it for me so I do not continue to live in this dilemma.
I want to know where I stand and I am confused every day of the
week.

Thank you.
Mr. GUTIERREZ. Let us keep American citizenship sacrosanct and

not play around with it. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me, first of all, thank the witnesses. I think

that your contribution has been significant.
I am going to ask one question and I would like a yes-no answer.

That is, given the fact that we understand that what ultimate defi-
nitions will be determined will be determined by the Congress and
this committee may have a significant voice in the development of
those particular definitions, my question is do you think that Con-
gress has the wisdom and the ability to be totally objective in draft-
ing alternatives in such a way as to be fair to each of the three
specific interest groups that seek a resolve of this matter which
would lead to eventual self-determination?

Because we have heard and gone around and the question is the
definitions, and you are saying you have the will to accept or reject
what we do, and certainly you will have that choice if we do it. But
the question is can we equitably and fairly present to the people
of Puerto Rico language that represents fairly an opportunity and
is not swayed to one particular group or another?

You follow my question? Jos6, can we do that?
Mr. SERRANO. Absolutely. We did it in the House. We are doing

it in this bill.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, just a minute now. Everybody would not

agree with you.
Mr. SERRANO. No, but the House agreed. They passed it.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the vote?
Mr. SERRANO. The Senate has a bill-what was the vote? By one

vote.
The CHAIRMAN. It was hardly a unanimous vote in the House.
Mr. SERRANO. We have done a lot of things by one vote. In fact,

there was a lot of important legislation passed by one vote.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand. But what I am getting at here is

there are those that would argue at the table with you that that
was not a fair representation, that it was swayed one specific way.

Mr. SERRANO. Right. But we do have, and that is the beauty of
our system and why it has withstood so many challenges through-
out the years, we have a Senate which will make changes and then
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we have a conference process and then we have a bill that allows
for four or five votes to take place. I think it is secure. That is why
I wholeheartedly support it.

But Senator, and I close with this, the alternative, inaction, an-
other 25 years, another 50 years of a colonial status, that is unac-
ceptable. Your question on the wisdom is a good one, but the result
of not showing what limited or brilliant wisdom we have is unac-
ceptable.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gutierrez.
Mr. GUTIERREZ. I think in 1990 the Congress did it, 1990-91. It

is not doing it this time.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, it was more objective and fair?
Mr. GUTIERREZ. Well, I believe we changed the definitions, Mr.

Chairman, since 1990, which were unanimously approved in the
House. I think it is a good point. I think the more we debate it-
and I would just like to say, I remember when everybody said, oh,
the Young bill, it has got 80-some odd co-sponsors, of which 40, al-
most half of the original co-sponsors of the Young bill, when it
came on the House floor voted against it, 41 out of 83.

I have never seen such a thing in my limited period in the Con-
gress, to see half of the original cosponsors-because once they
heard the debate they said: God, this is not what we signed onto.
I think the more we debated, the more people have questions about
it, the better it is going to work.

Look, when it came out of committee it came out almost unani-
mously out of committee, almost unanimously. Yet 17 of those peo-
ple, 17 of those members of Congress who voted for it in committee,
final draft, this is our recommendation to the other members, 17
of those members voted against it.

What made them change? I think what made them change is
there was finally a debate. I have been a member of Congress and
I remember going before the committee and they would not even
allow me to participate in the hearing in the manner of a member
of the committee. When on the Banking Committee, you know, any
member comes on over, they have got an issue, we always suspend
the rules and allow them to participate in the manner of a mem-
ber, I would not even be allowed to speak on these issues. They
went to Puerto Rico. I was not allowed to participate.

So you know, it was not exactly a participatory process over
there.

The CHAIRMAN. In the Young bill?
Mr. GUTIERREZ. In the Young bill, no, sir, it was not.
The CHAIRMAN. You petitioned to be allowed?
Mr. GUTIERREZ. I went to the full committee and I said, I asked

unanimous consent. As a matter of fact, the chairman and the
ranking member both requested that I and Nydia Velasquez and
Jos6 Serrano be permitted to be allowed to participate in the man-
ner of members of the committee, unanimous consent to be allowed
to participate in the manner of members of the committee during
the hearings, which we do in the House all of the time if a member
has an issue.

There was an objection from the Resident Commissioner of Puer-
to Rico. So you know, when we talk about democracy, here is de-
mocracy at work.
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The CHAIRMAN. Was the objection to both of you?
Mr. GUTIERREZ. I do not think he would have objected so much

to Jos6 as to me.
The CHAIRMAN. Did it apply to both of you?
Mr. GUTIERREZ. It did, yes, sir.
Mr. SERRANO. I have to clear that up. There was a situation

where two members left, I had a better schedule, I stayed, and I
got to speak.

Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. That is the truth?
The CHAIRMAN. Carlos, could you tell us why you eliminated

Gutierrez?
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. Yes, sure. I opposed the fact that he and

Nydia Velisquez participate as members. I said that they could ask
questions, but not to participate as members, and they would ask
questions only if there was time available, because we had many
witnesses.

That was my point, but my point was not accepted because, as
Serrano says, he stayed and he was allowed to participate. They
left because they got indignant about my statement. They made
their statement and they ran out of the hearing room huffing and
puffing, but Serrano stayed.

Mr. GUTIERREZ. Well, you know, about "huffing and puffing,"
Senator-

Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. Please, let me finish.
Mr. GUTIERREZ. Senator, can I please respond?
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. Please allow me to finish.
Mr. GUTIERREZ. I would just like to say something, Senator.
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. Allow me to finish.
The CHAIRMAN. Carlos has the floor. I will give Gutierrez another

chance.
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. The other thing, you had-
Mr. GUTIERREZ. Do not get so nervous, Carlos. It is all right.
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. You had asked about our participation,

whether the Senate and the House can be impartial. I definitely
think so.

Let me now make a correction for the record. In 1990 there was
no agreement. I represented statehood and there was never a final
agreement. The definitions that were adopted both in the Senate
and the House were imposed.

Jeffrey Farrow was there. I argued with Jeffrey Farrow on the
phone many, many times and I complained to him about what the
House had agreed to and my opposition to it. There was no agree-
ment, but they have said it so many times I think they believe it
themselves.

I did not agree to the definitions in the Senate, because one of
the definitions stated that if we became a State we would not be
allowed to have the same participation in Federal programs as
other States. How could I agree to something unconstitutional like
that?

So again, I believe that definitely, because the Congress
The CHAIRMAN. We have the wisdom and can be fair?
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. I think you can be much more impartial

than we can in Puerto Rico. We have never been able to agree on
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our definitions, and I think you have an interest in this process
going forward and that you will come forward.

I think the definitions in the House bill are fair definitions. That
they do not like them is something else. I can assure you they
would never like them. You have heard them during these hear-
ings. You have heard them in the House hearings. They do not
even want to submit definitions.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think they favor statehood, yes or no?
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. Who does, the definitions?
The CHAIRMAN. The definitions in the House, the House and Sen-

ate bill?
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. I think the definitions are fair. The defi-

nitions says in statehood we will pay Federal income taxes-
The CHAIRMAN. You do not think they favor statehood?
Mr. ROMERO-BARCEL6. No, definitely not.
The CHAIRMAN. Jos6, yes or no?
Mr. SERRANO. No, because the bill does not say, if statehood wins

we will give it to you. So how can it favor statehood?
The CHAIRMAN. Congressman Gutierrez?
Mr. GUTIERREZ. I think I would just like to state for the record,

Mr. Chairman, you can check with the ranking member. There was
a unanimous consent request that we be allowed to participate. I
sit on the Banking and Veterans Committee. If there is an issue,
we just have a unanimous consent agreement to allow non-commit-
tee members to participate. He objected to it.

Now, what do I think? You know, I think the Congress can do
it, Mr. Chairman, but I think we have got this crooked. It is so
crooked already. It is kind of hard to fix it. I know that my col-
league, who I-care about a lot, Congressman Serrano says we will
go to the conference committee. Are you kidding? I have seen
things in the conference, go to conference, and when it. comes out
of conference we have got to vote on it the next morning and it is
not what was even debated in the full committee in the markup.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we have that over here occasionally.
Mr. GUTIERREZ. I know. Those things happen. So I am sorry that

he has such a great trust. I like an open process from the very be-
ginning where everybody has equal standing-let us do it and let
us do it right. I would like to have that genuine gusto for the con-
ference, but late at night I am not too sure, at 2 or 3 in the morn-
ing, we are going to get it right.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think we have pretty much exhausted
this discussion. I think it has been a good one. I personally feel
that some of the exposure would have been addressed had Puerto
Rico sought the status or Congress had invoked the status of incor-
poration, which you did of course in the case of Hawaii and Alaska.
But that is not the case for Puerto Rico. That would have ad-
dressed the concern over citizenship being subjected to the expo-
sure of being removed. In any event, that did not occur.

I want to thank you gentlemen and I want to move to the last
witness, from the administration.

Mr. GUTIERREZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SERRANO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I wish you a good day.
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Senator GRAHAM. Mr. Chairman, while the last witness is coming
forward could I make a concluding observation?

The CHAIRMAN. Let me just introduce the witness and then go
ahead. This is Jeffrey Farrow, Co-Chair of the White House Task
Force on Puerto Rico, who is accompanied by Randolph Moss, Act-
ing Assistant Attorney General for Legal Counsel, Department of
Justice, and perhaps others.

Go ahead, Senator Graham.
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman,

there was a word that ran through the testimony that we have just
heard which I think is central, and that is the word "respect." The
United States has had a very difficult relationship within the West-
ern Hemisphere. We have earned (nicknames) words, terms such
as "the Colossus of the North" and other descriptions which are a
reflection of a perceived lack of respect that we have granted to our
neighbors within the hemisphere.

I think it is very important that at the end of this twentieth cen-
tury we not take an action which would reinforce that old history.
The facts are that the Puerto Rican political process has requested
of us that we provide, we the Congress, a plebiscite. If we reject
that request, that is a lack of respect for the political process and
the people of Puerto Rico.

But, to me, the worst example of a lack of respect would come
if we submitted a plebiscite process to the people of Puerto Rico
outlining options, the people of Puerto Rico took that plebiscite as
a serious request for their opinion, and then we were to reject the
result of that opinion, whatever it might be. So I think it is ex-
tremely important for United States relations not only with the
people of Puerto Rico, but with the people throughout the Western
Hemisphere, that we be very careful that we are submitting to the
people of Puerto Rico a set of choices that we, not legally but mor-
ally, are committed to fulfill.

To reject a choice that the people of Puerto Rico had selected
would not only damage our relationships in that island, but in my
opinion would have a reverberating effect throughout the Western
Hemisphere. So I would just suggest that we must be very sen-
sitive to the consequences of the actions that we are going to take
and that the concept of respect should be a central component of
the actions that we are about to undertake.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Graham.
It is my understanding that the actual proposal in the bills

would be to authorize a plebiscite. So it gives, if you will, a Con-
gressional sanction, so to speak, as opposed to just the initiation of
a plebiscite by the people of Puerto Rico.

In any event, I want to welcome Jeffrey and his colleagues. I
hope that you have had an opportunity to observe the testimony in
the last 2 days, and I have indicated to some extent that this is
a highly volatile political issue in Puerto Rico, and the Congress of
course involves itself in the politics. I would look to the administra-
tion for an objective point of view, excluding the politics, if my ex-
pectations may so warrant.

Jeffrey, please proceed.
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STATEMENT OF JEFFREY L. FARROW, CO-CHAIR, WHITE
HOUSE TASK FORCE ON PUERTO RICO, ACCOMPANIED BY
RANDOLPH D. MOSS, ACTING ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GEN-
ERAL FOR LEGAL COUNSEL, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Mr. FARROW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me just say that we do try to approach these issues objec-

tively. They are, as you also observed yesterday, I think, in the
hearing, these are very political questions, political questions for
the United States and certainly.for Puerto Rico. One of the com-
plexities, complications of the matter, is that Puerto Rico's politics
revolve around such drastically different visions of what the status
of the island is at present and what it ought to be.

The President has no preference on what political status Puerto
Rico ought to have.

The CHAIRMAN. Has no preference?
Mr. FARROW. No preference.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. FARROW. But believes it is a serious issue and ought to be

addressed. So we try to address the issues objectively.
The Resident Commissioner referred to arguments that he and

I have had. I have had arguments with leaders of all the three po-
litical parties of Puerto Rico.

The CHAIRMAN. These are sophisticated discussions.
Mr. FARROW. Yes, sophisticated discussions. You are a politician,

Senator, and I am not.
Mr. Chairman and distinguished members: Again, my name is

Jeffrey L. Farrow. I am Co-Chair of the President's Inter-Agency
Group on Puerto Rico. I am accompanied by a number of adminis-
tration officials. To my left is Randolph D. Moss, the Assistant At-
torney General, Acting Assistant Attorney General for Legal Coun-
sel.

Let me begin by thanking you for inviting the executive branch
to testify on the two bills before the committee that would establish
a process for determining the ultimate political status of Puerto
Rico, H.R. 856, which has passed the House, and S. 472.

This hearing is being held days before the beginning of the cen-
tennial of the United States' taking of Puerto Rico. The date, July
25, is also the forty-sixth anniversary of the present arrangement
for the governing of Puerto Rico, including the locally drafted insu-
lar constitution. The arrangement is known by the name of the
government that the constitution established, "commonwealth."

Under this arrangement the insular government exercises au-
thority similar to that of a State, while the Federal Government
continues to have its broad power under our national Constitution's
territory clause to govern non-state areas under the sovereignty of
the United States. Through the arrangement, Puerto Ricans also
consented to a number of provisions of Federal law concerning the
islands.

The arrangement was established by actions of the people of
Puerto Rico as well as by actions of the Federal Government. It
was an important step in the development of Puerto Rico's self-gov-
ernment that we honor and should be respected. It was not, how-
ever, a political status choice and it did not change the island's fun-
damental relationship to the United States, as your predecessor
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committee noted in approving it, as the House committee noted in
approving it, and as the administration at the time noted.

The arrangement also did not rectify the problem of Puerto
Ricans not having real voting representation in the government
that makes national laws for them. Insular officials are elected, but
the 3.9 million residents of Puerto Rico, although U.S. citizens, are
represented in the Federal Government only by a single Resident
Commissioner who is limited to voting in House committees.

This democratic deficit grew more significant and apparent as
the Federal Government expanded its activities in society since the
early 1950's.

Almost since commonwealth took effect, Puerto Ricans have peti-
tioned for greater self-government. Today all of Puerto Rico's politi-
cal parties are based on one vision or another of a fully self-govern-
ing arrangement. They are divided, however, on what the options
really are, in addition to which would be best.

The debate primarily reflects their conflicting visions, but it is
partially attributable to conflicting Federal statements and a lack
of clear Federal policies on the matter as well. Almost all Puerto
Ricans want a status that involves substantial interaction with the
United States. Because they themselves cannot determine what the
Federal Government would be willing to do, they have repeatedly
petitioned you for legislation such as the bills before you.

This is obviously a matter of transcendent importance. It con-
cerns the still unrealized self-government rights of millions of peo-
ple, 3.9 million citizens under our flag by conquest, who sacrifice
for us in war but have no vote in the government that makes their
national laws.

It is also a pivotal question in determining many other Federal
and insular policies, the approaches to serious economic and social
challenges. Should policies be geared toward Puerto Rico being per-
manently under the U.S. flag or toward eventual separation? And
if Puerto Rico is to remain permanently under our flag, will it some
day be a part of our country in all respects? Should it be treated
equally or differently?

Resolving the status question is fundamental to resolving impor-
tant social and economic policy questions of the Federal and insu-
lar governments. Further, the debate over status is so intense that
it hinders action on economic and social issues as well as the politi-
cal one, to the detriment of Puerto Ricans and the Nation.

This frustrating situation is likely to continue until the Federal
Government finally responds to years of questioning by Puerto
Ricans and clarifies what the options really are. Their decision
hinges on Federal decisions that have either not been made or have
not been clearly articulated:

Is statehood really an option, as national leaders and a commis-
sion established by law have said, for this U.S. area to which most
national laws apply? Or are Puerto Ricans somehow incompatible
with their fellow U.S. citizens, including the 3 million Puerto
Ricans who live in the States, as a few people have suggested?

Will the United States help and remain open to Puerto Rico if
its people choose to become a sovereign Nation after a century
under our flag without full self-government? Or will we simply cut
it off and leave it to its own devices if its people choose to leave
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the family and the restrictions as well as the benefits of U.S. sta-
tus?

Will the Federal Government cede the exercise of substantial na-
tional government authority to Puerto Rico under a commonwealth
arrangement? Can such an arrangement limit Federal powers to
govern U.S. territory? Can commonwealth be a form of national
sovereignty under which U.S. citizenship would continue to be
granted?

President Clinton firmly believes that after a century under the
U.S. -flag Puerto Ricans should be enabled to choose among all of
the real options: national sovereignty, either independence or in
free association with the United States; membership in the Union
of States; and continuing the present arrangement.

This is his highest priority regarding Puerto Rico. He will strong-
ly support nationhood or statehood if Puerto Ricans vote for either
status, and he will continue to work to make the current arrange-
ment work better for them as long as they do not. Again, he has
no preference among the options, believing the decision should be
Puerto Ricans'.
* The United States has committed itself internationally to sup-

porting a Puerto Rican choice. Enabling Puerto Ricans to choose is
a Federal responsibility. The President's position is that we should
finally carry it out this centennial year by providing the options
through either of the bills before you. He wants to establish a proc-
ess that Puerto Ricans can act on as they are ready to and that
would channel the debate away from other issues toward a con-
structive end.

He does not feel that Puerto Rico has to change, but he also be-
lieves that all the fully democratic options should be open to its
people.

Most fundamentally, though, our government has a responsibility
to tell non-fully self-governing Puerto Ricans what their fully demo-
cratic options are so that they can decide.as they are ready to and
we can all get to other business.

Thus, Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the President I thank you for
calling these hearings and for the three prior sessions you have
held on the status question itself and the issues that a status
change would raise. I also on behalf of the President thank Sen-
ators Craig and Graham for their leadership on this matter and
Senator Bumpers for his assistance to the administration on it.

The two bills that are the subject of this hearing are companion
bills. They are not identical, especially since the House acted on its
bill, which was sponsored by the leaders of both parties in the
House and the leaders on a bipartisan basis of your counterpart
committee. President Clinton strongly supported House passage of
H.R. 856 and hopes to be able to sign either of the two bills into
law.

The administration strongly urges the committee to favorably re-
port a bill as soon as possible, given the number of session days
left in this Congress. We are ready and anxious to work with you
to do this as well as to obtain full Senate passage and final Con-
gressional action.

Both bills contain the essential elements for a law on this mat-
ter. They would provide Puerto Ricans with the options on a realis-
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tic basis, authorize a choice on an ongoing basis, and provide for
Federal action on a choice of a different status. It would also facili-
tate a choice and, in the event of a choice of a new status, lay out
the process that would move to the next stage when both sides are
ready.

The bills before you would not themselves change Puerto Rico's
status. Indeed, they would require the passage of two more bills
and three popular mandates from the people of Puerto Rico over a
period of up to a dozen years or more for a status change to occur.
They would, though, finally enable a clear direction for the islands
to be determined and to be worked toward if that is the will of the
Puerto Rican people.

They would provide an orderly process for rationally addressing
the myriad and complex matters that would need to be addressed
to prepare for a change in status and then to change it. They would
enable the transition to be smooth and deliberate. Finally, they
would ensure that the mandate for change was sustained when and
if one emerges, providing both Puerto Ricans and the Federal Gov-
ernment with opportunities to rethink in the event that matters do
not develop adequately.

My written statement includes extensive specific comments on
each bill. Let me touch on just a couple of the points in each of
them.

First, H.R. 856. The bill begins with a number of Congressional
findings. They relate to Puerto Rico's history, current situation,
and political status in general. These findings would not be part of
the procedure for resolving Puerto Rico's status issue and they
have contributed to much of the controversy about the legislation
in the Commonwealth. They were substantially rewritten during
the process of House consideration to make them more accurate,
but they are still somewhat subjective and they are not essential.

Section 4(a) would authorize an initial referendum on Puerto
Rico's future political status this year. The President supports the
goal of a status preference vote this year, but setting this as a stat-
utory deadline is unnecessarily restrictive. The government of
Puerto Rico should have the flexibility to conduct the vote later if
it feels that additional time is necessary for arrangements or public
education reasons.

Section 4(a) would also provide commonwealth, separate sov-
ereignty, and statehood options. The options are based on and rea-
sonably respond to proposals of Puerto Rico's major political par-
ties. Each of the parties is associated with one of the options tradi-
tionally discussed in the islands. Democratic principles require that
the expressed aspirations of Puerto Ricans be central to the devel-
opment of the options. You have recognized that through your
hearings.

The options must also, however, be viable from the Federal per-
spective if they are to provide Puerto Ricans with a meaningful
choice. The President regards the consideration of party proposals
and serious responses to them as integral to the mutual determina-
tion process that is needed to resolve the Puerto Rico status ques-
tion. Again, we find the option as described in H.R. 856 to be ac-
ceptable.
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The bills provide for the President to submit a transition plan for
a change in status within 180 days of a vote for change. We do not
object to the 6-month deadline for developing a transition plan in
the case of statehood, but it would be unrealistic, given the greater
complexities that would be involved, in the case of Puerto Rican
sovereignty. The range of matters that would have to be addressed
would be much greater since Puerto Rico is treated as a State
under most laws.

A more realistic requirement for submitting a transition plan in
the case of Puerto Rican sovereignty would be 1 year after the con-
clusion of a Puerto Rican sovereignty convention.

We had recommended to the House that the length of the transi-
tion be provided for in the plan itself since the measures that
would need to be identified have not been precisely determined,
would change from time to time, and should be based on consulta-
tion with Puerto Rico's leaders. That is still our preference, but we
feel that the 10-year time limit is reasonable. We prefer, however,
the language in S. 472 which contemplates the possibility of ex-
tending the transition period by law. Such a possibility would of
course exist in any case.

Let me make a couple of comments as well about S. 472. A major
difference between S. 472 and H.R. 856 is that, in the event of a
choice of statehood, S. 472 would only provide the process for mak-
ing Puerto Rico a territory destined for statehood, an incorporated
territory, rather than for making it a State. Congress would have
to act beyond what is specified in S. 472 to grant statehood.

Another significant difference is that S. 472 would not provide
rules for congressional consideration of subsequent legislation is
the process. H.R. 856 includes provisions intended to ensure that
its transition plan and implementation resolution are expeditiously
acted on by the Congress as a whole.

Section 3(b) would ostensibly require further status referendum
at least every 4 years in Puerto Rico if there is a majority for con-
tinuation of the current governing arrangement or if Puerto Ricans
reject a Federally approved transition plan or reject implementa-
tion of a selected status. We suggest giving the government of
Puerto Rico greater flexibility on the timing of additional votes.

Mr. Chairman, I want to stress that our recommendations, those
I have mentioned and many others in my written statement, sug-
gest the need for relatively minor amendments to these bills and
those amendments can be made in taking expeditious action in the
case of either bill. They also suggest that many provisions of the
bill are useful but not essential. We will be flexible as to the extent
of the details in the bills so long as the essentials are included. Our
goal is to enact a law this year.

The real questions that these bills present and are before the
Federal Government as a whole are very simple: Are we going to
finally answer Puerto Ricans' questions of what their status options
are so that they can determine their preference? Are we going to
facilitate the determination of the direction they want to work in
if it is different from the present? Are we going to meet our respon-
sibilities on this matter 100 years after we took control of the is-
lands? Are we going to enter the new millennium having enabled
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nearly 4 million U.S. citizens who are not fully self-governing to
take'a step toward becoming so if and when they want to?

We stand ready to work with the committee to answer these
questions affirmatively as soon as possible.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Farrow follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JEFFREY L. FARRow, CO-CHAIR, THE PRESIDENTS
INTERAGENCY GROUP ON PUERTO Rico

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members, my name is Jeffrey L. Farrow, and I
am Co-Chair of the President's Interagency Group on Puerto Rico. Let me begin by
thanking you for inviting the Executive Branch to testify on the two bills before the
Committee that would establish a process for determining the ultimate political sta-
tus of Puerto Rico: H.R. 856, which has passed the House, and S. 472.

This hearing is being held days before the beginning of the Centennial of the
United States taking of the Islands. The date-July 25th-is also the 46th anniver-
sa of the present arrangement for the governing of Puerto Rico, including the lo-
cal y-drafted, insular constitution.

The arrangement is known by the name of the government that the constitution
established: Commonwealth. Under it, the insular government exercises authority
similar to that of a State while the Federal Government continues to have its broad
power under our national Constitution's Territory Clause to govern non-State areas
under the sovereignty of the United States. Through the arrangement, Puerto
Ricans also consented to a number of provisions of Federal law concerning the Is-
lands.

This arrangement was established by actions of the people of Puerto Rico as well
as by actions of the Federal Government. It was an important step in the develop-
ment of Puerto Rico's self-government that we honor and that should be respected.

It was not, however, a political status choice and it did not change the Islands'
fundamental relationship to the United States, as your predecessor committee noted
in approving it.

It also did not rectify the problem of Puerto Ricans not having real voting rep-
resentation in the government that makes national laws for them. Insular onicials
are elected but the 3.9 million residents of Puerto Rico, although U.S. citizens, are
represented in the Federal Government only by a single Resident Commissioner
who is limited to voting in House committees. This "democratic deficit" grew more
significant and apparent as the Federal Government expanded its activities in soci-
ety.

Almost since Commonwealth took effect, Puerto Ricans have petitioned for greater
self-government. Today, all of Puerto Rico's political parties are based on one vision
or another of a fully democratic governing arrangement.

They are divided, however, on what the options really are-in addition to which
would be best. The debate primarily reflects their conflicting visions, but it is par-
tially attributable to conflicting Federal statements and a lack of clear Federal poli-
cies on the matter as well.

Almost all Puerto Ricans want a status that involves substantial interaction with
the United States. Because they cannot themselves determine what the Federal
Government would be willing to do, they have repeatedly petitioned for legislation
such as the bills before you.

This is, obviously, a matter of transcendent importance. It concerns the still unre-
alized self government rights of millions of people: 3.9 million U.S. citizens under
our flag by conquest who sacrifice for us in war but have no vote in the government
that makes their national laws.

It also is a pivotal question in determining many other Federal and insular poli-
cies, the approaches to serious economic and social challenges. Should policies be
geared toward Puerto Rico being permanently under the U.S. flag or toward even-
tual separation? And if Puerto Rico is to remain permanently under our flag, will
it someday become a part of our country in all respects? Should it be treated equally
or differently? Resolving the status question is fundamental to resolving important
economic and social policy questions. Further, the debate is so intense that it
hinders action on economic and social issues to the detriment of Puerto Ricans and
the Nation.

This frustrating situation is likely to continue until the Federal Government fi-
nally responds to years of questioning by Puerto Ricans and clarifies what the op-
tions are. Their decision largely hinges on Federal decisions that either have not
been made or have not been clearly articulated:
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Is statehood an option, as national leaders and a commission established by
law have said, for this U.S. area to which most national laws apply? Or are
Puerto Ricans somehow incompatible with their fellow U.S. citizens-including
the three million Puerto Ricans who live in States-as some people have sug-
gested?

Will the United States help and remain open to Puerto Rico if its people
choose to become a sovereign nation after a century under our flag without full
self-government? Or will we simply cut it off and leave it to its own devices if
its people choose to leave the family and the restrictions as well as the benefits
of a U.S. status?

Will the Federal Government cede the exercise of substantial national govern-
ment authority to Puerto Rico under a Commonwealth arrangement? Can such
an arrangement limit Federal powers to govern U.S. territory? Can Common-
wealth be a form of national sovereignty under which U.S. citizenship would
continue to be granted?

President Clinton firmly believes that, after a century under the U.S. flag, Puerto
Ricans should be enabled to choose among all of the options: national sovereignty-
either independence or in an association with the United States; membership in the
Union of States; and continuing the present arrangement. This is his highest prior-
ity regarding Puerto Rico. He will strongly support nationhood or statehood if Puer-
to Ricans vote for either status change and he will continue to work to make the
current arrangement work better for them as long as they do not. He has no pref-
erence among the options, believing that the decision should be Puerto Ricans'.

The United States has committed itself internationally to supporting a Puerto
Rican choice. Enabling Puerto Ricans to choose is a Federal responsibility. The
President's position is that we should finally carry it out this Centennial year by
providing the options through either of the bills before you. He wants to establish
a process that Puerto Ricans can act on as they are ready to and that would channel
the debate away from other issues and toward a constructive end. He does not feel
Puerto Rico has to change but he also believes that all the frilly democratic options
should be open to its people. Most fundamentally, though, our government has a re-
sponsibility to tell non- self-governing Puerto Ricans what their frilly demo-
cratic options are so that they can decide as they are ready to and we can all get
to other business.

Thus, Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the President, I thank you for calling these
hearings and for the three prior sessions you have held on the status question itself
and on issues that a change in status would raise. I also, on behalf of the President,
thank Senators Craig and Graham for their leadership on this matter and Senator
Bumpers for his assistance to the Administration on it.

The two bills that are the subject of this hearing are companion bills. They are
not identical, especially since the House acted on its bill, which was sponsored by
the leaders of both parties in the House and your counterpart committee. President
Clinton strongly supported House passage of H.R. 856 and hopes to be able to sign
either of the two bills before you into law. The Administration strongly urges the
Committee to favorably report a bill as soon as possible, given the number of session
days left in this Congress. We are ready and anxious to work with you to do this
as well as to obtain full Senate passage and final congressional action.

Both bills contain the essential elements for a law on this matter: They would
provide Puerto Ricans with the options, authorize a choice on an on-going basis, and
provide for a Federal action on a choice of a different status. They would also facili-
tate a choice and, in the event of a choice of a new status, lay out a process that
would move to the next stage when both sides are ready.

The bils would not themselves change Puerto Rico's status. Indeed, they would
require the passage of two more bills and three popular mandates from the people
of Puerto Rico over a period of up to a dozen years or more for a status change to
occur.

They would, though, finally enable a clear direction for the Islands to be deter-
mined and to be worked towards if that is the will of the people of Puerto Rico. They
would provide an orderly process for rationally addressing the myriad and complex
matters that would need to be addressed to prepare for a change in status and,
then, to change it. They would enable the transition to be smooth and deliberate.
Finally, they would ensure that the mandate for change was sustained when and
if one emerges, providing both Puerto Ricans and the Federal Government with op-
portunities to rethink in the event that matters do not develop adequately.

Let me now comment on specific provisions of each bill.
First, H.R. 856.
The bill begins with a number of Congressional Findings. They relate to Puerto

Rico's history, current situation and political status in general. These Findings
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would not be part of the procedure for resolving Puerto Rico's status issue and have
contributed to controversy about the legislation in the Commonwealth. They were
substantially rewritten during the process of House consideration to make them
more accurate, but they are still somewhat subjective. They are also not essential.
It may be more productive to delete them.

History has given us the conflicting facts and ambiguities which have fueled Puer-
to Rico's status debate. Rather than relitigate them now, it would be more produc-
tive to simply provide a process for resolving the debate.

If the Findings are retained, we urge consideration of two changes to Paragraph
4, which concerns the creation of the Commonwealth arrangement.

First, the paragraph does not make clear the full extent of the mutual nature of
the arrangement's creation. The first of two Federal laws on the matter required
the approval of an insular referendum to be effective. The second states that the
arrangement was a "compact". The Popular Democratic Party, which supports the
Commonwealth arrangement, very much wanted this legislation to recognize the
compact. The objection to doing so in the House related to a history of suggestions
that the compact legally binds the Federal Government to all provisions of law that
it involved rather than morally to the governing arrangement itself. The latter in-
terpretation is correct, of course, and this legislation is consistent with the commit-
ment not to replace the arrangement without the agreement of the people of Puerto
Rico.

The compact is appropriate to mention in a bill as extensive as H.R. 856.
Second, Paragraph 4 refers to the arrangement as providing for "internal" self-

government. "Internal" has been used to describe the Commonwealth's scope of au-
thority but it, like "compact" has resulted in some confusion. Some infer that its use
means that the arrangement legally superseded Federal powers.

"Insular" or "local" would be more precise terms.
Section 4(a) would authorize an initial referendum on Puerto Rico's future politi-

cal status to be held not later than December 31, 1998.
The President supports the goal of having a future status preference vote this

year, but setting this as a statutory deadline is unnecessarily restrictive. The Gov-
ernment of Puerto Rico should have the flexibility to conduct the vote later if it feels
that additional time is necessary for arrangements or for public education reasons.
The Governor and the Legislative Assembly strongly desire a vote, so not setting
a deadline will not result in a failure to hold a referendum.

Section 4(a) would also provide Commonwealth, Separate Sovereignty, and State-
hood options. The options are based on and reasonably respond to proposals of Puer-
to Rico's major political parties. Each of the parties is associated with one of the
status options traditionally discussed in the Islands: Commonwealth; statehood; and
independence. The parties have been recognized in Federal and Commonwealth law
as the leading advocates for these differing status visions.

Our comment regarding the Commonwealth option is a fundamental one.
Democratic principles require that the expressed aspirations of Puerto Ricans be

central to the development of the options. The options must also be viable from the
Federal perspective if they are to provide Puerto Ricans with a meaningful choice.
The President regards the consideration of party proposals-and serious responses
to them-as integral to.the mutual determination process that is needed to resolve
the Puerto Rico future status question.

H.R. 856 earlier contained a Commonwealth option written by the bill's primary
sponsors based on their own understanding of the option. We and the Ranking Dem-
ocrat of the House committee insisted that the Popular Democratic Party be able
to propose substitute language since the party said that the option did not reflect
its aspirations. The primary sponsors agreed and the bill was subsequently amend-
ed to reflect a reasonable response to what the party leadership proposed. Because
of this, it has remained acceptable to us.

The option is now based on and is similar to what the leadership proposed but
the party is still dissatisfied with it. The issues have centered on the party's conten-
tions regarding the autonomy of Puerto Rico under the current Commonwealth ar-
rangement and the U.S. citizenship guarantees applicable to Puerto Ricans.

During the year since the House response to the party leadership's proposal was
initially drafted, we have repeatedly invited the leadership to propose amendments
or an entirely different alternative. We also pledged to seriously and sympa-
thetically consider such a proposal and pledged to work for its congressional consid-
eration. The party includes members who advocate various enhancements or more
fundamental changes to the current arrangement and it has had internal discus-
sions on the matter.

You heard from the president of the party yesterday. He essentially proposed a
status that is outside the sovereignty of the United States with continued granting
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of United States citizenship. It was unclear which of these elements was the prior-
ity. In the latest communication we have had from him, however, continued U.S.
citizenship was. Thus, the option in H.R. 856 seems to continue to be a reasonable
Federal response to what he has proposed.

We have six concerns with respect to the Separate Sovereignty option, although
it, too, is acceptable as passed. The first two address concerns of the Puerto Rican
Independence Party.

One is the labeling of the option as "Separate Sovereignty".
"National Sovereignty" would be equally clear and sound more neutral.
The second concern relates to Paragraph 6, which suggests a willingness to assist

the new nation economically and programmatically and that goods and citizens
would be able to go between it and the United States. It does not, however, make
clear that the assistance would be geared towards helping Puerto Rico tap its poten-
tial for prosperity as a nation, that we would hope the trade to be free, and that
the movement of citizens-should be on terms that respond to our century of ties with
the Islands.

It should be noted that the Puerto Rican Independence Party has proposed that
there continue to be close ties between an independent Puerto Rico and the United
States. More fundamentally, though, we have an obligation to take sympathetic
measures if Puerto Ricans want national sovereignty after we took their Islands by
conquest and governed them on national matters for 100 years. You may want to
address this in legislative language or legislative history.

Third, there is a problem with using the term "free association" in Puerto Rico.
National sovereignty encompasses the internationally-recognized status of free as-

sociation between a small territory and a larger nation as well as independence. The
option properly includes both. However, in Puerto Rico, the arrangement called
"Commonwealth" in English is named "Estado Libre Asociado" in Spanish, which
literally translates as "Free Associated State". Hence, there could be confusion be-
tween the Commonwealth and National Sovereignty options.

Given the established use of "Estado Libre Asociado" in Puerto Rico, and the little
that the term "free association" has been used, it would be advisable to substitute
something like "nationhood in association with the United States" for "free associa-
tion" in the introductory phrase and "an association with the United States" for "a
free association relationship" in Paragraph 7.

Fourth, we would also favor identifying any basic provisions of a free association
with Puerto Rico that Congress would join us in contemplating, although we note
that the terms would be subject to negotiation and subsequent congressional action
and that they could be changed later.

By definition, the terms of free association should be negotiated between the par-
ties. The transition phase of the bill would provide the opportunity for conducting
such negotiations. But there are some fundamental elements of a free association
that we would contemplate with a sovereign Puerto Rico that would address the as-
pirations of Puerto Ricans or U.S. interests.

One that would address a major issue in Puerto Rico 'would say that we would
enable Puerto Ricans to freely enter the United States subject to appropriate secu-
rity provisions. If Puerto Rico is to become a sovereign nation, birth there would
cease being a basis for granting U.S. citizenship: citizenship is a major element of
nationhood. But the ties that have developed between Puerto Ricans and the United
States over a century are extensive and deep. Puerto Ricans are currently citizens.
Citizens of the Pacific islands states with which we are freely associated have the
right to freely enter, reside and work here even though they were neither U.S. citi-
zens nor nationals and did not have those rights while under our territorial admin-
istration. Puerto Ricans should be treated at least as well, given the depth and
length of our relationship even if they decide to substitute Puerto Rican sovereignty
and citizenship for that of the U.S.

Other matters that could be referenced are the intentions to continue: the pres-
ence of United States military bases; U.S. responsibility for Puerto Rican national
defense; and some Federal programs. We would like to work with the Committee
on appropriate legislative language on this matter if the options are to be as exten-
sive as those in the bill.

Fifth, Paragraphs 3 and 4 should be revised for clarity.
We developed alternative language for these provisions with the Chairman and

Ranking Democrat of the House Committee. It is appended to my statement. We
understand that it was not substituted for the language in the bill because the time
was not opportune for its presentation.

Finally, Paragraph 2 of this option is redundant.
Much of the language in the Statehood option is also unnecessary. The Constitu-

tion defines the relationship between the States and the national government.
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In the event of a Puerto Rican choice for national sovereignty or statehood, Sec-
tion 4(b) would require the President to submit a plan to the Congress within 180
days to enable the selected status to be ready for implementation within 10 years.
The plan would be developed in consultation with Puerto Rico's government, politi-
cal parties and others. Additionally, in the event of a Puerto Rican choice for na-
tional sovereignty, Puerto Rico would be authorized to call a convention to formulate
proposals to implement the choice. The President would be required to transmit the
proposals to the Congress with views on them and, to the extent he deems advis-
able, incorporate them into the transition plan.

We do not object to the six month deadline for developing a transition plan in the
case of statehood but it would be unrealistic given the greater complexities that
would be involved in the case of Puerto Rican sovereignty. The range of matters to
be addressed would be much greater since Puerto Rico is treated as a State under
most laws. The 180 days would probably be barely enough time for Puerto Rico to
call and conduct a sovereignty convention. The President should have the benefit
of Puerto Rico's proposals in developing a transition plan and some matters should
be proposed based on consultations with Puerto Rico's representatives. The matters
would vary depending on whether the convention chooses full independence or na-
tionhood in association with the United States.

A more realistic requirement for submitting a transition plan in the case of Puerto
Rican sovereignty would be one year after the conclusion of a Puerto Rican sov-
ereignty convention. We also think that a convention would be essential in the case
of a national sovereignty choice and, therefore, that it should be required. Formal
Puerto Rican input should be provided to the President on a host of issues that
would be raised by transferring sovereignty.

Finall , we had recommended to the House that the length of the transition be
provided for in the plan since the measures that would need to be taken have not
been precisely determined, would change from time to time, and would be based on
consultations with Puerto Rico's leaders. That is still our preference but we feel that
the 10 year time limit is reasonable. We prefer, however, the language in S. 472
which contemplates the possibility of extending the transition period by law. Such
a possibility would, of course, exist in any case.

We also have two technical concerns with the drafting of Section 4(a).
The initial paragraph mandates the actual presentation of the options on the sta-

tus choice ballot (in addition to their content).
We recommend leaving such decisions to the Government of Puerto Rico and.re-

placing the words "presented on the ballot as follows" with "the following options".
Additionally, this subsection and Section 4(c) purport to require the President to

submit legislation-first, a transition plan and, then, an implementation resolution
to the Congress. In order to conform to our constitutional separation of powers, we
recommend that the word "shall" be replaced with "should" or "shall, as the Presi-
dent deems appropriate".

Finally, Section 5(b) would require the Government of Puerto Rico to certify
referenda results. This is essentially a ministerial function that the Governor of
Puerto Rico should perform.

Let me now turn to S. 472.
This bill is a companion to H.R. 856. While similar, it is not as extensive. It also

does not reflect some of the changes that the House made to H.R. 856.
A major difference between the bills is. that, in the event of a choice of statehood,

S. 472 would only provide a process for making Puerto Rico a territory destined for
statehood rather than for making it a State. To be clear about the distinction, the
process in H.R. 856 would make Puerto Rico a State if three referenda approve
statehood measures and two more laws are enacted after H.R. 856. S. 472 lays out
a process that would make Puerto Rico an incorporated territory after three
referenda and one law in addition to S. 472 are passed. Congress would have-to act
beyond what is specified in S. 472 to grant statehood.

Another significant difference is that S. 472 would not provide rules. for congres-
sional consideration of subsequent legislation in the process. H.R. 856 includes pro-
visions intended to ensure that its transition plan and implementation resolution
are expeditiously acted on by the Congress as a whole.

Like H.R. 856, S. 472 also begins with Congressional Findings. They are not es-
sential and should be revised if they are included in a reported bill.

Paragraph 1 confuses the acquisition of U.S. nationality by natives of Spain resid-
ing in Puerto Rico under the treaty by which Spain ceded Puerto Rico to the United
States with the acquisition of U.S. nationality by other residents of the Islands.

Paragraph 2 states that Congress carries out all Federal responsibilities with re-
spect to Puerto Rico pursuant to the Territory Clause of the Constitution.
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In fact, however, Congress makes policy relating to Puerto Rico under powers in
addition to those of the Territory Clause.

Paragraph 3 states that civil government for Puerto Rico was provided by the
1917 law that is also known as the Jones Act

The Foraker Act, enacted fifteen years earlier, had already provided for civil gov-
ernment in Puerto Rico.

Paragraph 4 states that Congress amended the territorial constitution in approv-
ing it.

In fact, Congress merely approved Puerto Rico's constitution subject to Puerto
Rico's constitutional convention making certain amendments.

Section 2(b) would ostensibly require the Government of Puerto Rico to conduct
political status referenda.

Rather than suggest a mandate that would be difficult to enforce if necessary, it
would be more appropriate to simply authorize referenda. If an elected government
of Puerto Rico did not want to conduct a referendum, forcing it to do so would con-
flict with democratic principles. As I have already noted, Puerto Rico's current gov-
ernment very much wants to conduct a referendum.

Section 2(c) would require that an initial referendum be conducted this year.
I have already suggested the deletion of this deadline as it is unnecessary and,

perhaps, unrealistic.
Section 2(d) provides Commonwealth, Separate Sovereignty, and Statehood op-

tions.
The Commonwealth option is not based on a proposal of the Popular Democratic

Party. It should be either through your action in response to what the party pro-
posed yesterday or by using the option in the House bill.

Paragraph 1 of the description in the bill states that Puerto Rico conducts self-
government with respect to "internal affairs".

Again, "insular" or "local" affairs would be more precise terms.
Paragraph 2 states that provisions of the U.S. Constitution apply to Puerto Rico

as determined by Congress. Some provisions apply by their own force.
We would, therefore, rewrite the paragraph as follows: "(2) The provisions of the

Constitution of the United States that do not apply by their own force and the laws
of the United States apply to Puerto Rico as determined by the Congress."
. Paragraphs 3 and 4 are redundant in light of Paragraphs 1 and 2.

Additionally, the technical concerns that we have with the drafting of Section 4(a)
of H.R. 856, concerning the presentation of the options on the status choice ballot
and the submission of a transition plan, apply to Sections 2(d) and 3(c) of S. 472.

All of my comments with respect to the Separate Sovereignty option in H.R. 856
generally apply to the Separate Sovereignty option in S. 472. In addition, the option,
perhaps by drafting error, suggests that Puerto Rico would attain sovereignty prior
to becoming independent or entering into a free association relationship. We suggest
replacing "leading to" in the introductory phrase with "in the form of".

Likewise, the Statehood option suggests that Puerto Rico would become fully self-
governing prior to statehood. We would suggest striking the phrase "United States
sovereignty leading to" in the introductory phrase. Additionally, while the language
suggests that Puerto Rico would be fully self-governing under statehood, it would
be more precise to say that Puerto Ricans would be. The Islands would, instead, be
fully a part of a fully self-governing country.

Much of the rest is unnecessary. If it is desired to provide an explanation of state-
hood as extensive as the one in the bill, we recommend that the language of the
option in H.R. 856 be substituted for the language in S. 472. It reflects several revi-
sions that we developed with the House Committee leaders and the Resident Com-
missioner.

Section 3(a) would provide that the Government of Puerto Rico would certify
referenda results. Again, the Governor should do so.

Section 3(b) would ostensibly require further status referenda at least every four
years in Puerto Rico if there is a majority for the continuation of the current govern-
ing arrangement in a status referendum or if Puerto Ricans reject a Federally-ap-
proved transition plan or reject implementation of a selected status.

I have already recommended that it would be more appropriate to authorize the
status votes than to suggest a mandate for them. Additionally, we suggest giving
the Government of Puerto Rico greater flexibility on the timing of additional votes.
Further votes might not be desired by Puerto Ricans every four years. In such a
case, the call for revoting so often would be a disruptive burden. Further, if Puerto
Ricans were to reject Federally-approved transition or implementation legislation,
additional Federal action might be advisable prior to further status choice votes.
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While we would prefer leaving votes to the call of the Government of Puerto Rico,
we consider the language of the House bill calling for votes at least every decade
acceptable.

Additionally, this subsection would prohibit a referendum within 180 days of a
general election. The decision of whether to schedule a referendum in concert with
or separate from a general election should be left to the Government of Puerto Rico.

Finally, this subsection does not authorize further votes in the case of no option
obtaining majority support-a possibility covered by the House bill's provision that
should also be covered in this one.

Section 3(c)(1) would require the President to submit transition plan legislation
to Congress within 180 days of a Puerto Rican choice of statehood or national sov-
ereignty. There is no provision for a Puerto Rican convention in the event of a choice
of national sovereignty.

As I explained in my comments on H.R. 856, we think such a convention is essen-
tial. As I also explained, six months would not be adequate for the calling of the
convention, the conduct of its business, and considering its recommendations. Again,
a year after the conclusion of a Puerto Rican sovereignty convention is the minimum
amount of time that we can conceive of as necessary for developing a Puerto Rico
sovereignty transition plan. Finally, as I have explained, the language should give
the President the discretion in submitting the plan that the Constitution requires.

Section 3(c)(2) would require a referendum on actually implementing a new status
in Puerto Rico prior to the end of the transition period. AsIhave noted, in the case
of an initial status choice of statehood, the status that would be implemented would
be full incorporation into the United States leading to statehood rather than state-
hood itself.

Unlike H.R. 856, however, S. 472 does not propose Federal implementation legis-
lation in addition to an implementation referendum. Thus, nationhood could theo-
retically be implemented as provided in the transition plan even if the referendum
disapproves final implementation of the new status. . . as unlikely as that seems.
Additionally, Congress would have to act beyond what is contemplated in this bill
to implement statehood.

This would leave Puerto Rico in the undesirable position of having the full re-
quirements of the Constitution apply to it on fiscal matters without it being a State.
We think, if Puerto Ricans want statehood, Puerto Rico should be incorporated at
the time that statehood is granted.

Mr. Chairman, those are the specific comments we have to offer on the bills. We
would be pleased to address questions about them. I want to stress that our rec-
ommendations suggest the need for relatively minor amendments and that these
can be made in taking expeditious action in the case of either bill. They also suggest
that many provisions of the bills are not essential. We will be flexible on the extent
of the details in the bills so long as the essentials are included. Our goal is to enact
a law this year.

The real questions that these bills present are really very simple: Are we going
to finally answer Puerto Ricans' questions of what their status options are so that
they can determine their preference? Are we going to facilitate the determination
of the direction they want to work in, if it is different from the present? Are we
going to establish a process that can finally end the frustrating debate over the most
fundamental decision of any society? Are we going to provide a process for the Fed-
eral Government and Puerto Ricans to thoughtfully and non-disruptively address
the issues step-by-step? Are we going to meet our responsibilities on this matter a
century after we took control of the Islands? Are we going to enter the new Millen-
nium having enabled nearly four million U.S. citizens who-are not fully self-govern-
ing to take a step towards becoming so if and when they want to?

We stand ready to work with the Committee to answer these questions affirma-
tively as soon as possible.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Farrow.
A couple of questions relative to the differences between the

House and Senate bill. The House bill calls for fast track, the Sen-
ate bill does not. Do you have any comments with regard to that
specifically, the practicality of fast track? Because you in your
statement indicate some caution about making sure that we have
examined sufficiently the circumstances relative to the significance
of this action.

Mr. FARROw. The President's position is that if the majority of
Puerto Ricans vote for a change in status he will ask the Congress
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to grant it. We are loathe to intrude too much into the business of
the organization of the Congress and how the Congress conducts its
business, and the fast track procedures really address congres-
sional rules of how legislation is considered. They would be useful
for ensuring that the full Congress responds to what the people of
Puerto Rico have voted for. I do not think that they are essential
to the legislation.

The CHAIRMAN. You heard the last panel and the spirited discus-
sion that took place relative to definitions. Clearly there were alle-
gations made that neither of the two bills before the Senate, the
Senate bill or the House bill, fairly and objectively represent an op-
portunity for the people of Puerto Rico to make a, I guess one could
interpret it, an unbiased selection, that they were weighted. And-
there were accusations made that they were not.

In your examination, did you have an opportunity to objectively
look at the bills as they are presented and can you comment on
your opinion or the administration's opinion on the degree of fair-
ness and unbiased structure of the choices proposed for the referen-
dum?

Mr. FARROW. Let me start, Mr. Chairman, and I will directly an-
swer the question at the end of what I say about this. But I think
it is important to understand how we got to the process of the defi-
nition in the House bill in particular, and then I will make a couple
of comments about the definition in the Senate bill.

Initially when commonwealth was included in the House bill-
and initially, as was testified, the first version of the legislation in
the previous Congress did not really include commonwealth as an
option, and the President's position was and I made a statement
on his behalf that commonwealth ought to be included because of
the substantial support it had in Puerto Rico. I also discussed this
with the Governor of Puerto Rico and the Resident Commissioner,
who head the Statehood Party, and they agreed and, with their
agreement, for process reasons there was a definition of common-
wealth that was included in H.R. 856, an early version, in this
Congress.

That definition was written by the bill's primary sponsors based
on their understanding of the option. With the ranking Democrat
of the House committee, we also insisted that the party that advo-
cates commonwealth, the Popular Democratic Party, be able to pro-
pose substitute language since the party said the option did not re-
flect its aspirations. The primary sponsors agreed and the bill was
subsequently amended to reflect a reasonable response to what the
party leadership proposed.

Because of this, as I have said, it has remained acceptable to us.
The option is now based on and is very similar to what the leader-
ship proposed, but the party is still dissatisfied with it. The issues
have centered on the party's contentions regarding the autonomy
of commonwealth under the current arrangement and the U.S. citi-
zenship guarantees applicable to Puerto Ricans.

During the year since the House response to the party leader-
ship's proposal was initially drafted, we have repeatedly invited the
leadership of the Popular Democratic Party to propose amendments
or to propose an entirely different alternative. We also pledged to
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seriously and sympathetically consider such a proposal and pledged
to work for its Congressional consideration.

The party includes members who advocate various enhancements
or more fundamental changes to the current arrangement and it
has had internal discussions on the matter. You heard from the
president of the Popular Democratic Party yesterday. He essen-
tially proposed a status that is outside the sovereignty of the
United States with the continued granting of U.S. citizenship.

It was unclear to me in listening to the testimony which of these
elements was the priority. In the latest communication that we
have had from him, however, continued U.S. citizenship seemed to
be the highest priority. Thus the option in H.R. 856, which provides
for continued U.S. citizenship, provides for constitutional protection
of U.S. citizenship, makes a commitment to grant U.S. citizenship
in the future, that option seems to continue to be a reasonable Fed-
eral response to what he has proposed.

The option in S. 472 is not directly based on a proposal of the
Popular Democratic Party. In my statement I have a couple of sug-
gestions with respect to changing that option. Our basic position,
as I have outlined, is that the starting point for the options ought
to be the proposals of the parties. Again, you heard from the presi-
dent of the Popular Democratic Party yesterday. I think that is a
reasonable basis to go on. The option in the House is reasonable.
We have suggested. some specific language changes with respect to
the option in S. 472 to conform to what the requirements of law
would be.

There is less controversy with respect to the options, the state-
hood and national sovereignty options. I have in my statement a
number of specific suggestions with respect to the national sov-
ereignty option as well, but I think it is generally acceptable.

The CHAIRmAN. Relative to some of the concerns that have been
expressed by counsel, let me ask if you agree that Puerto Rico is
under the sovereignty of the United States and subject to the provi-
sions of the Constitution, article IV, section 3, clause 2, applicable
to it, as well as those laws and treaties that are made applicable?
Should this be stated explicitly?

Mr. FARROW. I agree and, as I understand the question, the pro-
visions of the Constitution that you are referring to are those that
are applicable. There are, of course, some provisions of the Con-
stitution that do not apply currently. -

The CHAIRMAN. Under the Commonwealth status?
Mr. FARROW. Under the present governing arrangement, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Because if it were an incorporated territory it

would be a different circumstance.
Mr. FARROW. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.
Mr. FARROW. So yes, I think the statement is generally correct.

I think what is essential in a definition of commonwealth is that
it be clear-let me just before I get to that address this issue of
sovereignty a little bit. It is important in assessment something to
look at what the original law was. It was very clear in the enact-
ment of the legislation that created the Commonwealth, clear from
the Puerto Rican witnesses, the Governor of Puerto Rico at the
time, the Resident Commissioner from Puerto Rico at the time
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were clear, that Puerto Rico's basic sovereignty was not being
changed and that the authority of the Congress under the territory
clause would continue.

The Governor, Governor Mufioz Marin, who founded common-
wealth said in the House hearing, I believe: "You know, of course,
if the people of Puerto Rico should go crazy, Congress can always
get around and legislate again." The Resident Commissioner from
Puerto Rico at the time said: "The authority of the Government of
the United States, of the Congress, to legislate in the case of need
would always be there." The Resident Commissioner said further
that "The legislation would not alter the powers of sovereignty ac-
quired by the United States under the terms of the Treaty of
Paris." That was also in essence the testimony of the administra-
tion at the time.

There is some confusion about this matter of sovereignty because
I think the discussion that at least you and some of the members
of Congress have been having about this refer to national sov-
ereignty. Puerto Rico, the Supreme Court has said, under the Com-
monwealth arrangement is sovereign like a State over matters not
ruled by the Constitution of the United States. That is not national
sovereignty. I think, as the House definition makes clear, Puerto
Rico would be under the national sovereignty of the United States.

What is essential is that it be clear how laws are made for the
governance. The governing arrangement seems to me to need to be
made clear. Whether you specifically reference the territory clause
or not, it needs to be clear that under a commonwealth arrange-
ment as envisioned with U.S. citizenship that the Federal Govern-
ment would make national laws with respect to Puerto Rico.

The CHAIRMAN. Therefore you would agree that really in its
present status Puerto Rico exercises the powers of local self-govern-
ment and that there is no plan or suggestion to curtail the exercise
so long as Puerto Rico remains a sovereign of the United States
and subject to the Constitution? And I assume you would also
agree that there is no plan or suggestion to alter or curtail the pro-
visions of law dealing with citizenship as long as Puerto Rico re-
mains under the sovereignty of the United States and subject to
the Constitution, as you so stated?

Mr. FARROW. I would agree and I would go a step further, and
Randy can kick me if he thinks I go too far on this in terms of what
the law is. I think in entering into the Commonwealth arrange-
ment between 1950 and 1952, which was entered into as a compact
with the people of Puerto Rico, the Federal Government assumed
a moral obligation, not a legal one but a moral obligation, not to
unilaterally change Puerto Rico's status.

As I have quoted from Governor Munoz, the authority of the
Congress is always there. But as a matter of policy this govern-
ment has had, at least since the time of the early 1950's, that Puer-
to Rico's status should be based on a majority will of the people of
Puerto Rico. The language in the House bill specifically references
that with respect to commonwealth. It says: "It is the policy of the
Congress that this relationship should only be dissolved by mutual
consent."

I think the same-citizenship is similar, but there are some dif-
ferences, in that there are constitutional protections that Puerto
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Ricans have under the current arrangement where their citizenship
has been granted by statute. The Congress would have to have a
rational basis for taking away the citizenship of Puerto Ricans. We
cannot conceive of a rational basis other than making Puerto Rico
a sovereign nation.

It is our position that if Puerto Rico is to be made a sovereign
Nation that Puerto Ricans should be able, those who are alive prior
to sovereignty, that they should be able to make an election of
whether they want to retain their U.S. citizenship or not or become
citizens of the new Puerto Rican nation.

Congress of course-with the status debate unresolved and with
the possibility of independence or free association, nationally sov-
ereign statuses, there has to be the ability to discontinue the grant-
ing of citizenship prospectively. In 1989 this committee reported
legislation that, upon a vote for independence, would have discon-
tinued the granting of U.S. citizenship to Puerto Ricans so as not
to compound the transitional problems of going between U.S. citi-
zenship and Puerto Rican citizenship.

But I have never heard a proposal, I am not aware of a proposal,
the President would veto a bill, I know of no member of Congress
who has suggested he would introduce a bill, that would take away
citizenship from Puerto Ricans while under the Commonwealth ar-
rangement. As long as the U.S. flag flies, we believe citizenship
should continue to be granted.

Mr. Moss. If I might just add, on the constitutional issue, we do
believe that the question of the retention of citizenship under the
independence option is a very different question than the question
of retention of citizenship under commonwealth or continued com-
monwealth. It was said a number of times today that, given the
statutory citizenship of many of the people of Puerto Rico, that
Congress could simply at its will take away the statutory citizen-
ship.

There is no Supreme Court case that is directly on point. I think
the question actually falls between the two principal Supreme
Court cases in the area. But I think that a very compelling argu-
ment can be made that Congress would lack the constitutional au-
thority under the Commonwealth option simply to revoke the stat-
utory citizenship of people residing in Puerto Rico who currently
have that status.

The CHAIRmAN. Even though the exposure potentially is there
under strict interpretation because-of the lack of incorporation?

Mr. Moss. Right. The argument would be that-I take it that
there are some who argue that in fact there is Fourteenth Amend-
ment citizenship in Puerto Rico. It seems that the better view is
that it is in fact statutory citizenship.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, I think that is the conclusion that many of
us have taken, it is statutory.

With regard to independence, I would assume you would agree
that the issue of citizenship is significantly important to be ad-
dressed in a formulation of separate sovereignty should that be

Mr. FARROw. I think it needs to be clear, Mr. Chairman, because
of the misunderstanding largely because of the sovereignty ques-
tion and because of the question, what Congressman Gutierrez re-
ferred earlier to, what the middle ground option ought to be. It is
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a fundamental element of nationhood that citizenship- is a fun-
damental part of nationhood.

It ought to be clear to Puerto Ricans that, whatever measures
are worked out for transition, whatever measures are worked out
with respect to persons who are currently citizens, that at the end
of the day or end of the years that if Puerto Rico becomes a sov-
ereign Nation that the citizenship that would be granted would be
Puerto Rican citizenship. Birth in Puerto Rico under sovereignty
would cease being a basis for granting citizenship.

The CHAIRMAN. Right, I understand.
Do you think that it is sufficiently clear that this legislation and

the referendums are advisory only and that before Congress could
consider an admissions act there would have to be a variety of leg-
islative changes, what historically would have been viewed as "pre-
paring" the territory? Further, do you agree, whatever transition
measures might be necessary, especially those involving entitle-
ment programs and revenue measures would have to comply with
the requirements of the Budget Act?

Mr. FARROw. I think it is very clear under this legislation, under
either bill, that the referenda are advisory and Congress would
have to act. The purpose of laying out a process is to provide some
rational way of addressing these questions and provide some assur-
ances to Puerto Ricans that their vote would be taken seriously.

This is a different situation than we have had with respect to
other territories that have become States. Although we have had
some independent areas that have become States, we have not had
an unincorporated territory where we have considered the state-
hood question.

The question we are looking at here again is not whether to
admit Puerto Rico as a State at this point. The question is what
direction Puerto Rico wants to go in if it wants to go in any direc-
tion other than the present one: Does it want to move in the direc-
tion of national sovereignty as opposed to moving in the direction
of incorporation and statehood?

First that direction has to be ascertained. Since Puerto Rico is
not incorporated, most tax laws do not apply, a few program laws
do not apply equally. So those measures would need to be acted on.
There are budget implications potentially of those measures, of
those fiscal measures, entitlement programs, tax laws, et cetera.
The legislation would have to comply with the Budget Act as well.

We think, however-let me make this point so as not to create
any apprehension, among listeners anyway-the legislation I think
rationally provides for a transition period. Whether or not the com-
mittee reports a transition period, it is inconceivable that there
would be immediate action to change Puerto Rico's status to a new
status without a transition, given the difference between where
Puerto Rico is now under fiscal laws and where it would be under
either statehood or independence.

So that the transition would provide a period in which, and the
purpose of transition is to provide a period for smooth phase-in of
new requirements, so that there should not be any economic or fis-
cal, budgetary shock to either Puerto Rico or the Federal Govern-
ment. You held an oversight hearing where I think that became
fairly clear and you recognized as well that the Congress would

51-935 98-6
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have a great deal of discretion in accommodating the budgetary ne-
cessities of a status change.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to thank you, Mr. Farrow, and your col-
leagues. We are going to have several questions that we will sub-
mit to you that will require some assistance from the two individ-
uals that you have today, and we would appreciate a prompt re-
sponse.

Mr. FARROW. We will do so.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to thank the other witnesses.
Senator Graham has some questions and he will wind this up.

But before he does, let me again thank those who have partici-
pated, who appeared, and who will submit more material, and
those that came in from our previous hearings. I look forward to
receiving, as I have indicated, the questions to the witnesses, addi-
tional material for the record.

We have heard now from the government of Puerto Rico. We
have heard from the three political parties on why Congress should
consider the legislation. I think we have examined the fiscal and
economic implications of any proposed status change. That particu-
lar hearing demonstrated any status option, including the present
status, costs, whatever Congress wants them to be will be what the
costs are, and that we have sufficient flexibility to design a transi-
tion that will not be a fiscal nightmare for either the Nation or the
status of Puerto Rico if that is what the voters of Puerto Rico want.

We have also examined the issues that would need to be ad-
dressed in preparation for withdrawal of sovereignty and found
that the issues may be difficult, they may be contentious, but they
are not intractable. We have now examined the legislation. We
have heard from the administration, and that is going to be helpful
as we consider our next step.

Now, to keep speculation to a minimum I want to say that there
is no schedule at this time. I need to consult with my colleagues
on both sides of the committee, Senator Bumpers, to obtain their
reactions to our hearings. You will notice that we have had some
members who have been extremely interested in this, as evidenced
by their attendance, others that obviously are interested but have
other obligations as well. So we need to consult our colleagues on
the issue of obtaining the reactions to our hearings. I need to re-
view the material that is going to be submitted.

I remain committed to putting in place a process to allow the vot-
ers in Puerto Rico an opportunity to express their aspirations. I
mean that. I appreciate the concerns with the weeks left in the ses-
sion of Congress, but my commitment is to my fellow citizens in
Puerto Rico that we undertake this matter seriously and not under
artificial time constraints.

So for the record I want to state that one area I disagree with
the administration and that is the comment that incorporation
would only occur at the time statehood is granted. While we will
not have to resolve that issue on this legislation, my personal belief
is that incorporation would occur once we have completed whatever
transition is necessary, assuming we proceed down that path. I
have got several reasons for that conclusion.

One is the reason that we have concerns over the fiscal and eco-
nomic consequences of statehood is that the Constitution does not
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fully apply to Puerto Rico, as we have agreed. We did not have to
undertake a review of entitlement programs or tax laws when we
considered Alaska and Hawaii because, obviously, they were under-
a difficult status than we have currently in this case and, for that
matter, any other State because the Constitution fully applied. to
those territories and the uniformity clause limited Congress' ability
to discriminate against them. I think we have evidenced that -by,
the recognition of what full incorporation means.

As we are serious about preparing Puerto Rico for eventual con-
sideration of an administration act, if indeed we are, then we
should also be serious about making Puerto Rico a part of the
United States formally. We should be prepared to end the treat-
ment of Puerto Rico as, in the. words of the Supreme Court-they
are very ambiguous--"foreign in a domestic sense."

I leave the audience to reflect on-what those words mean, "for-
eign in a domestic sense." Well, clearly that is unsuitable in a per-.
manent environment.

The Constitution serves as a guarantor of our freedoms, our lib-
erties. It is the restraint on Federal actions. Congress created the
economic and fiscal hurdles that stand -in the way of consideration
of an admissions act and once these hurdles are -removed it is my
belief that we owe our fellow citizens a guarantee that Congress
will not create these obstacles again.

There is another reason. Once we have completed whatever tran-
sition is necessary, however long it is going to take, we will be in
a political debate. Statehood is a political debate. It will be decided
on a political basis. Puerto Rico deserves every argument that it
can obtain for what will be an extremely difficult and extended de-
bate.

The courts have held that incorporated territory is an "inchoate-
state, one to which there has been a promise of eventual state-
hood."

While these are important judicial arguments, in addition, once
incorporated Puerto Rico can invoke the principles of the North-
west Ordinance.and the history of this Nation in dealing with those
territories that have been made part of the United States. In my
State of Alaska we used those arguments, as did other..States, and
if Puerto Rico votes to proceed down a path toward eventual con-
sideration of statehood and if Congress agrees my personal belief
is that at some point we should allow Puerto Rico all the political
arguments possible, as well as the constitutional guarantees that
Congress can no longer treat it as "foreign."

That, however, will be an argument for another day and another
Congress perhaps and obviously another administration. Our job
now is to review the testimony we have received and consider how
best to allow our fellow citizens the opportunity to choose-whether-
they even want to request that there be a change in status. As I
have indicated throughout my comments today and previously, my
objective is to ensure that as we proceed we adopt language that
is fair, that is not weighted to favor one side or the other in the
particular structure of whatever language is in the plebiscite that
goes before the people of Puerto Rico.
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I want to also recognize, as I did yesterday, the former Governor,
Luis Ferre, who is in his favorite seat there, giving advice and
counsel.

[Applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. Now, I am going to ask Senator Craig to chair

the balance, but I am going to ask Senator Graham to have the
first opportunity since he has been waiting for a long time.

Mr. FARROW. Mr. Chairman, if I could just interject just very
briefly.

The CHAIRMAN. Please.
Mr. FARROW. And Randy may want to expand on it. I am not

sure there is much disagreement with us, between us, on the issue
of incorporation.

The CHAIRMAN. This is more counsel to counsel.
Mr. FARROW. Yes, and my counsel may want to add to this. I

think our point is that when Puerto Rico is incorporated the Presi-
dent would favor making Puerto Rico a State. That is a decision
that will -be made ultimately at that time. The House bill provides
for the transition plan to fix the date of incorporation. Your staff
has questioned whether that language is adequate to ensure that
a court does not determine Puerto Rico has been incorporated be-
fore Congress intended it to. We think it generally is, but we have
also provided a drafting service of more explicit language. We
would be happy to work with the committee on what the appro-
priate language ought to be on the issue of incorporation.

If Randy wants to add to that-
Mr. Moss. Only if the chairman would care for counsel's analysis

on the incorporation issue. I am happy to leave it counsel to coun-
sel as well.

The CHAIRMAN. I am sure we will have that opportunity.
Also let me thank, on my right, Mr. Jim Beirne, who is the coun-

sel to the committee, for his work and effort over these many
months to prepare us, and others on the professional staff as well.

Mr. FARROW. From our point, I would also thank him, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
If you will excuse me, gentlemen, I have got constituents that I

have had in the back room for almost an hour now. Hopefully they
will not tar and feather me. Thank you very much.

Senator CRAIG [presiding]. Mr. Chairman, thank you, and I will
turn to Senator Graham. He has patient, long waiting. Senator
Graham.

Senator GRAHAM. Thank you very much.
I want to commend the chairman for this excellent hearing that

he conducted today, as he has throughout this process of consider-
ation, and for his commitment to move forward. I look forward to
doing that as expeditiously as possible.

I have just one question and it goes to the issue that I raised be-
fore you began your remarks, and that is the issue of respect. To
me, of all the scenarios that could occur, including the failure of
this Congress to pass any legislation authorizing a plebiscite, the
most damaging scenario would be to authorize a plebiscite, have a
depth of feeling of the significance and reality of that plebiscite
among the people of Puerto Rico and active participation, and then
an expression of their opinion as to aspirations for the future in
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whichever of those aspirations received a majority vote, then to
have Congress refuse to grant that status.

To me that would have tremendously adverse effects on the rela-
tionship between the peoples- of the United States of America and
Puerto Rico. It would have a poisoning effect throughout the hemi-
sphere as a re-affirmation of the lack of U.S. respect for the people
of the Western Hemisphere.

So, having stated what I think is the worst case scenario, do you
have any recommendations of what might be done further in this
legislation in order to enhance the moral commitment of the United
States political leadership, the Congress as well as the President,
to respect to judgment that the people of Puerto Rico might make
through the plebiscite that we are hopefully about to authorize?

Mr. FARROW. Yes, Senator. Again I want to thank you on behalf
of the administration for-the leadership that you as well as Senator
Craig are exercising on this matter.

The most important step that the Congress can take in that re-
gard is to pass a bill telling the people of Puerto Rico what their
options are. That in itself creates a moral commitment and I think
a practical commitment. The chairman has just raised issues about
incorporation, which is something that I think we need to be care-
ful about, that we do not take such action that the promise of
statehood has been made and a court determines therefore that
there ought to be immediate application of the uniformity clause
and application of Federal taxes without a phase-in period. I think
that can be handled as we just discussed.

During the period 1989 to 1991 when the Congress deliberated
on similar legislation, the Senate, this committee, reported a bill
that was understood to be self-executing. If Puerto Ricans voted for
a change in status, the status would automatically go into effect.
The implementation bills were different titles of the plebiscite au-
thorization.

The House took a different approach and the House provided for
a process that provided definitions, general definitions of the op-
tions that would be refined after Puerto Ricans voted, there would
be a second vote, and then the Congress would act on the final re-
sults.

Let me digress for a moment to say the option that is in H.R.
856 is very similar to what the House passed in 1990.

There was a lot of feeling in Puerto Rico that the self-executing
approach was the better one and there was feeling by the biparti-
san leadership of the House that the self-executing process was not
realistic, and ultimately the bill died in committee in 1991 in the
Senate. The House passed a bill, as has been referenced.

I remember discussing with the then Speaker of the House Tom
Foley, who was very involved in constructing the House bill, and
he made the point that simply by authorizing the vote Congress
has morally committed itself to the results. I do not believe that
if the Federal Government puts options before the people of Puerto
Rico it will fail at some point to respond to the people of Puerto
Rico's choice. The President's position, again, is if the people vote
for a status change he will ask the Congress to grant it.

These bills are complex in their processes and there are some
questions that still remain about the processes in order to provide
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assurance to the people of Puerto Rico that the will of the people
of Puerto Rico would be implemented. The chairman raised the
issue of the fast track procedures in the House bill that was in-
cluded in the legislation in the 1989-91 process precisely to provide
some assurance that at least the full Congress, both houses, would
vote on the majority petition of Puerto Rico.

We are a democratic nation. This is a major step that has been
worked on for many years. I think if we get to the point of putting
a choice before the people of Puerto Rico the United States will im-
plement the choice. I think you are absolutely correct, it would
raise serious problems domestically in our relations with Puerto
Rico and also internationally if we fail to follow through on the im-
plicit promise we have made, not of a particular status, but to act
on the will of the people of Puerto Rico.

Senator GRAHAM. Mr. Chairman, I wish to again thank the chair-
man and all those who participated in today's hearing. I think it
has been exceptionally helpful in moving us towards our destina-
tion.

Mr. Farrow, the President has chosen well in asking you and
your colleagues to be his advisers.

Mr. FARROW. Thank you.
Senator GRAHAM. I look forward to continuing to get the benefit

of that good advice.
Mr. FARROW. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator CRAIG. Thank you very much, Senator.
I will ask that- a letter from the chairmen, co-chairs, of the Na-

tional Republican Party become a part of the record.*
I will also ask that my analysis of yesterday's hearings and com-

ments in a broader statement become part of the record.
[The prepared statement of Senator Craig follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. LARRY E. CRAIG, U.S. SENATOR FROM IDAHO

Mr. Chairman, I was very encouraged by the exchange which took place in the
hearing the Committee conducted yesterday on the issue of the future political sta-
tus of Puerto Rico. The record before us now includes comprehensive legal, economic
and political analysis of the status process by representatives from across the spec-
trum of viewpoints on this question. All political parties in Puerto Rico and a widely
representative variety of private entities, as well as local and federal agencies, have
contributed to the record before the Committee on critical questions which must be
addressed in legislation so we may create a process to resolve the status of Puerto
Rico.

Mr. Chairman, you ended yesterday's hearing with a request that several parties
put their proposals on status definitions in writing. That is a very good idea, be-
cause when all the rhetoric ends that will be the real task before Congress. As you
correctly noted, a consensus on status definitions may not be possible, so the best
we can do is ask those with strongly held views to put their proposals in writing.

Then, just as the House already has done, we must produce legislation that is as
accurate and fair to all parties as we can be, consistent with the U.S. Constitution.

I have a statement that I will present for the record on an issue that arose yester-

dahank you for you attention on this issue.

ADDITIONAL STATEMENT OF HON. LARRY E. CRAIG

There was one argument made yesterday to which I want to offer a brief response,
because it demonstrates how and why the issues have become so confused. It was
suggested by one witness that the authorization in P.L. 81-600 for adoption of a

* Can be found in the appendix.
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local constitution altered the political status of Puerto Rico by ending territory sta-
tus and establishing commonwealth as a totally unique and constitutionally perma-
nent status-in essence a new category of state with a different allocation of sov-
ereign powers, rights, duties, benefits and burdens than the other states.

The legislative history of P.L. 81-600, as reported in the Historical and Statutory
Notes at 48 U.S.C. 731b, makes it perfectly clear that Congress did not intend or
agree to any change in the political status of Puerto Rico under that statute. Rather,
Congress entered into a joint approval procedure for adoption of a local constitution
by the people of Puerto Rico subject to the approval of Congress. This joint approval
procedure for self-government-limited to local affairs and subject to supremacy of
Federal laws-was "in the nature of a compact" to establish a local constitution. It
was not a process to jointly define a new non-territorial political status or bind a
future Congress in the exercise of its powers under the Territorial Clause to deter-
mine the status of Puerto Rico.

Faced with this legislative history contradicting the theory stated yesterday, the
witness cites a legal memorandum U.S. diplomats distributed to the U.N. General
Assembly in 1953 as evidence that commonwealth is a permanent constitutional sta-
tus. In addition to all the other reasons this is unpersuasive as legal authority, the
witness failed to point out that the U.S. legal brief expressly stated that the legal
nature of commonwealth would be "as may be interpreted by judicial decision" in
courts under the Federal system of the United States.

Turning to the decisional law of our Courts, the witness found some seemingly
helpful language indicating that upon adoption of the commonwealth constitution
Puerto Rico was no longer "a mere territory." Well, that is true, because Puerto Rico
is a territory with a local constitution, not merely a territory without a constitution,
such as Guam. But Puerto Rico is still a territory. It may be somewhat unique, but
it is not that completely unique because two other territories, the Philippines and
the Northern Mariana Islands, also have been unincorporated territories with local
constitutions under which these territories were called commonwealths.

Indeed, if you want a definition of commonwealth, in light of U.S. practice in the
administration of territories it can be suggested that an unincorporated territory of
the United States which has a local constitution and self-government over internal
affairs subject to Federal law is the definition of a.commonwealth.

The same witness then argued that Congress can not take away U.S. citizenship
from people born in Puerto Rico in violation of fundamental rights of due process
and equal protection. Again, that is quite true. Of course, no one is proposing that
Congress should act in an unconstitutional manner to end U.S. citizenship in Puerto
Rico. However, there is a perfectly constitutional way that U.S. citizenship could
end in Puerto Rico, and it is a simple truth that the current citizenship of persons
born in Puerto Rico is granted by Congress under statute and not by the U.S. Con-
stitution. This means a future Congress could end the conferral of U.S. citizenship
on persons born in Puerto Rico in the future, especially if Congress recognizes Puer-
to Rico as a separate nation with its own sovereignty and citizenship.

This principle is not complicated, but is made so because some want to have it
both ways, insisting on separate sovereignty but also retaining the same citizenship
people have who are born in a state of the union. Those of us who want to sort out
the real options are not the ones raising these issues, but we must respond when
others misinform the public in Puerto Rico that commonwealth and current citizen-
ship are constitutionally permanent and guaranteed in a way that a future Congress
can not change the present Federal law.

The fact that some may not believe a future Congress will change the current sta-
tus or citizenship is noted, but that goes to the subjective question of intent and
opinion about policy. Under an objective analysis of the authority of Congress, I
agree with Attorney General Fuentes that we have to correct the misimpression cre-
ated in Puerto Rico by the 1993 ballot definitions. Simply put, those who want the
right rather than permission to pass U.S. citizenship to future generations must not
be misled, just so those who are satisfied with permission do not have to be re-
minded that they do not have the same rights as full citizens born in the states.

So I was disappointed by the smoke and mirrors used again yesterday to- confuse.
the public. However, again I believe it is good that all parties had the chance to
make-their best arguments, even if those arguments in some cases are not correct.

Senator CRAIG. Mr. Farrow, you have already responded to a
question in my absence that I was concerned and wanted the ad-
ministration's position on as it relates to the two separate citizen-
ships issue, and I am pleased with your comments on that. I think
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that is a part of clarity in this process that we just have to give
Puerto Ricans. It is necessary, it is important.

I have no questions, but let me conclude by a couple of observa-
tions if I can, and certainly my respect for the chairman and these
two days of hearings have been very important, and to all of you
who have been willing to participate.

I would hope that we can now incorporate the work that has
been done here along with several of the requests that the chair-
man made as it relates to proposals for status definitions in writ-
ing. While ultimately we will have to make a decision on wording
and understand that, we want as many people as possible from the
differing sides to agree with us or at least understand the mean-
ings so that there is a much greater sense of clarity as it relates
to definition and process, so that hopefully no one can be led
astray, is led astray or confused by any action this Congress may
take.

I would hope that we can get that done and get it done as quick-
ly as possible, and I think that the chairman has, rightfully so,
charged certain groups with that responsibility, and I know that
committee and staff will work with us to make sure that happens.

I believe-and I must tell you that, while I have not been able
to stay as long as I wanted in these hearings, I have monitored
them very closely, reviewed the comments of yesterday and the tes-
timony of today. And I must tell you that, while I am very intent
on the movement of S. 472, I am also intent on moving the right
legislation. I think these 2 days of hearings have gone a long way
in doing that, and I think that if we can come to some consensus
here that we can work with the House in a final effort by the Sen-
ate to get that done.

Having said that, again let me thank you all very much for your
participation, your involvement. I and Senator Graham are work-
ing at this moment to convince our colleagues and build a broader
base for the work product that I think this committee can produce,
and I am optimistic that that can be accomplished.

So with that, the committee will stand in adjournment. Thank
you all very much.

[Whereupon, at 12:09 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD

INTERAMERICAN UNIVERSITY,
July 14, 1998.

Hon. FRANK MuRKowsKI,
Senate Committee on Energy and National Resources, Washington, DC.

DEAR SENATOR MURKOWSKI: I am enclosing a memorandum on the Puerto Rican
status problem. The memorandum is addressed to the basic question-What is
Puerto Rico?-and considers whether Puerto Rico is a "nation" and whether Puerto
Rico is a "colony". I firmly believe these are the fundamental questions which the
Senate Committee must now face in its study of the Puerto Rican status problem.
This is the same memorandum, with some small changes, that was submitted to the
Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources on July 7, 1989 and to the
House Subcommittee on Insular Affairs on March 6, 1990.

Although nine years have elapsed since my first memorandum, nothing has really
changed, except that Puerto Rican nationalism is even stronger today. Witness the
recent Puerto Rican parade in New York and the "national" strike over the proposed
sale of the Puerto Rican Telephone Co. As stated by Mr. Ed Morales of the Knight
Ridder Tribune Service: "Nationalist sentiments, which are usually dampened by
the economic impracticality of independence, are in high gear in this centennial year
of the island's annexation by the United States after the Spanish-American War"
(The San Juan Star, July 11, 1998, page 35). And the Washington Post, in a report
by Guy Gugliotta (page 1), has stated that the strike provides sharp evidence of the
Puerto Rico "identity crisis", and that the Telephone Company is "an icon of na-
tional pride in the Latin American mode" (The San Juan Star, July 10, 1998, page
7). And the Senate Committee should know that from the beginning the sale of the
Telephone Company has been rejected by the great majority of Puerto Ricans, as
witnessed by all newspapers polls because Puerto Ricans do not want a basic part
of their "national patrimony" to be sold. The last poll published July 11th by El
Nuevo Dia (page 6) shows 57% against the sale and only 26% in favor.

The Senate Committee should also examine Governor Rosello's 1996 campaign. It
will find that in nearly all his TV ads the Puerto Rican flag was widely displayed,
and the American flag was discarded. Why is it that the present leader of the state-
hood party finds it absolutely necessary to base his reelection campaign on the Puer-
to Rican flag? There is but one answer: he knows Puerto Rico is a "nation" and that
the great majority of Puerto Ricans so believe.

I firmly believe that the Senate Committee should-examine the TV clips about the
Puerto Rican parade in New York, the "national" strike against the Telephone. Com-
pany, and Governor Rosello's 1996 TV ads. Together with the evidence to be found
in my memorandum or furnished by other witnesses, these items will definitely
prove that Puerto Rico is a "nation" and that for the first time in its history the
United States must squarely face the issue whether a "nation" of origin, language
and culture different from that of the United States should be made a state of the
American Union. This is really a momentous question to the American Union, and
needs a thorough exanunation by the Senate committee.

The memorandum which I am submitting today answers that question and the
other basic question as to whether Puerto Rico is a "colony". I beg the committee
members and all senators to read it.*

Sincerely your,
RAUL SERRANO GEYLS,

Distinguished Professor of Law.

* The memorandum has been retained in committee files.
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STATEMENT OF JUAN Jost NOLLA-ACOSTA, ISABELA, PR

Chairman Murkowski and members of the U.S. Senate Energy and Natural Re-
sources Committee, my name is Juan Jose Nolla-Acosta. I am honored by this op-
portunity to present my views to you on this important issue for Puerto Rico and
the United States. Let me give you a little background about myself: I am a 27 year-
old attorney, I'm a member of the New Progressive Party in Puerto Rico, and of the
G.O.P., and I'm considering running for an at-large seat in the Puerto Rico Senate
for the 2000 election.

We are here to, once again, consider legislation providing for the holding of a fed-
erally mandated plebiscite in Puerto Rico to determine its political relationship with
the U.S. The reason for this, is that we have not yet solved the colonial relationship
between Puerto Rico and the United States. It has been nearly 100 years since
Puerto Rico became a territory of the United States, and there has been no change
in the nature of the relationship, as both pieces of legislation under consideration
of this committee state.

Many attempts have been made to solve the stalemate on this issue, but with no
avail so far. In 1967 and 1993 the government of Puerto Rico held local plebiscites
among statehood, "commonwealth", and independence, which ended up being noth-
ing more than "beauty contests" because the congress of the United States didn't
make a commitment to take action on the results. Between 1989 and 1991 there
was an effort to obtain passage of self executing legislation mandating a plebiscite
in Puerto Rico and clearly stating the consequences of a vote in favor of each op-
tion.I That effort failed here in the Senate.

However, we are once again looking at the probability of holding a congressionally
mandated plebiscite in Puerto Rico before the end of this year. Those two pieces of
legislation are S. 472, and H.R. 856, which passed the House on March 4. Today,
this Committee is holding a formal hearing on both bills, to determine which one
to send to the floor of the U.S. Senate for its approval. While I support passage of
either bill, I prefer H.R. 856.

I will direct my comments specifically towards H.R. 856. Since S. 472 is very simi-
lar to H.R. 856, most of my comments could easily apply to it.

Section 2 presents the findings of the U.S. Congress regarding Puerto Rico's rela-
tionship with the United States. This section destroys many myths and half-truths
used by statehood opponents in Puerto Rico for many years. It should remain
unaltered.

Section 3 of H.R. 856 states to policy of the United States towards the self-deter-
mination and full self-government of Puerto Rico. Sections 3(b) and 3(c) deal with
how to empower Puerto Rico's knowledge of the English language if it chooses state-
hood. The anti-American elements of Puerto Rico will want to scare people away
from voting for statehood by claiming that sub-sections (b) and (c) represent an im-
position of English towards the people of Puerto Rico. Nothing could be further from
the truth. These dispositions only state two things: 1) that if Puerto Rico becomes
a state of the U.S., it would have the same languag uirements of any other
state; and, 2) that it is in the best interest of the p e of erto Rico, particularly
of the newer generations, to be fluent in the En language. Becoming fluent in
the English language is something that the people of Puerto Rico should consider
one of its highest priorities, regardless of what status option it chooses. I whole-
heartedly support the provisions of Section 3 of H.R. 856.

Section 4 of the legislation deals with the initial decision stage, transition stage,
and implementation stage of this process. The initial decision stage includes a clear
and concise definition of each of the options that will be on the ballot. These defini-
tions are very important because they state, without a doubt, what Congress is will-
ing to give Puerto Rico, and because it presents realistic definitions of each option.
This will allow voters to cast an informed ballot, and will make it very difficult for
either party to conduct a campaign of lies.

Statehood was the most hotly discussed item during the nearly 12 hours of debate
in the House of Representatives on H.R. 856. This was clearly due to the importance
of the decision to admit a new state into the union, something which has not taken
place since the admission of Alaska and Hawaii in 1958-59. There were some issues
mentioned about statehood during the debate in the House of Representatives that
I have to mention here. These represent concerns expressed by several members of
the House, and were given as reasons to vote against the legislation.

One of these issues had to do with the effect of Puerto Rico's admission in the
apportionment of seats in the House of Representatives. Members from several
states that now stand at the edge of losing or gaining congressional seats in the

I S. 712, 101st Congress; and S. 244, 102nd Congress.
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next reapportionment, were weary of the chance that their states would lose, or fail
to gain, a seat in the House of Representatives due to the admission of Puerto Rico
into the union. This should be of no real concern to them, as Congress has the au-
thority to provide that the current membership of the House of Representatives be
increased by the number of members assigned to Puerto Rico. That way, no state
will be affected. From the following reapportionment on, all the states, including
Puerto Rico, would gain or lose seats normally according to population shifts.

Another issue which has been discussed regarding Puerto Rico becoming a state
has been the political affiliation of its congressional delegation. There have been
statements that Puerto Rico-would elect an all-Democrat or an all-Republican-dele-
gation. I am not going to join the game of making predictions because I am not a
fortune-teller or anything like that. However, I am a student of the electoral trends
in Puerto Rico during this century. From my studies of the trends in Puerto Rico
since 1968, it is my understanding that both parties will have good chances of hav--
ing at least a third of the congressional delegation of Puerto Rico. Events could, of
course, change that equation, since either party could have a very good or a very
bad election year, just like it happens in every state of the union.2 Also, it is very
common for predictions of how a territory will behave after statehood to be proven.
incorrect. Take for instance that during the fifties it was assumed that Alaska
would be a Democrat state, while Hawaii would be a Republican state. Everyone
knows that the opposite has been the case. To summarize, neither major party has
anything to fear from Puerto Rico's admission into the union as a state.

The definition of "commonwealth" has caused a lot of controversy in Puerto Rico,
both between the "commonwealth" and statehood parties, and also within the "com-
monwealth" party. The P.D.P. opposes the text of "commonwealth's" definition as it
appears on H.R. 856 because it does not give them room to claim that they can ob-
tain both the benefits of statehood and independence without the responsibilities of
either one: Also, there is controversy within the PDP on whether they support close
ties with the U.S., or whether they want to break away from the U.S. While person-
ally I would rather not have "commonwealth" as an option, I have no problems with
its current definition in H.R. 856, because it is a clear definition of what "common-
wealth" actually is-a colonial/territorial relationship.

Section 4 also spells out clear and concrete.steps to take place in case the referen-
dum results in a vote for either option. This section should be carefully considered,
particularly section 4(b)(1)(D), if the Senate-decides to change theAdefinition of "com-
monwealth". Otherwise, I see no problems with-the text of this section as approved
by the House of Representatives.

Section 5(c)(2) should be changed to state that in the event that there is no major-
ity vote, a second referendum shall take place within 180 days. That referendum
shall include only the options of separate sovereignty or statehood.

Section 6 deals with congressional procedures for consideration of legislation
stemming from the results of the referendum, while section 7 deals with the funding
for the referendum. After careful consideration of both sections, it is my understand-
ing that both should remain unaltered.

It is of vital importance that this Committee approves H.R. 856, either with or
without amendments, to give the U.S. citizens of Puerto Rico the opportunity to fi-
nally decide their political status. The.solution of this will allow Puerto Rico to turn
its energies towards dealing with its most pressing problems.

To summarize, I thank this opportunity to express my views on H.R: 856 and S.
472 to the members of the U.S. Senate. I reiterate my support for the approval of
either piece of legislation by this Committee, and subsequently by the full Senate.
You have in your hands the power to grant nearly 4 million U.S. citizens from Puer-
to Rico the opportunity to vote on their future relation with their nation. Please
don't fail us again.

Thank you very much, and may God bless America.

2Since the 1968 gubernatorial election, the average plurality of the winning candidate has
been around three percent (3%). The elections that have differed substantially from the rule
have been in 1972 (with a 7% plurality), in 1980 (a 0.189% plurality), and in 1996 (a 6.663%
plurality). Otherwise, either party has had the chance of winning the election with just a minor
shift of the vote.
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ENGLISH FIRST,
Springfield, VA, July 27, 1998.

Hon. FRANK MuRKowsI,
Chairman, Committee on Energy and Natural Resources U.S. Senate, Washington,

DC.
DEAR SENATOR MURKOWSKI: On behalf of the 150,000 members of English First,

I want to thank you for holding so many detailed hearings on the question of Puerto
Rico statehood.

English First is submitting the enclosed testimony on S. 472 and the question of
Puerto Rico statehood to your Committee. The question of language merits further
discussion, as do some other problems associated with statehood for Puerto Rico.

You will find both a paper copy and a diskette with our remarks in Adobe PDF
format.

If there is anything else I need to do to have this remarks included in the hearing
record, please let me know. Thank you again for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,
JIM BOULET, JR.,

Executive Director.
[Enclosure.]

STATEMENT OF Jim BOULET, JR., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ENGLISH FIRST

Chairman Murkowski and members of the Senate Committee on Energy and Nat-
ural Resources, my name is Jim Boulet, Jr., and I serve as Executive Director of
English First, a 150,000 member national lobbying organization, that is strongly op-
posed to both the legislation before you (S. 472) and to Puerto Rico statehood in gen-
eral.

Frankly, a 51st state of Puerto Rico would be America's own Quebec. Puerto Rico
is a 500-year-old nation-state whose language is Spanish.

You have been told many times that Puerto Rico is a bilingual place, with two
official languages. In matter of fact, the vast majority of Puerto Ricans speak little
or no English and expect to conduct their business with the government in Spanish.
The New York Times reported last year that nine out of ten high school graduates
in Puerto Rico do not speak English: "Fully 90% of the island's 650,000 public school
students lack basic English skills by the time they graduate," New York Times (Na-
tional Edition), May 19, 1997 at A12.

Statehood advocates know that selling statehood simultaneously to an English-
speaking nation like the United States and a proud, Spanish-speaking nation like
Puerto Rico requires telling each side what they want to hear. Thus you have been
told that Puerto Rico is increasingly adopting English. Meanwhile, Puerto Rico has
been told, by Delegate Carlos Romero-Barcelo (D-PR) in his book, Statehood is for
the Poor on page 95: "yes, we want statehood, but that neither our language nor
our culture is negotiable."

Given that public school teachers rioted last year when told to use more English
in their teaching, I urge the Senate to ask more of a potential permanent 51st state
of Puerto Rico than a few bland assurances about someday learning more English.

You see, acts in one state are legally enforceable in every other state. If Puerto
Rico insists on continuing to conduct state trials in Spanish, teach mainly Spanish
in the public schools, conduct its government proceedings in Spanish and allow legal
documents such as wills to be filed in Spanish only, the other 50 states will e
forced to adapt to Puerto Rico.

In fact, once Puerto Rico becomes a state it could send a delegation to Congress
entirely ignorant of English. Again, it would be your job to adapt to Puerto Rico.
And it would be the job of the taxpayers to pay for it.

According to the 1997 Annual Report of Canada's Commissioner of Official Lan-
guages, Canada spent $260 million in 1996-97 on multilingual services. Based on
Puerto Rico's larger population, the U.S. could end up spending two-three billion an-
nually for language services and translation.

I have been asked many times during my lobbying visits to the Hill, Couldn't we
solve the problem of Puerto Rico statehood by simply including a strong English re-
quirement for a potential 51st state of Puerto Rico?"

This approach sounds like a solution to the language issue but careful study has
convinced English First that this approach suffers from two problems.

First, states have the power to do what they like so long as they do not violate
the U.S. Constitution, which says nothing about English.

The Supreme Court ruled in 1836 (Mayor of New Orleans v. U.S. (35 U.S. 662))
that every state that enters the Union does so on an equal Constitutional footing
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with the original 13. In the case of Coyle v. Smith (221 U.S. 559 (1911)), Congress
attempted to require that Oklahoma maintain its capital at a particular place as
a condition of grantmg statehood.

Congress made Oklahoma a state in 1907. Oklahoma's legislature then tried to.
move its capital in 1910 and was sued. The Supreme Court ruled in favor of Okla-
homa, holding that Congress could not impose conditions on new states that gave
it more power over them than over older states. Thus Congress will be unable to
regulate Puerto Rico's choice of language once it becomes a state.

Second, Puerto Rico will have the power as a state to try to remove any English
requirement in federal court. There is nothing that can be done to prevent such a
lawsuit. The history of Louisiana's conditional admission may prevent such a re-
quirement from being invalidated, but that is not certain.

In October of 1997, the American Law Division of the Congressional Research
Service issued a memorandum which suggests that Puerto Rico would win its case:

Under existing precedents, it seems highly unlikely that. Congress could
under its legislative powers and acting only through a statute mandate that
a State conducts its official affairs using a language of Congress' choosing.

The Supreme Court may feel otherwise. But given that the language issue is a
burning subject in Puerto Rico, will the Court defy the wishes of a new 51st state
and invite all kind of retribution?

The case of Utah should remind us that promises made during the statehood-proc-
ess do not necessarily change popular practices. The Utah territory was told that
it stood a much better chance of achieving statehood if its government outlawed po-
lygamy, a practice encouraged by some for religious reasons. Utah outlawed polyg-
amy and became a state. But Utah citizens who believed polygamy was required by
their religion still practice it-even today. The Congress can always declare Puerto
Rico a bilingual state. But the practice of Puerto Ricans on the island will be what
really matters. And that practice suggests a 51st nation-state of Puerto Rico would
be America's own Quebec.

We must remember that Puerto Rico would be the first state admitted after the
Great Society explosion of federal benefit programs and a loss of our national con-
sensus on the importance of being unified by a common tongue.

In 1994, Congress apologized for making Hawaii a state as part of the reauthor-
ization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Congress also created a
million-dollar program to preserve the dying Hawaiian language. Hawaii has be-
come an officially bilingual state, with two official languages. This kind of history
of a current state suggests that a state of Puerto Rico would bring with it a verita-
ble cornucopia of language issues.

Perhaps the only way to solve the language dilemma is for Congress to first pass
a Constitutional Amendment making English our official language, such as Rep.
John Doolittle's H.J. Res. 37. Once that is signed into law and ratified by the states,
then we can turn to the issue of Puerto Rico statehood.

In addition to language, there are other major problems with Puerto Rico state-
hood. The economics of Puerto Rico statehood are, thanks to $180 billion worth of
federal programs allocated on the basis of population, very much in favor of Puerto
Rico.

Statehood supporters, like Representative Don Young (R-AK), claim "new reve-
nues from individuals and corporations would exceed expenditures" if Puerto Rico
is made a state.

A quick review of the economic facts of life on the island demonstrates this state-
ment to be fundamentally wrong. People who have no incomes need not fear the
IRS. Most residents of Puerto Rico have little or no income, making them eligible
for many federal benefit programs. At present, some of these benefit programs are
capped in ways that would be illegal under statehood.

Puerto Rico's per capita income of $8,509 is less than one third of the US average,
and about one half that of Mississippi, the poorest state. In Puerto Rico, 50% of fam-
ilies have incomes of less than $10,000. Almost half (43.5%) of Puerto Ricans on the
island received food stamps in 1989. In Puerto Rico, 50% of families have incomes
of less than $10,000. In the United States, 67% of families have incomes of $25,000
or more. Lastly, the Earned Income Credit for low income taxpayers reaches its
maximum benefit of $3,556 for workers earning between $8,900 and $11,610.

Consider also the General Accounting Office report on this topic on August 15,
1996 [Tax Policy: Analysis of Certain Potential Effects of Extending Federal Income
Taxation to Puerto Rico (Letter Report, 08/15/96, GAO/GGD-96-127)].

According to this report, because many Puerto Ricans who are working on the is-
land have extremely low incomes, they will be eligible for the Earned Income Tax
Credit (EITC). Accordingly, "This additional EITC would be sufficient to eliminate
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the $49 million of aggregate net federal income tax liability that we estimated would
exist for the population that did file [tax returns in 19921." In other words, the ulti-
mate result of statehood is zero new net income tax dollars for the U.S. Treasury.

In addition, the GAO report states:
We estimated that about 59 percent of the taxpayers who filed Puerto

Rico individual income tax returns in 1992 would have earned some EITC.
. . . Over half of the taxpayers would have received net transfers from the
federal government because their EITC would have been larger than their
precredit federal income tax liabilities.

The GAO report indicates that imposing federal taxation on residents of Puerto
Rico will yield, at best, no additional new tax revenue. Any gains to the U.S. Treas-
ury will come from repeal of Section 936, which exempts corporations in Puerto Rico
from taxes. Given that Section 936 has already been drastically curtailed, including
these revenues as a benefit of statehood amounts to double counting.

In addition, industries in Puerto Rico that lose their tax exemption need not, nor
should be expected to, remain in Puerto Rico. This is why as many as one in three
jobs could be lost, driving unemployment still higher on the island. Given that as
of 1990 nearly one out of five Puerto Ricans on the island was already unemployed,
Puerto Rico is hardly in need of additional unemployment. (Fully one in three em-
ployed Puerto Ricans works for the government there.)

Federal benefits are the other half of the statehood equation. Statehood for Puerto
Rico will eliminate caps on federal programs for island residents. In 1990, the New
York Times calculated that statehood would increase welfare payments to the island
by 509'-an increase of $3 billion annually "in perpetuity."

Statehood supporters in Puerto Rico admit this, including Rep. Carlos Romero-
Barcelo (D-PR):

Puerto Rico's per capita contribution to the federal treasury, were we a
state, would come to less than that of any other state in the Union. At the
same time, the per capita benefits we'd reap from federal aid programs
would be greater than those of any other state in the Union.

The problems of language and economics aside, Puerto Rico statehood could also
mean not just our very own Quebec but our very own Northern Ireland. Statehood
for Puerto Rico remains controversial. The island has a thriving independence move-
ment. Carlos M. Ayes, a professor at The Center for Advanced Study located in San
Juan reminded readers of the New York Times Magazine of February 18, 1990 that
statehood will not necessarily put an end to that independence movement:

"Statehood will mean war," he warns. "Violence is hard to stomach, but
George Washington killed thousands of British to gain recognition for 13
colonies that claimed the right to be independent. If the United States
wants its very own Northern Ireland, let them continue this farce."

Puerto Rico's independence movement was responsible for an assassination at-
tempt against President Truman in 1951, the shooting of five Congressman from the
House Gallery in 1954 and the destruction in 1981 of $50 million worth of fighter
jets on a base near San Juan, the biggest strike against a United States military
installation since Pearl Harbor.

Given all these problems, why are people like House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-
GA) and others pushing these slanted pro-statehood bills? The answer lies in a mis-
use of polling techniques by pollsters with a point to prove whose date is waived
around here as though it were the last word in public opinion.

A hint of the real reason behind Speaker Gingrich's embrace of the statehood
issue appeared in the September 4, 1997 Washington Post:

The key to electoral success in large states such as California, Texas,
Florida and New York is the Hispanic vote he [Luntz] says. "Supporting
issues that will have a positive impact on Puerto Rico will be appreciated
by all Hispanics, not just Puerto Ricans."

In the Post article, Luntz is also quoted as saying that "Newt challenged me to
find the words and phrases that would enable Republicans of all stripes to . . . ex-
plain their policies to the American people."

English First was able to obtain a copy of the relevant pages in the Luntz study.
A quick comparison with other polls determined that the Luntz research on His-
panics and statehood was contradicted by the major poll of Hispanics this decade,
the National Latino Political Survey.
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The polling question Luntz used was "As you may know, Puerto Ricans are U.S.
citizens, but Puerto Rico is not a state. How important is it that your Member of
Congress gives Puerto Ricans the right to vote up or down on statehood?"

Puerto Ricans Other Hispanics

Total important ............................. 85% 69%
Extremely important .......................... 48% 25%
Very important .............................. 25% 32%
Somewhat important .......................... 12% 12%
Only a little important ........................ 2% 8%
Not important at all 8% 10%

A similar, but much less leading, question was asked as part of the National
Latino Political Survey in 1992. The results were quite different: "Some people want
Puerto Rico to become a state, others want it to become independent, and still oth-
ers want it to remain as it is, a commonwealth. What do you think?"

Preferred status of Puerto Rico Mexican Puer Cuban AngloRican

A state ................................................. 23.9% 27.1% 35.2% 26.4%
A commonwealth .................................. 55.4% 69.4% 60.7% 47.9%
Independent ......................................... 20.7% 3.5% 4.1% 25.7%

Total surveyed .............................. 732 560 268 333

In opinion polls, how the question is asked will often determine the results. The
Luntz polling question, just as the current versions of H.R. 856 and S. 472 are all
slanted toward- statehood. Puerto Ricans have voted at least twice on statehood
(1967 and 1993), rejecting it each time. The Luntz question suggests that they have
never voted on the issue before. That is the position of the Statehood Party in Puer-
to Rico, which refuses to accept as valid any statehood referendum in which state-
hood was rejected. (Wouldn't you like to declare every referendum invalid in which
your views lost and then declare permanent victory if your side finally barely won?)

Lastly,.I must address the question of what the legislation before this Committee
actually is. Are H.R. 856/S. 472 process bills, as claimed by advocates, or statehood
bills, as criticsargue. In a September, 1997, Dear Colleague letter, Rep. Dan Burton
(R-IN) said: "As an original cosponsor of H.R. 856, I want each member to know
that this is a process bill-not a statehood bill. This process is not self-executing,
so Congress retains the authority to determine if the option chosen by the people
of Puerto Rico is in the national interest. H.R. 856 does not promise automatic
statehood as critics claim."

Congressman Burton's letter not only ignores the "fast track" provisions of H.R.
856, with its timetables, limited debate and extremely limited amendments, but po-
litical reality. As the Washington Post said on September 13, 1997: "[W]e are wait-
ing for the President and Congress to spell out the options that will be put to Puerto
Rico in a referendum. That is Washington's first task, and with it comes an ironclad
obligation to honor whatever Puerto Rico's choice turns out to be."

Imagine passing this legislation and statehood passes by a single percentage point
for its first victory in three tries. There will be extreme pressure on the Congress
to get on with granting statehood. Given that the first six Representatives and two
Senators from an island with two-thirds of its people getting federal benefits, will
likely be almost entirely, if not exclusively Democrats, the political implications for
control.of the House-and.Senate will loom large. Yet,- any dawdling by Congress will
provoke cries of racism.

If you think you are under pressure now, just wait.
Right now, there is still time for both the House and Senate to decide whether

the United States shouldgrant statehood to-Puerto Rico-on.itsown terms: unlimited
federal benefits with absolutely no requirement that Puerto Rico's government insti- -
tutions and schools function in English.

It is time to pull the plug.on this false notion of statehood and on these two bad
bills.

Thank you for your time and consideration. I welcome your questions.
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PUERTO RICANS IN CIvic ACTION,
Mayaguez, PR, July 24, 1998.

Senator FRANK MuRKOwsI,
Chairman, Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, Washington, DC.
Re: S. 472. The Puerto Rico Self-Determination Act

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: During the hearings on S. 472, July 14, 1998, at which I
testified, a member of the committee asked several witnesses on an earlier panel
whether each considered himself a "Puerto Rican with American" or an "American
living in Puerto Rico". The answers ranged from "Puerto Rican with American citi-
zens hip" to a "Puerto Rican if living in Puerto Rico" or "American if living there
tomorrow".

I'm not sure I fully understand why this question was asked or what responses
the Senator hoped to elicit or even whether there was a right answer. However, I
do know that opponents of Puerto Rico self-determination, particularly those who
would attempt to deny 3.8 million U.S. citizens the right to have their island terri-
tory enter the Union, have sought to portray Puerto Ricans as less than 100 percent
Americans pointing to similar self-descriptive responses that "seem" to dilute their
loyalty to the United States.

They could not be further from the truth!
Americans, no matter where they reside are no less American because they call

themselves Texans, New Yorkers, or Cornhuskers, i.e., Nebraskans. Similarly, we
don't question the Americanism of Irish-Americans, African-Americans, Native
Americans, or Cuban-Americans simply because they add an ethnic, racial, or cul-
tural appellation to their American citizenship.

It is their American citizenship that they all have in common as with all Puerto
Ricans. And, what binds all Americans is not what they may proudly call them-
selves, but their unified allegiance to the United States. An allegiance to the Con-
stitution of the United States, a devotion to the rights, duties, and obligations that
it confers on all its citizens.

In this allegiance to the Constitution, Puerto Ricans are second to none. Since
1917 more than 200,000 Americans, Puerto Rican-Americans, Puerto Ricans-all
American citizens residing in Puerto Rico-have proudly defended an American con-
stitution abroad not fully applicable to them at home.

If the truth be told, Puerto Ricans may appear to be more American than most
since they have been willing to lay down their lives hoping that one day they would
attain the full benefits of the United States Constitution that other Americans take
for granted: voting representation in Congress and a ballot for the commander-in-
chief who sends them into battle.

Mr. Chairman, I hope that Congress will finally lay to rest the notion that Puerto
Rico does not "qualify" for statehood status, if so chosen in a congressionally sanc-
tioned plebiscite, because its residents cherish their heritage. Rather, you and your
colleagues should pass S. 472, under which we can freely determine our future polit-
ical status thereby securing first class citizenship in an independent Puerto Rico or
as the fifty-first state.

As I said in my prepared statement, "The United States citizens of Puerto Rico
have too long embraced the principles of the United States Constitution, daily put-
ting them into practice for 100 years, to have their loyalty and fitness as Americans
challenged just as their dreams of self-determination are within reach.

In order to assure that the record is complete on this issue, I request these com-
ments be included in the record of the July 14-15 hearings.

Thank you.
Sincerely,

MIAIAM RAMIREZ DE FERRER,
President.

AMERICAN SPANISH COMMITTEE,
New York, NY, July 18, 1998.

Chairman FRANK MuRKowSKI,
U.S. Senate, Senate Energy & National Resources Committee, Washington, DC.
Re: Political Status of Puerto Rico

DEAR HONORABLE MURKOWSI: I respectfully submit this letter in lieu of testi-
mony for the record on the hearings of "Political Status of Puerto Rico," before your
Committee.

Our fellow American citizens, that is, the Puerto Rican people are a great blessing
to our country for over the past one hundred years in both peace and war time. In
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fact, one cannot forget the thousands of Puerto Ricans who have served in our
United States Armed Forces, in all wars with honor, and many have given their
lives for our America flag, so that today we may enjoy the freedoms which are so
dear to each of us. As an American veteran of both WWII and the Korean Conflict,
I do appreciate all the great personal sacrifices that the "Puerto Ricans," as they
liked to identify themselves as, did for our country. The Puerto Rican people, the
island's strategic location, the natural beauty and the island's excellent climate are
a delightful pleasure to anyone who has ever visited there. In fact, Juan Ponce de
Leon (1460-1521), the first white European to land and colonized the island over
five hundred years ago, and its first Governor, noted its abundance of fruits, natural
water resources, and vital strategic location for defending the other Caribbean Span-
ish island possessions, and that he ordered a Fort (El Moro) to be built to defend
the harbor and protect the colonists in times of danger.

Outstandingly, is the fact that our own American colonies did not exist at the
time when Puerto Rican history began to unfold. Furthermore, today, the United
States Parks Service has the duty to preserve and protect this historical site "El
Moro," for the public visitors.

But, unfortunately, today the Puerto Rican people are experiencing a quagmire,
that is, what is a Puerto Rican in reality? Is a Puerto Rican, an American, or half
of each? Should they have dual citizenship? How can they realistically develop their
own economy to meet the global needs of today? Is our United States government's
unique political relationships to be maintained and to be continued for another hun-
dred years in limbo, a status quo of dependency upon the mainland's goodness and
largeness of the federal government? That is, in which these America citizens, the
Puerto Ricans have no Congressional representatives to vote on all federal legisla-
tion which affects the Puerto Rican people's destiny? The entire world today recog-
nizes that self determination is exercised by all freedom loving people, and this is
an American right which Puerto Ricans are entitled to exercise without any further
gobbledygook.

The American Spanish Committee, solely supports United States Congressional
Acts which gives to our fellow American citizens, that is, the Puerto Rican people
in Puerto Rico the clear and unambiguous right to choose and vote for theirs and
their children's future political destiny. That the choice to be either to make Puerto
Rico a State, our country's next State of the United States, or their independence.
I remain with my best wishes and request that when available that a copy of your
Committee's Record be sent to me for my perusal. Many thanks.

Respectfully yours,
ANTHONY F. GONZALEz, LL.B.

Chairman and CEO.

ESCUELA DE DERECHO,
UNIVERSIDAD DE PUERTO Rico,

San Juan, PR, July 24, 1998.
Mr. JIM BEIRNE, Esq.,
U.S. Senate, Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. BEMNE: I enclose a draft of an article which I will soon submit for pub-
lication to suitable law reviews in the United States. It is entitled "Law, Language
and Statehood: The Role of English in the Great State of Puerto Rico." It deals with
a subject which Chairman Murkowski raised in the last set of hearings on the Puer-
to Rican status question. I request that it be made part of the record of the Senate
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, which I understand was left open for
ten days after the last hearing.*

Sincerely, 
Jost JULiAN ALVAREZ-GONZALEZ,

Professor of Law.

* The article has been retained in committee files.
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CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF PUERTO RICO,
San Juan, PR, July 24, 1998.

Hon. FRANK MURKOWSKI,
Energy and Natural Resources Committee, U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. MuRKOwsli: We have followed very closely the public hearings held by
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources of the United States Senate on the
issue of auto determination for Puerto Rico.

The Puerto Rico Chamber of Commerce is the single largest private sector organi-
zation on the Island with trade, industry, services and professional representation
from all sectors. We also group in our Council of Affiliated Associations over 90%
of Puerto Rico's private sector organizations.

In the past, we have expressed ourselves with regard to the economic and social
circumstances of our members, as well as those of the people of Puerto Rico in con-
nection with issues of strikes. For this reason, we are respectfully submitting for
the consideration of the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources an executive
summary, as well as our detailed position, with respect to Senate Project 472.

The Puerto Rico Chamber of Commerce hereby offers its institutional resources
to you and the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources should the same be
required in the analysis and consideration of this important matter for the people
of Puerto Rico.

Very truly yours,
ANIBAL IRIZARRY.

[Enclosure.]

STATEMENT OF THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF PUERTO RIco

This presentation is a brief summary of the main points and conclusions of our
written statement, which we now respectfully submit for the record. This statement
reflects the resolutions adopted by the Assembly of our members on this issue from
1985 to 1996, as well as the- positions adopted by the Executive Committee of our
Chamber. The central focus in our analysis is the economic and social circumstances
of our members and, what is more important, those of the Puerto Rican people.

The Puerto Rico Chamber of Commerce does not favor any particular form of po-
litical status. Its membership includes individuals from all political perspectives. In
this diversity there is consensus on the need to resolve the status issue and bring
stability to our society. The status issue and the recent plebiscite processes have
created uncertainty among present and potential investors. Such situation is an
enemy of economic prosperity; therefore, this should be resolved as quickly as pos-
sible. Neither Congress nor the Puerto Rican people should wait another century to
decide this issue. Once the status question is resolved, efforts could be more effi-
ciently channeled to deal with the various social band economic problems of our soci-
ety.

The position of our institution revolves around two main concerns. One is that the
plebiscite process ought to be fair and well informed, for the people to make an en-
lightened decision. The other is that, if the Puerto Rican people chose to change the
present status, an orderly and well-defined transition has to be clearly stated. This
is of outmost relevance, because the people should know not only the final outcome
of its decision, but the road to reach it, if they are going to issue a responsible vote.
Let's elaborate on these two issues.

The plebiscite process should be dealt with on its own merits. It should not be
mixed with the normal electoral process. Voters have to be. able to focus upon the
status issue, apart from any distractions and confusions with other issues.

The long-term performance of the status question requires that voters be well-in-
formed on the consequences of their decisions. Before Puerto Ricans are asked to
mark their status preference on the plebiscite ballot, it is necessary to clearly spell-
out the cultural, political and socioeconomic- consequences of each political status al-
ternative. The information transmitted to the people should be based upon accurate
and unbiased data. We are deeply concerned about the consistency of the data that
federal agencies.have produced- in the past with respect to the costs and benefits
of each status alternative. Hereby -we offer the resources of our institution to help
in obtaining additional information about the socioeconomic consequences of each
status alternative to supplement what has ialready been 'produced, and what needs
to be produced in order to allow the people to. make an informed decision.'

Our institution believes that the-private sector must, have.a role and a-consequent
responsibility in this important undertaking. Political parties should-welcome the
private sector's contributions to this process. Your Committee should encourage a
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broader participation among Puerto Rican institutions to complement the contribu-
tions of political parties.

For the people to make an informed decision, the following issues must be clearly
addressed before the plebiscite:

1. The transition period contemplated for each political status, including its length
and specifications.

2. The situation of the present U.S. citizenship of the Puerto Rican people under
each status alternative.

3. The federal tax treatment of U.S. corporations doing business in Puerto Rico
under each status formula, including the period of time for which the corresponding
tax treatment is guaranteed.

4. The federal tax treatment to residents and local business in Puerto Rico under
each status, as well as during the different stages of each transition period.

5. Puerto Rico's access to the United States commercial and financial markets
under each status formula, including its position with respect to present and future
trade agreements that the U.S. engages with foreign countries.

6. Conditions and restrictions to Puerto Rico's access to foreign commercial and
financial markets under each formula, as well as the market penetration of foreign
goods into our market.

7. Adjustments to be made, if any, to Puerto Rico's long term public debt under
each status, as well as constraints, if any, to the issue of additional public debt dur-
ing each transition period.

8. Amount and terms of U.S. welfare and other transfers to Puerto Rico under
each status alternative. Particular attention has to be paid to what is going to hap-
pen to contributions that Puerto Rico make to earmarked funds, such as Social Se-
curity, Medicare, Unemployment Insurance and the FDIC, among others.

9. The conditions for travel and migration between Puerto Rico and the United
States under each status alternative. This is a most crucial thing, since almost all
families in Puerto Rico have close relatives in the U.S.

The Chamber of Commerce realizes that some of the key factors that have con-
tributed to our economic development are subject to changes as circumstances vary
over time, but we are also aware that drastic changes over a short period of time
could prove to be disastrous if the changes occur at a rate faster than ability of our
economy to adjust to them.

Whatever alternative is democratically chosen by the people of Puerto Rico will
probably result in economic adjustments and could entail sacrifices on our part. Pri-
vate enterprise is ready to shoulder its responsibility; however, even in times of
budgetary restrain, Congress should be sensitive to our needs and economic reali-
ties. Self-sustained economic development can only be achieved through a long term
process. With your help, and a great deal of work on our part, we are confident that
we can achieve our mutual goal of human progress for the people of Puerto Rico.

Thank you.

REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE,
San Juan, PR, July 21, 1998.

Senator FRANK MuRicowsKI,
Chairman, Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, Washington, DC.
Re: S. 472. The Puerto Rico Self-Determination Act

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: On behalf of the Republican Party of Puerto Rico, I want
to thank you for the rigorous schedule of hearings you have conducted on the Puerto
Rico status question and S. 472 in the period since the House approved H.R. 856.
All parties and all points of view have been given a fair and open hearing, and the
record now before your Committee is quite comprehensive.

In order to assure that the record is complete and includes the views of the Re-
publican Party of Puerto Rico, I am attaching a written statement detailing the his-
tory and role of our party in Puerto Rico, the affinity of our electorate's conservative
attitudes with Republican core values, the importance of this legislation to the Na-
tional Republican Party, and specific comments on S. 472. Also enclosed are two
background papers, "The Promise of Citizenship", and "Resolving Puerto Rico's Po-
litical Status". I request these documents be included in the record of the July 14-
15 hearings.*

* The documents hie been retained in committee files.
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Thank you.
Sincerely,

ZORAIDA FONALLEDAS,
National Committeewoman for Puerto Rico.

[Enclosure.]

STATEMENT OF ZORAIDA FONALLEDAS, REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEEWOMAN
FOR PUERTO Rico

It is altogether fitting that the Republican majority in the 105th Congress, under
the leadership of Senator Frank Murkowski and Representative Don Young, should
be establishing the framework and the mechanism for the 3.8 million American citi-
zens of Puerto Rico to freely exercise their right of political. self-determination and
to finally resolve their future relationship with the United States.

After all, the National Republican Party and the Republican Party in Puerto Rico
have a long and close relationship, both sharing a rich tradition and commitment
to the principles for which our. party stands and for the right of Puerto Rico's resi-
dents to become fully self-governing as either an independent nation or as the fifty-
first state in our glorious Union.

That the road to this objective should commence on the centennial anniversary
of Puerto Rico's coming under the American flag makes it all the more important
that the work of this Republican congress, S. 472 and H.R. 856, be accomplished
before adjournment.

To assist the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee in achieving this
goal, I am submitting this statement with the intention not only to augment the
record but also to reflect the views of the Republican Party of Puerto Rico on some
issues that arose during the legislative hearings of July 14-15, 1998.

In the course of the following discussion, I will make these points:
1. Puerto Rico's Republican Party has successfully implemented the Contract With

America's economic and social agenda largely because the island's electorate shares
similar attitudes on these issues with the national party, demonstrating a politically
competitive Republican Party on the island and an appeal to Hispamc Amencans
in the fifty states.

2. The National Republican Partys long held commitment to Puerto Rico self-de-
termination can be realized only through the passage of legislation establishing a
congressionally mandated plebiscite defining the legal and constitutional status op-
tions thereby permitting the people of Puerto Rico to make an informed choice capa-
ble of congressional execution.

PUERTO RICANS, HISPANIC AMERICANS SHARE REPUBLICAN VALUES AND ENDORSE
REPUBLICAN POLICIES

Puerto Rico's Republican Party was founded in 1902 by Dr. Celso Barbosa just
four years after our island became a U.S. territory following the Spanish American
War in 1898. Its political agenda was carried forward by a long line of outstanding
leaders including, I'm proud to say, my grandfather Senate President Rafael Mar-
tinez-Nadal, and our current State Chairman, former Governor Luis A. Ferre. They
all shared one common goal: to make Puerto Rico a state of the Union.

The pursuit of this goal has energized our party and catapulted it to majority sta-
tus in our territory's two legislative chambers and in the mayor's offices across the
island. These majorities among our elected officials have enabled Puerto Rico to be-
come the leading American jurisdiction in implementing the National Republican
Party's Contract With America.

Ehminatin the last vestiges of the command economics experimentation begun
during the New Deal era, Puerto Rico has embarked on ambitious programs to re-
duce a bloated public sector bureaucracy and to privatize shipping and sugar inter-
ests, hotels, hospitals and, most recently, the telephone company.

Health care reform, tax cuts, school vouchers and silent devotional moments evi-
dence additional commitments to Puerto Rico's championing of private sector initia-
tives and family and spiritual values.

It should come as no surprise that these efforts to fulfill basic Republican Party
tenets have found early success in Puerto Rico. For Puerto Rican's tend to take con-
servative stances on issues mirroring the national party's positions which have pro-
pelled it, in the fifty states, to unprecedented to electoral success.

Recent surveys by noted Republican pollster Dr. Richard Wirthlin and those con-
ducted on behalf of former Christian Coalition Executive Director Ralph H. Reed,
Jr. provide confirmation. The people of Puerto Rico overwhelmingly embrace the
same conservative values as the Republican Party. By large majorities Puerto
Ricans are pro-life and pro-family, favor stricter law enforcement and mandatory
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sentences for violent criminals, support tax relief and welfare reform, right to work
laws, the free market system, and a strong national defense. These are the core val-
ues of the Republican party.

When taken together, conservative attitudes and conservative government, Senate
Republicans should find every reason to pass the S. 472 legislative initiative that
provides for Puerto Rico self-determination and that every Republican president
since Dwight Eisenhower has supported. A position restated and reaffirmed in Re-
publican presidential platforms as late as 1996.

President Ronald Reagan, on numerous occasions, stated his belief that common-
wealth is "historically an unnatural status", and that "statehood would benefit both
the people of Puerto Rico and their fellow American citizens". President Bush
thought the issue so important that he pledged his support for statehood for Puerto
Rico in his 1989 State of the Union Address. These presidents realized that it was
not only the right to do, but they also that doing so would have tremendous political
significance. Recent history has validated their foresight.

while fulfilling the national party's pledge on Puerto Rico self-determination is
important, the political advantage the party can gain by leading on this issue must
be recognized as well. Not only does the reality of Puerto Rican politics argue for
a competitive Republican Party should island voters opt for statehood status, Con-
gress concurring, but passage of the legislation, in and of itself, will promote in-
creased electoral support among the 27 million Hispanic Americans residing in the
fifty states.

As Ralph Reed stated, "Puerto Rico represents the future of America."
Here's why. By 2005, the US Census bureau estimates that Hispanic Americans

will surpass the non-Hispanic African American population as the second largest
race in America. Hispamc Americans will represent nearly one-fifth of all Ameri-
cans. By the year 2025, Hispanic Americans will represent one half the population
of Texas and will be the single largest group in the state of California.

And the Hispanic American vote in American politics in increasingly the swing
vote in American politics. They are the swing vote in 1/3 of the electoral college
(California, New Mexico, Arizona, Texas, Florida, Georgia, North Carolina).

The Republican Party today stands on the threshold of sweeping political success.
To achieve that success, we must demonstrate that it is an inclusive party. We must
demonstrate that it is the natural home to Hispanic Americans and is the true rep-
resentative of their deals and values.

But, in 1996, 6.6 million Hispanic American voters participated in the presidential
election. A twenty-percent increase from just four years earlier. An overwhelmingly,
they supported the Democrats--60% in 1992 and an astounding 72% in 1996.

This is unacceptable. It must change. And it can. Through outreach, the Hispanic
American population can be pulled back into the fold of the Republican Party. The
party which consistently reflects their majority views. The party which should be
their home.

We have an opportunity to begin this outreach now. S. 472-the Puerto Rico Self-
Determination Act-stablishes a fair and balanced process by which the political
status of Puerto Rico would finally be determined.

In just a few days, July 25, 1998 to be exact, Puerto Rico celebrates it centennial
anniversary as a territory of the United States. Puerto Ricans should be allowed to
freely express their status preference. It's only fitting that a Republican Congress
should give the people of Puerto Rico what so many Republican presidents sought
to achieve-a way to determine for themselves the government they should have.

THE CURRENT IMPERMANENT STATUS, A U.S. TERRITORY POPULATED BY STATUTORY
AMERICAN CITIZENS. MUST THROUGH CONGRESSIONALLY AUTHORIZED REFERENDA
GIVE WAY TO A PERMANENT STATUS

S. 472 and H.R. 856 provide the framework and mechanism for Puerto Rico to
finally attain full self-government as either the fifty-first state of the union or as
an independent nation.

In setting forth this objective, both bills recognize the importance of providing
definitional starting principles These immutable non-negotiable principles are:

1. Puerto Rico has continuously since 1898 remained a territory of the United
States under the Constitution's Territorial Clause,

2. the U.S. citizenship conferred by statute on Puerto Ricans in 1917 is not fully
constitutionally protected for those who have it, nor guaranteed for future genera-
tions, and

3. the referenda process leading to full self-government must continue until such
time as the people of Puerto Rico choose a permanent status-independence or
statehood.
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That the Congress even held these hearings is indisputable proof that the Terri-
torial Clause is applicable to Puerto Rico as is Congress' plenary power .over the is-
land. Regardless of what others may allege,. congressional legislative initiatives re-
garding the island's future political status incontrovertibly demonstrate Puerto
Rico's current political status: a U.S. territory.

Yet, the commonwealth party tells the public Congress no longer has authority
to alter Federal law-a dangerously misleading position that causes many of the
party's rank and file to be complacent with less than complete U.S. citizenship.

Secondly, the statutory American citizenship- that over 95 percent of Puerto
Ricans cherish is by. self-definition revocable as to current residents who might be-
come foreign citizens.in a sovereign Puerto Rico and.the future generations of off-
spring born in such a new nation will be aliens under U.S. law.

Finally, plebiscites must be authorized until such time as-a permanent political
status is attained. Otherwise Puerto Rico will be coming back to Congress -over and
over again instead of managing self-determination at the local level. The residents
of Puerto Rico as well as American taxpayers can ill afford indefinitely, politically
or economically, to maintain a territory that has already cost the U.S. treasury more
than $150 billion since the territorial commonwealth's founding in 1952.

These uncontrovertible tenets of Puerto Rico's current status and the island's ulti-
mate political. disposition must be the first principles from which the final decision
regarding Puerto Rico's political future can be made. Legislatively they provide the
precision and- legitimacy for the residents of Puerto Rico to choose a future that is
legal, constitutional and permanent.

Territorial status, statutory citizenship, repeated referenda until. permanent sta-
tus is achieved: making the choices clear, unambiguous and. without unfounded
claims or unattainable promises for Puerto Rico. Statehood or separate sovereignty.
S. 472 and H.R. 856 crystallize the options and eliminate- a legally dubious middle
ground- that would perpetuate, let alone enhance, the status quo outside the con-
stitution while, hypocritically, seeking guaranteed statutory citizenship in a con-
stitutional sanctuary.

In the forthcoming plebiscite, that these bills call for, Puerto Ricans will know ex-
actly what the status of the island is today and what it can be tomorrow. They will
be able to make an informed choice to finally achieve full self-government.

As these bills will provide the framework and mechanism for Puerto Rico's status
deliberations and decisions, they will also offer the American people in the fifty
states their first opportunity to finally 'resolve' the seemingly open-ended Puerto
Rican conundrum. Puerto Rico, a benignly administered American territory, if not
a colony, does little to enhance a United States foreign policy self-determination
agenda abroad. Puerto Rico's metamorphous to independence or statehood will fulfill
the Founder's dreams of an American beacon to the all world's peoples seeking polit-
ical and civil freedom.

Ascension to independence or statehood will also. generate immediate reductions
in the $13 billion annual U.S. taxpayer subsidy that goes to maintain the common-
wealth status quo, over time making Puerto Rico economically self-sufficient. Puerto
Rico will finally stand on its own, paying its own way or going its own way: based
on an informed choice under the proposed -legislation.

The U.S. citizens.of Puerto Rico have too long been denied the rights stateside.
Americans take for granted. This Congress, exercising its constitutional powers
must not deny Puerto Ricans the power to achieve full self-government through the
free exercise of a self-determination process.

The U.S. citizens of Puerto Rico have too long embraced the principles of the U.S.
Constitution, having defended them abroad since 1917, to have their loyalty and fit-
ness as Americans challenged just as their dream of achieving all these rights for
themselves at home is within reach.

I trust that all Members of Congress, in the Senate and the House, will cast their
votes with the Founding Fathers for equality and opportunity, enlightened as they
are, the bearers of their principles and the safe keepers of their constitution.

Thank you.
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, DC, July 14, 1998.
Hon. FRANK H. MURKOwsKI,
Chairman, Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, U.S. Senate, Washington,

DC.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I appreciate the opportunity to submit testimony for your

Committee's July 15th hearing on legislation concerning the status of Puerto Rico,
particularly with respect to H.R. 856, the "U.S.-Puerto Rico Political Status Act".

As you know, this bill passed the House by one vote in early March after a
lengthy and often heated debate. As a chief opponent of this legislation, I look for-
ward to the Senate's deliberative consideration of this important legislative issue.

Attached please find copies of my testimony and some attachments detailing my
concerns with the currenty proposed legislation.*

If you have any further questions regarding this testimony, my position or any-
thing further please contact Eric Pelletier of my staff at 225-9191.

Thanks again for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

GERALD B.H. SOLOMON,
Member of Congress.

[Enclosure.]

STATEMENT OF HON. JERRY SOLOMON, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEW YORK

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate the opportunity to tes-
tify on this very important issue for both the citizens of Puerto Rico and the United
States.

In April of 1775, hundreds of brave Minutemen stormed the bridges of Lexington
and Concord, Massachusetts-setting in motion a revolutionary struggle for liberty
that culminated in the greatest victory for individual freedom and democracy in l
of human history. That bloodstained victory of our forefathers has left us the legacy
we call America.

Liberty, justice, democracy-these are words that do more than describe our na-
tion's ideals and principles, they are the very essence of America. These ideals are
able to thrive and dominate the political and economic landscapes of the United
States because of its people's devotion to its unity as a nation-to an idea that there
is something unique, something distinct about being American.

Throughout my military service, my small business career and the last 28 years
in public service I have dedicated my life to further the principles of freedom, de-
mocracy and self-determination throughout the world. I have been blessed to live
in the most free and democratic nation in the world, a product of the blood, sweat
and commitment to principle of those who have gone before me.

While in the U.S. Marine Corps in the Korean War era, I was privileged to be
stationed for a time on the island of Viacus in Puerto Rico where I made some of
my closest friendships. During that time, I was able to gain a personal affection for
the people of Puerto Rico and for their love of liberty and their distinct culture. As
a result, Puerto Rico and its people hold a very warm space in my heart.

Today, this Committee considers a bill which may lead to dramatic and perma-
nent changes in the lives of these U.S. citizens. It is billed by its supporters, my
very dear friends, as a bill to permanently resolve the political status of Puerto Rico
through a process of self-determination. However lofty and worthy these objectives
are, H.R. 856 is a flawed measure that flips the vary principles of self-determination
and democracy on their heads.

In establishing a self-determination process for Puerto Rico, Congress, under the
U.S. Constitution, must answer to two distinct, yet equally important interests: the
citizens of Puerto Rico and the citizens of the United States. I believe this bill as
currently drafted fails to answer to either interest in three specific ways.

First, H.R. 856 actually violates self-determination. I favor allowing the citizens
of Puerto Rico to vote on the future of their political status. In fact, they actually
do not need to get permission from the Congress of the United States to do so, as
they did in 1952, 1967 and 1993.

However, I firmly believe that in order for a political process to deliver self-deter-
mination, it must allow for the participation of all citizens. H.R. 856, as currently
drafted requires Puerto Rico to hold a plebiscite before the end of this year, 1998.
In that referendum, the citizens of Puerto Rico will be asked to choose between

* The attachments have been retained in committee files.
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Commonwealth, Separate Sovereignty and Statehood. This seems simple enough.
However, there is a catch.

Senators should be aware that the Statehood Party of Puerto Rico supports the
ballot definition of statehood in this bill and the Puerto Rican Independence Party
supports the ballot definition of independence in this bill. However, the Common-
wealth Party, the party that actually won every past referendum on political status
does not support the definition of Commonwealth in this bill.

In fact, the definition of Commonwealth was written not just once but twice by
the supporters of the Statehood option, without the approval of the Commonwealth
Party. What this means is that the largest political party in Puerto Rico is faced
with a grave choice under this bill. They can either choose to campaign, support and
vote for a ballot definition that directly contradicts the very premise of their political
party's existence or they could not participate in the referendum. They have chosen
not to participate. So first and foremost, Congress is debating a measure-designed
to determine Puerto Rico's political status--in which one of the three local political
parties, in fact the lar est in Puerto Rico will not participate. How is that going to
take an accurate and democratic measure of the political choices of these 3.8 million
U.S. citizens? It is not.

Back in 1990-91, the last time this Congress considered similar legislation, all of
the parties were supportive of the process and supported that bill. It sailed through
the House under suspension of the rules, while the Senate ran out of time to com-
plete consideration of the bill. Today Congress debates a controversial bill not just
here in the United States but also in Puerto Rico.

One final comment on this bill's self-determination problems. As this bill currently
stands, it requires Puerto Rico permanently to hold this referendum every ten years
until either Statehood or Independence gets a 50 plus 1 majority, then the transi-
tion and implementation processes begin. Since the current support for independ-
ence hovers around 50% and for Statehood around 45%, the likely outcome of a
forced decennial vote seems likely to be Statehood.

Secondly, H.R. 856 contains certain constitutional pitfalls. Under this bil, if the
citizens of Puerto Rico choose Statehood in the first referendum, the constitutional
protections given states begin to apply to Puerto Rico upon the President's submis-
sion of a transition plan taking Puerto Rico from Commonwealth to Statehood. What
this means is that the process of integrating Puerto Rico into the Union begins with
the vote on the transition bill. According to the Supreme Court in Balzac v. People
of Puerto Rico, (1922), once the process of integration begins, it is very difficult to
reverse. The catch with this provision is that under H.R. 856, Congss will be re-
quired to vote. on this transition plan as early as next fall. While Puerto Rico may
not join the Union for 10 years, the vote to begin the admissions process could take
place as early as next year. Such a voting strategy is similar to that done when we
gave the Panama Canal back to Panama and when Great Britain gave Hong Kong
back to China. A vote to do it occurs now while it. actually changes hands at some
point in the future.

With the referendum required to be held before the end of this year, this bill. re-
quires the President to send Congress transition legislation within 6 months of that
referendum. Within 5 days of the receipt of that bill, the Majority Leaders of the
House and Senate are required to introduce the bill and within 4-6 months of intro-
duction a vote occurs on the bill on the floor of the House and Senate.

In essence, this bill sets up a process whereby the citizens- of Puerto Rico vote
until they choose a certain outcome and then the process kicks into high gear under
expedited executive and congressional procedures. Yes, it is true that it may take
"up to 10 years", as the bill says for the process to run its course but the bulk of
the actual process occurs up front.

The most serious constitutional reservation of H.R. 856 involves the treatment of
the rights enjoyed by the people of Puerto Rico currently under the Commonwealth
status. The ballot contained in the bill states that Congress may determine which
rights under the United States Constitution are guaranteed to the people of Puerto
Rico. This statement is wrong at several levels. First, it rests upon the remarkable
proposition that Congress has the authority to deprive the people of Puerto Rico of
any or- all of their constitutional. rights. This provision of the bill is demonstrably
false because even if Puerto Rico were still air unincorporated territory, the people
of Puerto Rico would be guaranteed fundamental constitutional rights. .

The description of the citizenship rights of Puerto Rico is similarly flawed. It
states Puerto Ricans are merely statutory citizens and implies that their citizenship
may be revoked by Congress. The people. of Puerto Rico, however, are United States
citizens within the meaning of the 14th Amendment. These points were clearly
enunciated during the House consideration of this bill by our colleague the Chair-
man of the House Judiciary Committee's Subcommittee on the Constitution.
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Third and finally, H.R. 856 fails to clearly lay out how assimilation would occur
under the bill for either Puerto Rico or the United States. I believe this is the most
egregious flaw in this bill. As I stated earlier, I have a great deal of respect for the
pride and the culture of the people of Puerto Rico. I believe as do many of my col-
leagues that Puerto Rico is a nation, unique and distinct in its own right and Puerto
Rico has every right to preserve and enhance this rich heritage of culture and his-
tory.

If the citizens of Puerto Rico freely choose to seek statehood they should under-
stand clearly what are the assimilation expectations of the American people. Puerto
Rico deserves a clear, concise and direct discussion of these issues. Admitting a
state requires the assimilation of a territory within the Union of States and lan-
guage aiterences are the number one barrier to actual assimilation.

The bill before this committee, even with the amendment adopted on the House
floor, contains the most vacuous statement of language policy I have ever seen. How
will the average citizen of Puerto Rico understand what this means if we cannot
even understand what this means? In this regard, the bill's language regarding
English is weak and inadequate.

From the very beginning our nation has recognized that "the prosperity of the
people of America depended on their continuing firmly united, and the wishes, pray-
ers, and efforts of our best and wisest citizens have been constantly directed to that
object." These are the words of wisdom in the Federalist Papers by John Jay, our
country's first Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. Justice Jay went on to say "I
have . . . often taken notice that Providence has been pleased to give this one con-
nected country to one united people-a people descended from the same ancestors,
speaking the same language, . . . attached to the same principles of government,
very similar in their manners and customs, and who by their joint counsels, arms,
and efforts, fighting side by side throughout a long and bloody war, have nobly es-
tablished their general liberty and independence."

Based on this premise for the past two centuries, we have forged a nation out of
our different peoples by emphasizing our common beliefs, our common ideals, and
perhaps most importantly, our common language. Our English language has per-
mitted this country to live up to our national motto, e pluribus unum (out of many,
one). For most of our nation's history, the English language has been the key to in-
tegrating new Americans gas well as the glue that has held our people together, no
matter if they are from Maine or Arizona. It is in this spirit that I offered the
English Language Empowerment Amendment to the U.S.-Puerto Rico Political Sta-
tus Act when the House considered this legislation on the floor. (I have included a
copy of my amendent and a brief summary with this statement). In short, this
amendment was based on two simple principles: unity and opportunity.

This devotion to unity and the English language is not founded upon any bedrock
of racism, mean spiritedness or division. Rather it is premised on the belief that our
strength in unity can best be preserved through the prevention of divisions along
linguistic or cultural lines. Such cultural divisions have been encountered by Can-
ada with Quebec and could be with the U.S. and Puerto Rico. Now what do I mean
by divisions along linguistic lines? These divisions are not between people but be-
tween opportunities. Americans who do not know English are segregated from those
who do, separated from everything the United States and its precious Constitution
stands for. A reaffirmation of English as the official language is necessary to dem-
onstrate that the federal government's goal is to desegregate all Americans.

It was Winston Churchill who stated that "the gift of a common language is a
priceless inheritance." Not explicitly stating what role Puerto Rico's inherited Span-
ish language and our common tongue Enghsh would play in a state of Puerto Rico
I believe would be a grave mistake for everyone.

Alexis de Tocqueville stated that "the tie of language is, perhaps the strongest
and the most durable that can unite mankind." Promoting this tie of language is
not an attack on Spanish nor is it an act of self-preservation but it is a ramp to
expanded opportunity and freedom for all Americans.

This is because America is composed of people who have for centuries pulled
themselves up by their bootstraps with courage and a vision to pursue the oppor-
tunity that America has to offer. All of us at one time. or another were immigrants.
Our forefathers came here for the same reasons immigrants now come ashore and
for the same reasons many citizens of Puerto Rico now seek to be a state. America
is the land of opportunity and if the government does not remove the impediments
to assuring that both new immigrants and any citizens of any new state receive the
keys to opportunity here, then I am afraid they will remain in what the New York
Times called a "bilingual prison."

Consequently, my amendment was intended to ensure that no American citizen,
no matter what their cultural background, no matter whether they live in Puerto
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Rico or Iowa, has to be trapped in a linguistic box, kept away from these tools of
opportunity. This is the land of opportunity and the language of the land of oppor-
tunity is English. There should be no ambiguity about this fact.

The usage and understanding of English is the key to economic and educational
opportunity in America. Therefore we as the federal government must promote and
enhance the ability of all Americans, no matter what their heritage, to read, speak
and understand this language of opportunity. According to a study done by Dr. Rich-
ard Vedder and Dr. Lowell Galloway of Ohio University it was found that if immi-
grant knowledge of English were raised to that of native-born Americans, their in-
come levels would increase by $63 billion a year. It was also concluded that the cur-
rent situation has trapped 1.5 million immigrants in poverty. The simple truth is
that those who cannot function in our country's predominant language are less able
to find jobs. As a result, they are cheated of the opportunity for improvement and
happiness that our Union promises to millions. My amendment placed the federal
government in the affirmative position of saying this tragedy is not going to con-
tinue, especially not under any future state of Puerto Rico.

Based on this visonary premise, during the 104th Congress the House of Rep-
resentatives voted 259-169 in favor of the bill Emerson En lish Language Empower-
ment Act which declared English the official language of the United States and lim-
ited the use of federally-mandated bilingual ballots. However, the provisions of H.R.
856 undermine the principles of that Empowerment Act and deny opportunities to
the children and people of Puerto Rico.

Furthermore, H.R. 856 does not address how the admission of Puerto Rico as an
"official Spanish" state would affect English as the official language of the United
States government, nor does it protect the rights of English-speaking Americans in
Puerto Rico, or the rights of the children of Puerto Rico to learn English.

These are crucially important questions to answer because according to the 1990
U.S. Census, less than 24% of the U.S. citizens in Puerto Rico speak English flu-
en while 98% speak Spanish. Also, children in the public schools are taught only
in anish from kindergarten through high school while English is taught as a sec-
ond anguage.

To correct these short falls of the underlying bi my amendment basically did two
things. First, it replaced H.R. 856's nebulous language policy which states that
"English is the common language of mutual understandin g in the U.S." with the
clearer and simpler statement that "English is the official language of the federal
government" applicable to the entire nation, as done in the Empowerment Act dur-

ng the last Congress.
Secondly, it addressed Congress's fundamental responsibility to insure that any

new State meet certain standards and provide certain fundamental rights and pro-
tections. In 1845 and again in 1911, the U.S. Supreme Court held a ongress
may require a new State to meet certain standards before it would be admitted. As
a result, my amendment tailored the Statehood ballot definition to reflect this na-
tional official English policy. In addition it stated that the Congress expects that a
future state of Puerto Rico would promote English as the official language of the
state government, courts, and agencies and that English would be the language of
instruction in public schools. These provisions will guarantee the current and future
generations of Puerto Rico unfettered access to the tools with which to successfully
assimilate into the union should they choose to become a state of our Union.

Now some of my good friends are going to argue that I have specifically selected
the Statehood option and position for the bulk of my criticism of this bill and that
this is merely a process bill which includes that as an option. Well, let me be crystal
clear in my position. For my constituents in upstate New York who are wedged be-
tween Quebec and New York City, the Statehood option for Puerto Rico is the choice
with the most far reaching and permanent consequences. It is a permanent relation-
ship that requires assimilation and that choice needs to be decided by an over-
whelming majority of the citizens of Puerto Rico before my constituents will be will-
ing to agree to let them join the Union. It must be clear to our good friends in Puer-
to Rico, that if they choose Statehood, it is still within Congress power as represent-
atives of this country to say no. Statehood may be an option at some point in the
future, but the American people are going to have to examine the situation at that
time. We cannot force a decision on the citizensof Puerto Rico and thecitizens of
Puerto Rico can not force the U.S. to accept a decision. The Puerto Rican people.de-
serve to know exactly what they are. voting on and the American people deserve to
know the ramifications of each option.

This can be an historic Conrss, a Congress in which we not only debate the fu-
ture political status of 3.8 million U.S. citizens, but also one in which we focus on
and strengthen those things which unite us as a nation and which expand the hori-
zons of opportunity for all of our citizens.
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Until this bill becomes an actual self-determination bill, passes constitutional
muster in all of its components, and fundamentally addresses the issue of assimila-
tion into the Union, I urge the Committee to oppose well-intended but flawed legis-
lation.

REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITEE,
Washington, DC, July 13, 1998.

Hon. LARRY CRAIG,
U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.

DEAR SENATOR CRAIG: We are providing the following information regarding the
Republican Party's position on self-determination for Puerto Rico in light of consid-
eration of such legislation by the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Re-
sources.

The Republican Party platform, as approved by the delegated at the 1996 Repub-
lican National Convention, states the following:

"We support the right of the United States citizens of Puerto Rico to be admitted
as a fully sovereign state after they freely so determine."

"We endorse initiatives of the congressional Republican leadership to provide for
Puerto Rico's smooth transition to statehood if its citizens choose to alter their cur-
rent status, or set them on their own path to become an independent nation."

In 1917, Congress extended American citizenship to the people of Puerto Rico, and
in 1952, Puerto Rico became a self-governing territory.

Our Party platform in effect, recognizes the right of the American Citizens of
Puerto Rico to determine their future political status. There has never been a con-
gressionally authorized status referendum as provided in the legislation now before
Congress.

As chairman and co-chairman of the party, we fully support the platform, and are
writing to you in this capacity asking that you do the same by backing legislation
for se -determination which incorporates these principles.

Sincerely yours,
JIM NICHOLSON,

Chairman.
PATRICIA S. HARRISON,

Co-Chairman.
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